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Abstract

Many self-organized collective behaviors in natural, social, and technological groups require coordinated decision-making on multiple alternatives. For example, groups must reach consensus on a movement direction to navigate through space in unison or allocate members across different tasks to forage and explore their environment. In this dissertation we present a new modeling framework for the study of multi-alternative collective decision-making in social systems in nature and society, and for the design of such decision-making in technological teams.

First, we describe a new model of social belief and opinion formation as a dynamic and nonlinear process in a multi-agent system. When the agents are identical, the model has a small number of interpretable parameters that characterize intrinsic properties and biases of the networked agents. Belief formation is synthesized through a communication graph that describes a structured set of cooperative and antagonistic relationships between agents, and a belief system graph that describes the logical alignment between options or topics.

We present this model alongside analysis grounded in the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems. We establish that the network generically exhibits a sharp transition from a state of indecision among agents to their commitment to strong beliefs or opinions as the amount of attention to social interactions is increased. We investigate how the model parameters, the communication graph, and the belief system graph inform the allocation of agents across options in this transition and the how relative influence of different agents’ biases informs the network decision. We prove conditions under which the belief formation dynamics yield agreement, disagreement, multi-stability of equilibria, and oscillations.

Finally, we illustrate how this modeling framework can be utilized for the design of sensitive and adaptable collective behaviors when model parameters are allowed to be dynamic. First, we introduce tunable dynamic feedback laws for agents’ attention to social interactions which provably trigger cascades of strong opinion formation that spread across the entire network in response to a local input. Next, we prove that individual nodes can adapt their decision state locally without affecting the state of the rest of the network through altering the sign of their social interactions.
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Part I

Dynamic formation of opinions, values, or beliefs
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview and motivation

In this dissertation we explore how a group of social decision-makers can form beliefs and reach a decision in evaluating multiple alternatives, accounting for locally available information and social relationships. Such capacity for dynamic belief formation and autonomous decision-making is a key component of swarm intelligence. The term “swarm intelligence” is often used to describe the ability of collectives in nature and technology to self-organize and perform complex tasks without a centralized coordination mechanism [26]. Self-organizing systems have the following key properties, identified in [76]:

1. They are dynamic entities, evolving in time through a variety of complex positive and negative feedback mechanisms;

2. They have localized nonlinear interactions which lead to emergence of macroscopic properties in the group which are more sophisticated than the properties of any given individual;

3. Emergent properties in these systems arise from bifurcations, or parametrized transitions characteristic to a nonlinear system;

4. The characteristic emergent properties of these systems are often multi-stable, which means that given the same set of parameters, the system can converge to one of several different behaviors.

Common examples of emergent behaviors in self-organizing systems in nature include flocking in starling murmurations [17, 85, 222], honeybee house-hunting [179–181], ant foraging [46, 155, 172],
and spatial decision-making in fish schools [40, 121, 189, 204] among many others. Principles of self-organization are also widespread features of human societies [42]. People organize into communities [91], move through space in complex traffic patterns [56], vote in elections to select their laws and leaders [59], and make financial transactions to participate in the global economy [7]. In online social networks interactions between people can yield unwanted effects - emergence of echo chambers [37], political polarization [141], and descent of individuals into extremism [3]. Understanding the fundamental mechanisms that lead to these emergent features of social systems is an important step towards their mitigation, and therefore towards ensuring the healthy functioning of modern society.

Self-organization is also an important design principle for many technologies such as robotic swarms [16, 29, 164], smart electric power grids [129, 203], and mobile sensor networks [53, 176]. These technologies share many similarities with human and animal social groups, in that they are made up of many individual nodes or agents which can interact through communication or sensing and make autonomous decisions. Design of decentralized networked technologies can be a tricky task, as it requires engineers to develop simple rules that individuals can follow to achieve a desired behavioral outcome at the level of the group. In other words it requires design of emergent properties in a self-organized system.

While the literature on flocking, formation control, consensus formation, task allocation, and other collective behaviors in distributed technological systems is exceptionally broad – see for example the surveys [29, 55, 150, 151, 219] – autonomous swarm technology is nevertheless in a nascent stage of development. In designing swarm behavior algorithms researchers often derive behavioral rules for technological units from studies of social animals and human social systems. Such design techniques have seen great success in generating self-organized behaviors in laboratory settings for decades. However despite this success, deployment of swarm technologies in real-world industrial applications is minimal at best [50, 51, 173, 178]. Among the many reasons which contribute to this technological lag are the following:

1. **Lack of theoretical guarantees for the emergent behavior of the collective** [178]. When designing a self-organizing system it is important to ensure not only that a desired property will emerge, but also that unwanted properties will not emerge. Ideally, collective behavior algorithms need to be developed alongside rigorous theory. This is a challenging task because self-organizing systems by their nature are highly nonlinear.

2. **Inability of generated collective behaviors to adapt to meaningful environmental cues** [51]. Many examples of collective behavior in the literature are built with a particular objective in mind
for example, formation of a specific shape in space or allocation of agents across tasks in a pre-determined distribution. However in real world settings objectives may change, and autonomous swarms need the capacity to adapt their behavior in response to changes in their environment or to input from human collaborators.

These shortfalls of existing design methods impede widespread adoption of decentralized autonomous swarm technologies especially because such systems are often safety-critical, with potentially catastrophic failure consequences [213]. For example, unpredictable or inflexible behavior in a group of autonomous vehicles on the road can lead to a collision or a traffic jam. It is imperative to develop new design techniques grounded in rigorous theory which enable technological teams to self-organize in a robust and reliable manner, yet allow for sensitivity to meaningful cues and adaptation of the group behavior. In this dissertation, we take a first step towards addressing this challenge by presenting a new mechanistic modeling framework which describes how a group reaches a decision on multiple interconnected topics or options. This model is presented alongside with analysis which describes the group’s emergent properties in terms of its social network, belief system, and the intrinsic properties of the agents.

We are interested in modeling belief formation in particular because evaluating and making decisions on context-dependent options is a fundamental building block of almost any collective behavior. Formal taxonomies of swarm behaviors typically distinguish between collective decision-making such as consensus formation [206] and task allocation [77, 114], and other swarm behaviors such as collective navigation, foraging, and flocking [16, 29]. However at their core, many of these behaviors can be viewed abstractly as a sequence of collective decisions on spatially embedded options. This view is consistent with findings in the literature on collective behavior in animals. For example, spatial movement patterns in various animal groups have been linked to outcomes of social decisions [40, 189, 194]. Theory developed for collective belief formation and decision-making therefore has potential to be used in a wide variety of contexts. We envision the modeling and analysis presented in this dissertation as a tool both for understanding how various emergent properties arise in groups of biological and socio-political decision-makers, and for development of new collective behavior algorithms for coordination of robotic teams and other autonomous swarm technologies.

1.2 Outline of contributions

Motivated by the above discussion, the following contributions are presented in Part I of this dissertation:
1. In Chapter 2 we review some mathematical ideas which are utilized throughout the dissertation. The topics we review include fundamental definitions from the theory of signed graphs and an overview of nonlinear dynamical systems with a focus on local bifurcation theory.

2. In Chapter 3 we motivate and present a new model which describes how a network of communicating agents forms beliefs on several interconnected topics. The belief formation mechanism captured by this model combines nonlinear integration of social evidence with the capacity of agents to have intrinsic biases or access to task-relevant information. These features in our model capture the abstract features of a broad class of biological and technological decision-makers. A fundamental mechanism behind formation of strong beliefs on a network according to this model is a sharp transition from indecision to decision, which is parametrized by the amount of attention individuals allocate towards information obtained from their social interactions. We refer to this transition as an indecision-breaking or belief-forming bifurcation.

3. In Chapters 4 and 5 we present a body of rigorous analysis of this model, grounded in the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems. This analysis characterizes the properties of beliefs formed on the network at the onset of the indecision-breaking bifurcation. We show that this bifurcation can result in a wide variety of outcomes, including appearance of multi-stable opinionated equilibria and onset of periodic oscillations of beliefs. We establish how the communication graph between agents and a belief system graph, which describes the alignment between different options, inform patterns of equilibrium beliefs that emerge on the network, as well as relationships between agents’ beliefs in the periodic oscillations. Specifically we identify several spectral properties of these graphs that determine the amount of attention necessary for onset of bifurcation, how the agents distribute themselves across the options post-bifurcation, and which agents are the most influential in swaying the group belief formation outcome. We present a simple synthesis procedure that can be used to realize a desired pattern of beliefs on any network through manipulating signs of local interactions between agents. Importantly, we show that formation of beliefs according to this model can lead both to agreement and disagreement solutions on the network. This provides a unified framework for consensus formation and task allocation, which are traditionally treated as separate design objectives [206].

4. In Chapter 6 we illustrate how this modeling framework can be used for design of flexible and adaptable behaviors by allowing model parameters to be dynamic, through instantaneous updates or through dynamic feedback of network states. First we show how dynamic attention
to social interactions results in sensitive cascades of opinion formation in which the entire group state transitions from indecision to decision in response to an input or a sensor measurement introduced locally at one or more nodes. Next we show how individual agents can change their belief state dynamically without affecting the behavior of the rest of the network through updating the sign of interactions with their neighbors on the communication network.

5. In Chapter 7 we conclude with an overview of applications and future extensions of the modeling framework presented in this dissertation.
Chapter 2

Background: mathematical preliminaries

In this chapter we review fundamental concepts from the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems and from the theory of graphs. Both of these subjects are vast, and the overview in this chapter is not meant to be a comprehensive summary. For a thorough development of dynamical systems theory, see [82–84,90,109,117]. For a detailed treatment of graphs and signed graphs, see [41,137,207,223,224].

2.1 Basic notation

In this dissertation we use the symbol $\mathbb{R}$ to denote the real numbers and the symbol $\mathbb{C}$ to denote the complex numbers. For a complex number $x = a + ib = re^{i\phi}$, $\overline{x} = a - ib = re^{-i\phi}$ signifies the complex conjugate, $|x| = \sqrt{xx} = r$ signifies the modulus, and $\arg(x)$ signifies its argument $\phi$. Matrices are represented by capital letters, e.g. $A$, and vectors are represented by boldface symbols, e.g. $v$. The inner product of two vectors $v, w$ is $\langle w, v \rangle = w^T v$. We define $\mathbf{0} \in \mathbb{R}^N$ as the zero vector and $\text{diag}(v)$ as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are components of $v$. The standard $N - 1$ simplex $\Delta_{N-1}$ is the set of all vectors $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in \mathbb{R}^N$ which satisfy $\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i = 1$, $x_i \geq 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N$.

We denote the spectrum of a square matrix $A$ as $\sigma(A) = \{\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_N\}$ and its spectral radius $\rho(A) = \max\{|\lambda_i|, \lambda_i \in \sigma(A)\}$. We say an eigenvalue $\lambda \in \sigma(A)$ is a leading eigenvalue of $A$ if $\text{Re}(\lambda) \geq \text{Re}(\mu)$ for all $\mu \in \sigma(A)$. We say a leading eigenvalue $\lambda$ of $A$ is a dominant eigenvalue if $\lambda = \rho(A)$. A right eigenvector $v_i$ of $A$ corresponding to $\lambda_i$ satisfies $Av_i = \lambda_i v_i$, and a left eigenvector
w_i of A corresponding to \( \lambda_i \) satisfies \( w_i A = \lambda_i w_i \). Given two vectors \( v, w \) or two matrices \( M, N \), we say \( v \succeq w \) whenever \( v_i \geq w_i \) for all \( i \) (similarly \( M \succeq N \) whenever \( M_{ij} \geq N_{ij} \) for all \( i, j \)). Analogously, \( v \succ w \) whenever \( v_i > w_i \) for all \( i \) (similarly \( M \succ N \) whenever \( M_{ij} > N_{ij} \) for all \( i, j \)). For two matrices \( M, N \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) we define the element-wise Hadamard product \( M \odot N \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) as 

\[
(M \odot N)_{ij} = M_{ij} N_{ij}
\]

For two matrices \( M \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}, N \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times l} \) we define the Kronecker product, or direct product, \( M \otimes N \in \mathbb{R}^{mk \times nl} \) as

\[
M \otimes N = \begin{pmatrix}
M_{11}N & M_{12}N & \ldots & M_{1n}N \\
M_{21}N & M_{22}N & \ldots & M_{2n}N \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
M_{m1}N & M_{m2}N & \ldots & M_{mn}N
\end{pmatrix}
\]

We say a real square matrix \( A \) has the Perron-Frobenius property if it has a dominant eigenvalue \( \lambda = \rho(A) \) and a corresponding eigenvector satisfying \( v \succeq 0 \); \( A \) has the strong Perron-Frobenius property if the dominant eigenvalue is unique and satisfies \( \lambda \geq |\lambda_i| \) for all \( \lambda_i \neq \lambda \) in the spectrum \( \sigma(A) \) and its corresponding eigenvector satisfies \( v \succ 0 \). A real square matrix is irreducible if it cannot be transformed into an upper triangular matrix through similarity transformations. A real square matrix \( A \) is eventually positive (eventually nonnegative) if there exists a positive integer \( k_0 \) such that \( A^k \succ 0_{N \times N} \) (\( A^k \succeq 0_{N \times N} \)) for all integers \( k > k_0 \). Several results in this dissertation take advantage of the following proposition.

**Proposition 2.1.1.** [149, Theorem 2.2] The following statements are equivalent for a real square matrix \( A \): (1) \( A \) and \( A^T \) have the strong Perron-Frobenius property; (2) \( A \) is eventually positive; (3) \( A^T \) is eventually positive.

### 2.2 Networked multi-agent systems and graph theory

The mathematical framework of multi-agent systems captures the common features shared by many natural and technological collectives. An agent in a multi-agent system is a dynamic unit which takes autonomous actions and exchanges information with other agents through local interactions [137,216]. Interactions between agents can be grouped into two broad categories. The first of these is direct communication, or sending and receiving of signals and messages. The second category is sensing, which captures information exchange through vision, sound, pheromone signals, and other environment-mediated interactions. Prominent examples of multi-agent systems include robotic
teams, mobile sensor networks, power grids, ensembles of neurons, groups of social animals, and human social networks. The actions of individual agents in such systems can add up to complex emergent behaviors at the level of the group. Some collective phenomena which have been extensively studied through the lens of multi-agent systems include consensus formation [5, 45, 153, 182], task allocation [6, 110, 122, 130], synchronization [2, 140, 196], and collective movement [146, 152].

Local interactions between agents together make up an interaction network. This network is a fundamental feature of a multi-agent system and often plays a key role in defining its global emergent behavior. Mathematically, interaction geometry of networked agents is captured by a graph. A graph $G = (V, E)$ is a mathematical object made up of a set of $N$ vertices or nodes $V = \{1, \ldots, N\}$ and a set of edges $E$. Each node in $V$ represents an agent, and whenever an edge $e_{ik}$ belongs to the edge set $E$ we say agent $i$ receives information about agent $k$ - i.e. there is an arrow from node $i$ to node $k$. In this dissertation we assume that all graphs are simple, meaning that for any two nodes $i, k \in V$ there is at most one edge $e_{ik}$ that starts at $i$ and ends at $k$. The structure of a simple graph $G$ is captured by its adjacency matrix $A = (a_{ik})$ where $a_{ik} = 0$ whenever $e_{ik} \notin E$ and $a_{ik} \neq 0$ otherwise. Most generally, an adjacency matrix can be weighted, meaning the nonzero entries $a_{ik}$ can take on any real value that represents the sign and strength of influence from agent $k$ on agent $i$. In this dissertation we will typically consider graphs with unweighted adjacency matrices for which $a_{ik} \in \{0, 1\}$ or signed unweighted adjacency matrices for which $a_{ik} \in \{0, 1, -1\}$ for all $i, k \in V$. The graph is undirected whenever $a_{ik} = a_{ki}$ for all $i, k \in V$, and directed otherwise. Both directed and undirected networks naturally arise in various multi-agent systems. For example, in human social networks face-to-face interactions are typically undirected, whereas online interactions through social media are typically directed.

Consider an unsigned graph $G = (V, E)$ that consists of sets of nodes or vertices $V$ and edges $E$. The in-degree of vertex $i$ on a graph $G$ is the number of edges that end in node $i$, i.e. $\sum_k a_{ik}$. A walk or path on a graph is a finite or infinite sequence of edges that joins a sequence of vertices, for example $e_{12}, e_{25}, e_{53}$ is a walk of length 3 that visits nodes 1, 2, 5, 3 in that order. A graph $G$ is said to be strongly connected if in its topology there exists a path from any vertex to any other vertex. A graph is strongly connected if and only if its adjacency matrix is an irreducible matrix with the strong Perron-Frobenius property. A closed path is a walk of positive length that starts and ends at the same vertex. Finally, $G$ is bipartite if its vertex set $V$ can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets $V_1, V_2$ such that for any edge $e_{ik} \in E$, either $i \in V_1$ and $j \in V_2$ or $i \in V_2$ and $j \in V_1$.

In this dissertation we frequently consider signed graphs $G = (V, E, s)$ where $s : E \to \{-1, 1\}$ is the signature function for the graph. A signed adjacency matrix $A$ has positive and negative entries,
defined as $a_{ik} = s(e_{ik})$ if $e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E}$ and $a_{ik} = 0$ otherwise. The sign of a walk on a signed graph is the
product of the signatures of all of the edges passed on the walk, e.g. $s(e_{12})s(e_{25})s(e_{53})$. A signed graph has a property called \textit{structural balance} when the sign of every closed path on the graph is positive.

The remaining paragraphs this section are taken verbatim from [18]. Let $\mathcal{W} \subset \mathcal{V}$ be a subset of
nodes on a signed graph $\mathcal{G}$. \textit{Switching} a set $\mathcal{W}$ on the graph $\mathcal{G}$ refers to a mapping of the graph $\mathcal{G}$
to $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W} = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, s^\mathcal{W})$ where the signature of all the edges in $\mathcal{E}$ between nodes in $\mathcal{W}$ and nodes in its
complement $\mathcal{V} \setminus \mathcal{W}$ reverses sign. We introduce the \textit{switching function} $\theta : \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \{1, -1\}$, where for
any $i \in \mathcal{V}$, $\theta(i) = -1$ if $i \in \mathcal{W}$ and $\theta(i) = 1$ otherwise. Then the signature of the switched graph $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$
is generated as

$$s^\mathcal{W}(e_{ik}) = \theta(i)s(e_{ik})\theta(k) \tag{2.1}$$

for all $e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E}$. From (2.1) we see that the signature update for an edge between agents $i$ and $k$
depends only on their membership in the switching set $\mathcal{W}$. Thus, the edges between $i$ and $k$ flip sign if and only if exactly one of $i, k$ is in the switching set $\mathcal{W}$, and does not change sign if $i, k$ are
both in $\mathcal{W}$ or in $\mathcal{V} \setminus \mathcal{W}$. Importantly, switching a set $\mathcal{W}$ all at once generates the same graph $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$
as sequentially switching individual vertices in $\mathcal{W}$. If $\mathcal{G}$ can be transformed into $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$ by switching, $\mathcal{G}$
and $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$ are \textit{switching equivalent graphs}. A switching transformation preserves the sign of all closed
paths, and therefore preserves structural balance.

Let $\theta$ be the function for switching from graph $\mathcal{G}$ to $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$, with adjacency matrices $A$ and $A^\mathcal{W}$,
respectively. Define the \textit{switching matrix} $\Theta = \text{diag}(\theta(1), \theta(2), \ldots, \theta(N))$. The adjacency matrices of
$\mathcal{G}$ and its switching $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$ are related as

$$A^\mathcal{W} = \Theta^{-1}A\Theta. \tag{2.2}$$

Since $\Theta$ is diagonal and $\theta(i) = \pm 1$, $\Theta^{-1} = \Theta$; we write $\Theta^{-1}$ in (2.2) to emphasize that the matrices
$A$ and $A^\mathcal{W}$ are similar. We refer to (2.2) as a \textit{switching transformation} of the adjacency matrix $A$, and $A$ and $A^\mathcal{W}$ as \textit{switching equivalent adjacency matrices}. The following proposition is adapted
from [224, Proposition II.5].

**Proposition 2.2.1.** [18] Suppose $\mathcal{G}$, $\mathcal{G}^\mathcal{W}$ are switching equivalent with adjacency matrices $A$ and $A^\mathcal{W}$ and associated switching matrix $\Theta$. Then 1) $A$ and $A^\mathcal{W}$ are isospectral, i.e. have the same set of eigenvalues; 2) $v$ ($w$) is a right (left) eigenvector of $A$ corresponding to eigenvalue $\lambda$ if and only if $\Theta v$ ($\Theta w$) is a right (left) eigenvector of $A^\mathcal{W}$ with the same eigenvalue.
2.3 Dynamical systems theory

A *dynamical system* is a mathematical object which describes the deterministic evolution of one or more variables in discrete or continuous time. In continuous time a dynamical system is typically represented by a system of *ordinary differential equations (ODEs)*. In this dissertation we study autonomous, continuous time dynamical systems of the form

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = \dot{x} = f(x, p) \]  

(2.3)

where \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the system state, \( p = (p_1, \ldots, p_{np}) \in \mathbb{R}^{np} \) is the set of system parameters, and \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^p \to \mathbb{R}^n \) is a smooth vector field \( f(x, p) = (f_1(x, p), \ldots, f_n(x, p)) \). By smoothness we mean that the vector field \( f \) is continuously differentiable with respect to the variables and the parameters as many times as necessary for the methods we will discuss. When convenient, we may omit the explicit mention of the vector field dependence on the parameters \( p \) and simply state \( \dot{x} = f(x) \). The *flow* generated by (2.3) is the operator \( \varphi^t : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \) which satisfies (2.3), meaning \( \frac{d}{dt}(\varphi^t(x))\big|_{t=\tau} = f(\varphi^\tau(x)) \). The flow operator \( \varphi^\tau \) thereby maps any initial condition \( x(0) \) to some point \( x(\tau) \) at time \( \tau \). The set \( \varphi^t(x(0)) := x(t) \) parametrized by time \( t \) is often referred to as a *trajectory* or an *orbit* of the dynamical system (2.3) based at \( x(0) \). For the remainder of this section, we assume that (2.3) is defined on a compact forward-invariant *trapping region* \( W \subset \mathbb{R}^n \), meaning that for any initial condition \( x(0) = x_0 \in W \) the associated solution trajectory \( x(t) \) remains in \( W \) for all \( t \geq 0 \). Existence and uniqueness of solutions to (2.3) is guaranteed for all \( t \geq 0 \) as long as the system is defined on \( W \) [109, Theorem 3.3]. With this established, one of the of the primary aims of dynamical systems theory is to rigorously describe features of (2.3) qualitatively, without finding explicit expressions for the general solutions \( x(t) \). At the core of such qualitative descriptions lies the notion of *topological equivalence*, which we now formally define. Recall that a *homeomorphism* is a continuous and invertible map with a continuous inverse.

**Definition 2.3.1** (Topological equivalence). [117, Definition 2.1] Let \( x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \), \( g : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \). The dynamical system \( \dot{x} = f(x) \) is topologically equivalent to the dynamical system \( \dot{y} = g(y) \) if there exists a homeomorphism \( h : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \) which maps the trajectories \( x(t) \) onto the trajectories \( y(t) \) and which preserves the direction of time.
2.3.1 Equilibria and their stability

Given a choice of parameters $p$, an important class of solutions of (2.3) are the equilibria or fixed points defined as points $x^* \in W$ at which the vector field vanishes, $f(x^*, p) = 0$. We say an equilibrium $x^*$ is

- **stable** if for every neighborhood $U \subset W$ of $x^*$, there exists a neighborhood $U_1 \subset U$ of $x^*$ so that for all initial conditions $x_0 \in U_1$, the associated solution $x(t)$ is in $U$ for all $t \geq 0$;

- **locally asymptotically stable** if it is stable and we can find $U_1$ for which $x(t) \to x^*$ as $t \to \infty$;

- **locally exponentially stable** if it is locally asymptotically stable, and there exist positive constants $K, \lambda$ for which $\|x(t)\| \leq K e^{-\lambda t} \|x_0\|$ for all $x_0 \in U_1$;

- **unstable** if it is not stable.

If the asymptotic or exponential stability definition is satisfied for all neighborhoods in $W$, we say the equilibrium is **globally** asymptotically or exponentially stable.

At an equilibrium $x^*$, the linearization of (2.3) is the set of linear ODEs

$$\dot{y} = Df(x^*, p)y$$

where $y = x - x^*$ and $Df(x^*, p) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is the Jacobian matrix of the linearization, with $(Df)_{ij} = \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial x_j}$. An equilibrium $x^*$ is called hyperbolic if none of the eigenvalues of its Jacobian matrix $Df(x^*, p)$ are zero or purely imaginary. By the Hartman-Grobman theorem [90, Theorem 1.3.1], near a hyperbolic equilibrium $x^*$, the nonlinear system (2.3) is topologically equivalent to its linearization (2.4). As a consequence, the stability of a hyperbolic equilibrium $x^*$ can be directly inferred from the stability of the origin in the linear system (2.4). Specifically, whenever all eigenvalues of $Df(x^*, p)$ have a negative real part the equilibrium is locally exponentially stable, and it is unstable if at least one of the eigenvalues has a positive real part [95, Theorems 8.5 and 8.6]. When all eigenvalues of $Df(x^*, p)$ have a negative real part we say the matrix is Hurwitz.

2.3.2 Invariant manifolds

Existence and local geometry of invariant manifolds near an equilibrium $x^*$ for the flow of (2.3) can also be inferred from the linearization (2.4). In general, an invariant set for a flow $\varphi^t$ is a subset $S \subset W$ which satisfies $\varphi^t(x(0)) \in S$ whenever $x(0) \in S$, for all $t \in \mathbb{R}$. Eigenspaces of the Jacobian matrix $Df(x^*, p)$ are invariant for the flow of the linear system (2.4). The **stable eigenspace** $E^s$, the
unstable eigenspace $E^u$, and the center eigenspace $E^c$ are direct products of all of the (generalized) eigenspaces of $Df(x^*, p)$ corresponding to eigenvalues with negative, positive, and zero real parts respectively. As implied by the names of these sets, whenever $y(0) \in E^s$, $y(t) \to 0$ at an exponential rate as $t \to \infty$ and whenever $y(0) \in E^u$, $y(t) \to 0$ at an exponential rate as $t \to -\infty$. The behavior of trajectories of (2.4) along $E^c$ is characterized neither by exponential growth nor by exponential decay. In the simplest case when $E^c$ corresponds to a simple zero eigenvalue, all points in $E^c$ are fixed points for the dynamics (2.4), and when $E^c$ corresponds to a complex-conjugate eigenvalue pair the trajectories oscillate at a constant amplitude \cite[Chapter 1.2]{90}.

Suppose $x^*$ is a hyperbolic equilibrium of the nonlinear system (2.3) and its linearization about $x^*$ (2.4) has $\text{dim } E^s = n_s$ and $\text{dim } E^u = n_u$. By the (un)stable manifold theorem \cite[Theorem 1.3.2]{90} there exist a local stable manifold $W^s_{loc}(x^*)$ and a local unstable manifold $W^u_{loc}(x^*)$ of dimensions $n_s$ and $n_u$ respectively which are invariant under the flow of (2.3) and tangent to $E^s, E^u$ at $x = x^*$. Global stable and unstable manifolds $W^s(x^*), W^u(x^*)$ can be obtained by following trajectories in $W^s_{loc}(x^*), W^u_{loc}(x^*)$ backwards and forwards in time. Furthermore these manifolds are unique and as smooth as the vector field $f$. Whenever $x(0) \in W^s(x^*)$, $x(t) \to x^*$ as $t \to \infty$ and whenever $x(0) \in W^u(x^*)$, $x(t) \to x^*$ as $t \to -\infty$. Trajectories starting near $x^*$ decay towards $x^*$ along $W^s(x^*)$ and evolve away from $x^*$ along $W^u(x^*)$.

Furthermore we cannot infer the behavior of the trajectories along $W^c(x^*)$ from the flow of the linearized system along $E^c$. When $x^*$ is a non-hyperbolic equilibrium, the Hartman-Grobman theorem does not apply and the flow of the nonlinear system (2.3) is not topologically equivalent to the flow of its linearization. However we can still use the linearized system (2.4) to infer information about the behavior of its trajectories near $x^*$. Suppose $x^*$ is a non-hyperbolic equilibrium of the nonlinear system (2.3) and its linearization about $x^*$ (2.4) has $\text{dim } E^s = n_s$, $\text{dim } E^u = n_u$, and $\text{dim } E^c = n_c$. By the center manifold theorem \cite[Theorem 3.2.1]{90} there exist manifolds $W^s(x^*), W^u(x^*), W^c(x^*)$ which are invariant under the flow of (2.3), with the stable and unstable manifolds $W^s(x^*), W^u(x^*)$ defined as before and a center manifold $W^c(x^*)$ which is tangent to $E^c$ at $x = x^*$. Analogously to the hyperbolic case, $W^s(x^*)$ and $W^u(x^*)$ are unique; however $W^c(x^*)$ may not be unique.

### 2.3.3 Reduction principle and parameter dependence

An important consequence of the center manifold theorem is sometimes referred to as the reduction principle \cite[Theorem 5.2]{117}, \cite[p.130]{90}. By this principle, in a neighborhood of a non-hyperbolic
equilibrium $x^*$, the nonlinear system (2.3) is topologically equivalent to the system

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{y}_s &= -y_s \quad (2.5a) \\
\dot{y}_u &= y_u \quad (2.5b) \\
\dot{y}_c &= g(y_c, p) \quad (2.5c)
\end{align*}
\]

with $(y_s, y_u, y_c) \in W^s(x^*) \times W^u(x^*) \times W^c(x^*)$. While the trajectories along stable and unstable manifolds are characterized by decay and growth, respectively, more complex dynamics can happen along a center manifold $W^c(x^*)$. Furthermore in many systems of interest $n_u = 0$ and all nearby trajectories decay to $W^c(x^*)$ as $t \to \infty$. Characterizing the qualitative properties of the flow of the $n$-dimensional system (2.3) near $x^*$ boils down to studying the reduced $n_c$-dimensional system (2.5c), the restriction of (2.3) to a center manifold at $x^*$.

Since $W^c(x^*)$ is typically nonlinear and not necessarily unique, deriving a reduced system of the form (2.5c) poses a challenge. For many systems, the task of finding a closed-form expression for $g(y_c, p)$ is not analytically tractable. A technique referred to as center manifold reduction is often used to find a truncated series approximation for the dynamics along a center manifold. Suppose the system (2.3) is written in the block diagonal form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_s &= A_s x_s + f_s(x_s, x_u, x_c) \quad (2.6a) \\
\dot{x}_u &= A_u x_u + f_u(x_s, x_u, x_c) \quad (2.6b) \\
\dot{x}_c &= A_c x_c + f_c(x_s, x_u, x_c) \quad (2.6c)
\end{align*}
\]

where $(x_s, x_u, x_c) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_s} \times \mathbb{R}^{n_u} \times \mathbb{R}^{n_c}$, $A_s \in \mathbb{R}^{n_s \times n_s}$ has negative real-part eigenvalues, $A_u \in \mathbb{R}^{n_u \times n_u}$ has positive real-part eigenvalues, and $A_c \in \mathbb{R}^{n_c \times n_c}$ has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. We can always express a system in the form (2.6) using a suitable change of variables, typically by choosing a coordinate system that transforms the linear part of (2.3) into its Jordan normal form. Without loss of generality assume that $x^* = 0$ and the functions $f_s, f_u, f_c$ vanish at the origin along with their partial derivatives (meaning all of the linear terms in the dynamics are captured by $A_s, A_u, A_c$).

Near $x = 0$, a center manifold can be represented as a local graph over the coordinates $x_c$ due to its tangency to $E_c$ at the origin,

\[
W^c(0) = \{(x_s, x_u, x_c) \mid x_s = h_s(x_c), x_u = h_u(x_c)\}. \quad (2.7)
\]
Then the restriction of (2.3) to a center manifold near \( x = 0 \) is captured by the reduced system

\[
\dot{x}_c = A_c x_c + f_c (h_s(x_c), h_u(x_c), x_c).
\]  

(2.8)

To approximate the graphs \( h_s \) and \( h_u \) we observe that on a center manifold (2.7) \( \dot{x}_s = Dh_s(x_c) \dot{x}_c \), and \( \dot{x}_u = Dh_u(x_c) \dot{x}_c \). Since a center manifold is invariant under the dynamics (2.6) yields a system of \( n_s + n_u \) equations which implicitly define the graphs \( h_s, h_u): \)

\[
Dh_s(x_c) \left( A_c x_c + f_c (h_s(x_c), h_u(x_c), x_c) \right) = A_s h_s(x_c) + f_s (h_s(x_c), h_u(x_c), x_c),
\]  

(2.9a)

\[
Dh_u(x_c) \left( A_c x_c + f_c (h_s(x_c), h_u(x_c), x_c) \right) = A_u h_u(x_c) + f_u (h_s(x_c), h_u(x_c), x_c).
\]  

(2.9b)

Then by taking out Taylor series expansions for \( h_s, h_u, f_s, f_u, f_c \) and matching up coefficients in (2.9) we can recover approximate expressions that define a center manifold (2.7) and the reduced dynamics along it (2.8). For a detailed treatment of center manifold reduction with several worked out examples of computing these approximations, see [90, Chapter 3.2].

In studying the flow of (2.3) we are often interested in how its qualitative features depend on the set of model parameters \( p \). Suppose \( x^* \) is an equilibrium (2.3) for some choice of parameters \( p = p^* \). To account for the parameter vector, we append to (2.3) the trivial system of ODEs \( \dot{p} = 0 \). With this amendment, a center manifold \( W^c(x^*, p^*) \) has dimension \( n_c + n_p \), and the restriction of the extended system to its center manifold is of the form

\[
\dot{x}_c = g(x_c, p) \]  

(2.10a)

\[
\dot{p} = 0.
\]  

(2.10b)

Following the center manifold reduction procedure for this extended system yields a reduced system of equations of the form (2.10) in which the evolution of state variables explicitly depends on the parameters \( p \). Furthermore, this reduced system inherits symmetries from the original dynamical system [36].

### 2.3.4 Bifurcation problems and Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction

Consider a parametrized system (2.3). It is often the case that varying one or more of the system parameters changes the topological features of its flow. For example equilibria and invariant sets may appear, disappear, change in structure, or change in stability. These parametrized topological
changes in the flow are called bifurcations. Characterizing bifurcations in a nonlinear system is a major focus of dynamical systems theory. In this dissertation we are interested in particular in local bifurcations which arise when the stability of an equilibrium point, periodic orbit, or some other invariant set of (2.3) changes. Global bifurcations are another category of topological changes in the flow which cannot be fully described through local analysis. Global bifurcations are outside of the scope of this dissertation, and we refer the reader to [90, Chapter 6] for a treatment of this topic.

Equilibria of (2.3) correspond to choices of \((x, p)\) which form the level sets

\[
f(x, p) = 0. \quad (2.11)
\]

Suppose \((x^*, p^*)\) is a solution to (2.11) which corresponds to a hyperbolic equilibrium of the dynamics (2.3). By the implicit function theorem [82, Appendix 1] there exist neighborhoods \(U \subset W\) of \(x^*\) and \(V \subset \mathbb{R}^{\nu_p}\) of \(p^*\) as well as a smooth function \(X : V \to U\) such that for every \(p \in V\), there is a unique \(x = X(p) \in U\) which satisfies \(f(X(p), p) = 0\). However if \((x^*, p^*)\) has a zero eigenvalue, the implicit function theorem does not apply. Intuitively this means that a necessary condition for the number of equilibria of (2.3) to change as one or more of the parameters \(p\) is varied is the existence of a solution \((x^*, p^*)\) to (2.11) at which the Jacobian matrix \(Df(x^*, p^*)\) is not invertible, i.e. has at least one zero eigenvalue. When such a point exists, it is referred to as a singular point or a singularity. The field of singularity theory is concerned with the study of properties of differentiable manifolds near their singular points [9]. In a dynamical systems context these manifolds are the sets of equilibria defined by (2.11), their singular points \((x^*, p^*)\) are called bifurcation points, and the parameters which are varied are the bifurcation parameters [82]. At a bifurcation point the system (2.3) is not structurally stable, which means that under arbitrarily small perturbation it can generate flow that is not topologically equivalent to the flow of the original unperturbed system. The set of all values \((x, p)\) which satisfy (2.11) is referred to as the solution set or the bifurcation diagram of \(f\).

Suppose the system (2.3) has a bifurcation point \((x^*, p^*)\). As established in Section 2.3.3, any nontrivial dynamics that emerge near this bifurcation point will happen along a \(n_c\)-dimensional center manifold. When the system dimension \(n\) is greater than \(n_c\), to study its bifurcations we must first derive an \((n_c + n_p)\)-dimensional reduced representation of the system that captures the behavior we are interested in describing. Center manifold reduction is a popular method that can be used for this purpose. However for high-dimensional systems it is easy to see how this approach becomes analytically inconvenient. For example, consider a system with one zero eigenvalue, \(n_s = n - 1\) stable eigenvalues, and one parameter \(p\). The local graph approximation of its center manifold (2.7)
reads

\[ \mathbf{h}_s(x_c, p) = \begin{pmatrix} a_{11}p + b_{11}p^2 + b_{12}px_c + b_{13}x_c^2 + c_{11}p^3 + c_{12}p^2x_c + c_{13}px_c^2 + c_{14}x_c^3 + O(4) \\ \vdots \\ a_{n,1}p + b_{n,1}p^2 + b_{n,2}px_c + b_{n,3}x_c^2 + c_{n,1}p^3 + c_{n,2}p^2x_c + c_{n,3}px_c^2 + c_{n,4}x_c^3 + O(4) \end{pmatrix} \]

where \( a_{ij}, b_{ij}, c_{ij} \) are first, second, and third order coefficients which must be solved using the relationship defined in (2.9). Approximating a center manifold through third order thus involves solving for \( 8(n - 1) \) coefficients from several nested series expansions, which is a cumbersome task for systems with large \( n \). This task is complicated even further when the function \( f(x, p) \) depends on arbitrary network structure, as will be the case for the models we consider in later chapters of this dissertation. For these reasons an alternative reduction method, the so-called Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, often proves useful [208].

A center manifold reduction finds a subsystem of the original dynamics (2.3) which captures the local features of the flow we are interested in studying. In contrast, a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction is a static reduction method which applies to the solution sets of (2.11). Let \( P \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) be the projection matrix \( P : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \text{range}(Df(x^*, p^*)) \) and \( I - P \) the projection onto its complement in \( \mathbb{R}^n \). In a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction we split the system (2.11) into the equivalent pair

\[ \begin{align*}
\mathbf{Pf}(x, p) &= 0, \quad (2.12a) \\
(I - P)f(x, p) &= 0. \quad (2.12b)
\end{align*} \]

Restricted to the range of \( Df(x^*, p^*) \), (2.12a) is invertible and the implicit function theorem applies. We can solve for \( n - n_c \) of the variables using a restriction (2.12a), and substitute for these variables in (2.12b). This eventually results in an \( n_c \)-dimensional parametrized system \( \mathbf{g}(y, p) = 0 \) whose bifurcation diagram near its bifurcation point \((y^*, p^*)\) is in one-to-one correspondence with the bifurcation diagram of (2.11) near its bifurcation point \((x^*, p^*)\). For a general treatment of Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction including its development for infinite-dimensional systems and for systems with symmetries see [82, Chapter VII].

In the simplest possible case, consider a dynamical system with one parameter \( \dot{x} = f(x, p) \) with bifurcation diagram \( f(x, p) = 0 \) and suppose the system has a bifurcation point \((x, p) = (0, 0)\) at which the Jacobian matrix \( Df(0, 0) \) has a simple zero eigenvalue and no other eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Let \( \mathbf{v}, \mathbf{w} \in \mathbb{R} \) be the right and left null eigenvectors of \( Df(0, 0) \), respectively and
define the $k$-th order directional derivative of $f$ along the ordered set of vectors $\{v_1, \ldots, v_k\}$ as

$$(d^k f)_{x,p}(v_1, \ldots, v_k) = \left. \frac{\partial}{\partial t_1} \cdots \frac{\partial}{\partial t_k} f \right|_{t_1=\cdots=t_k=0} (x + \sum_{i=1}^k t_i v_i, p) = \sum_{i_1, \ldots, i_j=1}^n \frac{\partial^k f}{\partial x_{i_1} \cdots \partial x_{i_j}}(x, p)(v_1)_{i_1} \cdots (v_k)_{i_j}. \quad (2.13)$$

For compactness of notation, define $J = Df(0,0)$, let $J^{-1}$ be the inverse of the restriction of $J$ to its range, and let $P = I - \frac{1}{\|w\|}ww^T$ be the projection onto the range of $J$. Typically we cannot derive a closed-form expression for a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, and instead we approximate a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of $f(x,p)$ with a truncated series expansion

$$f(x, p) = ap + bpx + cx^2 + dx^3 + h.o.t. \quad (2.14)$$

with the coefficients of (2.14) defined as

$$a = \left< w, \frac{\partial f}{\partial p}(0,0) \right>, \quad b = \left< w, \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} \right)_{0,0}(v) - (d^2 f)_{0,0}(v, J^{-1}P \frac{\partial f}{\partial p}(0,0)) \right>, \quad (2.15a)$$

$$c = \left< w, (d^2 f)_{0,0}(v,v) \right>, \quad d = \left< w, (d^3 f)_{0,0}(v,v,v) - 3(d^2 f)_{0,0}(v, J^{-1}P(d^2 f)_{0,0}(v,v)) \right>. \quad (2.15b)$$

Computing a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction approximation through third order for a particular system with a simple eigenvalue crossing therefore involves evaluating the four coefficients (2.15). This computation is often easier to carry out than solving for the $8(n-1)$ coefficients involved in a third-order center manifold approximation discussed in the previous section. The series (2.14) can be expanded to account for more higher-order terms following the procedure outlined in [82, Chapter I.3]. However for many problems, the terms described above are sufficient to capture the local topological features of the bifurcation diagram. The exact number of terms required in the expansion depends on the codimension of the bifurcation, see [82, Chapter II] for a detailed development.

The computation of the coefficients (2.15) is further simplified when $f(x,p)$ has certain commonly encountered properties. For example, if $x = 0$ is an equilibrium for all values of the parameter $p$, then $a = 0$ and the second-order dependence in $d$ disappears. If $f$ has an odd symmetry in the state variable, i.e. $f(-x, p) = -f(x, p)$ then $a = 0, c = 0$, and the quadratic dependence in $d$ similarly disappears. Computing a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction in these cases mostly boils down to projecting several directional derivatives of $f$ onto the left null eigenspace of $J$. Furthermore if we choose $v, w$ satisfying $\langle v, w \rangle > 0$, then stability of equilibria of the original system $\dot{x} = f(x, p)$
is the same as the stability of the corresponding equilibria of $\dot{x} = f(x, p)$ [82, Theorem I.4.1]. A Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction therefore captures much of the same information about the original system as a center manifold reduction.

One disadvantage of a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction is that we do not learn anything about the shape of a center manifold on which the bifurcating branches will appear, or about the dynamics of the system away from the equilibria. However, we can still infer the local structure of a center manifold close to the bifurcation point since it will be arbitrarily close to $\text{span}(v)$ by the center manifold theorem [90, Theorem 3.2.1]. More generally, the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction can always be performed in a way which ensures that the reduced system of equations inherits the symmetries from the full system [82, Chapter VII, §3].

### 2.3.5 Elementary bifurcations

Once a reduced system is obtained, either through center manifold reduction or through Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction, we are ready to analyze the local bifurcation. Local bifurcations are typically classified by their codimension. In the singularity theory literature, the codimension of a bifurcation problem is defined as the number of parameters in its universal unfolding [82, Definition III.1.3] - see Section 2.3.6 for a discussion of unfoldings. By this definition, the codimension of a bifurcation problem also coincides with the number of defining conditions for identifying the bifurcation, minus two [82, Corollary III.2.6]. We will elaborate on this connection further in this chapter. Bifurcations with a low codimension are most likely to be observed in models of realistic systems [82, Chapter IV]. In this section we describe several of the simplest possible bifurcations of codimension zero, one, and two, which are sometimes referred to as elementary bifurcations. The first three elementary bifurcations we will consider are bifurcations of equilibria, for which we will assume without loss of generality that the system $\dot{x} = f(x, p)$ has a bifurcation point at $(x, p) = (0, 0)$, $n_c = 1$, and a one-dimensional reduced system has been obtained whose bifurcation diagram is described by

$$f(x, p) = 0$$

with a smooth function $f : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ for which $f(0, 0) = 0$. Recall that a diffeomorphism is a homeomorphism where the map and its inverse are both differentiable.

---

1In the classic presentation of dynamical systems theory in [90], the codimension of a bifurcation is defined to be the smallest number of parameters which must be varied to capture the bifurcation. This definition is different from the one presented in the text. By the definition of [90], all of the elementary bifurcations discussed in this chapter have codimension one; however by the definition in the text a saddle-node bifurcation has codimension zero, a transcritical bifurcation has codimension one, and a pitchfork bifurcation has codimension two.
Figure 2.1: Bifurcation diagrams for the system $\dot{x} = g(x, p)$ defined by a normal form of (a) saddle-node bifurcation with $\varepsilon_1 = 1$, $\varepsilon_2 = -1$; (b) transcritical bifurcation with $\varepsilon = -1$; (c) pitchfork bifurcation with $\varepsilon_1 = 1$, $\varepsilon_2 = -1$. Blue lines are curves of stable equilibria, red lines are curves of unstable equilibria, and gray arrows indicate direction of the flow of the dynamics $\dot{x} = g(x, p)$ forward in time.

**Definition 2.3.2 (Equivalence of bifurcation diagrams).** Bifurcation diagrams $f(x, p) = 0$ and $g(x, p) = 0$ with $f(0,0) = g(0,0) = 0$ are equivalent if they can be related locally near the origin through

$$G(x, p)f(X(x, p), P(p)) = g(x, p)$$

where $G : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ is a nonzero and positive function, and $(X, P) : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}$ is a local diffeomorphism which preserves the orientation of $x$ and $p$. They are strongly equivalent if in addition, $P(p) = p$ [82, p.5].

This definition of equivalence is slightly more restrictive than the topological equivalence of Definition 2.3.1 since the bifurcation parameter cannot be transformed. Next we will state for each of the three elementary steady-state bifurcations a normal form $g(x, p)$, i.e. a simple equation that captures all of the “interesting” topological features of the bifurcation diagram. Furthermore we will describe conditions for the bifurcation diagram of the reduced system $f(x, p) = 0$, and therefore for the original system $f(x, p) = 0$, to be strongly equivalent to the bifurcation diagrams $g(x, p) = 0$ of each of these normal forms in the sense of Definition 2.3.2. For equivalence conditions for several other, more degenerate bifurcation problems see [82, Chapter IV.2] where the various equivalence conditions are discussed in the text and summarized in Table 2.3. In general, a local bifurcation is referred to as **supercritical** if new topological features (e.g. new equilibria) appear in the flow of the dynamics for values of the bifurcation parameter $p$ above its bifurcation value, it is **subcritical** if these features appear for $p$ below its bifurcation value. When new features appear on both sides of the bifurcation point, the phenomenon is **transcritical**.

---

2 An alternative analysis approach involves transforming a reduced system on a center manifold into its normal form through application of nonlinear coordinate transformations. For details of normal form theory, see [90, Chapter 3.3].
Saddle-node bifurcation

A saddle-node bifurcation, sometimes also called a fold or a limit point bifurcation, has a normal form

\[ g(x, p) = \varepsilon_1 p + \varepsilon_2 x^2 \quad (2.17) \]

where \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \in \{1, -1\} \). For example when \( \varepsilon_1 = 1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 = -1 \) for \( p < 0 \), (2.17) has no solutions, and two solutions appear for \( p > 0 \); see Figure 2.1(a) for a bifurcation diagram. A bifurcation diagram of \( f(x, p) \) is equivalent to the bifurcation diagram of (2.17) if and only if at \( x = p = 0 \) it satisfies the following conditions [82, Chapter II, Proposition 9.1]:

\[ f(0, 0) = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right|_{(0,0)} = 0, \quad \varepsilon_1 = \text{sign} \left( \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} \right|_{(0,0)} \right) \neq 0, \quad \varepsilon_2 = \text{sign} \left( \left. \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} \right|_{(0,0)} \right) \neq 0. \quad (2.18) \]

In terms of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction coefficients (2.15), this means a saddle-node bifurcation is observed whenever \( a \neq 0 \) and \( b \neq 0 \), with criticality and stability of the solution branches determined by the signs of \( a, b \). Recall that \( f(0, 0) = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right|_{(0,0)} = 0 \) are general conditions that establish existence of a bifurcation point. The rest of the conditions in (2.18) are the defining conditions for a Saddle-Node bifurcation. There are two defining conditions, \( \varepsilon_1 \neq 0 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \neq 0 \), which means that the saddle-node bifurcation is codimension zero.

Transcritical bifurcation

A transcritical bifurcation, sometimes also called a simple bifurcation, is characterized by the exchange of stability properties between two intersecting branches of equilibria. It is called transcritical because it is neither supercritical nor subcritical, as the solution branches persist for \( p \) above and below the bifurcation point. A normal form for the transcritical bifurcation is

\[ g(x, p) = px + \varepsilon x^2 \quad (2.19) \]

where \( \varepsilon \in \{1, -1\} \). For example when \( \varepsilon_1 = 1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 = -1 \), the solution \( x = 0 \) is stable for \( p < 0 \) and unstable for \( p > 0 \), and the solution \( x = p \) is unstable for \( p < 0 \) and stable for \( p > 0 \); see Figure 2.1(b) for a bifurcation diagram. A bifurcation diagram of \( f(x, p) \) is equivalent to the bifurcation diagram of (2.17) if and only if at \( x = p = 0 \) it satisfies the following conditions [82, Chapter II,
Proposition 9.3\textsuperscript{3}

\[ f(0, 0) = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right|_{(0,0)} = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} \right|_{(0,0)} = 0, \quad \text{det} \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} & \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x \partial p} \\ \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x \partial p} & \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial p^2} \end{pmatrix}_{(0,0)} < 0, \quad \varepsilon = \text{sign} \left( \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} \right)_{(0,0)} \neq 0. \]

(2.20)

Assuming no quadratic dependence of \( f(x, p) \) on the bifurcation parameter \( p \) the Hessian determinant condition simplifies to require \( \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x \partial p} \neq 0 \), and thus in terms of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction coefficients (2.15), a transcritical bifurcation is observed whenever \( a = 0, b \neq 0, \) and \( c \neq 0 \) with criticality and stability of the solution branches determined by the signs of \( b, c \).\textsuperscript{4} Identifying a transcritical bifurcation requires three defining conditions in (2.20), in addition to the two general conditions \( f(0, 0) = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right|_{(0,0)} = 0 \). Therefore a transcritical bifurcation has codimension one.

**Pitchfork bifurcation**

A *pitchfork bifurcation* gets its name from the distinctive shape of its solution branches. A normal form for the pitchfork bifurcation is

\[ g(x, p) = \varepsilon_1 px + \varepsilon_2 x^3 \]

(2.21)

where \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \in \{1, -1\} \). For example, when \( \varepsilon_1 = 1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 = -1 \), for \( p < 0 \) there is a single stable equilibrium at \( x = 0 \). For \( p > 0 \), the equilibrium at the origin is unstable and two stable solution branches appear which are reflection-symmetric about zero - see Figure 2.1(c). A bifurcation diagram of \( f(x, p) \) is equivalent to the bifurcation diagram of (2.17) if and only if at \( x = p = 0 \) it satisfies the following conditions [82, Chapter II, Proposition 9.2]:

\[ f(0, 0) = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right|_{(0,0)} = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} \right|_{(0,0)} = \left. \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} \right|_{(0,0)} = 0, \]

\[ \varepsilon_1 = \text{sign} \left( \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial p \partial x} \right)_{(0,0)} \neq 0, \quad \varepsilon_2 = \text{sign} \left( \frac{\partial^3 f}{\partial x^3} \right)_{(0,0)} \neq 0. \]

(2.22)

In terms of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction coefficients (2.15), this means a pitchfork bifurcation is observed whenever \( a = c = 0, b \neq 0, \) and \( d \neq 0 \), with criticality and stability of the solution

\textsuperscript{3}In [82] the equivalence conditions are derived for a normal form \( \varepsilon(x^2 - p^2) \) which is strongly equivalent to (2.19) with the same choice of \( \varepsilon \). We state (2.19) in the text as it is a more commonly encountered normal form for a transcritical bifurcation.

\textsuperscript{4}When there is a possible quadratic dependence on the bifurcation parameter in the general system, to compute the Hessian determinant in the equivalence conditions one must compute the coefficient of \( p^2 \) in the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. We did not include this coefficient in the terms we elected to show in (2.15), however the formula for this coefficient can be easily computed following the reduction procedure outlined in [82, Chapter I.3].
branches determined by the signs of $b, d$. Identifying a pitchfork bifurcation requires four defining conditions in (2.22), in addition to the two general conditions $f(0,0) = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x}(0,0) = 0$. Therefore a pitchfork bifurcation has codimension two.

**Hopf bifurcation**

The final elementary bifurcation we will consider is a *Hopf bifurcation* in which a limit cycle, i.e. a periodic solution, appears as a parameter is varied. Since this bifurcation is not a bifurcation of equilibria, it doesn’t correspond to a zero eigenvalue in the Jacobian matrix of $f(x,p)$. Assume without loss of generality that $(x,p) = (0,0)$ is an equilibrium of the system $\dot{x} = f(x,p)$. Then $(0,0)$ is a *Hopf bifurcation point* if it satisfies the following properties:

- The Jacobian matrix $Df(0,0)$ has a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues $\pm i\omega(0)$;
- No other eigenvalues of $Df(0,0)$ lie on the imaginary axis;
- Let $\lambda(p) = r(p) + i\omega(p)$, $\bar{\lambda}(p) = r(p) - i\omega(p)$ be the eigenvalues of $Df(x,p)$ which are smoothly parametrized by $p$ for which $r(0) = 0$; then $\frac{\partial r}{\partial p}(0,0) \neq 0$.

These conditions establish that at $(0,0)$, a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues of $Df(x,p)$ crosses the imaginary axis with nonzero speed as the bifurcation parameter $p$ is varied. Showing that a system satisfies these properties is sufficient to conclude the emergence of a family of periodic orbits of $\dot{x} = f(x,p)$ in a Hopf bifurcation [90, Theorem 3.4.2]. A condition for criticality and stability of the resulting branches of periodic orbits is presented in [90]. This condition relies on first computing a reduction of the system to a center manifold, and then transforming it into normal form. Computing the necessary coefficient can be cumbersome for many systems, since it involves approximating the dynamics on a center manifold to third order. Here we present an alternative approach to classify the criticality and stability of the Hopf bifurcation which relies on Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction and singularity results developed in [82, Chapter VIII]. Before continuing this discussion, we establish a modified definition of equivalence for bifurcation diagrams that is restricted to bifurcation diagrams which have an odd symmetry.

**Definition 2.3.3 (Z₂-equivalence of bifurcation diagrams).** Bifurcation diagrams $f(x,p) = 0$ and $g(x,p) = 0$ with $f(0,0) = g(0,0) = 0$ are $Z₂$ - equivalent if they can be related locally near the origin through

$$G(x,p)f(X(x,p), P(p)) = g(x,p)$$
where \( G : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \) is a nonzero and positive function, and \((X, P) : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}\) is a local diffeomorphism which preserves the orientation of \(x\) and \(p\). Additionally, the functions \(X\) is odd in \(x\) and the function \(G\) is even in \(x\) \[82, \text{Chapter VI, Definition 2.5}\].

As it turns out, whenever the eigenvalues of \(Df(0, 0)\) satisfy the stated Hopf hypotheses, for values of \((x, p)\) near the bifurcation point there exists a one-to-one correspondence between orbits of small amplitude periodic solutions of \(\dot{x} = f(x, p)\) with period near \(2\pi/\omega(0)\) and solutions on a reduced bifurcation diagram \(f(x, p) = 0\) where \(x \in \mathbb{R}\) and the function \(f(x, p)\) has an odd symmetry in \(x\) \[82, \text{Chapter VIII, Theorem 2.1}\]. Furthermore, this reduced bifurcation equation \(f(x, p)\) is \(\mathbb{Z}_2\)-equivalent to a pitchfork normal form \(g(x, p) = \varepsilon_1 px + \varepsilon_2 x^3\) where \(\varepsilon_1 = \text{sign} \left( \partial^2 f / \partial x \partial p \right) \bigg|_{(0, 0)} \right) = \text{sign}(r(0))\) and \(\varepsilon_2 = \text{sign} \left( \partial^3 f / \partial x^3 \right) \bigg|_{(0, 0)} \right) \) \[82, \text{Chapter VIII, Theorem 3.2}\].

We can use Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction to compute the necessary coefficients in the approximation of \(f(x, p)\). Specifically, let \(f(x, p) = apx + bx^3 + h.o.t.\). Then by \[82, \text{Chapter VIII, Proposition 3.3}\] the coefficients \(a, b\) are defined as

\[
a = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re} \left( \left( w, \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} \right)_{0,0} (v) \right) \right) \tag{2.23a}
\]

\[
b = \frac{1}{4} \text{Re} \left( \left( w, (d^2 f)_{0,0}(v, b_1) + (d^2 f)_{0,0}(v, b_2) + \frac{1}{4}(d^3 f)_{0,0}(v, v, v) \right) \right) \tag{2.23b}
\]

where \(b_1, b_2\) are defined through the relationships

\[
Df(0, 0)b_1 = -\frac{1}{2}(d^2 f)_{0,0}(v, v), \quad (Df(0, 0) + 2iI) b_2 = -\frac{1}{4}(d^3 f)_{0,0}(v, v, v) \tag{2.24}
\]

and the complex-valued eigenvectors \(v, w\) are defined as

\[
Df(0, 0)v = -iv, \quad wDf(0, 0) = iw \tag{2.25}
\]

and normalized to satisfy \(w^T v = 2, w^T v = 0\) which is always possible due to biorthogonality of right and left eigenvectors \[82, \text{Lemma 2.4}\]. Whenever the second derivatives in \(f(x, p)\) vanish, such as when it is odd in the state variable, the coefficient \(b\) in (2.23) simplifies to

\[
b = \frac{1}{16} \text{Re} \left( \langle w, (d^3 f)_{0,0}(v, v, v) \rangle \right)
\]

and the cumbersome computation of \(b_1, b_2\) is not necessary.

Once we have computed coefficients \(a\) and \(b\), we can easily establish stability of periodic orbits
of $\dot{x} = f(x, p)$ due to the one-to-one correspondence between these periodic orbits and the zeros of $f(x, p)$. Specifically, suppose the origin $x = 0$ is stable for $p < 0$ and unstable for $p > 0$, which means $a > 0$. If the nontrivial branches of the pitchfork bifurcation in the reduced bifurcation equation $f(x, p)$ appear supercritically ($b < 0$), then the periodic orbits in the original system also bifurcate supercritically and are stable. If instead the nontrivial bifurcation branches of the pitchfork bifurcation appear subcritically, then the periodic orbits in the original system also bifurcate subcritically and are unstable [82, Chapter VIII, Theorem 4.1]. In summary, to establish the criticality and the stability of a Hopf bifurcation, it is sufficient to compute the coefficient $b$ in (2.23).

2.3.6 Unfolding theory and universal unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation

The discussion in this section is a summary of some ideas developed in Chapters I and III of [82]. Unfolding theory aims at classifying the various ways in which different bifurcation diagrams change in response to perturbations or changes in parameters. Consider a bifurcation diagram $g(x, p) = 0$, and suppose there exists a function $G(x, p, r)$ with $r \in \mathbb{R}^k$, $G : \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^k \to \mathbb{R}$ which satisfies

$$G(x, p, 0) = g(x, p).$$

(2.26)

Then we refer to $G$ as a $k$-parameter unfolding of $g$, and to $r$ as unfolding parameters. An unfolding is thereby a parametrized perturbation of the original system. Suppose $G(x, p, r), H(x, p, s)$ are unfoldings of $g$, with $r \in \mathbb{R}^k$ and $s \in \mathbb{R}^l$ where $k$ and $l$ can be distinct, and suppose that for every choice of $s \in \mathbb{R}^l$ the bifurcation diagram of $H$ (with bifurcation parameter $p$) is equivalent to a bifurcation diagram of $G$ for some choice of parameters $r \in \mathbb{R}^k$. Then we say that $H$ factors through $G$. For a more mathematically precise definition of this idea, see [82, Chapter III, Definition 1.1].

An unfolding $G(x, p, r)$ of $g$ is said to be versal if every other unfolding of $g$ factors through it, i.e. if for various choices of the parameters $r$, the bifurcation diagram of $G(x, p, r)$ reproduces all of the topologically distinct bifurcation diagrams which are possible to obtain through a perturbation of $g(x, p)$. An unfolding is then said to be universal if it is versal and the set of perturbation parameters $r$ has the smallest possible cardinality. Although not every bifurcation problem admits a universal unfolding, most bifurcation problems do. A key result of unfolding theory is the Universal Unfolding Theorem which establishes a criterion to identify the number of parameters required for a versal unfolding of a bifurcation problem to be universal [82, Chapter III, Theorem 2.3]. Universal unfoldings of the various elementary bifurcations of equilibria are summarized in [82, Chapter IV.3].

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of an unfolding problem which is particularly relevant
Figure 2.2: Four regions in $a - b$ parameter plane which generate topologically distinct persistent bifurcation diagrams in the pitchfork bifurcation universal unfolding (2.28); points labeled (a)-(d) correspond to the parameter combinations that generate the corresponding bifurcation diagrams shown in Figure 2.3.

to the analysis contained in this dissertation, unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation. A universal unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation contains two parameters. First we state a necessary and sufficient condition for an unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation to be universal, found in [82, Chapter III, Proposition 4.4]. Suppose $f(x, p) = 0$ is a bifurcation diagram which is equivalent to a pitchfork bifurcation $g(x, p) = \pm px \pm x^3$. Suppose that $F(x, p, a, b)$ is a two-parameter unfolding of $f(x, p)$ with unfolding parameters $a, b$. Then $F$ is a universal unfolding of $f$ if and only if the following condition is satisfied at $x = p = a = b = 0$:

$$\det \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & f_{xp} & f_{xxx} \\ 0 & f_{xp} & f_{pp} & f_{pxx} \\ F_a & F_{ax} & F_{ap} & F_{axx} \\ F_b & F_{bx} & F_{bp} & F_{bxx} \end{pmatrix} \neq 0 \quad (2.27)$$

where subscripts indicate partial derivatives.

Finally we describe the topologically distinct persistent bifurcation diagrams that can be recovered in a universal unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation. To do this, we consider a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation normal form $g(x, p) = px - x^3$ and a universal unfolding of this normal form

$$G(x, p, a, b) = px + ax^2 - x^3 + b. \quad (2.28)$$
Figure 2.3: Four representative persistent bifurcation diagrams in a universal unfolding of a pitchfork normal form (2.28). (a) $a = 0, b = 0.1$; (b) $a = 0, b = -0.1$; (c) $a = 1.4, b = 0.01$; (d) $a = -1.4, b = -0.01$. Blue points are stable equilibria, red points are unstable equilibria, and gray arrows indicate direction of the flow of the dynamics $\dot{x} = G(x, p, a, b)$ forward in time.

There are four possible persistent bifurcation diagrams. Each of the topologically distinct bifurcation diagrams corresponds to parameter combinations in one of four regions of the $a - b$ parameter plane separated by the curves $b = 0$, $b = a^3/27$ - see Figure 2.2. In all four bifurcation diagrams, the symmetric pitchfork of Figure 2.1(c) breaks up into two continuous branches of equilibria, see Figure 2.3. One of these branches exists for all values of $p$, which we refer to as the primary branch; the second branch of equilibria appears in a saddle-node bifurcation at some bifurcation value $p > 0$. In a small neighborhood of the bifurcation point $p = 0$ of the unperturbed system, there is a unique nonzero stable equilibrium which belongs to the primary solution branch. When $b > 0$ the primary branch of solutions is positive, and when $b < 0$ it is negative. Furthermore when $-|a^3/27| < b < |a^3/27|$ and $\text{sign}(a) = \text{sign}(b)$, the primary solution branch exhibits two saddle-node bifurcations. In the first bifurcation, the equilibria lose stability and the branch folds back onto itself. At a second bifurcation point the branch regains stability and continues forward in $p$ - see Figure 2.1(c) and (d).
Chapter 3

Social formation of beliefs as a nonlinear dynamical system

In this chapter we introduce the nonlinear model of belief and opinion formation whose formulation and analysis are the primary contributions of this dissertation. This chapter summarizes and expands on the work presented in [19], also contained in Chapter 9. The following parts of this chapter are modified directly from [19], with some sentences stated verbatim: section 3.1.2 and section 3.1.3.

3.1 Motivation

3.1.1 Formation of opinions and beliefs is a nonlinear process

Collective decision-making and belief formation in social and biological systems is the emergent outcome of many simultaneous distributed computations. In order to reach a decision about one or more options, topics, or candidates, individuals accumulate social and perceptual evidence about the value of these alternatives over time [79, 107]. This evidence accumulation process is typically understood to be nonlinear. For example, biologically plausible models of perceptual decision-making feature nonlinearities that mimic layers of processing in the brain [4, 24, 174, 205]. Nonlinearity is also necessary to capture critical phase transitions in behavior of animals on the move which make decisions among spatially embedded alternatives [39, 40, 189]. In human social systems, emergence of political polarization has recently been linked to irreversible tipping points in the dynamics of political opinions through a number of independently developed nonlinear models [11, 131, 201]. Adoption of new social norms is also characterized by nonlinear tipping points. Consensus in fa-
vor of a new social norm emerges spontaneously when the number of individuals who conform to this norm crosses a critical threshold \[34, 89\]. In similar vein, nonlinear models have been shown to capture the qualitative dynamics of echo chamber formation in Twitter debates \[14\], of opinion polarization on politically charged topics in survey data \[15\], of post-election government negotiations in parliamentary democracies \[64\], and of transitions between peace and war in international relationships between governments \[142\]. Informed by these observations, we argue that formation of opinions and beliefs in a group is best understood as a dynamic self-organizing process which is necessarily nonlinear.

In this dissertation we develop and analyze a mechanistic agent-based model of the process through which a group evaluates multiple alternatives to form opinions and make decisions. Motivated by our understanding of natural and sociopolitical decision-makers, we model this process as a nonlinear multi-agent dynamical system in which individuals accumulate evidence about options or topics over time through a social network. In our modeling we are also guided by recently developed theory which describes general properties of multi-agent, multi-option decisions in networked dynamical systems \[68\],\[69\]. According to this theory, the transition from indecision to decision in a group corresponds to a synchrony-breaking bifurcation in a nonlinear, multi-agent model. Agreement and disagreement decisions are both possible and general outcomes of social opinion formation, which are expected even when the communication graph is all-to-all. Furthermore, many properties of these emergent decisions are informed by the symmetries and the architecture of the influence network among the agents. The model we present allows for the study and design of emergent self-organizing features of social systems in nature and technology.

### 3.1.2 Classic models of social opinion formation

In developing a new agent-based model, we build on a multidisciplinary literature of opinion dynamics models. Opinion formation in a social network is classically modeled as a weighted-averaging process, as originally introduced by DeGroot \[45\]. In this framework an agent’s opinion \(x_i \in \mathbb{R}\) reflects how strongly the agent supports an issue or topic of interest. The real-valued opinion is updated in discrete time as a weighted average of the agent’s own and other agents’ opinions, i.e.,

\[
x_i(T + 1) = a_{i1}x_1(T) + \cdots + a_{iN_k}x_{N_k}(T)
\]

(3.1)

where \(a_{i1} + \cdots + a_{iN_k} = 1\) and \(a_{ik} \geq 0\). The weight \(a_i\) describes the influence of the opinion of agent \(k\) on the opinion of agent \(i\).
A key drawback of linear weighted-average models is that consensus among the agents is the only possible macroscopic outcome on a strongly connected network. As observed in [135], this necessarily happens because the attraction strength of agent $i$’s opinion toward agent $k$’s opinion increases linearly with the difference of opinions between the two agents. In other words, the more divergent the two agents’ opinions are, the more strongly they are attracted to each other, which is paradoxical from an opinion formation perspective. Classical weighted-average opinion dynamic models therefore cannot explain emergence of persistent disagreement in social networks. In fact, a recent review notes that agreement is the inevitable outcome according to most formal models of social opinion formation [12]. However in real-world social systems disagreement is commonly encountered. In some cases disagreement can be an unwanted feature, such as partisan polarization on political issues. Disagreement can also be a desired outcome for the group, for example when individuals need to distribute themselves among different alternatives to forage or perform separate tasks.

To overcome these limitations of averaging models, a number of prominent variations on these models have been proposed. For example in “bounded confidence” models, agents average network opinions but delete communication links to any neighbors whose opinions are sufficiently divergent from their own [22,44,93,94]. In a similar spirit, “biased assimilation” models instead incorporate a self-feedback into the interaction weights of an averaging model [43,218]. This self-feedback accounts for an individual’s bias towards evidence that conforms with its existing beliefs. The linear model and its variations have also been extended to the case of signed networks, where the weights $a_{ik}$ can be negative [5,127,184]. Linear averaging dynamics on signed networks can support persistent disagreement, however these disagreement solutions require fine-tuned network architecture and distribution of weights. Small perturbations to the network weights in a signed network typically collapse disagreement solutions to a trivial consensus with $x_i = 0$ for all $i$, i.e. disagreement is not a structurally robust feature of these systems. In this chapter our goal is to derive a novel nonlinear extension of classical opinion dynamics models that captures consensus formation and persistent disagreement as general and robust outcomes of the opinion formation process, without the need to fine-tune network structure or to delete communication links.
3.1.3 Defining properties of nonlinear opinion formation model

We model opinion formation as a continuous-time dynamical system. The linear weighted-average discrete-time opinion dynamics (3.1) can equivalently be written as

\[ x_i(T + 1) = x_i(T) + \left( -x_i(T) + a_{i1}x_1(T) + \cdots + a_{iN_a}x_{N_a}(T) \right). \]

This discrete-time update rule is the unit time-step Euler discretization of the continuous time linear dynamics

\[ \dot{x}_i = -x_i + a_{i1}x_1 + \cdots + a_{iN_a}x_{N_a}. \]

(3.2)

Observe that (3.1) and (3.2) have exactly the same steady states with the same (neutral) stability. These linear consensus dynamics (3.2) are determined by two terms: a weighted-average opinion-exchange term, modeling the pull felt by agent \( i \) toward the weighted group opinion, and a linear damping term, which can be interpreted as the agent’s resistance to changing its opinion.

Our nonlinear extension of (3.2) incorporates the following features.

1. **Opinion exchanges are saturated.** We assume that there is a limit on the amount of influence that can be exerted on each agent by its social network. A natural way to incorporate this assumption mathematically is by allowing agents to apply a bounded saturating nonlinearity to the social information they accumulate about each option. This modeling assumption is also supported by the general features which appear in models of complex behavior in nature and technology. Saturating nonlinearities appear in virtually every natural and artificial signaling network due to bounds on action and sensing. For example, dynamics that evolve according to saturating interactions appear in spatially localized and extended neuronal population models of thalamo-cortical dynamics [211, 212], in Hopfield neural network models [98, 99, 145], in models of perceptual decision making [23, 205], and in control systems with sensor and actuator saturations [103, 126]. Saturated interactions between decision-makers also effectively bound the attraction between opinions, thus overcoming the linear weighted-average model paradox discussed in section 3.1.2.

2. **Evaluation of multiple interdependent options.** Classic models of opinion formation typically capture dynamics of opinions on a single topic or two options. Allowing for an arbitrary number of options in our model makes it relevant to a wide range of applications, for example, in task allocation problems where options represent tasks or in strategic settings where options represent strategies. We extend the model to multiple options by suitably generalizing the agent’s opinion state space, analogous to existing multi-option averaging models such as [65, 72, 125, 147, 157, 160, 221].
3. **Agents have allocable attention.** Because an agent’s attention to exchanged opinions may be variable, we introduce, for each agent $i$, two parameters, $d_i > 0$ and $u_i \geq 0$, that weight the relative influence of the linear resistance term and the nonlinear opinion-exchange term, respectively. When the resistance parameter $d_i$ dominates the attention parameter $u_i$, the agent is weakly attentive to other agents’ opinions. When $u_i$ dominates $d_i$, the agent is strongly attentive to other agents' opinions. A shift from a weakly attentive to a strongly attentive state can be induced, for instance, by a time-urgency (election day approaching) or a spatial-urgency (target getting closer) to form an informed collective opinion. The attention parameter $u_i$ can also be used to model social effort, excitability, or susceptibility of agent $i$ to social influence.

4. **Agents have exogenous inputs.** For each agent, we introduce an input parameter $b_{ij}$, which represents an input signal from the environment or a bias or predisposition that directly affects agent $i$’s opinion of option $j$. For example, the input $b_{ij}$ can be used to model the exogenous influence of agent $i$’s initial opinions, as in [71], where agents hold on to their initial opinions (sometimes called “stubborn” agents as in [78]).

### 3.2 New model for dynamics of beliefs and opinions

In this section we formally introduce the nonlinear extension of classic opinion formation models which incorporates the features described in Section 3.1.3.

We extend the state space of each agent to account for multiple options in two complementary ways. First, consider a network of $N_a$ agents. In scalar averaging models, the opinion state $x_i \in \mathbb{R}$ of agent $i$ can represent favoring ($x_i > 0$) or disfavoring ($x_i < 0$) a single topic or option. Whenever $x_i = 0$, the agent is neutral on the topic, and the strength of favoring or disfavoring is proportional to the magnitude $|x_i|$. In the same spirit, in order to account for $N_o$ topics or options we define the belief state or value state of agent $i$ to be $Z_i = (z_{i1}, \ldots, z_{iN_o}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_o}$, where $z_{ij}$ is the belief or valuation of agent $i$ on option $j$. As in the scalar case, $z_{ij} > 0$ ($< 0$) corresponds to favoring (disfavoring) an option, with $z_{ij} = 0$ representing neutrality. The total system state is $Z = (Z_1, \ldots, Z_{N_a}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_aN_o}$.

In addition to attention $u_i$, resistance $d_i$, and bias $b_{ij}$ parameters introduced in Section 3.1.3, we consider four classes of coupling weights between options:

1. Intra-agent, same-option coupling $\alpha^i_j$;

2. Intra-agent, inter-option coupling $\beta^i_{jl}$, with $j \neq l$;

3. Inter-agent, same-option coupling $\gamma^i_{j}^k$, with $i \neq k$;
4. Inter-agent, inter-option coupling $\delta_{jl}^{ik}$, with $i \neq k$, $j \neq l$.

In this notation, upper indices in the gains $\alpha_{ij}^{i}$, $\beta_{jl}^{i}$, $\gamma_{ij}^{i}$, $\delta_{jl}^{ik}$ correspond to agents, and lower indices correspond to options. These four classes of interactions are illustrated in Figure 3.1, with dashed lines used for intra-agent couplings and solid lines used for inter-agent couplings.

The function $F_{ij}(Z)$ captures the net information about option $j$ gathered by agent $i$, accounting for social interactions, external information and biases captured in $b_{ij}$, and its linear resistance to forming strong opinions:

$$F_{ij}(Z) = -d_{i}z_{ij} + u_{i}\left( S_{1}\left( \alpha_{ij}^{i}z_{ij} + \sum_{k=1}^{N_{a}} \gamma_{ij}^{ik}z_{kj} \right) + \sum_{l \neq j}^{N_{o}} S_{2}\left( \beta_{jl}^{i}z_{il} + \sum_{k=1}^{N_{a}} \delta_{jl}^{ik}z_{kl} \right) \right) + b_{ij}. \quad (3.3)$$

Agents form beliefs about options by integrating information about each option according to

$$\dot{z}_{ij} = F_{ij}(Z). \quad (3.4)$$

The functions $S_{1}, S_{2}$ in (3.3) are generic bounded sigmoidal saturating functions satisfying $S_{q}(0) = 0, S_{q}'(0) = 1, q \in \{1, 2\}$. $S_{1}$ is applied to information along the same option dimension, and $S_{2}$ saturates cross-option influence. In principle, $S_{1}$ and $S_{2}$ can be the same function; however distinguishing between the two allows for the agents to have a different level of response to these two sources of influence. In all of the simulations shown in this dissertation we use saturating functions of the form

$$S_{q}(y) = A_{q}\tanh\left( \frac{1}{A_{q}}\left( y + \varepsilon_{q}\tanh\left( y^{2}\right) \right) \right) \quad (3.5)$$

with $A_{q} > 0, \varepsilon_{q} \geq 0$; however all of the results and discussion hold for generic saturating functions.

In the dynamics (3.4), the coupling gains $\alpha_{ij}^{i}, \beta_{jl}^{i}, \gamma_{ij}^{ik}, \delta_{jl}^{ik}$ characterize the qualitative properties of the interactions. To avoid redundancy between the self-coupling weight $\alpha_{ij}^{i}$ and the resistance $d_{i}$, we assume that $\alpha_{ij}^{i} \geq 0$. This means that whenever $\alpha_{ij}^{i}$ is nonzero, it represents self-reinforcement of agent $i$ about option $j$. The same-option coupling weight $\gamma_{ij}^{ik}$ captures the strength of the drive for social imitation of agent $i$ towards agent $k$ on option $j$; $\gamma_{ij}^{ik} > 0$ represents a cooperative interaction in which agent $i$ seeks to mimic agent $k$, and $\gamma_{ij}^{ik} < 0$ represents a competitive or antagonistic interaction in which agent $i$ seeks to take on the opposite opinion of agent $k$. The inter-option coupling weights $\beta_{jl}^{i}, \delta_{jl}^{ik}$ capture interdependence between options that can arise, for example, from additional nondegeneracy conditions (in the sense of [82]), such as $S_{q}''(0) \neq 0, S_{q}'''(0) \neq 0$, can be imposed when necessary to allow for the most general outcomes of opinion-formation dynamics, since symmetries in the saturation function impose additional restrictions on solutions of the dynamics (3.4),(3.7); the condition $S_{q}''(0) \neq 0$ is not necessary when $N_{o} = 1$ for the value dynamics (3.4) or when $N_{o} = 2$ for the constrained opinion dynamics (3.7).
a structured belief system, or from some logical or environmental constraints on the options. The role and interpretation of $\beta_{ij}$, $\delta_{ij}$ will be explored in more detail in Chapter 5.

Next we present a second way to extend the state space of scalar opinion dynamics to multiple options. In scalar opinion dynamics, the state $x_i$ can be alternatively interpreted as the decision variable for choosing between two “mutually-exclusive” options - for example in [43,87]. Then when $x_i = 0$, agent $i$ is undecided. When $x_i > 0 (< 0)$ agent $i$ favors option 1 (2) and disfavors option 2 (1). This formalism is equivalent to the agent’s state space consisting of two scalar variables $\tilde{z}_{i1}$ and $\tilde{z}_{i2}$ constrained by a condition $\tilde{z}_{i1} + \tilde{z}_{i2} = 0$. Extending this convention to $N_o$ options, we define each agent’s opinion state $\tilde{Z}_i = (\tilde{z}_{i1}, \ldots, \tilde{z}_{iN_o})$, which satisfy the constraint

$$\tilde{z}_{i1} + \cdots + \tilde{z}_{iN_o} = 0 \quad (3.6)$$

for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. The constraint (3.6) allows us to interpret each agent’s state space as the $(N_o - 1)$-dimensional simplex. This is because bounded dynamics on a trapping region in the affine subspace defined by (3.6) that contains the origin can be mapped to the standard simplex through a simple translation of the midpoint and a rescaling of the trajectories. For details on this interpretation and a formal statement mapping the dynamics constrained by (3.6) to the simplex, see [19, Appendix A].

Define $P_0 = I_{N_o} - \frac{1}{N_o} 1_{N_o} 1_{N_o}^T$ to be the projection onto this affine subspace $1_{N_o} 1_{N_o}^T \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_o}$. The total opinion state of the system is $\tilde{Z} = (\tilde{Z}_1, \ldots, \tilde{Z}_{N_a}) \in V$ where the state space $V = 1_{N_o}^N \times \cdots \times 1_{N_o}^N \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_a N_o}$. Then the dynamics of the opinion state of each agent are given by the projection of the evidence in favor of each option onto the opinion space $V$:

$$\dot{\tilde{Z}}_i = P_0 F_i(\tilde{Z}) \quad (3.7)$$
where \(F_i(\tilde{Z}) = (F_{i1}(\tilde{Z}), \ldots, F_{iN_o}(\tilde{Z}))\). The system (3.7) is well-defined in the sense that it \(V\) is forward-invariant for the dynamics, its trajectories are bounded, and there exists a simple linear rescaling that reinterprets the dynamics of each agent’s opinion state on a classical simplex \(\Delta_{N_o-1}\) where \(y \in \Delta_{N_o-1}\) satisfies \(y_j \geq 0, \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} y_j = K > 0\). For a detailed development of this well-definedness, see [19, Appendix A]. We show in [19, Section 3.4] that several prominent linear and nonlinear models of opinion formation are recovered from (3.7) with various constraints on the model parameters.

The model (3.3), (3.4), (3.7) can also be used more coarsely, with each belief state \(z_{ij}\) modeling average belief on option \(j\) in a subset of the agents on the network. Formally this is a valid generalization whenever the structure of the coupling weights partitions the agent vertices into approximately synchronized clusters. We do not develop this theory here and instead refer the reader to [2,75,154,177,188,191] for a detailed treatment of cluster synchronization on dynamic networks and to [19, Section III-E] for a model reduction of (3.7) to a clustered manifold. These observations illustrate the versatility in the potential applications of our model to capture dynamics of opinion formation at different scales. For example, in [120] we use the belief states in this model to represent average ideological positions among the elite members of the two political parties in the United States Congress.

Finally, we state the following observation which connects the dynamics of beliefs (3.4) to the dynamics of constrained opinions (3.7).

**Proposition 3.2.1.** If \(Z(t)\) is a solution of (3.4), then \(\tilde{Z}(t) = P_0Z(t)\) is a solution of (3.7).

Proposition 3.2.1 follows trivially from comparing (3.4) and (3.7). This observation allows us to focus our analysis on the unconstrained value dynamics (3.4), and interpret the results on the opinion simplex when necessary via a simple projection.

### 3.3 Indecision-breaking bifurcations

According to the model-independent theory [68],[69], one of the key features of nonlinear value-formation and decision-making models is the bifurcation of opinionated solution branches from a fully synchronous state of network indecision. In the models (3.4),(3.7) this fully synchronous state corresponds to the trivial neutral state \(Z = 0\) (\(\tilde{Z} = 0\), respectively) which is an equilibrium of the dynamics whenever \(b = 0\) \((P_0b = 0)\). In this section we illustrate that such indecision-breaking bifurcations are indeed a feature of our proposed model which can be observed robustly.
across network architectures and specific parameter selections, and for any number of options under evaluation. Without loss of generality we focus our discussion on belief or value formation according to (3.4).

First, we present two motivating simulations that illustrate the network indecision-breaking behavior for a $N_a = 5$ agents evaluating several options according to (3.4). In Figures 3.2 and 3.3 we show the trajectories over time of the value states $z_{ij}(t)$ for agents evaluating 3 and 8 options, respectively, for 200 time steps of a simulation. Let $\mathcal{N}(a, b)$ denote the normal distribution centered at $a$, with standard deviation $b$. The following list summarizes the choice of parameters for these simulations:

- The communication weights between agents were generated randomly, with each $\alpha^i_j$ drawn from $\mathcal{N}(1, 0.1)$, and each $\beta^i_{jl}, \gamma^i_{jk}, \delta^i_{jl}k$ was randomly drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.1)$;
- The resistance $d_i$ for each agent was randomly drawn from $\mathcal{N}(1, 0.05)$;
- Agents have randomly generated small biases, with each $b_{ij}$ drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.01)$;
- Initial conditions are randomized, with each $z_{ij}(0)$ drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.01)$;
- Each attention parameter $u_i$ was drawn randomly from $\mathcal{N}(u_0, 0.01)$, with $u_0 = 0.57$ for part (a), and $u_0 = 0.6$ for part (b) in both figures;
- For the two saturation functions (3.5), $A_1 = 1, A_2 = 0.5, \varepsilon_1 = 0.5, \varepsilon_2 = 0.5$.

The same initial conditions and parameter selections were used to generate plots in part (a) and (b) of the two figures, with the exception of the value of $u_0$ as described.

In Figures 3.2 and 3.3 we observe a similar phenomenon. When the attention to social interactions $u_0$ is at its lower value in part (a), network beliefs $z_{ij}$ remain small over time, slightly offset from zero due to the small additive biases. When $u_0$ is increased by a small amount in part (b) the network opinions evolve away from zero and settle on an equilibrium state in which many of the agents form strong beliefs. At this equilibrium, the final belief states of most agents are much greater in magnitude than their small biases $b_{ij}$. Relatively weak coupling of agents’ belief states is sufficient to generate this transition. These simulations illustrate that whenever the average attention on the network is below some threshold, the linear resistance in (3.3) dominates and agents do not form strong opinions. Once this threshold is crossed, the influence of the social interactions dominates. In the following theorem we prove that these observations hold in general for the dynamics (3.3),(3.4) by analyzing stability of the indecision equilibrium $Z = 0$. This theorem generalizes [19, Theorem IV.1] and motivates the rest of the analysis presented in this dissertation.
Figure 3.2: Trajectories of belief states $z_{ij}(t)$ of 5 agents evaluating 3 options according to (3.4) with randomized parameters; (a) average network attention level is below bifurcation threshold and beliefs of all agents remain small; (b) average network attention level is above bifurcation threshold and agents form strong beliefs.

**Theorem 3.3.1** (Stability of Indecision Equilibrium). Consider the model (3.3),(3.4) with $b_{ij} = 0$, let $u_i = u \cdot \tilde{u}_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$, where $u \geq 0$, $u_i > 0$, and $\otimes$ is the Kronecker product of matrices. Let $J(u) = -\text{diag}(d_1, \ldots, d_{N_a}) \otimes I_{N_o} + u \tilde{J}$ be the Jacobian matrix of the dynamics evaluated at the neutral equilibrium $Z = 0$ for some $u$, where entries of the matrix $\tilde{J}$ are of the form $\tilde{u}_i \alpha_{ij}, \tilde{u}_i \beta_{ij}, \tilde{u}_i \gamma_{ij}, \tilde{u}_i \delta_{ij}$. Assume $\tilde{J}$ has at least one eigenvalue with positive real part. Then there exists a critical value $u^* > 0$; whenever $u < u^*$, the neutral equilibrium $Z = 0$ is locally exponentially stable, and whenever $u > u^*$ it is unstable.

**Proof.** Let $\Delta = \text{diag}(d_1, \ldots, d_{N_a}) \otimes I_{N_o}$. When $u = 0$, the system of ODEs (3.3),(3.4) reduces to the linear system $\dot{Z} = -\Delta Z$ and the origin is globally exponentially stable. Eigenvalues of $J(u)$ are continuous functions of $u$ [124] and by this continuity $J(u)$ is Hurwitz for sufficiently small $u > 0$, which means the origin is locally exponentially stable. Define $\hat{J}(\epsilon) = \epsilon \Delta + \tilde{J}$. When $\epsilon = 1/u$, the eigenvalues of $\hat{J}(\epsilon)$ and of $J(u)$ are related by a factor of $\epsilon > 0$. Note that $\hat{J}(0)$ has at least one eigenvalue with positive real part, and by eigenvalue continuity the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues is preserved for sufficiently small $\epsilon > 0$. Therefore for some sufficiently large $u > 0$, $J(u)$ has at least one eigenvalue with positive real part and $Z = 0$ is unstable. Existence of critical value $u^*$ at which the origin loses stability follows once again from continuity of eigenvalues and from the intermediate value theorem. \hfill $\Box$

Theorem 3.3.1 establishes existence of a critical level of attention $u = u^*$, at which the system (3.3),(3.4) undergoes a local bifurcation as the origin loses stability. This bifurcation can be observed
Figure 3.3: Trajectories of belief states $z_{ij}(t)$ of 5 agents evaluating 8 options according to (3.4) with randomized parameters; (a) average network attention level is below bifurcation threshold and beliefs of all agents remain small; (b) average network attention level is above bifurcation threshold and agents form strong beliefs.
whenever $\tilde{J}$, a matrix containing the linearization about the origin of the nonlinear terms in (3.4), has at least one eigenvalue with positive real part. This necessary condition is easily satisfied, which is most easily seen for networks of agents with no self-reinforcement, $\alpha^i_j = 0$ for all $i,j$. In this case, $\text{Tr}(\tilde{J}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \tilde{u}_i \alpha^i_j = 0$ which means either that all of the eigenvalues of $\tilde{J}$ lie on the imaginary axis, or more likely that at least one of the eigenvalues has a positive real part. More generally, $\tilde{J}$ has an eigenvalue in the right half-plane if and only if its symmetrization $\frac{1}{2}(\tilde{J} + \tilde{J}^T)$ has a positive real eigenvalue. In turn this property is generic for symmetric square matrices as a consequence of Wigner’s semicircle law [198], and more specifically for sparse symmetric square matrices by the analysis in [116].

The indecision-breaking bifurcation of Theorem 3.3.1 typically results in the emergence of new equilibria, such as the configurations the network settles on in part (b) of the Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Other possible outcomes include emergence of periodic oscillations of opinions, and other more complex dynamics on attracting invariant sets. In the next couple of chapters of this dissertation we investigate how the choice of network structure, communication weights, and biases in the model informs the properties these indecision-breaking bifurcations.

### 3.4 Homogeneous parameters

In its full generality, the model (3.3),(3.4) involves many parameters. However, it is often convenient to consider this model in its homogeneous regime, which we now describe. First, we assume that agents on the network are identical in their resistance to forming beliefs and in the amount of attention they allocate towards social interactions, i.e.

$$d_i := d > 0, \quad u_i := u \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_a.$$  

Next, we decompose the structure of the network coupling weights into the influence of two signed directed graphs that are fundamental to describing the belief formation process. The first of these is the communication graph among agents, $\mathcal{G}_a = (\mathcal{V}_a, \mathcal{E}_a, s_a)$ where $\mathcal{V}_a = \{1, \ldots, N_a\}$ is the vertex set corresponding to the $N_a$ agents, $\mathcal{E}_a$ is the edge set, and $s_a : \mathcal{E}_a \to \{-1, 1\}$ is the signature of the communication graph $\mathcal{G}_a$. When $e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E}_a$, agent $k$ is a neighbor of agent $i$ and the belief state of agent $k$ influences the belief formation of agent $i$. When $s_a(e_{ik}) = 1$, agent $i$ is cooperative towards agent $k$, and whenever $s_a(e_{ik}) = -1$ it is competitive or antagonistic towards agent $k$. We assume that $\mathcal{G}_a$ is simple, i.e. contains no self-loops $e_{ii} \notin \mathcal{E}_a$ for all $i \in \mathcal{V}_a$, and there is at most one edge
that begins at vertex $i$ and ends at vertex $k$ for all $i, k \in V_a$. The signed adjacency matrix of the communication graph is the matrix $A_a \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a}$ whose entries are defined as $(A_a)_{ik} = 0$ if $e_{ik} \notin E_a$ and $s_a(e_{ik})$ otherwise.

The second fundamental graph $G_o = (V_o, E_o, s_o)$ encodes the interdependence of the various options. We refer to $G_o$ as the belief system graph, analogous to the terminology utilized in [72,221]. Analogously we can consider $G_o$ to represent some context-dependent social norms [92]. The nodes in the vertex set $V_o = \{1, \ldots, N_o\}$ correspond to distinct options, or topics, which are evaluated by the agents. An edge $e_{jl} \in E_o$ thereby signifies that formation of beliefs about option $j$ is affected by the beliefs about option $l$. The signature function $\sigma_o : E_o \mapsto \{-1, 1\}$ describes whether two options are positively or negatively aligned according to the belief system. We also assume that $G_o$ is simple, and we define the signed adjacency matrix $A_o \in \mathbb{R}^{N_o \times N_o}$ whose entries are defined as $(A_o)_{jl} = 0$ if $e_{jl} \notin E_o$ and $s_o(e_{jl})$ otherwise. We assume that the belief system graph is inherent to the options that are being evaluated, and thereby shared by all agents in the group.

Using these definitions, we specialize the coupling weights in the model as

$$
\alpha_{ij} = \alpha, \quad \beta_{jl} = \beta(A_o)_{jl}, \quad \gamma_{ik} = \gamma(A_a)_{ik}, \quad \delta_{ik} = \delta(A_a)_{ik}(A_o)_{jl}.
$$

In this specialization we assume homogeneity in the magnitude of the coupling gains $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta \geq 0$ among the agents. These gains correspond to the four distinct classes of interactions, as illustrated by the four differently colored arrows in Figure 3.1. Heterogeneity on the network therefore arises from the architecture of the communication and belief system graphs.

With these assumptions in place, the model of belief formation (3.3),(3.4) becomes

$$
\dot{z}_{ij} = -d_z z_{ij} + u \left( S_1 \left( \alpha z_{ij} + \gamma \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (A_a)_{ik} z_{kj} \right) + \sum_{l \neq j}^{N_o} S_2 \left( \beta (A_o)_{jl} z_{il} + \delta (A_o)_{jl} \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (A_a)_{ik} z_{kl} \right) \right) + b_{ij} := F_{ij}^h(Z).
$$

Importantly, (3.8) still supports potential heterogeneity in the external information about options that is captured by the distributed biases $b_{ij}$. For completeness of presentation we also state (3.8) in vector-matrix form:

$$
\dot{Z} = -dZ + u S_1 ((\alpha I_{N_a} + \gamma A_a) \otimes I_{N_o}) Z) + \sum_{l=1}^{N_o} S_2 ((\beta I_{N_a} + \gamma A_a) \otimes M_l) Z) + b
$$

(3.9)
where $\mathbf{Z} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_oN_o}$ is the state vector, $\mathbf{S}_m(\mathbf{y}) = (S_m(y_1), \ldots, S_m(y_n))$ for $\mathbf{y} \in \mathbb{R}^n$, and $M_l \in \mathbb{R}^{N_o \times N_o}$ is the matrix whose column $l$ coincides with column $l$ of $A_o$, with zero entries in all other columns.

Analogously, the dynamics of constrained opinions in the homogeneous regime become

$$\dot{\mathbf{Z}}_i = P_0 \mathbf{F}^h(\tilde{\mathbf{Z}}).$$

(3.10)

There are several reasons that make the homogeneous model (3.8) compelling. First of all, in this form the model contains a small number of parameters which carry a clear interpretation in the context of belief formation. This makes the homogeneous model highly amenable to rigorous and interpretable analysis, as we will illustrate over the next several chapters of this dissertation. Second of all, homogeneity of agents in a group is often a valid assumption for the study and design of collective behavior. For instance, groups in nature are often composed of individuals that are indistinguishable from one another in their role \cite{25, 26}. Analogously, robotic teams and other engineered collectives are commonly made up of interchangeable components. In fact homogeneity of system components is frequently used as motivation for the deployment of robotic swarms, in which many simple and easily replaceable robotic units work together to perform complex tasks \cite{29, 111, 175}. Finally, rigorous understanding of the model behavior in its homogeneous regime paves the way for systematic study of the effects of heterogeneity, since small heterogeneity can be considered as a perturbation of the homogeneous system. We take advantage of this observation later on in this dissertation when we relax the homogeneity assumption to allow agents to dynamically modify some of their parameters.
Chapter 4

Belief-forming bifurcations: single topic or two mutually exclusive options

Most of the material presented in sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 is a summary of analysis that appears in print in various parts of [18–21] that are also included as Chapters 9, 10, 11, 12 in Part II of this dissertation. Several of the propositions, theorems, figures, and figure captions in these sections are taken verbatim from these sources as cited, with minor edits for consistency. The surrounding discussion of the contributions is original, with exceptions noted explicitly in the text. The analysis in section 4.4 does not yet appear in print, however an early version of it was presented as part of my general examination in January 2019 and in the 2019 SIAM Conference on Applications of Dynamical Systems. I presented parts of analysis in this chapter in the 2020 SIAM Conference on the Life Sciences; in the 2020 UCLA Institute for Pure and Applied Mathematics, Mathematical Challenges and Opportunities for Autonomous Vehicles Program, Workshop IV: Social Dynamics beyond Vehicle Autonomy;; in the 2021 SIAM Conference on Applications of Dynamical Systems; in the 2021 American Control Conference; and in the 2021 IEEE Conference on Decision and Control.

4.1 Model specialization to scalar state variable

In this chapter we study local indecision-breaking bifurcations of equilibria in the homogeneous model (3.8) specialized to one topic, or two mutually exclusive options. We present two ways to
derive this specialization.

First, consider the homogeneous value dynamics (3.8) for a network of agents evaluating a single topic. In this case, the belief state $Z_i$ of each agent is simply the scalar state $z_{i1} \in \mathbb{R}$. To simplify notation, we relabel $z_{i1} = x_i$ and $b_{i1} = b_i$, with the network state $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{Na})$. Furthermore, we observe that for a single topic, the belief system graph $G_o$ is trivial and inter-option dependencies captured by saturations $S_2$ do not play a role in the dynamics (3.8). To further simplify notation, we drop the subscript from the saturation function $S_1$. With these modifications, we arrive at the model

$$
\dot{x}_i = -dx_i + u \left( \alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k=1}^{Na} (A_o)_{ik} x_k \right) + b_i. 
$$

The internal gain $\alpha \geq 0$ describes the strength of each agent’s self-reinforcement of its own beliefs. The social gain $\gamma \geq 0$ describes the strength of each agent’s drive to imitate opinions of the neighbors with which it has a cooperative relationship, and to reject the opinions of the neighbors it has an antagonistic relationship with. A version of (4.1) with no self-reinforcement and with inhomogeneous resistance weights $d_i$ that reflect the in-degree of each agent on the communication graph $G_a$ has been studied in the literature as a biologically inspired model for robust consensus formation on two options [61, 63, 87]. A version of this model was also recently independently developed in the sociophysics literature as a model of echo chamber formation in online social networks [14, 74]. As mentioned in chapter 3, the nondegeneracy condition $S''(0) \neq 0$ is not necessary in the scalar opinion setting and it is natural to assume the saturation function $S$ has an odd symmetry, $S(-y) = -S(y)$.

Alternatively consider the homogeneous model of opinion formation on the simplex for two mutually exclusive options (3.10). When $N_o = 2$, each agent’s state space $\tilde{Z}_i = (\tilde{z}_{i1}, \tilde{z}_{i2})$ is constrained by $\tilde{z}_{i1} + \tilde{z}_{i2} = 0$ and can be represented by a single state variable $\tilde{x}_i = \tilde{z}_{i1} = -\tilde{z}_{i2}$. Observe that

$$
\dot{\tilde{x}}_i = \frac{1}{2} \left( F^h_{11}(\tilde{Z}) - F^h_{12}(\tilde{Z}) \right),
$$

and the dynamics of the scalar opinion variable $x_i$ reduce to

$$
\dot{x}_i = -dx_i + u \left( \hat{S}_1 \left( \alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k=1}^{Na} (A_o)_{ik} x_k \right) - \hat{S}_2 \left( \beta x_i + \delta \sum_{k=1}^{Na} (A_o)_{ik} x_k \right) \right) + \hat{b}_i. 
$$

where $\hat{S}_1(y) = \frac{1}{2} (S_1(y) - S_1(-y))$, $\hat{S}_2(y) = \frac{1}{2} (S_2(y) - S_2(-y))$ are saturating functions with an odd symmetry and $\hat{b}_i = \frac{1}{2} (b_{i1} - b_{i2})$. For (4.2) we allow the inter-option gains $\beta, \delta \in \mathbb{R}$ to be negative as well as positive. Whenever $(A_o)_{12} = (A_o)_{21} = 0$, $\beta = \delta = 0$ and (4.2) reduces to (4.1).
When $b = 0$, the Jacobian of (4.2) evaluated at the origin $x = 0$ is
\[
J = \left( -d + u(\alpha - \beta) \right) \mathbb{I} + u(\gamma - \delta) A_a.
\] (4.3)

By inspection of (4.3) we see that as long as $\gamma \neq \delta$, the spectral properties of $J$ are inherited from the communication graph $G_a$. Specifically, whenever $v$ is a right eigenvector of $A_a$ with eigenvalue $\lambda$, $v$ is also a right eigenvector of $J$ with eigenvalue $\xi = -d + u(\alpha - \beta) + u\lambda(\gamma - \delta)$. The eigenvalues of $A_a$ determine the critical value of attention $u^*$ at which the origin loses stability according to Theorem 3.3.1. Furthermore, the local geometry of the center manifold along which the resulting bifurcation appears near $(x, u) = (0, u^*)$ is informed by an eigenspace of $A_a$.

In the following theorem we establish that a typical bifurcation of the origin in the model (4.1) is a pitchfork bifurcation that results in appearance of two new opinionated equilibria on the network.

**Theorem 4.1.1** (Pitchfork Bifurcation). [20, Theorem IV.1] Consider (4.1) and define
\[
u^*(\lambda) = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda \gamma},
\] (4.4)
where $\lambda$ is a simple real eigenvalue of adjacency matrix $A_a$. Let $v = (v_1, \ldots, v_{N_a})$ and $w = (w_1, \ldots, w_{N_a})$ be right and left unit eigenvectors, respectively, corresponding to $\lambda$. Assume that (i) for all eigenvalues $\xi \neq \lambda$ of $A$, $\text{Re}[\xi] \neq \lambda$; (ii) $\alpha + \lambda \gamma \neq 0$; (iii) $\langle w, v^3 \rangle \neq 0$. Let $f(z, u, b)$ be a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of (4.1) at $(x, u, b) = (0, u^*, 0)$.

A. Bifurcation problem $f(z, u, 0) = 0$ has a symmetric pitchfork singularity at $(z, u, b) = (0, u^*, 0)$.

1. For values of $u > u^*$ and sufficiently small $|u - u^*|$, two branches of equilibria branch off from $x = 0$ in a pitchfork bifurcation along a manifold tangent at $x = 0$ to span $\{v\}$.

2. When $\text{sign}\{\langle w, v^3 \rangle / \langle w, v \rangle\}(\alpha + \lambda \gamma) > 0$ ($< 0$) the bifurcation happens supercritically (subcritically) with respect to $u$. Whenever $x^*$ is an equilibrium of (4.2), $-x^*$ is also an equilibrium.

B. Bifurcation problem $f(z, u, b) = 0$ is an $N_a$-parameter unfolding of the symmetric pitchfork, and $\frac{\partial f}{\partial b_i}(z, u, b) = w_i$.

Using Theorem 4.1.1 we can describe the properties of indecision-breaking bifurcations of (4.1) on a communication graph $G_a$ whenever its signed adjacency matrix $A_a$ has a dominant eigenvalue $\lambda^*$. Suppose $u = u^*(\lambda^*)$ and $w, v$ are the left and right unit eigenvectors of $A_a$ corresponding to $\lambda^*$.

We always assume that the choice of $w, v$ satisfies $\langle w, v \rangle > 0$.

1. When agents are unbiased, at the bifurcation point $u = u^*(\lambda^*)$ the indecision equilibrium $x = 0$ loses stability and two stable branches of opinionated equilibria appear supercritically.
For values of \( u \) near \( u^*(\lambda^*) \), the two equilibria \( \pm x^* \) can be approximated to first order as multiples of the eigenvector \( v \). The eigenvector \( v \) thus informs the pattern of opinions the network takes on at bifurcation. For example, if \( \text{sign}(v_i) = \text{sign}(v_k) \) then agents \( i \) and \( k \) will agree on their choice of option. Furthermore, if \( |v_i| > |v_k| \) then agent \( i \) will form a stronger belief at equilibrium than agent \( k \).

2. When agents have nonzero small biases \( b_i \) the direction of unfolding of the pitchfork bifurcation near \( u = u^*(\lambda^*) \) is determined by the quantity \( \langle b, w \rangle \), the projection of the network biases onto the left null eigenspace of the Jacobian (4.3). Whenever \( \langle b, w \rangle > 0(0) \) the equilibria \( x^* \) in the continuous branch of the pitchfork unfolding satisfy \( \langle x^*, v \rangle > 0(0) \). We can interpret the relative magnitude of the entries of \( w \) as a measure of influence or centrality of the agent. For example if \( |w_i| > |w_k| \) and agents \( i, k \) receive small inputs of equal magnitude \( |b_i| = |b_k| \), in the projection \( \langle b, w \rangle = \sum_{l=1}^{N_a} b_l w_l \) the quantity \( b_i w_i \) dominates the quantity \( b_k w_k \). Then the absence of other biases of the network \( \text{sign}(\langle b, w \rangle) = \text{sign}(b_i w_i) \) and the bias of agent \( i \) determines the direction of unfolding due to its higher centrality ranking.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of a numerically generated bifurcation diagram illustrating a pitchfork bifurcation and its unfolding established by Theorem 4.1.1 on a small network. Note that the right eigenvector \( v \) informs the opinion pattern at equilibrium because its span is a linear approximation of the center manifold on which new equilibria appear as the state of indecision loses stability. The linear term in the series expansion of this approximation dominates whenever \( |u - u^*(\lambda^*)| \) is small, which means that any of the qualitative descriptions of the equilibria that are based on this linear analysis apply only in a small neighborhood of the bifurcation point. In practice, we observe the characterizations of equilibria in the linear regime typically persist for values of \( u \) far away from the bifurcation point. Usually the pattern of signs on the network predicted by \( v \) remains unchanged, and the magnitudes of opinions of different agents get closer to one another as the nonlinearities in (4.4) saturate to their maximum value. However we do not derive a center manifold approximation beyond first order to justify this observation, and in general it would be difficult to carry out such a computation for an arbitrary network architecture. In the next theorem we establish that there is a range of values for the attention parameter \( u \) near the bifurcation point \( u^*(\lambda^*) \) for which the three described equilibria are the only equilibria admitted by the system.

**Theorem 4.1.2** (Uniqueness of equilibria). [18] Consider (4.1) on a signed graph \( \mathcal{G}_a \); suppose the signed adjacency matrix \( A_a \) has a simple leading eigenvalue \( \lambda^* > 0 \) and let \( \lambda_2 \) be an eigenvalue of \( A \) satisfying \( \text{Re}(\lambda_2) \geq \text{Re}(\lambda_i) \) for all eigenvalues \( \lambda_i \neq \lambda^* \) of \( A_a \). 1) \( x = 0_N \) is globally asymptotically
stable on a forward-invariant compact set \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) containing the origin \( x = 0 \), for all \( u \in [0, u^*(\lambda^*)) \); 2) if \( \text{Re}(\lambda_2) \geq -\alpha/\gamma \), \( u \in (u^*(\lambda^*), u^*(\lambda_2)) \), the only equilibria the system admits are \( 0^N \), \( x_1^* \), and \( x_2^* \); 3) if \( \text{Re}(\lambda_2) < -\alpha/\gamma \), the only equilibria the system admits in \( \Omega \) for all \( u > u^* \) are \( 0^N \), \( x_1^* \), and \( x_2^* \).

An analogous result to Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 can be established for (4.2) whenever \( \gamma \neq \delta \), with the critical value of attention instead being

\[
\text{Re}(-\alpha/\gamma) = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta + \lambda(\gamma - \delta)}. \tag{4.5}
\]

In the next two sections we study properties of the equilibria that result from the pitchfork bifurcation in Theorem 4.1.1. We already established that the bias vector \( b \) determines the unfolding of the bifurcation, therefore we mainly study properties of the equilibria of the symmetric pitchfork bifurcation for a network of unbiased agents. We focus our attention on the simpler model (4.1), but note that analogous results hold more generally for (4.2) with \( \gamma \neq \delta \).

### 4.2 Networks of cooperative and competitive agents

First, we consider (4.1) on networks that have purely cooperative or purely competitive (i.e. antagonistic) relationships among the agents. Since all of the interactions have the same sign, in this section we constrain the communication graph \( G_a \) to be unsigned with \( (A_a)_{ik} \in \{0,1\} \) for all \( i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a \), and instead absorb the sign of the social interactions into the social gain \( \gamma \in \mathbb{R} \).

With this modification, \( \gamma > 0 \) describes a network of cooperative agents, and \( \gamma < 0 \) describes a network of competitive agents. For the results stated in this section, we establish the following assumptions and definitions:

- Assume the communication graph \( G_o \) is strongly connected;
- \( \lambda_{\text{max}} > 0 \) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of \( A_a \), with right and left unit eigenvectors \( v_{\text{max}}, w_{\text{max}} \); recall from the Perron-Frobenius theorem that we can choose \( v_{\text{max}} > 0, w_{\text{max}} > 0 \);
- Define the set of smallest real-part eigenvalues of \( A_a \) as \( \Lambda_{\text{min}} = \{ \lambda = \text{argmin}_{\mu \in \sigma(A_a)} \text{Re}(\mu) \} \);
- Whenever \( |\Lambda_{\text{min}}| = 1 \), let \( \Lambda_{\text{min}} = \{ \lambda_{\text{min}} \} \), where \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \in \mathbb{R} \) with right and left unit eigenvectors \( v_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{min}} \); since \( \langle v_{\text{max}}, w_{\text{min}} \rangle = \langle v_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{max}} \rangle = 0 \), both \( v_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{min}} \) each have at least one positive and at least one negative component.
In the following theorem we establish an intuitive result: cooperation drives networked agents to agree on a choice of option, and competition or antagonism among the agents results in disagreement.

**Theorem 4.2.1.** [19],[20] The following hold true for (4.1) with \( b_i = 0 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N_a \):

**A. Cooperation leads to agreement:** If \( \gamma > 0 \), the neutral state \( x = 0 \) is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for \( 0 < u < u_a \) and unstable for \( u > u_a \), with

\[
    u_a = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_{\text{max}}}. \tag{4.6}
\]

At \( u = u_a \), branches of agreement equilibria, \( x_i \neq 0 \), sign\( (x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k) \) for all \( i, k \in V_a \), emerge in a pitchfork bifurcation along a center manifold tangent to \( \text{span}(v_{\text{max}}) \).

**B. Competition leads to disagreement:** Suppose \( |\Lambda_{\min}| = 1 \). If \( \gamma < 0 \) the neutral state \( x = 0 \) is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for \( 0 < u < u_d \) and unstable for \( u > u_d \), with

\[
    u_d = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_{\text{min}}}. \tag{4.7}
\]

At \( u = u_d \), branches of disagreement equilibria, \( \text{sign}(x_i) = -\text{sign}(x_k) \) for at least one pair \( i, k \in V \), \( i \neq k \), emerge in a pitchfork bifurcation along a center manifold tangent to \( \text{span}(v_{\text{min}}) \).\(^1\)

According to Theorem 4.2.1, whether a network reaches agreement or disagreement post bifurcation is determined by the signs of the interactions between agents rather than by the architecture of the network interconnections. In fact, agreement and disagreement can happen on the same network

\(^1\)For (4.5), the agreement regime is \( \gamma - \delta > 0 \) and the disagreement regime is \( \gamma - \delta < 0 \).
Figure 4.2: [20] Post-bifurcation patterns of agreement for purely cooperative agents with $\gamma > 0$ (left) and of disagreement for purely antagonistic agents with $\gamma < 0$ (right) on four small undirected networks.

- see Figure 4.2 for examples of agreement and disagreement equilibria that are reached by cooperative and antagonistic agents on several representative undirected networks that satisfy $|\Lambda_{\min}| = 1$.

In Figure 4.2 the color of each node represents the value of its opinion state $x_i$ at equilibrium, with red nodes choosing option 1 and blue nodes choosing option 2. Darker nodes settled on stronger opinions than lighter nodes. Figure 4.2 illustrates that the network architecture clearly plays a role in selecting the pattern of agreement and disagreement that appears in this bifurcation, i.e. how the nodes are distributed across the two options in disagreement, and the relative strength of beliefs of individual nodes in relation to their neighbors. This happens because, as we observed from Theorem 4.1.1, these patterns of opinions at equilibrium follow the sign pattern of an eigenvector of the adjacency matrix of the graph. In the remainder of this section we formalize this connection between graph structure and emergent beliefs. In particular, we explore how the centrality of individual nodes on the communication graph $G_a$ and its graph symmetries inform the opinion patterns the network settles on.

Undirected graphs and agent centrality

By Theorem 4.1.1, the pitchfork bifurcation that gives rise to opinionated states on the network happens along a manifold tangent to span($v$), with $v$ the right eigenvector corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue of $A_a$. For networks of cooperative and competitive agents, we further identified in Theorem 4.2.1 eigenvectors $v_{\min}$ and $v_{\max}$ which govern the properties of the bifurcation. In this section, we show that for undirected networks these eigenvectors often reflect a classic measure of centrality on the network.

A centrality measure for a graph is an assignment of a numerical score to each node that ranks
its relative importance. In the social sciences, network centrality measures are often used to identify influential individuals in various social networks \cite{66,118}. The eigenvector centrality is a popular centrality measure for unsigned networks that effectively ranks the nodes on a graph by the number of infinite walks that pass through them \cite{27,28}. The eigenvector centrality score of node $i$ on the graph $G_a$ is determined by entry $i$ in the left Perron-Frobenius eigenvector $w_{max}$ of its adjacency matrix $A_a$, assuming $w_{max}$ is normalized to have nonnegative entries. In this section we illustrate how for all cooperative undirected graphs and for some competitive undirected graphs, the strength of commitment to options at equilibrium reflects the standard eigenvector centrality score of each agent. First, we establish this result for cooperative networks.

**Proposition 4.2.2** (Agreement patterns and eigenvector centrality). \cite{20} Consider opinion dynamics (4.1) with undirected $G_a$ and $b_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. When $\gamma > 0$, agreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ described in Theorem 4.2.1.A satisfy $|x_i| < |x_k|$ if $(w_{max})_i < (w_{max})_k$ and $|x_i| = |x_k|$ if $(w_{max})_i = (w_{max})_k$ for all $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$.

A similar result holds for disagreement patterns on bipartite undirected graphs of antagonistic agents, i.e. graphs all of whose edges connect two disjoint subsets of vertices. Recall that the adjacency spectrum of bipartite graphs is symmetric about zero, which means $|\Lambda_{min}| = 1$ for all bipartite graphs. Furthermore $\lambda_{min} = -\lambda_{max}$ and $|(v_{min})_i| = |(v_{max})_i|$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$ as long as $v_{min}$ and $v_{max}$ are normalized to the same length \cite[Theorem 1.2]{190}. This means that the disagreement bifurcation at $u = u_d$ on a bipartite undirected graph of antagonistic agents is always a pitchfork bifurcation whose properties are characterize in Theorem 4.1.1.

**Proposition 4.2.3** (Bipartite disagreement patterns and eigenvector centrality). \cite{20} Consider (4.4) with undirected, connected, and bipartite $G_a$, $b_i = 0$ and $\gamma < 0$. Let $\mathcal{V}_1, \mathcal{V}_2 \subset \mathcal{V}_a$ be the bipartition of the vertex set $\mathcal{V}_a$. Disagreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ described in Theorem 4.2.1.B satisfy $|x_i| < |x_k|$ if $(w_{max})_i < (w_{max})_k$ and $|x_i| = |x_k|$ if $(w_{max})_i = (w_{max})_k$ for all $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$. Moreover, $\text{sign}(x_i) = -\text{sign}(x_k)$ for all $i \in \mathcal{V}_1, k \in \mathcal{V}_2$.

By Proposition 4.2.3, on undirected bipartite graphs the distribution of agents across the two options reflects the bipartition of the agents enforced by the graph architecture, and the magnitude of their beliefs relative to other agents reflects their centrality. Figure 4.2 illustrates the findings of Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. For example on the path, star, and wheel graphs the outer agents are less central than the inner agents according to the eigenvector centrality measure. This is reflected in the strength of the agents’ beliefs at equilibrium, with the inner agents settling to a stronger
opinion about their chosen option in both agreement and disagreement regimes. Additionally in Figure 4.2 the path, even cycle, and star graphs are bipartite. As expected, the agents' pattern of beliefs at equilibrium reflects the underlying graph bipartition. Interestingly, the wheel graph is not bipartite; however at disagreement it assumes a similar color pattern to the star graph which has a similar geometry. The final beliefs of the central agent on the wheel graph is stronger than the beliefs of the outer agents. This observation suggests that at least for some graph structures, the magnitude of entries in the eigenvector \( w_{\text{min}} \) reflects agent centrality in a similar manner to the standard eigenvector centrality vector \( w_{\text{max}} \) even though the two do not coincide. As established in Theorem 4.1.1, \( w_{\text{min}} \) and \( w_{\text{max}} \) also rank the centrality of the agents by determining the relative influence of their biases \( b_i \) in determining the unfolding of the bifurcation diagram, as in Figure 4.1.

Notice that on the cycle graph in Figure 4.2 all agents are equally central and the magnitude of their beliefs at equilibrium is equal both in agreement and in disagreement, with disagreement opinions summing to zero over all agents. This property holds more generally on graphs that are \( K \)-regular, which we formalize in the following proposition.

**Proposition 4.2.4** (Consensus and dissensus on regular graphs). [20] If \( G_a \) is undirected, connected, and \( K \)-regular, the agreement bifurcations at \( u = u_a \) with \( \gamma > 0 \) give rise to consensus equilibria that satisfy \( x_i = x_k \) for all \( i, k \in V_a \), and the disagreement bifurcations at \( u = u_d \) with \( \gamma < 0 \) give rise to dissensus equilibria characterized by \( \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} x_i = 0 \).

**Directed graphs and agent centrality**

In the previous section we discussed undirected graphs for which the adjacency matrix \( A_a \) is symmetric. As a consequence of this symmetry for undirected graphs the left and right adjacency eigenvectors coincide, \( w_{\text{max/min}} = v_{\text{max/min}} \). The most strongly opinionated agents on undirected graphs also have the strongest influence in determining which equilibrium is selected by the network biases in the pitchfork bifurcation unfolding. This is an important design feature if we consider the biases of agents as distributed control inputs or sensor inputs that are meant to select for a desired behavior on the network. In order to most effectively influence the decision of agents following (4.1) on an undirected network, one can assign a bias to the most strongly opinionated agent.

For directed graphs, distribution of agents' beliefs decouples from their centrality with respect to the pitchfork unfolding. For example consider a purely cooperative network of agents with \( \gamma > 0 \). As before, the left eigenvector \( w_{\text{max}} \) is the standard centrality eigenvector for their communication graph \( G_a \). On the other hand, the right eigenvector \( v_{\text{max}} \) is the eigenvector centrality vector for the
Graph $G'$ with adjacency matrix $A^T$. $G'$ is generated by reversing the direction of all of the arrows in $G_a$. The distribution of beliefs on the network at an agreement equilibrium therefore reflects their centrality in the information flow network $G'_a$, whereas their influence in determining the unfolding direction reflects their centrality in the sensing network $G_a$. Similarly, for $\gamma < 0$ the eigenvectors $w_{\min}$ and $v_{\min}$ need not coincide, and the most opinionated agents may not be the most influential in determining the unfolding direction of the networked pitchfork bifurcation.

Graph symmetry

Recall that a graph automorphism for an unsigned graph $G_a = (V_a, E_a)$ is a permutation of vertices $V_a$ that preserves adjacency between agents. The automorphism group of $G_a$ is the set of all of its automorphisms. A graph automorphism is also referred to as a symmetry of the graph. Symmetries of a graph generate a partition of its vertices:

**Definition 4.2.5.** [20] Let $\Gamma$ be the automorphism group of $G_a = (V_a, E_a)$, and $i \in V_a$ a vertex. An orbit of $i$ is $O_i = \{k \in V_a | k = \rho i$ for some $\rho \in \Gamma\}$. The orbits are equivalence classes that partition $V_a$ through the equivalence relation

$$i \sim k \text{ if } k = \rho i \text{ for some } \rho \in \Gamma.$$

(4.8)

Connected to graph symmetry is the notion of equivariance of a dynamical system with respect to a symmetry group. Consider a dynamical system $\dot{x} = h(x)$, where the map $h : \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{N_a}$ is $h(x) = (h_1(x), \ldots, h_{N_a}(x))$. Let $\Sigma$ be a compact Lie group with elements $\sigma$ that act on $\mathbb{R}^{N_a}$. Then $h$ is $\sigma$-equivariant for some $\sigma \in \Sigma$ if $\sigma h(x) = h(\sigma x)$, and $h$ is $\Sigma$-equivariant if this holds true for all $\sigma \in \Sigma$ [83, Definition 1.7].² In the following propositions we establish that symmetries of the communication graph $G_a$ are symmetries of the belief formation dynamics (4.4).

**Proposition 4.2.6 (\(\Gamma_a\)-equivariance).** [20] Consider (4.4) with $b_i = 0$ for $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. Let $\Gamma_a$ be the automorphism group of $G_a$. The dynamical system (4.4) is $\Gamma_a$-equivariant.

Proposition 4.2.6 is a consequence of generic properties of dynamical systems with graph structure, see [8, 191].

**Proposition 4.2.7 (Symmetry and equilibrium patterns).** [20] Consider opinion dynamics (10.1) with $b_i = 0$ for all $i \in V_a$. Let $\Gamma_a$ be the automorphism group of the undirected graph $G_a$, and for any two vertices $i, k \in V_a$ define the equivalence relation $i \sim k$ as in (4.8).

²This paragraph is taken verbatim from [20]
A. Suppose $\gamma > 0$. For the agreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ from Theorem 4.2.1.A, if $i \sim k$, then $x_i = x_k$.

B. Suppose $\gamma < 0$ and $|\Lambda_{\min}| = 1$. For the disagreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ from Theorem 4.2.1.B, if $i \sim k$, then $|x_i| = |x_k|$.

Using Proposition 4.2.7 we gain further insight into the agreement and disagreement patterns shown in Figure 4.2. For example for the star, wheel, and cycle graphs the outer agents are all within the same equivalence class of Definition 4.2.5 generated by permutation symmetries. This equivalence is reflected in the belief pattern at equilibrium, as the outer agents all form beliefs of equal magnitude. Similarly, the line graph has a reflection symmetry about its midpoint. This means $i \sim k$ whenever agent $i$ and agent $k$ are the same number of nodes away from one of the two endpoints of the line graph. Such agents form beliefs of equal magnitude in agreement and in disagreement.

### 4.3 Mixed-sign networks

In the previous section we described patterns of agreement and disagreement opinions on networks of purely cooperative or purely antagonistic agents, and we showed that cooperation among agents always leads to network agreement. On sign-homogeneous networks, cooperation between agents is therefore both necessary and sufficient for agreement. However more generally, we consider the model (4.4) on a communication graph with a mix of cooperative and antagonistic relationships among neighbors. It turns out that an all-positive signature of edges in $G_a$ is sufficient but not necessary for network agreement, and a negative signature on one or more edges of $G_a$ is necessary but not sufficient for disagreement. We illustrate this in the following proposition, in which we provide a sufficient condition for network agreement that allows for some negative interactions between agents.

Recall that a matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ is called eventually positive if there exists some integer $k_0 \geq 0$ such that $A^k > 0_{N \times N}$ for all $k \geq k_0$.

**Proposition 4.3.1** (Agreement on mixed-sign graphs). Consider (4.1) with $\gamma > 0$ and $b_i = 0$ for $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$ on a signed directed communication graph $G_a$. Suppose $A_a$ is eventually positive. Then $A_a$ has a unique dominant eigenvalue $\lambda^*$ with corresponding eigenvector $v$. The neutral state $x = 0$ is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for $0 < u < u^*(\lambda^*)$ where $u^*(\lambda^*)$ is defined as in (4.4). At $u = u^*(\lambda^*)$ the origin loses stability and two new equilibria appear in a pitchfork bifurcation along a manifold tangent to $\text{span}(v)$, where $v > 0$. If $A_a$ is eventually positive, $v > 0$ and at each
nontrivial equilibrium $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_N)$, $x_i \neq 0$ and $\text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k)$ for all $i, k \in V_a$.

Proof. A square matrix $A$ is eventually positive if and only if $A$ and $A^T$ possess the strong Perron-Frobenius property - see Proposition 2.1.1 This establishes the existence of a simple dominant eigenvalue $\lambda^* = \rho(A_a)$ and a corresponding positive eigenvector $v$. The rest of the proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.1. \hfill \Box

Recall that two signed graphs $G = (V, E, s), G^W = (V, E, s_W)$ are switching equivalent if there exists a switching function $\theta : V \rightarrow \{-1, 1\}$ that relates the signatures of the two graphs through $s_W(e_{ik}) = \theta(i)s(e_{ik})\theta(k)$ for all $i, k \in V$, $e_{ik} \in E$. In this notation, $W \subseteq V$ is the set of nodes that is being switched, i.e. $\theta(i) = -1$ if $i \in W$ and $\theta(i) = 1$ otherwise. The switching matrix $\Theta = \text{diag}(\theta(1), \ldots, \theta(N))$ relates the adjacency matrices of the two switching equivalent graphs as $A^W = \Theta^{-1}A\Theta$. In the following proposition we establish topological equivalence of the flow generated by (4.1) on two switching equivalent graphs.

**Proposition 4.3.2** (Diffeomorphism between trajectories of switching equivalent systems). [18] Consider switching equivalent graphs $G_a, G^W_a$ with adjacency matrices $A_a$ and $A^W_a$ and with switching matrix $\Theta$. The trajectory $x(t)$ is a solution to (4.4) on $G$ if and only if $\Theta x(t)$ is a solution of (4.4) on $G^W$.

Equivalence of bifurcation diagrams of (4.1) on two switching equivalent graphs is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.3.2.

**Corollary 4.3.3** (Switching a graph “rotates” a bifurcation diagram). [18] Consider (4.4) on switching equivalent graphs $G_a, G^W_a$ with adjacency matrices $A_a$ and $A^W_a$ and with switching matrix $\Theta$. The state $x = x^*$ is an equilibrium on the bifurcation diagram of (4.4) on $G_a$ at some value of $u$ if and only if $\Theta x^*$ is an equilibrium on the bifurcation diagram of (4.4) on $G^W$ for the same $u$. 

---

Figure 4.3: [18] Illustration of Corollary 4.3.3. The bifurcation diagram of the switched system is a “rotated” version of the original diagram because the sign of $v_j$ flips.
By Corollary 4.3.3 whenever (4.1) exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation on some graph $G$, the bifurcation diagram of (4.1) on a switching equivalent graph $G^W$ also exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation at the same critical attention value $u^*$. The mapping from $G$ to $G^W$ through a switching transformation effectively “rotates” the pitchfork bifurcation, mapping its nontrivial branches into different orthants in $\mathbb{R}^N$. We illustrate this intuition in Figure 4.3.

Next, we establish that switching a set of vertices is equivalent to switching its complement.

**Proposition 4.3.4** (Switching complementary vertex sets generates the same flow). [18] Consider two switching equivalent graphs $G^W, G^{V\setminus W}$, generated by switching a set of vertices $W$ or its complement $V \setminus W$ on graph $G$. The trajectory $\mathbf{x}(t)$ is a solution of (10.1) on $G^W$ if and only if it is also a solution of (10.1) on $G^{V\setminus W}$.

These results motivate a simple design procedure to build a signed adjacency matrix that ensures a desired allocation of agents across the two options, i.e. partitions the agents into two subgroups of opposite-sign opinion.

**Step 1.** Start with a strongly connected $G_a$ with an all-positive signature, i.e. $(A_a)_{ik} \in \{0,1\}$ for all $i,k \in V$. By Theorem 4.2.1, (4.1) on $G_a$ has an all-positive stable equilibrium $\mathbf{x}_1^*$ and all-negative stable equilibrium $\mathbf{x}_2^*$.

**Step 2.** Define the switching set $W$. In this step, the designer chooses which nodes are grouped together. The two partitions $W, V \setminus W$ correspond to the two options or tasks.

**Step 3.** Update edge signatures of $G_a$ locally as $a^W_{ik} = \theta(i)(A_a)_{ik}\theta(k)$. This edge signature update generates the switch-equivalent graph $G^W_a$ and groups all nodes in $W$ and all nodes in $V \setminus W$ together by sign. The dynamics (10.1) on $G^W$ is bistable with stable equilibria $\Theta \mathbf{x}_1^*, \Theta \mathbf{x}_2^*$. If $|W| = M$, the equilibrium $\Theta \mathbf{x}_1^*$ corresponds to $M$ negative nodes, and $\Theta \mathbf{x}_2^*$ to $N - M$ negative nodes.

In the simulation shown in Figure 4.4 we illustrate this design procedure in action. We design a signed adjacency matrix for 10 agents which partitions the agents into a group of 3 and a group of 7 by sign. To generate the signed graph we first generate a random positive-signature graph for a network of ten agents. We then apply a switching transformation for nodes 1, 2, and 3. Note that as a consequence of Proposition 4.3.4, we could equivalently choose to switch nodes 3-10 to generate the same bipartition of agents on the network. The figure shows the time trajectories of the networked opinions converging to one of the two bistable equilibria for a value of attention $u$ slightly above the bifurcation point, as well as the final distribution of opinions on the network at the final time step.

---

3 Paragraphs outlining steps 1-3 are taken mostly verbatim from [18]
Figure 4.4: [18] Assigning 10 agents to a 30-70% distribution between two tasks by switching agents 1, 2 and 3. Edges that connect red nodes and blue nodes have negative signature, all other edges have positive signature. (a) Time trajectory of the opinion dynamics (4.1). (b) Final agent distribution. (c) Network diagram with the opinion of each agent at $t = 30$. Parameters: $S = \tanh$, $d = 1$, $\alpha = 1.2$, $\gamma = 1.3$, $u = 0.324$.

In the simulation. From a different set of initial conditions, the group could settle to the second stable equilibrium at which nodes 1, 2, and 3 would take on positively opinions and the rest of the group would take on negative opinions.

More generally, any pattern of disagreement can be generated using the outlined design procedure starting from a signed graph $G_a$ with an eventually positive adjacency matrix $A_a$. This follows straightforwardly from Proposition 4.3.1, since all possible disagreement patterns can be generated by applying switching transformation to a graph that generates agreement solutions. This means that there can be several different graph signatures for the same graph architecture $(V_a, E_a)$ that generate the same partition of nodes across the two options.

In the simulations we have seen so far, all agents’ opinions tend away from zero post-bifurcation. This does not have to be the case in general. There are many graphs on which (4.1) exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation for which some of the agents’ beliefs remain close to neutral. This happens whenever the right leading eigenvector $v$ of the adjacency matrix has some zero components. To formalize this observation, provided a graph $G_a$ with a simple leading eigenvalue and a corresponding right eigenvector $v$, we will say agent $i$ forms strong beliefs in a pitchfork bifurcation whenever $v_i \neq 0$, i.e. whenever the center manifold approximation has a linear dependence in the direction of $x_i$.

**Proposition 4.3.5 (Strong beliefs).** Consider (4.1) with $b_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$ on a graph $G_a$ with signed adjacency matrix $A_a$. If $A_a$ is switching equivalent to an eventually positive matrix, the indecision state $x = 0$ loses stability in a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation along a center manifold on which all agents form strong beliefs.

**Proof.** Suppose $A_a$ has a simple leading eigenvalue $\lambda^*$ with a right eigenvector $v = (v_1, \ldots, v_{N_a})$.
for which \( v_i \neq 0 \) for all \( i \in V_a \), and a left eigenvector \( w \). Let \( \mathcal{W} \subseteq \mathcal{V} \) be the set of nodes for which \( v_i < 0 \) for all \( i \in \mathcal{W} \). Then we can define a switching function \( \theta(i) = -1 \) whenever \( i \in \mathcal{W} \) and \( \theta(i) = 1 \) otherwise, with switching matrix \( \Theta = \text{diag}(\theta(1), \ldots, \theta(N_a)) \). The switching equivalent adjacency matrix \( A'_a = \Theta A_a \Theta \) has the strong Perron-Frobenius property by Proposition 2.2.1. Recall that \( A'_a \) has the strong Perron-Frobenius property if and only if it is eventually positive [149, Theorem 2.2]. The supercritical pitchfork bifurcation in the dynamics is established by Theorem 4.1.1 since 

\[
\langle w, v^3 \rangle = \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} w_i v_i^3 > 0.
\]

Proposition 4.3.5 establishes that in order for all agents to form strong beliefs at bifurcation, it is sufficient for the signed adjacency matrix \( A_a \) of the communication graph to be in a switching equivalence class with an eventually positive matrix. A special class of graphs whose adjacency matrices are always eventually positive are strongly connected graphs with an all-positive signature. Recall from Chapter 2 that a signed graph for which the sign of every closed path on the graph is positive is called structurally balanced. A structurally balanced signed graph is switching equivalent to an all-positive graph.

Let \( K \) be an orthant of \( \mathbb{R}^N \), \( K = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^N \mid (-1)^{m_i} x_i \geq 0, i = 1, \ldots, N \} \) with each \( m_i \in \{0, 1\} \). The orthant \( K \) generates a partial ordering “\( \leq_K \)” on \( \mathbb{R}^N \) where if \( x, y \in \mathbb{R}^N \), \( y \leq_K x \) if and only if \( x - y \in K \). We say a system \( \dot{x} = f(x) \) on \( U \subseteq \mathbb{R}^N \) is type \( K \) monotone if its flow preserves the partial ordering \( \leq_K \), i.e. if \( x_1(0) \leq_K x_2(0) \) implies \( x_1(t) \leq_K x_2(t) \) for all \( t > 0 \).

Proposition 4.3.6 (Monotonicity and structural balance). [18] Consider (4.1) on a signed graph \( G_a \) with \( b_i = 0 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N_a \). It is a type \( K \) monotone system if and only if \( G_a \) is switching equivalent to \( G_a^+ \), for which \( \sigma(e_{ik}) = 1 \) for all \( e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E} \), i.e. \( G_a \) is structurally balanced.

Proposition 4.3.6 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for monotonicity of the dynamics (4.1). This is useful because monotone systems are well-behaved. For example, a locally stable Hopf bifurcation cannot happen in a monotone system, which rules out the possibility of networked beliefs settling on an oscillation. Furthermore, generically an equilibrium in a monotone system is either asymptotically stable, or there are two heteroclinic orbits connecting it to two other asymptotically stable equilibria [187]. This means that belief formation according to (4.1) on a graph satisfying proposition 4.3.6 is generically expected to result in convergence on a network equilibrium. For a detailed treatment of monotone dynamical systems see [97].

---

4This paragraph is taken verbatim from [18].
4.4 Higher-order bifurcations and mode interaction

So far in this chapter we described properties of equilibria that arise from indecision-breaking pitchfork bifurcations in the belief formation networks (4.1), (4.2). The pitchfork bifurcation described by Theorem 4.1.1 requires that the largest real-part eigenvalue of the signed adjacency matrix \( A_a \) is algebraically simple. Although this is frequently the case, there are many graphs for which this property does not hold. More generally, let \( \lambda^* = \max_{\lambda \in \sigma(A_a)} \text{Re}(\lambda) \) and define the set of leading eigenvalues of \( A_a \) as \( \Lambda_{\text{max}} = \{ \lambda \in \sigma(A_a) \text{ s.t. } \text{Re}(\lambda) = \lambda^* \} \). Whenever \( \gamma \neq \delta \) and \( |\Lambda_{\text{max}}| = n \), there are exactly \( n \) eigenvalues of the Jacobian (4.3) that lie on the imaginary axis at the bifurcation point \( u^*(\lambda^*) \) (4.5). This means the center manifold along which at \( u^*(\lambda^*) \) is \( (n + 1) \)-dimensional, and when \( n > 1 \) the resulting bifurcation is different from the pitchfork bifurcation of Theorem 4.1.1. Some of the possibilities of higher-order phenomena for (4.2) include the following:

- \( \gamma \neq \delta \) and the leading eigenvalues are a complex-conjugate pair \( \Lambda_{\text{max}} = \{ \lambda, \bar{\lambda} \} \). In this case a Hopf bifurcation of periodic orbits is observed. This type of bifurcation occurs frequently on graphs which do not satisfy the conditions for forming strong beliefs in Proposition 4.3.5. We defer the analysis of this case to the following chapter, where we will examine oscillations in the more general multi-option model.

- \( \gamma \neq \delta \) and \( |\Lambda_{\text{max}}| = n > 1 \), where the set \( \Lambda_{\text{max}} \) consists of copies of a real-valued eigenvalue with multiplicity \( n \). Several branches of new equilibria will emerge in a higher-order bifurcation of equilibria on the network. Typically this happens when the graph \( G_a \) has some nontrivial symmetry, see Figure 4.5 A and B for examples of equilibria generated by a graph with a leading eigenvalue of multiplicity 2. In fact for every undirected cycle graph with an all-negative signature and an odd \( N_a \), the leading eigenvalue is \( \lambda^* = 2 \cos \left( \frac{N_a - 1}{N_a} \right) \) with multiplicity 2 and two eigenvalues cross zero simultaneously at the indecision-breaking bifurcation. Techniques from equivariant bifurcation theory and network bifurcation theory can be used to classify these higher-order phenomena for classes of networks with specific symmetries [81, 83, 84]. Such analysis lies outside of the scope of this dissertation.

- \( \gamma = \delta \) and \( \alpha > \beta \). In this case, the influence of the adjacency matrix in the Jacobian matrix (4.3) disappears, and all \( N_a \) eigenvalues of the Jacobian are simultaneously zero when \( u = d/(\alpha - \beta) \).

For the remainder of this section we will focus our attention on the last case, which is particularly interesting due to its interpretation. Recall that in the model for opinion formation on two mutually
exclusive options (4.2) the parameter $\gamma$ reflects the strength of agents’ drive for social imitation or reciprocity, and $\delta$ reflects the strength of alignment between the two options. When $\gamma > 0$, each agent is pulled to form an opinion choosing the option favored by its social network. When $\delta > 0$ agents are simultaneously pulled to choose the opposite option, since the two are positively correlated. When $\gamma = \delta$, these two conflicting social forces balance each other out. Effectively this situation means that agents desire both options, but can only have one. Due to the simplex constraint imposed by this mutual exclusivity, the Jacobian matrix (4.3) becomes maximally singular at the bifurcation point, independently of the architecture of the communication graph. When $\gamma = \delta$ we will refer to the agents as conflicted.

As a consequence of the high multiplicity of the crossing eigenvalue, indecision-breaking bifurcations in a network of conflicted agents can give rise to an exceptionally rich set of possible network equilibria. However for the same reason, this parameter regime is tricky to analyze. The task of characterizing bifurcations in arbitrarily large general networks of conflicted agents is potentially intractable. When multiple eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis simultaneously, their associated eigenspaces can have nonlinear coupling that gives rise to behaviors that are more complicated than would be expected if each eigenvalue was crossing the imaginary axis separately. This phenomenon is typically referred to as mode interaction [31,84], and the complexity of the structure of resulting bifurcation branches is expected to grow significantly with the number of crossing eigenvalues. Some exploratory simulations of opinion formation two options on small networks of conflicted agents can be found in the undergraduate senior thesis [133], and indeed there are many outcomes the network can settle on as a single parameter of the model (4.1) is varied. To rigorously illustrate this complexity we will examine in detail a deceptively simple system of two conflicted agents.

Consider the dynamics (4.2) for two communicating unbiased agents and assume $(A_a)_{12} = (A_a)_{21}$. 

Figure 4.5: [20] Disagreement patterns of (4.1) on odd cycle (A), 3-regular (B) and randomly generated (C) graphs of purely antagonistic agents. All pictured undirected edges have a negative signature. The color of the pictured nodes represents the opinion $x_i$ the node converged to at $t = 500$ of a simulation. All nodes have $b_i = 0$ and start from randomized initial conditions drawn from a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. System parameters are $d = 1, \alpha = 0.5, \gamma = 0.5, \delta = 0.01$.
Assume that the agents are conflicted, with $\gamma = \delta$, and define the parameter $c := \gamma(A_n)_{12} = \delta(A_n)_{21} = \gamma(A_n)_{21} = \delta(A_n)_{12}$ with $c \in \mathbb{R}$. When $c > 0$ the two agents are conflicted because they are pulled to cooperate and choose both options, whereas when $c < 0$ the two agents are conflicted because they are pulled to reject their neighbor’s opinion on both options. With these simplifications, the equations governing the opinion formation for the two agents become

$$
\dot{x}_i = -dx_i + u \left( \hat{S}_1(\alpha x_i + cx_j) - \hat{S}_2(\beta x_i + cx_j) \right) \quad i, j \in \{1, 2\}, \ i \neq j.
$$

(4.9)

To simplify the calculations we choose specific saturating functions, the odd sigmoid functions

$$
\hat{S}_1(x) = \frac{1}{a_1} \tanh(a_1 x) \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{S}_2(x) = \frac{1}{a_2} \tanh(a_2 x)
$$

where $a_1, a_2 > 0$ and $a_2 > a_1$.

**Proposition 4.4.1.** Consider (4.9) with $\alpha > \beta$ and define the quantities

$$
k = a_1^2(c + \alpha)^3 - a_2^2(c + \beta)^3, \quad \ell = -a_1^2(c - \alpha)^3 + a_2^2(c - \beta)^3,
$$

$$
m = \frac{3(a_1^2(c - \alpha)^2(c + \alpha) - a_2^2(c - \beta)^2(c + \beta))}{|a_1^2(c - \alpha)^3 + a_2^2(c - \beta)^3|}, \quad n = \frac{3(-a_1^2(c + \alpha)^2(c - \alpha) + a_2^2(c + \beta)^2(c - \beta))}{|a_1^2(c + \alpha)^3 - a_2^2(c + \beta)^3|}
$$

(4.10)

The neutral state $x = 0$ is locally exponentially stable for $0 \leq u < d/(\alpha - \beta)$ and unstable for $u > d/(\alpha - \beta)$. Assuming the nondegeneracy conditions

$$
k \neq 0, \quad \ell \neq 0, \quad m \neq \text{sign}(\ell), \quad n \neq \text{sign}(k), \quad mn \neq \text{sign}(k)\text{sign}(\ell)
$$

(4.11)

are satisfied for some choice of parameters $a_1, a_2, \alpha, \beta, c$, the bifurcation diagram of (4.9) is equivalent to a bifurcation diagram of a normal form for $(Z_2 \oplus Z_2)$-symmetric nondegenerate bifurcation problems,

$$
\dot{x}_c = -rx_c - \varepsilon_c x_c^3 - mx_c x_d^2, \quad \dot{x}_d = -rx_d - \varepsilon_d x_d^3 - nx_c x_d.
$$

(4.12)

where $r = u - d/(\alpha - \beta)$, $\varepsilon_c = \text{sign}(k)$, $\varepsilon_d = \text{sign}(\ell)$ and the parameters $m, n$ are defined in (4.10).

A proof of Proposition 4.4.1 is developed Appendix A. The equations (4.12) define a family of normal forms parametrized by $\varepsilon_c, \varepsilon_d \in \{1, -1\}$ and $m, n \in \mathbb{R}$. The parameters $m, n$ are referred to as modal parameters. The bifurcations in these normal forms are classified using tools from singularity theory in [82, Chapter X]. From this analysis we can deduce that there are several topologically distinct bifurcation diagrams that can be obtained for different choices of model
parameters $\alpha, \beta, c, a_1, a_2$. There are two types of solution branches that can appear in this bifurcation. The first of these are the pure mode branches, that correspond to consensus between the agents $x_1 = x_2$ and dissensus between the agents $x_1 = -x_2$. Consensus and dissensus equilibria appear at the bifurcation for all choices of model parameters. Additional equilibria can sometimes appear in mixed mode branches that are a consequence of mode interaction. We will now describe in more detail the various possible bifurcation diagrams realized by the system (4.9), identifying each distinct bifurcation diagram by its parameter regime in the normal form (4.12). In the normal form, the coefficient $\varepsilon_c$ determines whether consensus equilibria bifurcate supercritically ($\varepsilon_c > 0$) or subcritically ($\varepsilon_c < 0$). Similarly, $\varepsilon_d > 0(< 0)$ indicates whether dissensus equilibria bifurcate supercritically or subcritically.

**Case 1:** $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_d = 1$. In this case, the consensus and dissensus solution branches both bifurcate supercritically, for values of $u > d/(\alpha - \beta)$. This happens whenever the parameter $c$ satisfies

$$- \left( \frac{a_2^{2/3} \beta - a_1^{2/3} \alpha}{a_2^{2/3} - a_1^{2/3}} \right) < c < \left( \frac{a_2^{2/3} \beta - a_1^{2/3} \alpha}{a_2^{2/3} - a_1^{2/3}} \right).$$

When this is satisfied, the system (4.9) realizes one of five topologically distinct bifurcation diagrams.

I. $m > 1, n > 1$. In this parameter regime, consensus and dissensus solution branches are simultaneously stable at bifurcation. In addition to these pure mode solutions, four unstable mixed mode equilibria bifurcate from the origin supercritically.

II. $m < 1, n > 1$. In this parameter regime, the consensus solutions are stable and the dissensus solutions are unstable. No mixed-mode branches bifurcate from the origin.

III. $m < 1, n < 1, mn < 1$. In this parameter regime, the dissensus solutions are stable and the consensus solutions are unstable. No mixed-mode branches bifurcate from the origin.

IV. $m > 1, n < 1$. In this parameter regime, consensus and dissensus solution branches are simultaneously unstable at bifurcation. In addition to these pure mode solutions, four stable mixed mode equilibria bifurcate from the origin supercritically. Depending on the parameters of the model (4.9), these mixed mode solutions can represent states of agreement, in which the two agents commit to the same option with different magnitudes of opinion, or mixed disagreement, in which the two agents commit to the opposite options with different magnitudes of opinion.
V. $m < 1$, $n < 1$, $mn > 1$. This parameter regime appears in the normal form, however we have not yet found a parameter combination in the model (4.9) that generates it. In this parameter regime, consensus and dissensus branches would both appear supercritically, and four mixed mode solutions would bifurcate subcritically. All of these solution branches would be unstable at bifurcation.

For an illustration of a representative bifurcation diagram of (4.9) in each of the first four described parameter regimes, see Figure 4.6. In this figure, dashed lines represent branches of unstable equilibria and solid lines represent stable branches of equilibria. Pink curves are the indiscernible equilibrium $x = 0$, blue curves are the consensus equilibria, black curves are the dissensus equilibria, and red curves are the mixed mode branches. Additionally in Figure 4.7 we show a representative phase portrait in each of these four parameter regimes, for a value of $u$ above the bifurcation point $d/(\alpha - \beta)$. The color of each of the equilibria in this figure is the same as the color of the solution branch they belong to in the bifurcation diagrams in Figure 4.6.

**Case 2:** $\varepsilon_c \neq \varepsilon_d$. In this case one of the pure mode branches bifurcates supercritically, and the other one subcritically.

(a) $\varepsilon_c = -1$, $\varepsilon_d = 1$. This parameter regime is realized whenever

$$c > \frac{\alpha \frac{2}{3} \beta - \alpha_{1} \frac{2}{3}}{\alpha_{2} \frac{2}{3} - \alpha_{1} \frac{2}{3}}.$$  

(4.14)

In this parameter regime the consensus bifurcation happens subcritically and the dissensus bifurcation happens supercritically.

(b) $\varepsilon_c = 1$, $\varepsilon_d = -1$. This parameter regime is realized whenever

$$c < -\frac{\alpha \frac{2}{3} \beta - \alpha_{1} \frac{2}{3}}{\alpha_{2} \frac{2}{3} - \alpha_{1} \frac{2}{3}}.$$  

(4.15)

In this parameter regime the dissensus bifurcation happens subcritically and the consensus bifurcation happens supercritically.

For each of these two scenarios, there are five possible topologically distinct bifurcation diagrams, separated in the $m - n$ parameter plane by the nondegeneracy conditions $m \neq -1$, $n \neq -1$, $mn \neq -1$. The descriptions of these bifurcation diagrams are analogous to descriptions of diagrams I-V provided for Case 1, excepting the criticality of the consensus or dissensus
solution branch. As before, in some of the parameter regimes mixed mode branches appear alongside the consensus and dissensus equilibria. To stay concise we do not enumerate the possibilities in this case and refer the reader to the analysis in [82, Chapter X]. We show a representative bifurcation diagram for each of the two categories in Figure 4.9.

For a concrete example, consider (4.9) with parameters \( d = 1, \alpha = 0, \beta = -1, a_1 = 1, \) and \( a_2 = 2. \) For these choices of parameters, the indecision-breaking bifurcation happens at \( u = 1. \)

Varying a single parameter \( c \) generates six distinct bifurcation diagrams. In the following discussion we provide descriptions of the six parameter regimes; all of the numerical values have been rounded to four decimal points.

**Case 1.** When \(-2.7024 < c < 2.7024, \varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_d = 1\) and all bifurcations happen supercritically.

I. \(-0.5149 < c < 0.5149\). Consensus and dissensus solution branches are simultaneously stable in this regime. When \( c > 0 \), the agents’ opinions at consensus are stronger than the opinions at dissensus; when \( c < 0 \) dissensus opinions are stronger than consensus opinions.

II. \(0.5149 < c < 0.7224\) and \(1.7952 < c < 2.7024\). Consensus equilibria are stable and dissensus equilibria are unstable in this parameter regime.

III. \(-1.6519 < c < -0.7224\) and \(0.7224 < c < 1.6519\). Consensus and dissensus equilibria are both unstable in this parameter regime. Instead, four mixed mode equilibria are stable. When \( c > 0 \) the mixed mode equilibria represent agreement with \( \text{sign}(x_1) = \text{sign}(x_2) \), with two agreement equilibria available for each option. Similarly, when \( c < 0 \) the mixed mode equilibria represent agreement with \( \text{sign}(x_1) = -\text{sign}(x_2) \).

IV. \(-2.7024 < c < -1.7952\) and \(-0.7224 < c < -0.5149\). Dissensus equilibria are stable and consensus equilibria are unstable in this parameter regime.

See Figure 4.6 for four bifurcation diagrams of (4.9) in each of these parameter regimes and Figure 4.7 for phase portraits at a supercritical value \( u = 1.4 \). In Figure 4.8 we show a graphical representation of a curve in the \( m,n \) parameter plane that is traced out as \( c \) is varied between \(-2.7024 \) and \( 2.7024 \).

**Case 2.** (a) \( c > 2.7024\): dissensus solutions are unstable and bifurcate supercritically; consensus solutions bifurcate subcritically and are also unstable at bifurcation. However the consensus solution branch undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation at some value of \( u = u^* < 1 \) and gains stability - see Figure 4.9 (a).
Figure 4.6: Representative bifurcation diagrams of (4.9) with coupling parameter $c$ in each of the four distinct regions of the plane of modal parameters of normal form (4.12) pictured in Figure 4.8. Model parameters: $d = 1, \alpha = 0, \beta = -1, u = 1.4, a_1 = 1, a_2 = 2$. I) $c = 0.2$; II) $c = 0.6$; III) $c = 1$; IV) $c = -0.6$. 
Figure 4.7: Representative phase portraits of (4.9) with coupling parameter $c$ in each of the four distinct regions of the plane of modal parameters of normal form (4.12) pictured in Figure 4.8. Parameters: $d = 1$, $\alpha = 0$, $\beta = -1$, $u = 1.4$, $a_1 = 1$, $a_2 = 2$. I) $c = 0.2$; II) $c = 0.6$; III) $c = 1$; IV) $c = -0.6$. Colors of equilibria correspond to colors of the branches in the bifurcation diagrams in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.8: Parameter plane of $m - n$ modal parameters of the normal form (4.12), with blue lines indicating nondegeneracy conditions $m \neq 1$, $n \neq 1, mn \neq 1$ (the latter only shown for negative values of $m, n$). The four labeled regions correspond to regions I-IV discussed in the text for the normal form family with $\varepsilon_c = \varepsilon_d = 1$. Gray curve corresponds to values of $m, n$ reached as the parameter $c$ of (4.9) is varied between $-2.7024 < c < 2.7024$, with gray arrows indicating direction of increasing $c$. Other parameters: $d = 1$, $\alpha = 0$, $\beta = -1$, $u = 1.4$, $a_1 = 1$, $a_2 = 2$. 
Figure 4.9: Bifurcation diagrams of (4.9) with $\varepsilon_c \neq \varepsilon_d$. Parameters: $d = 1, \alpha = 0, \beta = -1, \alpha_1 = 1, \alpha_2 = 2$; (a) $c = 3$, $\varepsilon_c = -1$, consensus solution branch bifurcates subcritically and regains stability in a saddle-node bifurcation; (b) $c = -3$, $\varepsilon_d = -1$, dissensus solution branch bifurcates subcritically and regains stability in a saddle-node bifurcation. Figure generated with MatCont numerical continuation package [47]. Red lines are unstable equilibria and blue lines are stable equilibria.

(b) $c < -2.7024$: consensus solutions are unstable and bifurcate supercritically; dissensus solutions bifurcate subcritically and are also unstable at bifurcation. However the dissensus solution branch undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation at some value of $u = u^* < 1$ and gains stability - see Figure 4.9 (b).

Altogether we develop the following intuition about the opinion formation of two conflicted agents with the stated choice of system parameters. When the agents are weakly conflicted, i.e. when $c$ is close to zero, it is possible for the agents’ opinions to converge to any of the four possible combinations of choices between the two options (both choose option 1, both choose option 2, agent 1 chooses option 1 and agent 2 chooses option 2, agent 1 chooses option 2 and agent 2 chooses option 1). When $c > 0$ the agents are cooperative, and in this bistable regime consensus solutions reflect a stronger commitment to the choice of option than the dissensus state. Analogously, when $c < 0$ the agents are antagonistic and form stronger opinions when they disagree. Whether the group arrives at agreement or at disagreement depends entirely on the initial conditions, which represent initial beliefs or priors of the agents.

There exists a threshold magnitude of the $c$ parameter beyond which the bistability between agreement and disagreement disappears. When $c > 0$ and above this threshold, the two agents' opinions will always converge to agreement. Agreement can either be consensus agreement, or a mixed agreement state in which one of the agents forms a stronger belief about the option, depending on the exact value of $c$. When $c < 0$ and its magnitude is above this threshold, the two agents' opinions will always converge to disagreement, which can either be a dissensus disagreement or a
mixed disagreement depending on choice of $c$.

Finally, there is a second threshold magnitude of the $c$ parameter which corresponds to the switch of criticality for the consensus solution branch when $c$ is positive or the dissensus solution branch when $c$ is negative. Thus when the conflicted agents are strongly cooperative, it becomes possible for them to reach consensus at a lower urgency, i.e. for values of $u$ below its indecision-breaking bifurcation point. An analogous conclusion holds for strongly antagonistic agents and dissensus.
Chapter 5

Belief-forming bifurcations: multiple options

In Chapter 4 we studied indecision-breaking bifurcations in the model (3.8) when the agents’ opinions are captured by a single scalar opinion variable. Such opinion variable captures agents’ beliefs on a single topic, or a choice on one of two mutually exclusive options. In this chapter we return to thinking about multiple options, with agent $i$’s beliefs on $N_o$ options captured by the vector $Z_i = (z_{i1}, \ldots, z_{iN_o})$. In the scalar opinion setting we explored the role of the communication graph $G_a$ and discovered that the spectral properties of its signed adjacency matrix $A_a$ play a defining role in determining how agents distribute themselves across the two options. With $N_o$ options in addition to the communication graph $G_a$, the belief system graph $G_o$ will play a role in determining the properties of the indecision-breaking bifurcation on the network. For easier reference, we restate the homogeneous model (3.8)

$$\dot{z}_{ij} = -dz_{ij} + u \left( S_1 \left( \alpha z_{ij} + \gamma \sum_{k=1 \atop k \neq i}^{N_a}(A_a)_{ik}z_{kj} \right) + \sum_{l=1 \atop l \neq j}^{N_o} S_2 \left( \beta (A_o)_{jl}z_{il} + \delta (A_o)_{jl} \sum_{k=1 \atop k \neq i}^{N_a}(A_a)_{ik}z_{kl} \right) \right) + b_{ij} := F_{ij}(Z) \quad (5.1)$$

and its matrix-vector form (3.9)

$$\dot{Z} = -dZ + uS_1((\alpha I_{N_a} + \gamma A_a) \otimes I_{N_o})Z + \sum_{l=1}^{N_o} S_2(((\beta I_{N_a} + \gamma A_a) \otimes M_l)Z) + b \quad (5.2)$$
where \( S_m(y) = (S_m(y_1), \ldots, S_m(y_n)) \) for \( y \in \mathbb{R}^N \), and \( M_l \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_o} \) is the matrix whose column \( l \) coincides with column \( l \) of \( A_o \), with zero entries in all other columns. For maximal generality, in this chapter we define the saturation functions \( S_1, S_2 \) as perturbations of odd saturation functions. Let \( S_m(y) = \hat{S}_m(y) + g_m(y) \) with \( \hat{S}_m(-y) = -\hat{S}_m(y), \hat{S}_m'(0) = 1, g_m(0) = 0, g_m'(0) = 0 \) for \( m = 1, 2 \) and suppose \( g_m''(0) \) is small. When \( g_1(y) = g_2(y) = 0, S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) have an odd symmetry. The bounded perturbations \( g_m(y) \neq 0 \) capture a less idealized case with imperfect symmetry.

Recall that \( \alpha, \gamma, \beta, \delta \geq 0 \) are the gains that regulate the relative strengths of influence of an agent’s own beliefs and the social network influence along each option dimension. We can interpret these gains in the following manner. The gain \( \alpha \) is the strength of the agents’ self-reinforcement, or their commitment to already-held beliefs; \( \beta \) is the strength of the agents’ internal adherence to the belief system prescribed by \( G_o \). The gain \( \gamma \) captures the strength of social imitation, i.e. the agents’ desire to mimic the beliefs of the neighbors towards whom they are cooperative and oppose the beliefs of those towards whom they are antagonistic. Finally, \( \delta \) describes the agents’ ideological commitment; when \( \delta \) is large, the agents evaluate their neighbors’ influence more holistically according to the value system \( G_o \) rather than through pure imitation along each topic. A mixture of these four effects drives the formation of beliefs according to (5.1).

The results in this chapter do not yet appear in print and have not yet been submitted for publication; all of the work presented in this chapter is thereby original.

### 5.1 Linear analysis

As before, the neutral state \( Z = 0 \) is an equilibrium of the homogeneous multi-option model (5.1) whenever the agents are unbiased, \( b = 0 \). In this section we study the properties of the linearization of the system about the neutral state. The Jacobian matrix of the linearization is

\[
J(0, u) = (-d + u \alpha) I_{N_a} \otimes I_{N_o} + u \gamma A_o \otimes I_{N_o} + u \beta I_{N_a} \otimes A_o + u \delta A_a \otimes A_o \tag{5.3}
\]

where \( \otimes \) is the Kronecker product of matrices. The following proposition establishes that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (11.4) inherit their properties from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the signed adjacency matrices \( A_a \) and \( A_o \) of the communication and belief system graphs.

**Proposition 5.1.1 (Eigenvalues and eigenvectors).** The following statements hold for (5.3), with some selection of parameters \( d, u, \alpha, \gamma, \beta, \delta \):

1) Recall that for a square matrix \( A \), \( \sigma(A) \) refers to the set of its eigenvalues. For each \( \eta \in \)
\( \sigma(J(0,u)) \), there exists \( \lambda \in \sigma(A_a) \) and \( \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \) so that

\[
\eta = -d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda + \beta \mu + \delta \lambda \mu) := \eta(u,\lambda,\mu);
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

2) Suppose \( \lambda_i \) is an eigenvalue of \( A_a \) with a right (left) eigenvector \( v_i \) and \( \mu_j \) is an eigenvalue of \( A_o \) with a right (left) eigenvector \( \tilde{v}_j \), then the vector \( v_i \otimes \tilde{v}_j \) is a right (left) eigenvector of (5.3) with corresponding eigenvalue \( \eta(u,\lambda_i,\mu_j) \).

\textbf{Proof.} 1) By Schur's unitary triangularization theorem [101, Theorem 2.3.1] there exist unitary matrices \( U \in \mathbb{C}_{N_a \times N_a} \), \( V \in \mathbb{C}_{N_o \times N_o} \) such that \( U^* A_a U = \Delta_a \), \( V^* A_o V = \Delta_o \) where \( \Delta_a, \Delta_o \) are upper triangular complex matrices with eigenvalues of \( A_a, A_o \) on the diagonal. Then, using the mixed-product property of the Kronecker product,

\[
\Delta_J = (U \otimes V)^* J(0,u)(U \otimes V) = (-d + u\alpha)(U^* I_{N_a} U) \otimes (V^* I_{N_o} V)
+ u\gamma(U^* A_a U) \otimes (V^* I_{N_o} V) + u\beta(U^* I_{N_a} U) \otimes (V^* A_o V) + u\delta(U^* A_a U) \otimes (V^* A_o V)
\]
\[
= (-d + u\alpha) I_{N_a} \otimes I_{N_o} + u\gamma A_a \otimes I_{N_o} + u\beta I_{N_a} \otimes A_o + u\delta A_a \otimes A_o.
\]

The matrix \( \Delta_J \) is upper triangular, with its diagonal entries corresponding to the eigenvalues of \( J(0_N,u) \). By inspection we see that all diagonal entries of \( \Delta_J \) have the form \( \eta(u,\lambda,\mu) \) for some \( \lambda \in \sigma(A_a), \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \).

2) The vector \( v_i \otimes \tilde{v}_j \) is an eigenvector of \( A_a \otimes A_o \) with eigenvalue \( \lambda_i \mu_j \) by [100, Theorem 4.2.12]; it is also an eigenvector of \( I_{N_a} \otimes I_{N_o}, A_a \otimes I_{N_o}, I_{N_a} \otimes A_o \) with corresponding eigenvalues \( 1, \lambda_i, \mu_j \), respectively, and the proposition statement follows from multiplying (5.3) by \( v_i \otimes \tilde{v}_j \). \( \square \)

Given some parameters \( d, u, \alpha, \gamma, \beta, \delta \) we say the eigenvalue pair \( \lambda \in \sigma(A_a), \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \) generate the Jacobian eigenvalue \( \eta(u,\lambda,\mu) \) through the relationship (5.4). Recall that a leading eigenvalue \( \xi \) of a matrix \( A \) satisfies \( \text{Re}(\xi) \geq \text{Re}(\xi_i) \) for all \( \xi_i \in \sigma(A) \). For the remainder of this chapter we define \( \mathcal{H} \subset \sigma(J(0,u)) \) to be the set of the leading eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix (5.3) (accounting for algebraic multiplicity), and \( \Lambda \) to be the set of eigenvalue pairs \( (\lambda,\mu) \) that generate each \( \eta \in \mathcal{H} \). We are now ready to establish a result on the stability of the neutral indecision equilibrium \( Z = 0 \).

\textbf{Theorem 5.1.2} (Stability of network indecision equilibrium). Consider (5.1) with \( b_{ij} = 0 \) for all \( i \in V_a, j \in V_o \). Suppose for any \( (\lambda,\mu) \in \Lambda, \alpha + \gamma \text{Re}(\lambda) + \beta \text{Re}(\mu) + \delta \text{Re}(\lambda \mu) > 0 \) and note that this quantity is constant over \( \Lambda \). Then \( Z = 0 \) is locally exponentially stable whenever \( u < u^* \) and
Let $N(J)$ be the generalized eigenspace of $J(0, u^*)$ corresponding to its leading eigenvalue set $\mathcal{H}$, and let $k = |\mathcal{H}|$ be the dimension of $N(J)$. There exists a $(k + 1)$-dimensional invariant center manifold $W^c \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_uN_v+1}$ passing through $(Z, u) = (0, u^*)$, tangent to $N(J)$ at $u = u^*$. All trajectories of (5.1) starting at $(Z, u)$ near $(0, u^*)$ converge to $W^c$ exponentially as $t \to \infty$.

Proof. By Proposition 5.1.1, a leading eigenvalue of (5.3) is of the form $\eta_i(u, \lambda_s, \mu_p) = -d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_s + \beta \mu_p + \delta \lambda_s \mu_p) =: \eta_{sp}$. When $u < u^*$, $Re(\eta_{sp}) < 0$ and therefore $Re(\eta_{ij}) < 0$ for all $\eta_{ij} \in \sigma(J(0, u))$; for $u > u^*$, $Re(\eta_{sp}) > 0$. Stability conclusions follow by Lyapunov’s indirect method [109, Theorem 4.7], and the existence of an attracting center manifold follows by the Center Manifold Theorem [90, Theorem 3.2.1] since $Re(\eta_{ij}) < 0$ for all eigenvalues $\eta_{ij} \in \sigma(J(0, u))$, $\eta_{ij} \not\in \mathcal{H}$ at $u = u^*$. \hfill $\square$

The instability of the origin in Theorem 5.1.2 corresponds to one or more eigenvalues of $J(0, u)$ crossing the imaginary axis as $u$ passes through its critical value $u^*$ (5.5). By Proposition 5.1.1, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of $J(0, u)$ are generated by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the adjacency matrices $A_a, A_o$ of the communication and belief system graphs $G_a, G_o$. In fact, for each $(\lambda_i, \mu_j) \in \Lambda$ with corresponding eigenvectors $v_{ai}, v_{oj}$, we know $v_{ai} \otimes v_{oj} \in N(J)$. Since the center manifold $W^c$ is tangent to $N(J)$ at $u = u^*$, we can conclude that the communication and belief system graphs $G_a$ and $G_o$ play a defining role in determining the local structure of the new solutions that emerge along $W^c$. Next, we seek to understand which pairs of eigenvalues $(\lambda, \mu)$ generate the leading eigenvalue set $\mathcal{H}$. In the following proposition, we establish how the set of eigenvalue pairs $\Lambda$ is selected by the communication gains $\gamma, \beta, \delta$ in the networked value dynamics (5.1).

**Proposition 5.1.3** (Model parameters select the crossing eigenvalues).

Let $\lambda_{max} = \max_{\lambda_i \in \sigma(A_a)} \{Re(\lambda_i)\}$, $\mu_{max} = \max_{\mu_j \in \sigma(A_o)} \{Re(\mu_j)\}$.

Let $(\lambda \mu)_{max} = \max_{\lambda_i \in \sigma(A_a), \mu_j \in \sigma(A_o)} \{Re(\lambda_i \mu_j)\}$.

The following statements hold:

1) Suppose $\lambda_{max} > 0$. Then with all other model parameters held constant, there exists a critical parameter value $\gamma_c$ such that for every pair $(\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda$, $Re(\lambda) = \lambda_{max}$ whenever $\gamma > \gamma_c$;

2) Suppose $\mu_{max} > 0$. Then with all other model parameters held constant, there exists a critical value $\beta_c$ such that for every pair $(\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda$, $Re(\mu) = \mu_{max}$ whenever $\beta > \beta_c$;

3) Suppose $(\lambda \mu)_{max} > 0$. Then with all other model parameters held constant, there exists a critical value $\delta_c$ such that for every pair $(\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda$, $Re(\lambda \mu) = (\lambda \mu)_{max}$ whenever $\delta > \delta_c$;
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4) Suppose \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \geq 0 \) and \( \mu_{\text{max}} \geq 0 \) with \( \gamma, \beta > 0 \), and at least one of \( \lambda_{\text{max}}, \mu_{\text{max}} \neq 0 \). Then there exists a critical value \( K_c \) such that for every pair \( (\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda \), \( \text{Re}(\lambda) = \lambda_{\text{max}} \) and \( \text{Re}(\mu) = \mu_{\text{max}} \) whenever \( (\gamma \lambda_{\text{max}} + \beta \mu_{\text{max}})/\delta > K_c \).

**Proof.**

1) Suppose \( \eta(u, \lambda, \mu), \eta(u, \hat{\lambda}, \hat{\mu}) \in \sigma(J(0_N, u)), \text{Re}(\lambda) = \lambda_{\text{max}}, \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda}) < \lambda_{\text{max}} \).

\[
\text{Re}(\eta(u, \lambda, \mu)) - \text{Re}(\eta(u, \hat{\lambda}, \hat{\mu})) = u\gamma(\lambda_{\text{max}} - \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda})) + u\beta(\text{Re}(\mu) - \text{Re}(\hat{\mu})) + u\delta(\text{Re}(\lambda\mu) - \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda}\hat{\mu})) > 0
\]

whenever

\[
\gamma > \frac{1}{\lambda_{\text{max}} - \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda})} \left( -\beta(\text{Re}(\mu) - \text{Re}(\hat{\mu})) - \delta(\text{Re}(\lambda\mu) - \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda}\hat{\mu})) \right).
\] (5.6)

We can always find a sufficiently large value of \( \gamma \) so that (5.6) is satisfied for all possible combinations of \( \hat{\lambda}, \hat{\mu} \). Then \( \text{Re}(\eta(u, \lambda, \mu)) > \text{Re}(\eta(u, \hat{\lambda}, \hat{\mu})) \) whenever \( \text{Re}(\lambda) = \lambda_{\text{max}} \) and \( \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda}) < \lambda_{\text{max}} \), regardless of the choice of \( \mu, \hat{\mu} \). From this we can conclude that \( \mathcal{H} \subset \{ \eta(u, \lambda, \mu) \text{ s.t. } \text{Re}(\lambda) = \lambda_{\text{max}}, \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \} \).

Statements 2), 3), and 4) follow by analogous arguments.

Proposition 5.1.3 carries the following interpretation. For a network of decision-makers, the set \( \mathcal{H} \) is often generated by one of two sets of eigenvalue pairs of \( A_q, A_o \). These are the following:

1. Let \( \Lambda_1 \) be a set of ordered pairs \( (\lambda, \mu) \) with \( \lambda \in \sigma(A_q), \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \) defined as \( (\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda_1 \) whenever \( \text{Re}(\lambda) = \max_{\lambda_i \in \sigma(A_q)} \{\text{Re}(\lambda_i)\}, \text{Re}(\mu) = \max_{\mu_i \in \sigma(A_o)} \{\text{Re}(\mu_j)\} \).

2. Let \( \Lambda_2 \) be a set of ordered pairs \( (\hat{\lambda}, \hat{\mu}) \) with \( \hat{\lambda} \in \sigma(A_q), \hat{\mu} \in \sigma(A_o) \) defined as \( (\hat{\lambda}, \hat{\mu}) \in \Lambda_2 \) whenever \( \text{Re}(\hat{\lambda}\hat{\mu}) = \max_{\lambda_i \in \sigma(A_q), \mu_j \in \sigma(A_o)} \{\text{Re}(\lambda_i\mu_j)\} \).

Based on the observations in Proposition 5.1.3, we conjecture that a typical belief-forming bifurcation at \( u = u^* \) will happen along a manifold tangent to an eigenspace associated with either \( \Lambda_1 \) or \( \Lambda_2 \). The two sets \( \Lambda_1, \Lambda_2 \) are not necessarily disjoint, and in some cases \( \Lambda_2 \subseteq \Lambda_1 \) or \( \Lambda_1 \subseteq \Lambda_2 \). For example \( \Lambda_1 = \Lambda_2 \) whenever both \( A_q \) and \( A_o \) have the strong Perron-Frobenius property. Whenever \( \Lambda_1 \cap \Lambda_2 = \emptyset \), if \( \Lambda_1 \) generates \( \mathcal{H} \) we will say the resulting bifurcation is driven by social imitation, since it typically happens when the social imitation gain \( \gamma \) is strong. Similarly if \( \Lambda_2 \) generates \( \mathcal{H} \) we will say the bifurcation is driven by the belief system or ideology, since it typically corresponds to a strong ideological commitment gain \( \delta \).
5.2 Pitchfork bifurcation and its unfolding

The cardinality of the leading eigenvalue set \( \mathcal{H} \) corresponds to the the number of eigenvalues of \( J(0,u) \) that cross the imaginary axis with nonzero speed as \( u \) is varied through \( u^* \) when the origin \( Z = 0 \) loses stability in an indecision-breaking bifurcation. In this section we examine the simplest case, when (5.3) has exactly one leading eigenvalue. In the following lemma we establish that this necessarily corresponds to an interaction of simple, real eigenvalues of \( A_o \) and \( A_a \).

**Lemma 5.2.1.** Suppose \( |\mathcal{H}| = 1 \). Then there exist simple and real eigenvalues \( \lambda \in \sigma(A_a) \) and \( \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \) for which \( \mathcal{H} = \{ \eta(u, \lambda, \mu) \} \); furthermore, it must hold that \( (\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda_1 \) or \( (\lambda, \mu) \in \Lambda_2 \).

**Proof.** Following (5.4), define \( \eta(u, \lambda, \mu) = -d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_o + \beta \mu_o + \delta \lambda_o \mu_o) \) and observe that \( \eta(u, \lambda, \mu) \in \mathcal{H} \) implies \( \eta(u, \bar{\lambda}, \bar{\mu}) \in \mathcal{H} \) since \( \text{Re} (\eta(u, \lambda, \mu)) = \text{Re} (\eta(u, \bar{\lambda}, \bar{\mu})) \). Therefore if \( \text{Im}(\lambda) \) and/or \( \text{Im}(\mu) \) are nonzero, then \( |\mathcal{H}| > 1 \) and the assumption in the lemma is violated. Furthermore, if either \( \lambda, \mu \) have multiplicity greater than 1, then \( |\mathcal{H}| > 1 \) as a consequence of Proposition 5.1.1. Therefore \( \lambda, \mu \) must both be real and simple. The last statement then follows trivially from the definitions of \( \mathcal{H}, \Lambda_1, \) and \( \Lambda_2 \).

As a consequence of Lemma (5.2.1), whenever the leading eigenvalue of (5.3) is simple there are at most two manifolds along which the indecision-breaking bifurcation of the origin can appear, which greatly constraints the structure of the possible beliefs that can arise in this bifurcation. Next, we establish in the following theorem that whenever \( J(0,u) \) has a simple leading eigenvalue the indecision-breaking behavior of the system (5.1) is organized by a symmetric pitchfork singularity.

**Theorem 5.2.2** (Multi-option pitchfork bifurcation). Consider (5.1) with communication graph \( G_a \) and belief system graph \( G_o \), and suppose \( |\mathcal{H}| = 1 \), i.e. the leading eigenvalue of (5.3) \( \eta_{\max} = -d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta \lambda_a \mu_o) \in \mathbb{R} \) is simple for some \( \lambda_a \in \sigma(A_a) \), \( \mu_o \in \sigma(A_o) \). Assume \( \alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta \lambda_a \mu_o > 0 \). Let \( v_a, w_a \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \) and \( v_o, w_o \in \mathbb{R}^{N_o} \) be the right and left eigenvectors of \( A_a \) and \( A_o \) corresponding to \( \lambda_a \) and \( \mu_o \), respectively, normalized to satisfy \( \langle w_a, v_a \rangle = 1, \langle w_o, v_o \rangle = 1 \). Finally, let \( f(y, u, b) \) be a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of (5.1) at \( (Z, u, b) = (0, u^*, 0) \).

1) Suppose \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) are zero, i.e. the saturating functions \( S_1, S_2 \) have an odd symmetry. At \( (Z, u, b) = (0, u^*, 0) \), the system undergoes a symmetric pitchfork bifurcation. For values of \( u \neq u^* \), \( |u - u^*| < \epsilon \) for small \( \epsilon \) two branches of equilibria of (5.1) bifurcate from \( Z = 0 \) along a manifold tangent at \( u = u^* \) to \( \text{span}\{v_a \otimes v_o\} \). If

\[
(S''_1(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a)^3 + S''_2(0)(\beta \mu_o + \delta \lambda_a \mu_o)^3) \langle w_a, v_a^3 \rangle \langle w_o, v_o^3 \rangle < 0(> 0)
\]
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where $x^3 = x \odot x \odot x$, the bifurcation happens supercritically (subcritically). The two bifurcating fixed points are locally exponentially stable (unstable).

2) When one or more of $g_1, g_2$, and $b_{ij}$ are nonzero, the bifurcation problem $f(y, u, b) = 0$ is an unfolding of the pitchfork singularity near $(z, u, b) = (0, u^*, 0)$. If $b = 0$ and

$$
(g''_1(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a)^2 + g''_2(0)(\beta \mu_o + \delta \lambda_a \mu_o)^2)(w_a, v^2_a)(w_o, v^2_o) > 0(<0),
$$

then the bifurcation at $u = u^*$ is transcritical, with the branch of equilibria satisfying $(v_a \otimes v_o, Z) > 0(<0)$ bifurcating subcritically. Furthermore, whenever

$$
(w_a \otimes w_o, b) > 0(<0)
$$

on a small neighborhood of $u$ near $u^*$ the local bifurcation diagram of (5.1) has a unique equilibrium which satisfies $(v_a \otimes v_o, Z) > 0(<0)$.

For a proof of Theorem 5.2.2, see Appendix B.2. We illustrate the intuition of Theorem 5.2.2 with the following example.

**Example 5.2.3 (5 Agents, 3 Options).** Consider a network of 5 agents evaluating 3 options according to (5.1), with communication graph $G_a$ and belief system graph $G_o$ characterized by the adjacency matrices

$$
A_a = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
-1 & 0 & -1 & 1 & -1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & -1 \\
1 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}, 
A_o = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & -1 \\
1 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(5.8)

Network diagrams of these communication and belief system graphs is shown in Figure 5.1 (a) and (b), with positive edges represented by blue lines and negative edges represented by red lines. Let the parameters of (5.1) be $d = 1$, $\alpha = \gamma = \beta = \delta = 0.1$. The eigenvalues of $A_a$ are

$$
\lambda_1 \approx 0.823, \hspace{1em} \lambda_{2,3} \approx 0.745 \pm 1.106i, \hspace{1em} \lambda_{4,5} \approx -1.157 \pm 0.327i
$$

and the eigenvalues of $A_o$ are

$$
\mu_1 = 1, \hspace{1em} \mu_{2,3} = -\frac{1}{2} \pm \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}i.
$$

The set of leading eigenvalues of $A_a, A_o$ is $\Lambda_1 = \{(\lambda_1, \mu_1)\}$ and the set of eigenvalue pairs that
Figure 5.1: (a) and (b): communication and belief system graphs for Example 5.2.3. Red edges have a positive signature, and blue edges have a negative signature; (c) symmetric pitchfork bifurcation with $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$, $\langle w_a \otimes w_o, b \rangle = 0$; (d) pitchfork unfolding with $\varepsilon_1,\varepsilon_2 \neq 0$, $\langle w_a \otimes w_o, b \rangle = 0$; (e) pitchfork unfolding with $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$, $\langle w_a \otimes w_o, b \rangle > 0$; (f) $\varepsilon_1,\varepsilon_2 \neq 0$, $\langle w_a \otimes w_o, b \rangle > 0$. In (c)-(f) vertical gray line indicates the bifurcation point $u = u^* \approx 0.2742$, red lines represent unstable equilibria, and blue lines represent stable equilibria. Bifurcation diagrams in (c)-(f) generated with MatCont numerical continuation package [47].
maximize the real part of the product of eigenvalues of $A_a, A_o$ is
\[
\Lambda_2 = \{ (\lambda_4, \mu_3), (\lambda_5, \mu_2) \}.
\]
For the stated choice of model parameters, the leading eigenvalue of the Jacobian (5.3) is simple and generated by the set $\Lambda_1$, with corresponding right eigenvectors
\[
\mathbf{v}_a \approx (0.463, -0.272, 0.381, 0.743, 0.123)^T, \quad \mathbf{v}_o = (1, 0, 1)^T,
\]
and left eigenvectors
\[
\mathbf{w}_a \approx (0.999, 0.322, 0.739, 0.474, -0.069)^T, \quad \mathbf{w}_o = \left( \frac{1}{3}, -\frac{1}{3}, \frac{2}{3} \right)^T.
\]
where values were rounded to three digits past the decimal point. The critical value of attention at which the indecision-breaking bifurcation occurs is
\[
u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_1 + \beta \mu_1 + \delta \mu_1 \lambda_1} \approx 2.742.
\]
Let the two saturating functions in (5.1) be
\[
S_1(y) = \tanh(y + \varepsilon_1 \tanh y^2), \quad S_2(y) = \frac{1}{2} \tanh(2(y + \varepsilon_2 \tanh y^2))
\]
where $\varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \in \mathbb{R}$. When $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$ and therefore $g_1 = g_2 = 0$, meaning $S_1$ and $S_2$ have an odd symmetry. In Figure 5.1 (c)-(f) we show four numerically generated bifurcation diagrams for (5.1). For diagrams (c) and (e), $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$; for diagrams (d) and (f), $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0.1$. For diagrams (c) and (d), all agents are unbiased; in diagrams (e) and (f), the nonzero biases are $b_{11} = 0.001, b_{22} = 0.003, b_{53} = -0.002$ and
\[
\langle \mathbf{w}_a \otimes \mathbf{w}_o, \mathbf{b} \rangle = (\mathbf{w}_a)_1(\mathbf{w}_o)_1b_{53} + (\mathbf{w}_a)_2(\mathbf{w}_o)_2b_{22} + (\mathbf{w}_a)_5(\mathbf{w}_o)_3b_{11} \approx 0.0001 > 0.
\]
Together these four diagrams illustrate how allowing for nonzero biases and for asymmetric saturation functions, the value dynamics (5.1) on these graphs realize all of the topologically distinct bifurcation diagrams in a universal unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation [82, Chapter I]. When the agents are unbiased and both saturation functions have an odd symmetry, two nontrivial equilibria $Z^*, -Z^*$ emerge on the network in a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation shown in Figure 5.1(c); both of these equilibria are stable at bifurcation. When agents are unbiased and the saturation functions are asymmetric, the bifurcation at $u = u^*$ is transcritical which means one of the solution branches
is unstable at bifurcation and gains stability in a saddle-node bifurcation at some value of \(u < u^*\) - see Figure 5.1(d). Finally, when the agents are unbiased and \(\langle w_o \otimes w_o, b \rangle > 0(<0)\), in both cases the bifurcation diagram breaks up into two continuous curves. For values of \(u\) near \(u^*\) the system admits a single stable equilibrium that satisfies \(\langle v_a \otimes v_a, Z \rangle > 0(<0)\) - see Figure 5.1(e),(f).

Finally we can describe the relationship between the right eigenvectors \(v_a, v_o\) (5.9) and the distribution of agents' beliefs at equilibrium post-bifurcation. The center manifold along which the bifurcation occurs is tangent at \(u = u^*\) to \(\text{span}(v_a \otimes v_o)\). This means that near the critical value \(u^*\), the opinions formed on the network are approximately a multiple of the vector \(v_a \otimes v_o\). To illustrate this point, in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 we show representative trajectories of the system with \(\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0\) and \(b = 0\) at a supercritical value of the attention parameter, \(u = u^* + 0.05\). In part (a) of Figure 5.2 and in Figure 5.3, the trajectories of the system settle to the point labeled as EQ1 in the bifurcation diagram in Figure 5.1. Similarly, in part (b) in Figure 5.2 the trajectories settle to EQ2.

In Figure 5.2 the trajectories of the system are grouped by option and it can easily be seen that the relative strength of commitment of each agent along each option dimension is determined by the eigenvector of the communication graph \(v_a\). Specifically, if \(|v_a|_i > |v_a|_k\) then \(|z_{ij}| > |z_{kj}|\) for any option \(j\) on which agents \(i\) and \(k\) form strong opinions (i.e. \((v_a)_i(v_o)_j \neq 0\) and \((v_a)_k(v_o)_j \neq 0\)). Similarly, if \(\text{sign}((v_a)_i) \neq \text{sign}((v_a)_k)\) then \(\text{sign}(z_{ij}) \neq \text{sign}(z_{kj})\), i.e. agents \(i\) and \(k\) disagree in their belief about any option \(j\) on which both form strong opinions. Specifically, in the eigenvector \(v_a\) we see that the second entry has opposite sign from the rest. This means that agent 2 will agree with all other agents on any option on which the network forms strong opinions, and this is indeed
the observed behavior for both equilibria to which the network converges in Figure 5.2.

Notice that the belief trajectories on option 2 remain near neutral at equilibrium. This observation can be inferred from the observation that the second entry of $v_o$ is zero. The role of $v_o$ can easily be deduced when we group the network belief trajectories by agent, instead of by option, in Figure 5.3. From this figure we can observe that $v_o$ defines the distribution of each agent’s internal beliefs at equilibrium. Specifically, if $|v_o[j]| > |v_o[i]|$ then $|z_{ij}| > |z_{il}|$ for any agent $i$ and options $j, l$ on which it forms strong opinions. Similarly, if $\text{sign}(v_o[j]) \neq \text{sign}(v_o[i])$ then $\text{sign}(z_{ij}) \neq \text{sign}(z_{il})$, i.e. agent $i$ always either chooses option $j$ and rejects option $l$, or chooses option $l$ and rejects option $j$.

For the presented example, $(v_o)_1 = (v_o)_3$ and $(v_o)_2 = 0$; and indeed we see in Figure 5.3 that all agents remain close to neutral on option 2, and form comparatively strong beliefs of close magnitude about options 1 and 3.

We further illustrate the relationship between the eigenvectors $v_a, v_o$ and the system trajectories in Figure 5.4. Let $Z^\dagger_j = (z_{1j}, z_{2j}, z_{3j}, z_{4j}, z_{5j})$ be the vector of network beliefs on option $j$. In Figure 5.4(a) for each option $j$ we normalize the vector $Z^\dagger_j$ to unit magnitude at each time step of the simulation of Figure 5.2(a), and project its absolute value onto the unit eigenvector $v_a$. For both of the options on which the agents form strong opinions, options 1 and 3, this projection converges to a value close to 1 over time, which tells us that the network opinions along each option are settling to a multiple of $v_a$. Analogously, in Figure 5.4(b) for each agent $i$ we normalize its opinion vector $Z_i$ to unit magnitude at each time step of the simulation in Figure 5.3, and project its absolute value onto the unit eigenvector $v_a$. For all agents, this projection converges to a value close to 1 over time.
time, which tells us that network opinions of each agents are settling to a multiple of \( \mathbf{v}_a \).

In summary, in the pitchfork bifurcation and its unfolding established in Theorem 5.2.2, the eigenvector \( \mathbf{v}_a \) of the communication graph \( \mathcal{G}_a \) informs the relative beliefs of agents along each option dimension post-bifurcation, whereas the eigenvector \( \mathbf{v}_o \) of the belief system graph \( \mathcal{G}_o \) informs the internal distribution of beliefs of each agent. We saw in Example 5.2.3 how whenever \( (\mathbf{v}_a)_i(\mathbf{v}_o)_j = 0 \), the beliefs of agent \( i \) about option \( j \) remain near neutral at equilibrium post bifurcation, even if the agent forms strong beliefs on other options. We will say that agent \( i \) forms strong beliefs about option \( j \) in a pitchfork bifurcation whenever \( (\mathbf{v}_a)_i(\mathbf{v}_o)_j \neq 0 \). To conclude our discussion of bifurcations of equilibria, we establish a sufficient condition for all agents to form strong beliefs on all options, analogous to Proposition 4.3.5 for the scalar-variable system.

**Proposition 5.2.4** (Strong beliefs on multiple options). Consider (5.1) on a communication graph \( \mathcal{G}_a \) with a belief system graph \( \mathcal{G}_o \), with corresponding signed adjacency matrices \( A_a, A_o \). Suppose \( b_{ij} = 0 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N_a, j = 1, \ldots, N_o \) and \( g_1 = g_2 = 0 \). Whenever \( A_a \) and \( A_o \) are both switching equivalent to eventually positive matrices, the indecision state \( \mathbf{Z} = 0 \) loses stability in a pitchfork bifurcation along a center manifold on which all agents form strong beliefs on all options.

**Proof.** The adjacency matrices \( A_a \) and \( A_o \) are each similar to a matrix that has the strong Perron Frobenius property by the argument presented in the proof of Proposition 4.3.5. Let \( \lambda_{\text{max}} > 0 \) and \( \mu_{\text{max}} > 0 \) be their dominant eigenvalues with corresponding right eigenvectors \( \mathbf{v}_a, \mathbf{v}_o \). For any pair of eigenvalues \( \lambda_i \in \sigma(A_a), \mu_j \in \sigma(A_o) \) that are not equal to \( \lambda_{\text{max}}, \mu_{\text{max}}, |\lambda_i\mu_j| < \lambda_{\text{max}}\mu_{\text{max}} \) and therefore \( \text{Re}(\lambda_i\mu_j) < \lambda_{\text{max}}\mu_{\text{max}} \) which means \( \Lambda_1 = \Lambda_2 = \{ (\lambda_{\text{max}}, \mu_{\text{max}}) \} \). The leading eigenvalue of the Jacobian (5.3) is therefore \( \eta_{\text{max}} = -d + u(\alpha \lambda_{\text{max}} + \beta \lambda_{\text{max}} + \delta \lambda_{\text{max}}\mu_{\text{max}}) > 0 \), and it is real and simple which means \( |\mathcal{H}| = 1 \) and a pitchfork bifurcation is established by Theorem 5.2.2. The vector \( \mathbf{v}_a \otimes \mathbf{v}_o \) has no zero entries, which means all agents form strong beliefs on all options in this bifurcation. \(\square\)
5.3 Hopf bifurcation

So far in this dissertation we have focused our attention on describing belief patterns that arise in the networked dynamics (5.1) as a consequence of indecision-breaking pitchfork bifurcations of equilibria. Another common type of bifurcation encountered in this system is a Hopf bifurcation in which the origin \( Z = 0 \) loses stability and gives rise to a family of periodic orbits. In general, oscillations are a meaningful phenomenon in the context of opinion and belief formation. Oscillations of beliefs and attitudes of have been hypothesized and observed in individuals [60] and in computational models of social opinion formation [30, 74, 210, 215]. Famously, public opinion surveys in the United States that track voters’ policy positions over time show alternating swings towards more conservative and more liberal voter preferences [192, 193]. For a more informal example, oscillations in values are commonly encountered in social communities on topics such as fashion trends in clothing, hair styles, and musical tastes that tend to re-emerge in popularity skipping a few years or generations. In the context of decision-making, an oscillatory network state may enable a system to systematically explore the various available options by visiting different configurations over time without committing to a set of beliefs. In the following theorem we formalize the emergence of persistent periodic oscillations in (5.1) and describe the role of the communication graph \( G_a \) and belief system graph \( G_o \) in determining the relative amplitudes and phases of agents’ opinion states in these oscillations.

**Theorem 5.3.1** (Hopf bifurcation). Consider (5.1) with communication graph \( G_a \) and belief system graph \( G_o \), with \( b = 0 \). Assume that i) the leading eigenvalues of the Jacobian (5.3) are generated by some combinations of \( \lambda_{\pm} = \lambda_a \pm i\lambda_c \in \sigma(A_a) \) and \( \mu_{\pm} = \mu_o \pm i\mu_c \in \sigma(A_o) \), with at least one of \( \lambda_c, \mu_c \neq 0 \); i.e. \( \mathcal{H} = \{ \eta(u), \bar{\eta}(u) \} \) with \( \eta(u) = -d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o + \lambda_c \mu_c)) + i\mu(\gamma \lambda_c - \beta \mu_c + \delta(-\lambda_a \mu_c + \lambda_c \mu_o)); ii) \alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o + \lambda_c \mu_c) > 0 \).

Suppose \( \lambda, \mu \) generate \( \eta(u) \). Let \( v_a, w_a \in \mathbb{C}^{N_a} \) be the right and left eigenvectors of \( A_a \) corresponding to \( \lambda \) and \( \bar{\lambda} \), respectively; let \( v_o, w_o \in \mathbb{C}^{N_o} \) be the right and left eigenvectors of \( A_o \) corresponding to \( \mu \) and \( \bar{\mu} \), respectively. Choose the eigenvectors to satisfy the normalization

\[
\langle w_a \otimes w_o, v_a \otimes v_o, \rangle = 2, \quad \langle w_a \otimes w_o, v_a \otimes v_o, \rangle = 0.
\]

1) There is a unique 3-dimensional center manifold \( W^c \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_a N_o} \times \mathbb{R} \) passing through \((Z, u) = (0, u^*)\), tangent to span\{Re(v_a \otimes v_o), Im(v_a \otimes v_o)\} at \( u = u^* \). There is a family of periodic orbits of (5.1) that bifurcates from the neutral equilibrium \( Z = 0 \) along \( W_c \) at \( u = u^* \);

2) When \( |u - u^*| \) is small, the period of the solutions is near \( 2\pi/|\gamma \lambda_c + \beta \mu_c + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o + \lambda_c \mu_o)| \), the
difference in phase between $z_{ij}(t)$ and $z_{kl}(t)$ is near $\varphi = \arg((v_a)_i(v_o)_j) - \arg((v_a)_k(v_o)_l)$, and the amplitude of $z_{ij}(t)$ is greater than the amplitude of $z_{kl}(t)$ if and only if $|(v_a)_i||(v_o)_j| > |(v_a)_k||(v_o)_l|$

3) Whenever

$$b_2 = \text{Re} \left( \left( S''_1(0) \left( (\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a)^2 + (\gamma \lambda_c)^2 \right) (\alpha + \gamma (\lambda_a + i\lambda_c)) \right. \\
+ S''_2(0)(\mu_a^2 + \mu_c^2) \left((\beta + \delta \lambda_a)^2 + (\delta \lambda_c)^2 \right) \left( \mu_c (\beta + \delta \lambda_a) - \delta \mu_c \lambda_c \\
+ i(\mu_c (\beta + \delta \lambda_a) + \delta \lambda_c \mu_o) \right) \langle w_a, |v_a|^2 \otimes v_a \rangle \langle w_o, |v_o|^2 \otimes v_o \rangle \right) < 0, \quad (5.12)$$

where $|x|^2 = x \otimes x$, the bifurcating periodic solutions appear supercritically (for $u > u^*$) and are locally asymptotically stable; whenever $(5.12)$ is instead positive, the solutions appear subcritically and are unstable.

For a proof of Theorem 5.3.1, see Appendix B.3. Observe that the period of oscillations established by Theorem 5.3.1 is inversely proportional to the social gains $\beta, \gamma, \delta$. The beliefs of agents with weak social coupling and weak internal adherence to social beliefs will change slowly over time, whereas strong social coupling or strong adherence to a belief system results in high-frequency oscillations among all agents on the network. To illustrate the findings of Theorem 5.3.1 we consider the following examples. In both of these examples we define the saturation functions $S_1, S_2$ as $(5.10)$ with $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$.

Example 5.3.2 (Oscillations). a) First we return to the dynamics of five agents evaluating three options on communication graph $G_a$ and belief system graph $G_o$ that we examined in Example 5.2.3. The adjacency matrices of the two graphs are stated in (5.8) and their network diagram representations can be found in Figure 5.1(a) and (b). We consider the dynamics (5.1) with parameters $d = 10, \alpha = \gamma = \beta = 0.1, \delta = 12, \varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$. Compared to Example 5.2.3, the ideological coupling $\delta$ was increased substantially from 0.1 to 12; the damping coefficient $d$ was also increased to keep the bifurcation value of $u$ further away from zero. In proposition 5.1.3 we established that when the ideological coupling gain $\delta$ is large, then the network bifurcation is generated by the eigenvalues of $A_a$ and $A_o$ in the set $\Lambda_2$, that maximize the real part of the eigenvalue product. This is indeed what happens with the stated choice of model parameters. The leading eigenvalue set $\mathcal{H}$ of the Jacobian matrix (5.3) is generated by two pairs of the complex conjugate eigenvalues $\lambda_{4,5} \approx -1.157 \pm 0.327i$ and $\mu_{2,3} = -\frac{1}{2} \pm \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}i$. The indecision-breaking bifurcation happens when two complex conjugate eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis, which suggests an onset of oscillations in a Hopf bifurcation.
A choice of eigenvectors defined in Theorem 5.3.1 that satisfy the normalization condition (5.11) are

\[
v_a = (0.468 + 0.132i, 0.073 + 0.119i, -0.584, -0.105 - 0.423i, 0.135 - 0.442i)^T,
\]
\[
v_o = (0.447i, -0.775, -0.387 - 0.224i)^T,
\]
\[
w_a = (0.990 - 1.181i, -1.123 - 0.476i, 0.309 + 1.043i, -0.834 + 0.126i, -2.129 - 0.602i)^T,
\]
\[
w_o = (-0.577, -0.289 - 0.5i, 0.577)^T.
\]

These eigenvectors were generated numerically and all values have been rounded to three decimal points when necessary. The critical value of attention at which the bifurcation occurs is

\[
u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \text{Re}(\lambda_4) + \beta \text{Re}(\mu_3) + \delta \text{Re}(\mu_3 \lambda_4)} = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \text{Re}(\lambda_5) + \beta \text{Re}(\mu_2) + \delta \text{Re}(\mu_2 \lambda_5)} \approx 0.973.
\]

Furthermore we compute a numerical estimate of the quantity (5.12) which yields \(b_2 \approx -264 < 0\) (rounded to the nearest integer) which means the periodic orbits should appear supercritically, and will be stable at bifurcation according to the third part of Theorem 5.3.1.

Figure 5.5 shows simulated trajectories of the small oscillations the system settles on from randomized initial conditions at an attention value slightly above the bifurcation point, \(u = 1\). The same trajectories are showed in parts (a) and (b) of the figure, grouped by beliefs about each option in part (a) and by each agent’s internal beliefs in part (b). The following properties of the observed oscillations can be inferred from Theorem 5.3.1:

- **The oscillation period** is close to \(
\frac{2\pi}{|\gamma \text{Im}(\lambda_5) + \beta \text{Im}(\mu_2) + \delta \text{Im}(\mu_2 \lambda_5)|} \approx 0.6279
\)

- **Relationships between amplitudes of oscillations of beliefs** on any given option can be inferred by the magnitude of the entries of the eigenvector \(v_o\) (5.3.2); for example, we expect agent 3 to have the largest amplitude belief oscillations on all options, and agent 2 to have the lowest amplitude belief oscillations, which is consistent with the simulation - see Figure 5.5(a).

- **Relationships between amplitudes of oscillations of beliefs internal to any agent** can be inferred by the magnitude of the entries of eigenvector \(v_a\) (5.3.2); for example, we expect belief oscillations about option 2 to have the largest amplitude, and belief oscillations about options 1 and 3 to be close in amplitude. Again, this is consistent with the simulation - see Figure 5.5(b).

- **For all** \(i, k = 1, \ldots, N_o, j, l = 1, \ldots, N_o\), **it holds that** \(\arg((v_a)_i(v_o)_j) \neq \arg((v_a)_k(v_o)_l)\), which
Figure 5.5: Trajectories $z_{ij}(t)$ of stable oscillation described in Example 5.3.2(a) on the same communication and belief system graphs shown in Figure 5.1(a), (b); parameters $d = 10$, $u = 1$, $\alpha = \gamma = \beta = 0.1$, $\delta = 12$, $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$; (a) grouped by option; (b) grouped by agent.
means that there is a phase offset between any pair of periodic belief trajectories $z_{ij}(t), z_{kl}(t)$. And indeed in Figure 5.5 we see that all trajectories are out-of-phase with one another, with the phase offset constant over time as all of the oscillations have the same period. Interestingly, when the beliefs on these exact same graphs $G_a$ and $G_o$ converged to an equilibrium in Example 5.2.3, all agents remained neutral on option 2. In contrast, for a different choice of model parameter $\delta$ on the same exact network, oscillations of beliefs on option 2 have the strongest amplitude for all agents. This example illustrates clearly how a difference in the strength of the gains $\beta, \gamma, \delta$ can result in drastically different belief-forming behaviors of the agents. For the choice of $G_a$ and $G_o$ studied in Example 5.2.3 and in the present discussion, the agents’ beliefs converge to equilibrium when social imitation dominates, and oscillate when ideology dominates in the dynamics (5.1).

b) In the previous example, we saw an oscillation of opinions in which all of the belief trajectories were out of phase with one another which means that at a random snapshot in time, there can be many potential configurations of beliefs in the network. This is typically what happens any time the leading eigenvalue set $\mathcal{H}$ is generated by interactions of complex conjugate eigenvalues of both $A_a$ and $A_o$. For completeness of discussion, we present another example to illustrate how certain networked opinions can synchronize in-phase or out of phase when $\mathcal{H}$ is generated by an interaction of a simple eigenvalue of one graph with a complex-conjugate pair of the second.

We consider a network of four agents evaluating nine options on communication graph $G_a$ and belief system graph $G_o$ whose adjacency matrices are

$$A_a = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -1 & 1 & 0 & -1 \\ 1 & -1 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad A_o = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & -1 & -1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & 1 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 \\ 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & -1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}. \quad (5.13)$$

Network diagrams of these communication and belief system graphs are shown in Figure 5.6(a) and
(b). The eigenvalues of $A_a$ are

$$
\lambda_1 = 2, \quad \lambda_2 = 0, \quad \lambda_3 = \lambda_4 = -1
$$

and the eigenvalues of $A_o$ are

$$
\mu_{1,2} \approx 1.467 \pm 0.599i, \quad \mu_{3,4} \approx 0.088 \pm 0.661i, \quad \mu_5 = \mu_6 = 0, \lambda_7 \approx -0.447, \quad \mu_{8,9} = -1.332 \pm 0.486i.
$$

where the values were rounded to three digits past the decimal point. The set of pairs of leading eigenvalues of $A_a$ and $A_o$ is $\Lambda_1 = \{(\lambda_1, \mu_1), (\lambda_1, \mu_2)\}$. Let the parameters of the model (5.1) be $d = 1, \alpha = \beta = \gamma = \delta = 0.1$. For this choice of parameters, $\Lambda_1$ generates the leading eigenvalues of the Jacobian (5.3) which are a complex conjugate pair, i.e. the indecision-breaking bifurcation is a Hopf bifurcation of the origin as established in Theorem 5.3.1. The critical value of attention at which the bifurcation occurs is

$$
u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_1 + \beta \text{Re}(\mu_1) + \delta \lambda_1 \text{Re}(\mu_1)} = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_1 + \beta \text{Re}(\mu_2) + \delta \lambda_2 \text{Re}(\mu_2)} \approx 1.351.
$$

A choice of eigenvectors defined in Theorem 5.3.1 which satisfy the normalization (5.11) are

$$
v_a = (-0.539, 0.324, 0.647, -0.431)^T,
$$

$$v_o = (0.243 + 0.164i, 0, -0.630, 0.176 - 0.095i, 0.048 - 0.310i, 0, -0.202 + 0.244i, 0.404 - 0.277i, -0.102 + 0.170i)^T,
$$

$$w_a = (-0.5, 0.5, 0.5, -0.5)^T,
$$

$$w_o = (0.979 + 0.796i, -1.184, -0.352i, -0.762 - 0.232i, 0.498 + 0.418i, -0.1970 - 1.523i, 1.147 + 0.030i, -0.194 + 0.864i, 0.501 - 0.047i, 0.071 + 1.441i)^T
$$

where values were rounded to three digits past the decimal point. With these eigenvectors we compute a numerical estimate for the quantity (5.12) to get $b_2 \approx -20708 < 0$ (rounded to the nearest integer), which means the periodic orbits should appear supercritically, and will be stable at bifurcation
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according to the second part of Theorem 5.3.1.

Figure 5.6(c) and (d) shows simulated trajectories of oscillations on which the system settles from randomized initial conditions at an attention value slightly above the bifurcation point, \( u = 1.4 \). The same trajectories are shown in parts (c) and (d) of the figure, grouped by beliefs about each option in part (c) and by each agent’s internal beliefs in part (d). In contrast to the first example we considered, we observe that the oscillations in beliefs of different agents about each option are either exactly in phase or exactly out of phase. This happens because \( \mathbf{v}_a \) is real, and \( \arg((\mathbf{v}_a)_i(\mathbf{v}_a)_j) \) is the same across all \( j \) modulo an offset by \( \pi \). Then if \( \text{sign}((\mathbf{v}_a)_i) = \text{sign}((\mathbf{v}_a)_k) \), agents \( i \) and \( k \) agree on all options, i.e. their beliefs oscillate in phase. Analogously, if \( \text{sign}((\mathbf{v}_a)_i) \neq \text{sign}((\mathbf{v}_a)_k) \) then agents \( i \) and \( k \) disagree on all options, i.e. their beliefs oscillate out of phase. However, all of the trajectories in the agents’ internal dynamics are out of phase and the ordering of relative preference towards options changes over time.

Analogous conclusions would hold if \( \mathcal{G}_a \) and \( \mathcal{G}_o \) swapped roles, and we instead considered a network of nine agents evaluating four options. In this scenario, the internal belief oscillations of each agent would synchronize, meaning each agent would be rigid in its order of preference towards options; however, the ordering of preferences of various agents along each option would vary over time, as all of the trajectories would be out of phase.

To conclude our discussion of oscillations of networked beliefs, we establish that oscillations cannot happen as a primary bifurcation of the origin in (5.1) if the communication and belief system graphs are both undirected, i.e. if the adjacency matrices \( A_a \) and \( A_o \) are both symmetric.

**Proposition 5.3.3** (No primary Hopf bifurcations on undirected graphs). If communication graph \( \mathcal{G}_a \) and belief system graph \( \mathcal{G}_o \) are both undirected, the dynamics (5.1) cannot support the onset of oscillations in a local bifurcation of the indecision equilibrium \( \mathbf{Z} = \mathbf{0} \).

**Proof.** For undirected \( \mathcal{G}_a, \mathcal{G}_o \), the adjacency matrices \( A_a \) and \( A_o \) are symmetric. This means that all eigenvalues \( \lambda \in \sigma(A_a) \), \( \mu \in \sigma(A_o) \) are real, and as a consequence all of eigenvalues of the Jacobian (11.4) \( \eta = -d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda + \beta \mu + \delta \lambda \mu) \in \mathbb{R} \). It is thereby impossible for the leading eigenvalues of (11.4) to be a complex-conjugate pair, which violates a necessary condition of Theorem 5.3.1.

### 5.4 Mode interaction example: invariant 2-torus

So far we studied in detail how equilibria and sustained oscillations appear in a network of agents forming beliefs according to (5.1). These are the most common and general expected outcomes of
Figure 5.6: Trajectories $z_{ij}(t)$ of stable oscillation described in Example 5.3.2(b), $d = 1$, $u = 1.4$, $\alpha = \gamma = \beta = \delta = 0.1$, $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = 0$. (a) and (b): communication and belief system graphs with red edges representing negative connections and blue edges representing positive connections; (c) belief trajectories grouped by option; (d) belief trajectories grouped by agent.
belief formation. Here we do not prove the genericity of these bifurcations, but rather state it as a conjecture. However, genericity of pitchfork and transcritical bifurcations on networked dynamical systems has been established for some classes of graphs, for example for networks with a regular in-degree [80]. Although these belief-forming outcomes are generic, they are not all-exhaustive. For example when the communication graph $G_a$ and/or the belief system graph $G_o$ have some symmetry, the set of leading eigenvalues of the Jacobian $H$ can be made up of multiple real eigenvalues, multiple complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues, or combinations of both. As discussed in Chapter 4 the dynamics of belief formation at bifurcation can become much more complicated in such scenarios due to mode interaction between the eigenspaces of the simultaneously crossing eigenvalues, which can give rise to much more complex dynamics.

To illustrate the possible complexity of the belief formation dynamics, we present a numerical example. Consider four unbiased agents forming beliefs on four options according to (5.1) with model parameters $d = 1$, $\alpha = \gamma = \beta = \delta = 0.1$. Let the communication graph $G_a$ and the belief system graph $G_o$ be defined by their adjacency matrices

$$A_a = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -1 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\ 0 & -1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 0 & -1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad A_o = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -1 & 1 & -1 \\ -1 & 0 & -1 & 1 \\ -1 & -1 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}.$$ 

Network diagrams of $G_a$ and $G_o$ are shown in Figure 5.7(a) and (b). The eigenvalues of $A_o$ are $\mu_1 = 2$, $\mu_2 = 0$, $\mu_3 = \mu_4 = -1$. At the same time, all of the eigenvalues of $A_o$ lie on the imaginary axis with $\lambda_{1,2} \approx \pm 1.618i$ and $\lambda_{3,4} \approx \pm 0.618i$. Then there are four eigenvalues of the Jacobian (5.3) which cross the imaginary axis simultaneously at the bifurcation point $u^* = d/(\alpha + \beta \mu_1) \approx 3.33$, which are two distinct complex-conjugate pairs. In Figure 5.7(c) we show simulated trajectories of the beliefs of the agents over time at a value of attention $u$ slightly above the bifurcation point, $u = 3.34$. Agents’ belief trajectories may seem random and irregular at first glance, however when they are visualized in phase space it becomes immediately clear that these trajectories are in fact ergodic and settle to an invariant torus in phase space - see Figure 5.7(d). This is an expected outcome of such bifurcation, as mode interaction of two complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues typically results in the bifurcation of an invariant 2-torus in phase space [84]. This means that network beliefs settle on a low-dimensional manifold, despite their apparent irregularity. Furthermore since the torus bifurcation arises from an interaction of a simple eigenvalue of $A_o$ and two complex conjugate
Figure 5.7: (a) and (b): communication and belief system graphs with red edges representing negative connections and blue edges representing positive connections; (c) belief trajectories grouped by option; (d) belief trajectories in phase space along three representative coordinates. Parameters: $d = 1$, $u = 3.34$, $\alpha = \gamma = \beta = \delta = 0.1$. 
eigenvalue pairs of \( A \), the internal dynamics of each agent are predictably structured. The right eigenvector of \( A \) corresponding to \( \mu_1 \) is \( v_1 = (-1, 1, 0, 1) \). This tells us that all agents form strong beliefs on options 1, 2, and 4, and remain close to neutral on option 3 which is consistent with the simulation in Figure 5.7. Furthermore, we see that beliefs on options 2 and 4 are synchronized within each agent’s belief trajectory, and beliefs on option 1 are anti-synchronized with those on options 2 and 4.

5.5 Consensus, dissensus, and multistability on symmetric belief systems

When a group evaluates options that are highly interchangeable, the adjacency matrix \( A \) of the belief system graph reflects a high degree of symmetry. When \( A \) has a transitive symmetry or most generally a homogeneously signed all-to-all connection topology, belief formation according to (3.8) and (3.10) has particularly interesting properties. For example, consider the case of simplex-constrained opinion dynamics (3.10) with an all-positive undirected communication matrix \( A \) with \( A_o = \frac{1}{N_o}1_{N_o}1_{N_o}^T - I_{N_o} \). The opinions of the group in this case will form in a bifurcation along either the multi-option consensus space defined as

\[
W_c = \{(\tilde{Z}_1, \ldots, \tilde{Z}_{N_o}) | \tilde{Z}_i = \tilde{Z}_k, \forall i, k\},
\]  

(5.14)

or the multi-option dissensus space defined as

\[
W_d = \{(\tilde{Z}_1, \ldots, \tilde{Z}_{N_o}) | \tilde{Z}_1 + \cdots + \tilde{Z}_{N_o} = 0\}.
\]  

(5.15)

On the consensus space \( W_c \), agents have identical opinions. On the dissensus space \( W_d \), agent opinions are balanced over the options such that the average opinion of the group is neutral. Consensus bifurcations happen when social imitation dominates, \( \gamma - \delta > 0 \), and dissensus bifurcations happen when ideology dominates, \( \gamma - \delta < 0 \). For example trajectories of group opinions settling on consensus and dissensus equilibria, see Figure 5.8. A similar splitting happens for unconstrained belief dynamics (3.8), with bifurcations expected along one of four distinct subspaces that correspond to full synchrony (\( z_{ij} = z_{kl} \) for all \( i, j, k, l \)), consensus (\( Z_i = Z_k \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{N_a} z_{ij} = 0 \)), deadlock (\( z_{ij} = z_{ik} \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} z_{ij} = 0 \) for all \( i, j, k \)), and dissensus (\( \sum_{j=1}^{N_a} z_{ij} = 0 \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} z_{il} = 0 \) for all \( i, j, k, l \)). These ideas are developed thoroughly by Alessio Franci and collaborators in [68] and [69], and we mention...
Figure 5.8: [19] Simulations of (3.10) for \( N_o = 2 \) options and \( N_a = 8 \) agents (top) and \( N_o = 3 \) options and \( N_a = 12 \) agents (bottom) with \( A = 11^T - I \). Opinions form (a) consensus when agents are cooperative: \( \gamma = 0.2, \delta = -0.1 \); (b) dissensus when agents are competitive: \( \gamma = -0.1, \delta = 0.2 \). In each plot, \( \alpha = 0.2, \beta = 0.1, \gamma = 1, u = 3, b = 0 \), and random initial conditions are the same. Communication weights \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta \) were perturbed with small random additive perturbations drawn from a normal distribution with variance (a) 0.01, (b) 0.001 to illustrate the robustness of these trajectories. Ternary plots for three options generated with the help of [54].

them here for completeness of discussion. It is also worthy of note that in the presence of symmetry, bifurcations of equilibria will exhibit a high degree of multistability with branches of equilibria that emerge being related to one another by the symmetries of the network as a consequence of the Equivariant Branching Lemma [83].

These ideas are particularly important because analysis of the behavior of this model with maximal symmetry informs its possible behaviors when symmetry is broken through parameter heterogeneity or network structure. For a parametrized dynamical system, its instance with maximal symmetry in the equations often serves as an organizing center for the broader dynamics [82]. This means that many of the possible bifurcation diagrams of the heterogeneous model are recovered in a universal unfolding of the maximally symmetric case. In other words, predictions made for a symmetric system are remarkably robust and constrain the behavior of the dynamical system with broken symmetry. The analysis of the maximally symmetric system in [68] and [69] predicts the qualitative features of the solutions supported by the model (3.8). The analysis presented in this dissertation is complementary to this work, and can be understood as analysis of some of the possible unfoldings of the maximally symmetric case.
Chapter 6

Dynamic parameters

So far in this dissertation, in Chapter 3 we formulated a new model for distributed formation of beliefs on multiple options on a social network and showed that beliefs form through a bifurcation in which a network state of indecision loses stability. In Chapter 4 we characterized patterns of scalar beliefs or opinions at equilibrium using spectral properties of the signed communication graph $G_a$. In Chapter 5 we studied belief-forming bifurcations in multi-option networks and established how the communication graph $G_a$ and the belief system graph $G_o$ play a role in determining the dynamic outcome, along with the ideological and social gains $\alpha, \gamma, \beta, \delta$ in the homogeneous model (3.8). All of the analysis we presented so far assumes that the model parameters $d, u, \gamma, \alpha, \delta$ are homogeneous and static. In this chapter, we relax this assumption. First in section 6.1, we will show how allowing each agent to dynamically modulate their level of attention to social interactions can enable cascades of opinion formation on the network which are tunably sensitive to the information contained in the distributed inputs $b$. Next, in section 6.2 we will show how allowing agents to dynamically change the sign of their local interactions allows for decentralized control of the opinion patterns on the network. Both of these features are especially relevant for the use of this modeling framework to coordinate behavior in distributed technological teams, such as task allocation in robotic swarms. The analysis summarized in this chapter is contained in various parts of [18–21] which are also contained as Chapters 9,10,11,and 12 in Part II of this dissertation. All of the figures in this chapter also originate from these works. The ideas in section 6.1 are originally inspired by the adaptive controller design for nonlinear consensus formation in [87, 88] and cascade dynamics studied in [226]. I presented parts of analysis in this chapter in the 2020 SIAM Conference on the Life Sciences; in the 2020 UCLA Institute for Pure and Applied Mathematics, Mathematical
6.1 Opinion cascades: tunable sensitivity and robustness

When a nonlinear system operates in a parameter regime near its bifurcation point, it is highly sensitive to perturbations and external signals. This is evident in our discussion of unfolding theory in Chapter 2.3 where we saw that a perturbed bifurcation diagram for a pitchfork bifurcation deforms significantly near its bifurcation point, but still resembles the unperturbed system away from the bifurcation point. Perturbations in such systems can lead to sudden and drastic changes in behavior. When bifurcations are encountered in control engineering applications, a common design goal is therefore to move the system away from its bifurcation point in order to improve its robustness to disturbance [35]. We instead argue that heightened sensitivity near bifurcation points can be a desired property for some systems, and we can take advantage of it through incorporating its features in controller design.

To illustrate the advantage of sensitivity, consider a robotic team operating in a safety-critical environment. In such environments individual robots may come across information that warrants an urgent response from the entire team - for example a fire that requires an evacuation, an individual in need of rescue, or an action cue from a human collaborator. For such purposes it is imperative to design distributed teams that are able to quickly and reliably respond to locally available information by committing to a decision or a task. A desired network response may be a consensus response in which all agents commit to the same choice of option or a disagreement response in which individuals allocate themselves across available tasks, depending on the specific context. In this section we illustrate how the model of opinion and belief formation (3.8) proposed and analyzed in this dissertation very naturally lends itself to the design of distributed control laws which enable teams to be highly sensitive and responsive to information, allowing for the network to reach both agreement and disagreement in response to a local cue. We develop and illustrate these ideas for decision-making on two options; for an extension to multiple options we refer the reader to the analysis in the work [67] on which I am a co-author.

Recall from our analysis in Chapter 4 that on many signed communication graphs $G_a$, opinion formation on two options exhibits a pitchfork bifurcation. Let $A_a$ be the signed adjacency matrix of $G_a$ with a simple leading eigenvalue $\lambda > 0$ and associated right and left eigenvectors $v, w$ satisfying...
\( \langle w, v \rangle > 0 \). Then the entries of \( v \) inform the pattern of opinions which form at equilibrium in the pitchfork bifurcation, and the quantity \( \langle w, b \rangle \) determines the primary branch of the unfolding, where \( b = (b_1, \ldots, b_{N_a}) \) is a vector of biases of individual agents about the two options. The biases of individuals represent distributed information about the two options on the network and they can be pre-determined or be obtained through sensor measurement or control input. Near its bifurcation point of network attention \( u = u^* \), a group of agents forming opinions according to (4.1) is highly sensitive to the information contained in \( b \) and commits to a configuration of opinions determined by the sign distribution of \( v \) when \( \langle w, b \rangle > 0 \) and \( -v \) when \( \langle w, b \rangle < 0 \).

In order to take advantage of this high sensitivity to distributed information in the opinion formation process, we seek to design a dynamic feedback law that allows the level of attention on the network to increase over time from some pre-bifurcation value \( u < u^* \) to some post-bifurcation value \( u > u^* \). This transition will enable the system to pass through a highly sensitive region of the pitchfork bifurcation diagram and become informed by the distributed biases. In order for this process to be distributed, we relax the homogeneous attention assumption in (4.1) and define \( u_i \geq 0 \) to be the amount of attention agent \( i \) allocates towards the information from its social network. Furthermore, we allow this attention to be a dynamic state which evolves over time in response to dynamic feedback of opinion states of its neighbors. With these extensions, each agent is equipped with an opinion state \( x_i \) and an attention state \( u_i \) which evolve according to the coupled dynamics

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i &= -dx_i + u_i S\left(\alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_a} (A_a)_{ik} x_k \right) + b_i \tag{6.1a} \\
\tau_u \dot{u}_i &= -u_i + S_u \left(x_i^2 + \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (A_a)_{ik} x_k \right)^2 \tag{6.1b}
\end{align*}
\]

where parameters \( d, \gamma, b_i \) are defined as before, \( S_u \) is a function that saturates inputs between a lower bound \( y \) and an upper bound \( \bar{u} \) such that \( \bar{u} > u^* \geq y > 0 \), and \( \tau_u > 0 \) is a time scale. The intuition behind the dynamic feedback law for the agents’ attention (6.1b) is as follows. The function \( S_u \) saturates the squared magnitude of the opinions which agent \( i \) observes from its social network. It becomes more urgent for agent \( i \) to commit to an option if many of its neighbors are forming strong opinions for either option, and it ramps up its attention accordingly. We can think of (6.1b) as a form of social pressure between agents.

Before presenting our main result we examine a motivating simulation in Figure 6.1. In this figure, we show two simulations of the dynamics (6.1) on a balanced tree graph with all-negative interactions between agents. In both simulations, all agents on the network are unbiased except for
Figure 6.1: [20] Triggering a cascade on the balanced tree. Input $b_i = 0.4$ for agent marked with arrow; $b_i = 0$ for all other agents. Simulations of (6.1) start from small random initial conditions. Left: time trajectories of the dynamics. Right: final opinion, indicated by color, of simulation at $t = 300$. Parameters: $d = 1, \alpha = 1, \gamma = -1, u_i(0) = 0$ for all $i \in V$; $S_u(y)$ is a rescaled logistic function.

the agent that is pointed out by a black arrow. In both simulations, a bias of equal magnitude is provided to the selected agent with all other parameters equal and the agents’ initial opinions and attention are close to zero. On the left we show opinion and attention trajectories of the agents over time for both simulations, and on the right we show the final configuration of opinions on the network represented by color at $t = 300$ of the simulation. In the top simulation, the input is provided to a more central agent and we observe a network transition in which all agents take on strong opinions. In the bottom simulation, the input is provided to a less central agent and the network opinions remain close to neutral, with the attention level across all agents remaining low.

Motivated by these observations, we define an opinion cascade as a network transition from a weakly to a strongly attentive state, where in a weakly (strongly) attentive state, the agents’ attention is close to its lower (upper) saturation bound, i.e. $u \cong y$ ($u \cong \bar{u}$). With this definition, in the top simulation of Figure 6.1 the network exhibits an opinion cascade, and the bottom simulation does not. In the rest of the simulations and in the stated theorem we utilize a modified Hill activation function:

$$S_u(y) = y + (\bar{u} - y) \frac{y^{n}}{(y_{th})^{n} + y^{n}}, \quad (6.2)$$

where threshold parameter $y_{th} > 0$ tunes the midpoint input value of the saturation. Similar analysis would hold with different forms of saturation function. In the following theorem we establish the properties of input-triggered opinion cascades.

**Theorem 6.1.1** (Inputs to the network trigger opinion cascades). [19, 21] Consider the coupled
system (6.1) on a communication graph $G_a$ whose adjacency matrix has a simple leading eigenvalue $\lambda > 0$ with corresponding right and left eigenvectors $v, w$ satisfying $\langle w, v \rangle > 0$. Let $u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda \gamma}$.

There exists $\varepsilon > 0$ such that for $u^* > u, y_{th} < \varepsilon$, and $n$ sufficiently large, the following generically hold:

1) There exists $p = p(y_{th}) > 0$ satisfying $\frac{\partial p}{\partial y_{th}} > 0$ such that, for $|\langle w, b \rangle| < p$, model (6.1) possesses a weakly attentive locally exponentially stable equilibrium;

2) The weakly attentive equilibrium loses stability in a saddle-node bifurcation for $|\langle w, b \rangle| = p$.

No weakly attentive equilibria exist for $|\langle w, b \rangle| > p$ and all trajectories converge to a strongly attentive equilibrium $(x^*, u^*)$. At this equilibrium if $\langle w, b \rangle > 0(< 0)$ then $\text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(v_i)(-\text{sign}(v_i))$;

3) For $\gamma = 0$, with $\alpha > 0$, the strongly opinionated equilibrium $(x^*, u^*)$ satisfies $\text{sign}(x_1^*) = \text{sign}(b_i)$.  

Theorem 6.1.1 explains why the same input triggered an opinion cascade on the graph shown in Figure 6.1 when it was provided to the innermost agent, and did not trigger a cascade when it was provided to the outermost agent. Cascades are triggered when the projection of the network biases onto the left leading eigenvector of the adjacency matrix $A_o$ is sufficiently large. The magnitude of the entries in $w$ therefore determine the influence, or centrality, of agents on the network in their ability to trigger network cascades. For the graph in Figure 6.1, the innermost agent is the most central and the outermost agent is one of the least central, according to $w$. For the selected parameters in these simulations providing an input to the inner agent pushed the quantity $\langle w, b \rangle$ over its cascade threshold, and providing it to the outermost agent did not.

We further illustrate the properties of opinion cascades with three representative simulations on undirected graphs with the same topology in Figure 6.2. In these simulations the five agents all have initial small biases which do not trigger a cascade. At $t = 20$, the agent pointed out by the arrow increases its bias and a network cascade is triggered. This figure illustrates how different opinion-forming behaviors can be triggered on a network with the same biases and interconnection topology. In part (a), all of the edges in the graph $G_a$ are positive and the cascade results in an agreement decision on the network. In part (b) all of the edges are negative and the network distributes itself across the two options at disagreement. In part (c), $\gamma = 0$ which means the dynamics of opinions of the agents are decoupled in (6.1). However, the agents are still coupled through their attention dynamics, and a cascade is triggered. The configuration of opinions on the network post-cascade is not determined by an eigenvector of the adjacency matrix $A_o$; instead the agents strongly commit

\footnote{The statement of the theorem here has been modified to describe a broader class of signed graphs than in its original presentation; a proof of this version of the theorem is a minor modification of the proof in the cited works.}
Figure 6.2: [19] Opinion cascades with opinion and attention dynamics defined in Theorem 9.5.1. For $t < 20$, $b = (-0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05)$ for all three simulations. At $t = 20$ the input to agent 5 (indicated by the arrow) increases to $b_5 = 0.25$, which triggers an opinion cascade on the network. Plots show opinion and attention trajectories of the agents with agent 5 in orange. Network diagrams on the right show the opinion strength of each agent at $t = 60$ of the simulation. (a) Agreement cascade with $\gamma = 1$; the network chooses the positive option following the informed agent. (b) Disagreement cascade with $\gamma = -1$; agents' opinions on the network disperse following the sign structure of $v_{\text{min}}$. (c) Agents are coupled through the attention dynamics only (i.e. $\gamma = 0$); opinion cascade causes each agent to amplify its small input and commit to a strong opinion. Other parameters: $\alpha = 2$, $n = 3$, $y_{th} = 0.1$, $\tau_u = 5$, $d = 1$, $\bar{u} = u^* + 0.3$, $\underline{u} = u^* - 0.3$, $u_i(0) = y$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. $x(0)$ generated randomly from a uniform distribution between $-0.2$ and $0.2$; the same initial condition was used for all three simulations.
to the option which is favored by their small biases $b_i$.

Next, we emphasize that the parameters of the saturation function (6.2) allow a designer to tune two important aspects of the opinion cascade: the agents’ sensitivity, i.e. how strong of a network input is required to trigger the onset of a cascade; and the agents’ robustness, i.e. how strongly committed the agents are to their choice of option post-cascade. Specifically, the parameter $y_{th}$ regulates the sensitivity of the network. If $y_{th}$ is small, the saturation midpoint is small, and a small bias can trigger a network cascade. Increasing $y_{th}$ increases the range of magnitudes of network biases which is ignored by the agents. This means that agents can be made sensitive to arbitrarily small inputs when necessary, but they can also be designed to reject small inputs as disturbance when necessary - for example when there is a high level of sensor noise. On the other hand, the upper bound $\bar{u}$ of the saturation tunes the robustness of the system. The larger $\bar{u}$, the further away the final operating point of the system lies from the bifurcation point $u^*$ of the underlying opinion dynamics model. This means that even if the inputs $b_i$ change, the agents will remain committed to their opinion configuration.

For a simple illustration of these ideas we consider a single agent with a nonzero self-reinforcement $\alpha > 0$ whose opinion and attention dynamics evolve according to (6.1). Although there is no social network, due to the self-reinforcement mechanism built into both the opinion and the attention dynamics the agent’s opinion dynamics reproduce the basic properties underlying the network opinion cascades. An added bonus of examining this simple system lies in the fact that its equilibria can be visualized as intersections of nullclines of the opinion dynamics and attention dynamics in the $x - u$ plane - see Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Figure 6.4: [19] Robustness of opinion formation to changes in input. $(u_i, x_i)$-phase plane and trajectories of (6.1): (Left) Input is $b_i = 1$, initial state $(u_i(0), x_i(0)) = (0, 0)$ is a blue circle, and final state is a cyan diamond. (Right) Input changes to $b_i = -1$, initial state is final state on left and final state is yellow square. Top: $\bar{u} = 1$, and agent changes opinion in direction of new input. Bottom: $\bar{u} = 2.5$, and agent retains opinion in original direction. Nullclines, streamlines, and time are drawn as in Figure 6.3.

First, consider Figure 6.3. This figure shows the same phenomenon as was shown for the network in Figure 6.1. When the agent receives a small input $b_i$, its attention nullcline (red) and the primary branch in the bifurcation unfolding diagram captured by its opinion nullcline (black) intersect in three places, including at a value of $u_i$ close to zero. The agent remains weakly attentive and does not commit to a strong opinion. However as the input is increased, the continuous branch moves up and eventually the intersections near $u_i = 0$ disappear. This forces the agent’s attention to increase and it commits to a strong opinion in the direction of the input. A similar mechanism in higher dimension governs the network cascades such as the one shown in Figure 6.1 - the nullclines of the attention dynamics on a network defines a bent hypersurface which intersects with a pitchfork bifurcation nullcline of the opinion dynamics. If the saturation function $S_u$ chosen to generate Figure 6.3 was chosen with a higher parameter $y_{th}$, the red curve in the picture would move up and it would take a bigger input to remove the nullcline intersections near $u_i = 0$.

Next, consider Figure 6.4 which shows two simulations. In both simulations, for the first time
steps the agent receives an input $b_i = 1$ and at $t = 10$ the input instantaneously changes sign. In the top simulation, $\bar{\sigma} = 1$ and when the input switches, the agent’s opinion also switches. In the bottom simulation, $\bar{\sigma} = 2.5$ and in the first ten time steps, it settles at a point further along the primary branch of the pitchfork unfolding in the opinion nullcline. It is therefore more robust, and its opinion does not switch when the input changes sign (although it lowers in magnitude). This illustrates on a low dimensional example the sensitivity-robustness tradeoff that’s built into the opinion cascade dynamics (6.1) - a similar (but trickier to visualize) mechanism happens for the networked dynamics.

Finally, let $\|b\|$ designate the magnitude of the input or bias vector, and let $\mathbf{b} \angle \mathbf{w} := \langle \mathbf{w}, \mathbf{b} \rangle / \|\mathbf{b}\|$ its orientation relative to the centrality eigenvector $\mathbf{w}$. Increasing $\|\mathbf{b}\|$ or increasing $\mathbf{b} \angle \mathbf{w}$ has an analogous effect in triggering network cascades, which we illustrate in Figures 6.5 and 6.6; both can be used as controls for triggering network cascades.

In Figure 6.5 we show a bifurcation diagram which illustrates the saddle-node bifurcation established in Theorem 6.1.1 on a small network of agents with an all-positive signature, for which the cascade centrality eigenvector is $\mathbf{w}_{\text{max}}$. When $\|\mathbf{b}\|$ and/or $\mathbf{b} \angle \mathbf{w}$ are small, there is a stable equilibrium that is linearly offset from zero, and a network starting from a small initial condition will be trapped at this equilibrium. Past the threshold determined by the saddle-node bifurcation, all initial conditions instead evolve to a branch with a strong final opinion. When the design parameter $y_{th}$ is increased, the saddle-node bifurcation point will move further away from zero and the system response will reject inputs of greater magnitude. We further illustrate the existence of this cascade threshold by heatmaps in Figure 6.6 which were generated by running $1.5 \times 10^5$ simulations of (6.1) on the three pictured small graph architectures with an all-positive signature and cascade central-
Figure 6.6: [21] Heatmaps with color corresponding to proportion of simulations in the given parameter range that did not result in a network cascade by $t = 500$. Dark red corresponds to no cascades, white to there always being a cascade. Grey squares are bins with no datapoints. Each plot corresponds to $1.5 \times 10^5$ distinct simulations on an undirected graph shown in the diagram. Simulation parameters: $\tau_u = 10$, $u_{th} = 0.2$, $\underline{\underline{u}} = u_a - 0.01$ for $\gamma = 1$ (left plots) and $\underline{\underline{u}} = u_d - 0.01$ for $\gamma = -1$ (right plots). For each simulation, inputs $b_i$ were drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 1)$ and the input vector $\mathbf{b}$ was normalized to a desired magnitude. There were 10000 simulations performed at each constant input magnitude, with 15 magnitudes sampled uniformly spaced between 0 and 0.1. The initial conditions for each simulation were $x_i = 0$, $u_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. 
ity eigenvector \( \mathbf{w}_{\text{max}} \) (left) and an all-negative signature and cascade centrality eigenvector \( \mathbf{w}_{\text{min}} \) (right). In these plots, the red region indicates combinations of input magnitude and orientation which did not trigger an opinion cascade, and the white region corresponds to a parameter regime in which cascades were always triggered. There is a clear and abrupt transition between these two dynamical regimes, which corresponds to the crossing of the saddle-node bifurcation threshold. If the design parameter \( y_{th} \) was increased, this threshold would also increase and red no-cascade region in these plots would expand outwards.

### 6.2 Dynamic switching

In the previous section we established a mechanism for a cascade of opinions to spread on a network in response to a local signal. This type of drastic transition in the entire network is one way in which a team of decentralized decision-makers can adapt to environmental cues, however in many situations it may be desireable for only some of the team members to alter their behavior when they encounter a relevant cue. For example if an autonomous robotic team is exploring an environment and some of its members run low on battery, these individuals need to have the capability to switch away from their current behavior and dock to a charging station. However it is advantageous for the group that these individuals remain plugged in to the overall communication network in case of a safety-critical concern that requires their participation. Any framework for the design and coordination of robust, responsive, and adaptable autonomous teams must enable individual members to alter their behavior in response to local cues without affecting the behavior of the rest of the team. In this section we explore how such a local change in commitment to an option or task can be implemented dynamically and in a distributed manner for a group of decision-makers following the belief formation dynamics (3.8).

To illustrate this point we examine once again the dynamics of opinion formation on two options for a network of unbiased agents with communication graph \( G_a \)

\[
\dot{x}_i = -dx_i + uS \left( \alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (A_a)_{ik} x_k \right).
\]

(6.3)

So far we have shown that whenever the signed adjacency matrix \( A_a \) has a simple positive leading eigenvalue, opinions form according to (6.3) through a pitchfork bifurcation. In section 6.1 we also showed that this pitchfork bifurcation informs the outcome of opinion cascade when agents’ attention
is dynamic. Whether the agents reach their final opinion configuration solely through the opinion
dynamics or through opinion cascades, we know that the sign pattern of opinions on the network
follows the sign pattern of the right leading eigenvector of the adjacency matrix, $v$. On the surface
this outcome may appear rigid since the final distribution of opinions is effectively pre-determined by
the architecture and signature of $G_a$. However, recall from Chapter 4.3 that the bifurcation diagrams
of (6.3) on two switching-equivalent graphs are related in a straightforward manner. For example
if agent $i$ is switched to obtain graph $G'_a$ from $G_a$ (i.e. the signature of all the edges that point in
and out of agent $i$ on the graph is flipped), then the opinion of agent $i$ relative to its neighbors
at equilibrium on graph $G'_a$ is the opposite of what it would be on $G_a$. We take advantage of this
observation and show that such a switching transformation can be implemented locally on a network,
and it will result in a predictable network transition in which the agents which are being switched flip
their opinion, and the opinions of the rest of their neighbors are unaffected (excepting some minor
transient dynamics).

Consider a structurally balanced network of agents whose attention is above the pitchfork bi-
furcation point, $u > u^* = d/(\alpha + \lambda \gamma)$, and whose opinion states have settled to an equilibrium.
This system is operating at one of the stable opinionated equilibria established by the pitchfork
bifurcation described in Theorem 4.1.2. First, we conjecture in the following assumption that the
stable manifold of the origin is bounded for these graphs when $u > u^*$. Let $w, v$ be the left and right
eigenvectors of $A_a$ corresponding to the simple leading eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix $A_a$.

**Assumption 6.2.1** (Stable manifold of origin is bounded; Fig. 6.7). [18] Consider (10.1) on some
structurally balanced graph $G_a$ with $u > u^*$ and $u < u_2$ when appropriate, as defined in Theorem
4.1.2. Let $U' \subset \mathbb{R}^N$ be an open neighborhood containing the origin, and let $x \in W^*(0) \cap U'$. 1)
$|\langle w, x \rangle| < \varepsilon \|x\|^2$ for some $0 < \varepsilon < 1$; 2) for equilibria $x^*_k \neq 0$ of Proposition 12.3.1 with $k \in \{1, 2\},$
$|\langle w, x^*_k \rangle| > \varepsilon \|x^*_k\|^2$.

The assumption 6.2.1 has been verified through simulation on various network structures, however
a proof of this assumption would require computing an approximation of the stable manifold of
the origin, allowing for general graph architectures and parameters. Such a calculation is at best
cumbersome and at worst intractable, and we leave it as an assumption in present work. A geometric
illustration is presented in Figure 6.7. In the following lemma we characterize the region of attraction
of the equilibria $x^*_1, x^*_2$.

**Lemma 6.2.2** (Regions of attraction). [18] Consider (6.3) on some structurally balanced graph

---

2 As discussed previously, a structurally balanced graph always has a simple leading eigenvalue.
Figure 6.7: [18] Geometric intuition behind Assumption 12.5.2. The one-dimensional unstable manifold $W_u^s(0)$ of the origin (shown in red) forms heteroclinic orbits with the stable equilibria $x_1^*, x_2^*$, as is generically the case for monotone systems - see [187, Theorem 2.8].

$G_a$ with $u > u^*$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N$, on an open and bounded neighborhood $\Omega_r$. Let $x_1^*, x_2^*$ be the nonzero equilibria on the pitchfork bifurcation of Theorem 4.1.2, with $\langle w, x_1^* \rangle > 0$. Consider an initial condition $x(0)$ at $t = 0$. If $\langle w, x(0) \rangle > \varepsilon \|x(0)\|^2 (\varepsilon < 0)$ then as $t \to \infty$, $x(t) \to x_1^*(x_2^*)$.

Finally, we can establish our main result.

**Theorem 6.2.3 (Instantaneous switching).** [18] Consider (10.1) on some $G_a$ and let $x_1^*, x_2^*$ be the two nonzero equilibria on the pitchfork bifurcation of Theorem 4.1.2, with $\langle w, x_1^* \rangle > 0$. Let $G_a^W$ be switch equivalent to $G$ with the associated switching matrix $\Theta$. Suppose at $t = 0$, $x(0)$ is close to $x_i^*$ where $i = 1$ or 2. If $|\langle \Theta w, x_i^* \rangle| > \varepsilon \|x_i^*\|^2$ and $\langle w, x_i \rangle > 0 (\varepsilon < 0)$ then for (10.1) on $G_a^W$ as $t \to \infty$, $x(t) \to \Theta x_i (\to -\Theta x_i)$.

The intuition behind Theorem 6.2.3 is the following. Instantaneously changing a structurally balanced graph $G_a$ to its switching equivalent $G_a^W$ results in a predictable transition of the system state. Namely, if the number of nodes in $W$ is small in comparison with the cardinality of $V$, we expect that all nodes in $W$ will change sign, and all of the nodes in $V \setminus W$ will not. A simulation example of this behavior is shown in Figure 6.8. In this figure, opinions form on a graph that is initially all-positive. At the halfway point of the simulation, agent 1 on the graph is switched, which results in its opinion evolving away from the group, with all other opinions remaining unchanged. The precise number of nodes that can be switched simultaneously to generate this behavior depends on the eigenvector $w^*$ of the graph adjacency matrix, the value of the equilibrium $x_1^*$, and the bound $\varepsilon$. In practice, it is often sufficient that $|W| < \frac{1}{2}|V|$.

Recall that a switching of a node modifies only the sign of the pairwise interactions of that node with its neighbors. A switching transformation can therefore easily be implemented in a way that is
agnostic to the global network topology. This means that a transition of network opinions of the type shown in Figure 6.8 can easily be triggered with a local cue. Concretely, let \( \theta_i \in \{1, -1\} \) be an agent’s switching state and suppose the agents share both their opinion \( x_i \) and their switching state \( \theta_i \) with their neighbors on the communication graph \( G_a \). Furthermore let \( (A_a)_{ik} = (A_a)_{ik}(0)\theta_i\theta_k \) where \( (A_a)_{ik}(0) \in \{1, -1\} \) is determined by the initial graph signature. If agent \( i \) receives information about agent \( k \) on the communication graph \( G_a \), then it is aware of both switching states. If in response to some cue or control signal the switching state of agent \( i \) or of agent \( k \) changes, then the sign of \( (A_a)_{ik} \) flips. This transition implements the instantaneous switching transformation we show in Figure 6.8.

Finally we show with a simulation example that a switching transformation can also be implemented through a dynamic law and still results in well-behaved predictable transitions in the opinion dynamics. In this example we allow each agent to update its edge weights with its neighbors through a dynamic feedback law which smooths out the previously instantaneous transition in the edge weights by integrating the quantity \( (A_a)_{ik}(0)\theta_i\theta_k \):

\[
\tau_a \frac{d}{dt} (A_a)_{ik} = -(A_a)_{ik} + (A_a)_{ik}(0)\theta_i\theta_k. \tag{6.4}
\]

In Figure 6.9 we show a simulation of a sequence of switches facilitated by (6.4), implemented on a network which starts with an all-positive signature. Initially the agents converge to an agreement state. Then at \( t = 10 \) agents 1 and 2 change their switching state and evolve away from the group, followed by agent 3 at \( t = 15 \). Figure 6.9 illustrates how network opinion transitions with dynamic edge weights are well-behaved and similar to the transitions for an instantaneously switched graph. This observation motivates future explorations of various feedback laws through which a network can adapt and self-regulate its behavior via coupled dynamics of opinions and edge signatures.
In this chapter we established that a group of decentralized decision-makers can respond to local cues in a variety of meaningful ways. At one extreme, we have shown that a small localized signal picked up by a node in the network can be amplified, leading to a cascade of opinionation and a global change in the network state. On the other extreme, we have shown that individual nodes in the system can respond to local cues by changing their state without disrupting the behavior in the rest of the group. A key ingredient in the design of these flexible features of the decision process is the endowment of the parameters in the belief formation model (3.8) with their own dynamics. Although these ideas were explored separately, they can easily coexist in a system which makes the modeling framework developed in this dissertation an appealing tool for guiding future design of networked technologies. Together the ideas presented in this dissertation make up a new approach for the design of adaptable behaviors in a decentralized group of agents.
Chapter 7

Final remarks: applications and future extensions

7.1 Applications

The material presented in this dissertation constitutes primarily a theoretical contribution with the development and formal analysis of the model (3.8) and its extensions. However one of the driving motivations for developing this modeling framework is the broad range of potential applications of this analysis. These applications include using the model as a tool for generation of mechanistic hypotheses that provide insight into emergent phenomena in online social networks, sociopolitical systems, groups of social animals, and other systems driven by social interactions. On the other hand, the model can serve as a powerful tool that informs the design of distributed biologically inspired algorithms which enable technological teams such as robotic swarms to coordinate, make decisions, and allocate tasks dynamically in uncertain and time-varying environments. In this section we provide a brief summary of several applications of this modeling framework which are either actively under development or appear in print. I am a co-author on several of the discussed works which are cited where appropriate. However, none of the papers discussed in this section with the exception of [18] appear in Part II of this dissertation, as Part II only contains work for which I was the lead author.
7.1.1 Game theory and social dilemmas

The field of game theory develops mathematical models of decision-making outcomes of strategic interactions between individuals, typically referred to as players. Game theoretic models are widely utilized by economists as models of human behavior [73], and in engineering as tools for design [13]. These models are built with a fundamental underlying assumption that the players’ decision-making strategies follow rational rules. Rationality in this context is captured in a system of rewards or payoffs which each individual seeks to maximize for themselves. Different games are classified by the number of players, the number of available strategies, and the structure of their payoffs for different strategy combinations. For example in a two-player two-strategy game the payoff structure is summarized in the following chart:

$$\begin{array}{c|cc}
\text{Player 2} & C & D \\
\hline
\text{Player 1} & (P_{CC})_1, (P_{CC})_2 & (P_{CD})_1, (P_{DC})_2 \\
 & (P_{DC})_1, (P_{CD})_2 & (P_{DD})_1, (P_{DD})_2 \\
\end{array}$$

(7.1)

In (7.1) there are two strategies, C and D (e.g. “cooperate” and “defect”). The entries in the chart represent the payoffs received when each player chooses the indicated strategy. When Player 1 chooses strategy C and player 2 chooses strategy D, Player 1 receives the payoff $P_{CD}$ and Player 2 receives the payoff $P_{DC}$. A Nash equilibrium in a game is a combination of strategies such that no single player can gain a greater payoff by changing its strategy, assuming all other players’ strategies remain unchanged.

Social dilemmas are games whose Nash equilibria differ from the optimal configuration for the group [113]. A famous social dilemma is the two-player prisoners’ dilemma in which the Nash equilibrium leads to both players defecting (choosing strategy D) whereas the best outcome for the group is both players cooperating (choosing strategy C). Standard game-theoretic models predict convergence of a prisoners’ dilemma game to this mutual-defection Nash equilibrium. However experimental evidence supports emergence of cooperation in prisoners’ dilemma games played by people in laboratory settings for some of the game trials [96,132].

In political science and economics it has long been argued that cooperation emerges from reciprocity between individuals, i.e. players mimicking the observed strategies of their neighbors [10,58,86]. In the opinion dynamics model (3.8) reciprocity is modeled by the same-option interactions with gain $\gamma$ whenever agents are cooperative, i.e. with $(A_a)_{ik} \in \{0,1\}$. With this motivation
Figure 7.1: Pitchfork bifurcation unfolding explains emergence of cooperation in a two-player prisoners' dilemma game with social reciprocity ($\gamma > 0$); $x = \frac{1}{2}(z_{11} + z_{21})$. Branch of equilibria with $x > 0$ corresponds to both players choosing the cooperation strategy, and $x < 0$ corresponds to both players choosing to defect.

In [158] we extend the opinion dynamics model (3.10) as a framework for the study of strategic interactions in multi-player games. To do this we allow the agents’ biases $b_{ij}$ in the model to be driven by the game-theoretic payoff weights (7.1); for a full mathematical development we refer the reader to [158]. With this modification the model captures a balance between payoff-driven rationality and social interaction-driven reciprocity in each agent’s decision-making. Furthermore in this work we analyze the bifurcations in this modified model for two-strategy games with symmetric payoffs between agents ($P_{CC}$)$_i = P_{CC}$, ($P_{CD}$)$_i = P_{CD}$, ($P_{DC}$)$_i = P_{DC}$, ($P_{DD}$)$_i = P_{DD}$ for all $i$. Analogously to the analysis presented in Chapter 4 we prove that a pitchfork bifurcation organizes the dynamics of decision-making in two-strategy games on many graphs. Furthermore, we can make concrete predictions about different games based on the structure of their payoff weights. For example we find that the quantity

$$P^\perp = P_{CC} + P_{CD} - P_{DC} - P_{DD}$$

(7.2)

determines the direction of unfolding of the pitchfork bifurcation. Specifically if all interactions between agents are positive in sign then $P^\perp > 0$ ($< 0$) implies that the primary branch of solutions in the pitchfork unfolding corresponds to all agents choosing strategy $C$ (strategy $D$).

For a concrete example, consider a two-player symmetric prisoners’ dilemma game with strategy $C$ corresponding to cooperation and strategy $D$ to defection. This type of game is characterized by the payoff weight structure $P_{DC} > P_{CC} > P_{DD} > P_{CD}$. With this constraint imposed, $P^\perp < 0$
for all prisoners' dilemma games and the primary branch in the pitchfork bifurcation unfolding corresponds to the mutual-defection Nash equilibrium. When the social coupling $u$ between agents is weak, the Nash equilibrium is the only solution for the two-player game. However as $u$ is increased, reciprocity between the players plays a stronger role and a simultaneously stable mutual cooperation equilibrium appears - see Figure 7.1. This modeling framework therefore rigorously predicts emergence of cooperation in social dilemmas, which is consistent with experimental evidence. In future work we plan to generalize the multi-option analysis in Chapter 5 of this dissertation to games involving more than two strategies in the model [158].

7.1.2 Dynamic task allocation

The modeling framework introduced in this dissertation can serve as a new tool for the design of dynamic task allocation algorithms in distributed technological teams. Allocating and managing tasks in a team through self-organization is an especially important design problem for coordination of robotic swarms and multi-robot teams [29, 77, 110, 114]. Algorithms for distributed task allocation often rely on biological inspiration, for example taking inspiration from honeybees [104], fish [197, 200], and ants [115]. Other common algorithms include market-based approaches in which robots communicate and place bids to compete for tasks [48]. Since the form of the model (3.3) takes inspiration from social decision-making in biological and human groups, its use for design of task allocation algorithms is similar in spirit to these popular approaches in the broader literature. Furthermore the model and its analysis scales to arbitrarily many options, which makes it especially compelling for use in multi-robot task allocation applications.

As we have shown with the analysis in this dissertation, the model (3.8) enables a group of decision-makers to self-organize into a variety of potentially multistable preference configurations. This self-organization has many properties which are desirable in a task allocation algorithm, which we discuss in [18]. For example in Chapter 4 we established a simple procedure that allows a designer to pre-assign each node on the network into one of two teams which will choose opposite tasks in a two-task environment. When agents are unbiased, the resulting task allocation is maximally flexible in that there are two bistable equilibria available to the network, and the network can select either equilibrium based on its initial conditions. Initial conditions can reflect relevant environmental factors, for example the spatial proximity of the individual robots to the locations of the tasks. This enables the group decision to adapt in real time to the environment. Furthermore, using the dynamic switching mechanism explored in Chapter 6 agents can change their allocation in real-time.
which allows for the design of adaptable robotic teams. An expansion of these ideas to more than two tasks is part of future work.

In [67] we introduced a different mechanism which extends the opinion dynamics model (3.10) to allow a group of social agents to self-organize and allocate themselves across tasks in a predetermined distribution. In contrast to the approach we discuss in [18], in [67] agents are not pre-assigned into groups. Instead, they are made aware of the desired proportion of the group required at each task. The group then self-organizes into the desired distribution following the modified opinion dynamics vector field. This task allocation application very clearly illustrates the benefit of introducing attention dynamics and opinion cascades, developed for two options in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. In [67] the proposed task allocation approach was tested with and without feedback dynamics in the attention parameter, analogous to (6.1b). One of the key insights of these numerical experiments is that dynamic feedback to agents' attention and the resulting opinion cascades greatly improve the accuracy with which the group is able to track the desired distribution across tasks, compared to the static attention case.

7.1.3 Cooperative navigation and collaboration with humans

The model (3.8) is being explored as a promising design tool for enabling robotic teams to cooperatively navigate through space and interact with people. The ability of a robotic team to cooperate and self-organize is a feature that is important for coordinating navigation of robotic units towards spatially embedded tasks which may be discovered by members of the distributed team as they are exploring their environment [52, 171]. Recently dynamical systems approaches to composing and coordinating navigational tasks in robotic units and teams have proved successful in generating robust, legible, and adaptive behaviors that accomplish design goals [169, 170, 199]. These observations motivate the use of our model (3.3), (3.4) for coordinating robotic navigation in various applications. Furthermore since the model takes inspiration from social decisions in human and other biological social systems, it has potential for generating motion that is highly legible to a human observer.

The indecision-breaking bifurcations that organize the behavior of a swarm following (3.8) are an important feature that can be leveraged for design. This mechanism can enable a group of robotic units to reliably avoid any deadlocks which can arise from pathological symmetries in the physical space or in the task urgency. This is analogous to how groups in nature avoid deadlocks — for example, symmetry breaking bifurcations have been shown to organize the spatial movement of animals as they approach spatial targets which are arranged in an equidistant fashion from the
Figure 7.2: Figure from [32], simulation by Charlotte Cathcart. Birds eye view of a simulation of two robots (red and blue) avoiding collision with an oncoming mover (black) via the opinion dynamics model. Left: robots disagree on the direction of movement and avoid the oncoming mover by splitting up; right: robots agree on direction of movement and pass the oncoming mover on the same side.

animals [162, 189]. Symmetry breaking bifurcations are also a key mechanism that allows house-hunting honeybees to avoid deadlock when making a collective decision between nest sites which have equal value [167, 181]. In future work, we are exploring how a similar symmetry-breaking mechanism can be implemented in a robotic unit and in a team of robotic units whose decision-making is governed by the model (3.8), with the attention bifurcation parameter $u$ being governed by proximity to the spatial targets. This design approach will enable a team to provably avoid deadlock in highly symmetric and pathological settings.

This modeling framework is also a promising tool for the design of collaborative decision-making by robotic teams which co-exist in environments with people. The ability for robotic units to navigate crowded environments and collaborate with people in their decision-making are important design challenges for intelligent robotic swarms [112, 202]. The following steps have been taken to explore the potential of this modeling framework to address these challenges:

1. An undergraduate senior thesis explored through simulation how the model (4.1) can be implemented on a robotic unit moving through space for reactive collision avoidance of an oncoming mover, such as a human navigating through a hallway [214].

2. Extended abstract [32] expands on these ideas and explores how a group of robotic units can interact with an oncoming mover using (4.1). We show in simulation that a group can collaboratively avoid an oncoming mover through a variety of strategies, for example agreeing to pass the unit on the same side, or splitting up - see Figure 7.2. This enables a group
of robots navigating space to react to their surroundings adapt their behavior flexibly. In upcoming work, interaction of a moving robot with a human using this framework is being explored through analysis and robotic experiments [33].

3. An undergraduate senior thesis explored through simulation, analysis, and robotic implementation how the game theoretic framework discussed earlier in this chapter can be used for collaborative lane merging between two moving autonomous vehicles [166].

7.1.4 Emergent properties of sociopolitical systems

The model we propose and analyze in this dissertation has the potential to aid social scientists in exploring hypotheses about mechanisms that give rise to emergent properties of social systems, such as online social networks and sociopolitical collectives. For example in [120] we used the model \( (4.1) \) to investigate possible mechanisms behind the asymmetric political polarization trends which have been observed over time in the voting records of partisan elites in the United States Congress. With this approach we were able to deduce that self-reinforcement of political opinions within each party is a more likely mechanism for explaining asymmetric trends in polarization than reflexive partisanship, i.e. parties opposing policies because they are supported by their opponent. This insight is an important step towards proposing evidence-based mitigation strategies to counteract the negative effects of polarization. A model analogous in its structure to the two-option model \( (4.1) \) was arrived at independently by researchers in sociophysics literature, in parallel to the modeling work presented in this dissertation. These researchers have shown that this model successfully reproduces qualitative features of echo chamber formation and polarization of opinions in debates in online social networks [14,15]. These works together suggest that the model and analysis we present in this dissertation can serve as a valuable tool in the future for gaining insight into the emergent properties of complex sociopolitical networks, and as a next step for exploring possible mitigation strategies to counteract polarization in societies.

7.2 Future extensions

The analysis of the model \( (3.8) \) presented in this dissertation is limited in a number of ways, which leaves opportunity for many future analyses and extensions of the model. We list a few of these below.

- Throughout this dissertation we have elected to use the attention parameter \( u \) as a bifurcation
parameter. Equivalently, any of the other model parameters $d, \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta$ can be used to establish an indecision-breaking bifurcation threshold. In fact we have already seen an example of this in our discussion of political polarization, wherein the increase in self-reinforcement $\alpha$ drove the partisan polarization. In future applications of this model, dynamics in any of these parameters can be linked to indecision-breaking. This observation paves the way for systematic comparisons of many different mechanistic hypotheses behind emergent features of social systems.

- The focus of our analysis so far has been the classification and description of primary indecision-breaking bifurcations. However, other local and global bifurcations can be found in (3.8), even in its homogeneous parameter setting. Equilibria and invariant sets which appear in these secondary bifurcations may be of equal interest for our understanding of emergent properties of social processes. This leaves room for many theoretical investigations of the rich dynamic behavior of (3.8).

- Analysis of belief formation on multiple topics in Chapter 5 is constrained to a single homogeneous belief system shared by all agents. However, in real-world settings, different communities can subscribe to different sets of beliefs. Investigation of the properties of indecision-breaking bifurcations of (3.4) with two or more belief systems which coexist in the population of agents is an exciting open question. Mapping out these properties would also allow for a richer set of possibilities in the design of self-organizing behaviors.

- So far we have always assumed that the communication topology between agents does not change over time and communication is instantaneous. However realistic social networks are time-varying, with agents forming and deleting communication links due to proximity, shared social groups, and other factors [123]. Furthermore realistic networked communication is not instantaneous, and possesses time delays [225]. These observations pose many important questions which must be addressed in future work. For example, are the multistable equilibria established in the analysis in this dissertation robust to changes in the communication topology and to time delays? Furthermore, can any pathological behavior arise on the network due to dynamic communication topology? These questions are important to address in order to establish safety and reliability of self-organized behaviors which rely on the model (3.4).
Part II

Papers
Chapter 8

Overview

Part II of this dissertation contains four peer-reviewed papers, with minor formatting modifications constituting the only differences between the original articles and the presented chapters. Only my first-author works are included in this dissertation, with other peer-reviewed publications I contributed to as a co-author cited throughout the text.

8.1 Outline

Chapter 9 presents a new dynamical system model of opinion formation on a social network. We show how this model generalizes several existing models of opinion dynamics in the literature. We prove that agreement and disagreement opinions can form on the network in a bifurcation of the neutral state. Furthermore we investigate how through parameter dynamics, a network can take advantage of its high sensitivity to input near a bifurcation point, and how this sensitivity can be tuned through controller design. This chapter appears in the IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control journal [19].

Chapter 10 studies a 2-option specialization of the model proposed in Chapter 9 on networks with homogeneous signs. Specifically, we show how graph symmetries and centrality of agents on the network informs the outcome of agreement and disagreement opinion formation. We show through simulation how centrality determines whether a signal to an agent will trigger a cascade of opinionation on a network of decision-makers with dynamic attention which is governed through a feedback law. This chapter appears in the Proceedings of the 2021 American Control Conference [20].

Chapter 11 formally expands the observations made in Chapter 10 about the role of centrality in
opinion cascades. First, this chapter establishes a formal proof that any bifurcation of the origin in the scalar opinion dynamics model of Chapter 9 must be a pitchfork bifurcation. Next, the chapter introduces a dynamic feedback law which governs each agent’s attention and formally connects opinion cascades on the network with a saddle-node bifurcation in the dynamics of opinions coupled with attention. This bifurcation establishes a tunable threshold which separates inputs which trigger network cascades from inputs which do not. We illustrate this threshold in a series of simulations.

This chapter appears in the Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Decision and Control [21].

Chapter 12 studies the scalar opinion dynamics model on networks with mixed-sign interactions. First the notion of switching equivalence of two signed graphs is defined, and a relationship between patterns of opinions on switching equivalent graphs is established. Next, we prove that agents can change the opinion pattern on the network dynamically, through a local switching transformation. Finally, applications of switching dynamics to multi-robot teams are explored through motivating scenarios. This chapter appears in the IEEE Control Systems Letters journal [18].

8.2 Author contributions

I am the lead author and lead contributor to the material presented in all four included papers. My advisor, Naomi Ehrich Leonard, and co-author Alessio Franci were closely involved with the development of all of the presented works throughout the various stages of planning, writing, and response to peer review. Alessio Franci was particularly involved in checking the mathematical results in all of these manuscripts and provided many helpful suggestions and references. Specific author contributions are listed below.

- In Chapter 9, Alessio Franci had the original idea to generalize nonlinear consensus models to include disagreement as a potential solution. With his guidance I developed a simple low-dimensional version of the presented model, which I presented for my general examination in 2019. The final version of the model which appears in the chapter was arrived at through several months of meticulous collaborative efforts between myself, Alessio Franci, and Naomi Ehrich Leonard. The original version of the proof for the boundedness result in this chapter was outlined by Alessio Franci, which I then iterated on to arrive at what is presented in the text. Similarly, an early version of Theorem 10.4.2 was originally written down by Alessio Franci. Alessio Franci also developed the original discussion of the comparison between our model with the linear averaging models, which was then iterated on by myself and Naomi Ehrich Leonard. Any discussion of axial subgroups of symmetry groups and how they inform solution...
branches of bifurcations that is present in the text was the contribution of Alessio Franci.

Figure 10.10 is adapted from the conference paper [21] and includes data from simulations run by Timothy Sorochkin. Figure 10.4 was adapted from a figure which was originally created by myself and Ayanna Matthews for the conference publication [20]. This paper went through many collaborative iterations and revisions, and the writing throughout the manuscript is a well-mixed combination of contributions by all three of the co-authors - myself, Alessio Franci, and Naomi Ehrich Leonard.

- In Chapter 10, Ayanna Matthews contributed to the development of Figures 11.1, 11.3, and 11.4. Ayanna Matthews also ran many helpful simulations which helped confirm the connection between standard network centrality measures and the strength of opinions formed in this model, as well as contributed to some of the writing introducing the model and describing its various terms. The idea to use a saturation function in the dynamic feedback law for attention was developed collaboratively with Naomi Ehrich Leonard, inspired by active feedback in neuronal systems.

- In Chapter 11, Timothy Sorochkin contributed to the development of Figures 12.2 and 12.4. He was involved with this paper from its inception, and ran many greatly helpful simulations of opinion cascades with various attention dynamics which helped narrow down the right parameter regimes and visualization techniques for the presented results.

- In Chapter 12, Giovanna Amorim created Figures 13.2, 13.4, and 13.5 and Alessio Franci created Figure 13.3. María Santos wrote a part of the introduction and Giovanna Amorim wrote part of the section introducing the model. María Santos and Giovanna Amorim collaboratively developed the applications of our analysis to multi-robot systems and together wrote section 13.6 of the paper.
Chapter 9

Nonlinear Opinion Dynamics with Tunable Sensitivity

Anastasia Bizyaeva, Alessio Franci, and Naomi Ehrich Leonard

We propose a continuous-time multi-option nonlinear generalization of classical linear weighted-average opinion dynamics. Nonlinearity is introduced by saturating opinion exchanges, and this is enough to enable a significantly greater range of opinion-forming behaviors with our model as compared to existing linear and nonlinear models. For a group of agents that communicate opinions over a network, these behaviors include multistable agreement and disagreement, tunable sensitivity to input, robustness to disturbance, flexible transition between patterns of opinions, and opinion cascades. We derive network-dependent tuning rules to robustly control the system behavior and we design state-feedback dynamics for the model parameters to make the behavior adaptive to changing external conditions. The model provides new means for systematic study of dynamics on natural and engineered networks, from information spread and political polarization to collective decision making and dynamic task allocation.

9.1 Introduction.

Opinion dynamics of networked agents are the subject of long-standing interdisciplinary interest, and there is a large and growing literature on agent-based models created to study mechanisms that drive the formation of consensus and opinion clustering in groups. These models appear, for example, in studies of collective animal behavior and voting patterns in human social networks. In
engineering, they are fundamental to designing distributed coordination of autonomous agents and
dynamic allocation of tasks across a network.

Agent-based models are typically used to investigate parameter regimes and network structures
for which opinions in a group converge over time to a desired configuration. However, natural
groups exhibit much more flexibility than captured with existing models. Remarkably, groups in
nature can rapidly switch between different opinion configurations in response to changes in their
environment, and they can break deadlock, i.e., choose among options with little, if any, evidence
that one option is better than another. Understanding the mechanisms that explain the temporal
dynamics of opinion formation in groups and the ultra-sensitivity and robustness needed for groups
to pick out meaningful information and to break deadlock in uncertain and changing environments
is important in its own right. It is also pivotal to developing the means to design provably adaptable
yet robust control laws for robotic teams and other networked multi-agent systems.

Motivated by these observations, we explore the following questions in this paper. How can a
network of decision makers come rapidly and reliably to coherent configurations of opinions, including
both agreement and disagreement, on multiple options in response to, or in the absence of, internal
biases or external inputs? How can a network reliably transition from one configuration of opinions
to another in response to change? How can the sensitivity of the opinion formation process be tuned
so that meaningful signals are distinguished from spurious signals? To investigate these questions,
we present an agent-based dynamic model of the opinion formation process that generalizes linear
and existing nonlinear models. The model is rich in the behaviors it exhibits yet tractable to analysis
by virtue of the small number of parameters needed to generate the full range of behaviors.

We emphasize that our modeling approach is distinct from existing models in the literature in the
following way. Models of opinion formation are typically built on the fundamental assumption that
individuals update their opinions through a linear averaging process [5, 38, 45, 71, 153]. Additional
feedback dynamics are then often imposed on the coupling weights between agents, for example
in bounded confidence models [22, 44, 93, 94], biased assimilation models [43, 218], and models of
evolution of social power [105, 220]. Nonlinearity thereby arises through the superposition of lin-
ear opinion dynamics and nonlinear coupling-weight dynamics. When persistent disagreement is
observed, it is necessarily the consequence of the dynamic updating of the coupling weights. How-
ever, state-dependent interactions are not the only way for a network to achieve structurally stable
disagreement. We are instead proposing that the opinion update process itself is fundamentally
nonlinear due to saturation of information. We introduce a new multi-option nonlinear model of
opinion formation with saturated interactions in Section 9.3 and in Section 9.4 we prove that this
modeling assumption supports persistent disagreement with a completely static interaction network.

As is done for linear models, dynamic feedback can also be introduced to the nonlinear model parameters. We explore the effects of several dynamic parameter update laws in detail in Section 9.5. The feedback laws we consider are simple, yet they make our model adaptive to changing external conditions with tunable sensitivity and they allow robust and tunable transitions between distinctly different patterns of opinions.

Our model generalizes recent literature on opinion formation with input saturation [1, 49, 61, 62, 70, 87, 102]. Closely related to these are nonlinear models that leverage coupled oscillator dynamics [121, 139, 144], biologically inspired mean-field models [156], and the Ising model [162, 185].

Our primary contributions are as follows.

1) We introduce a new nonlinear model for the study of multi-agent, multi-option opinion dynamics. The model has a social term weighted by an attention parameter, which can also represent social effort or susceptibility to social influence, and an input term, which can represent, e.g., external stimuli, bias, or persistent opinions.

2) We show that the model exhibits a rich variety of opinion-formation behaviors governed by bifurcations. This includes rapid and reliable opinion formation and multistable agreement and disagreement, with flexible transitions between them. It also includes ultra-sensitivity to inputs near the opinion forming bifurcation, and robustness to disturbances and uncertainties, away from the bifurcation. Moreover, the behaviors are governed by a small number of key parameters, rendering the model analytically tractable. We prove the central role of the spectral properties of the network graph adjacency matrix in informing the model behavior.

3) We show how the model recovers a range of models in the literature for suitable parameter combinations and/or when linearized, and how the reliance on structurally unstable network conditions in linear models breaks down in the nonlinear setting. The central role of the network graph adjacency matrix in our nonlinear model generalizes the central role of the network graph Laplacian in opinion dynamics in the literature. We show that the right and left adjacency matrix eigenstructures determine patterns of opinion and sensitivity to inputs, respectively.

4) We introduce distributed adaptive feedback dynamics to the agent parameters. We show how design parameters in the attention feedback allow tunable sensitivity of opinion formation to inputs and robustness to changes in inputs, as well as tunable opinion cascades even in response to a single agent receiving an input.

5) We examine tunable transitions between consensus and dissensus using feedback dynamics also on network weights.
We define notation in Section 9.2. We present the new nonlinear opinion dynamics model in Section 9.3. In Section 9.4 we prove results on agreement and disagreement opinion formation for the new model. We introduce attention feedback dynamics and prove results on tunable sensitivity in Section 9.5 in the special case of two options. In Section 9.5.4, we illustrate feedback controlled transitions between agreement and disagreement. We conclude in Section 9.6.

9.2 Notation

Given \( y \in \mathbb{R}^N \), the norm \( \|y\| \) is the standard Euclidean 2-norm and \( \text{diag}\{y\} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \) is a diagonal matrix with \( y_i \) in row \( i \), column \( i \). Let \( I_N \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \) be the identity matrix, \( 1_N \in \mathbb{R}^N \) the vector of ones, and \( P_0 = (I_N - \frac{1}{N^2}1_N1_N^T) \) the projection onto \( 1_N^\perp \). Let \( \mathbb{R}\{v_1, \ldots, v_k\} \) be the span of vectors \( v_1, \ldots, v_k \in \mathbb{R}^N \). We define \( v_i \in \mathbb{R}^N \) component-wise as \( (v_{i1}, \ldots, v_{iN}) \). Let \( U, V \) and \( W \) be vector spaces. \( U \) is the direct sum of \( V \) and \( W \), i.e., \( U = V \oplus W \), if and only if \( U = V + W \) and \( V \cap W = \{0\} \). Given matrices \( B = (b_{ij}) \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) and \( C = (c_{ij}) \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times q} \), the Kronecker product \( B \otimes C \in \mathbb{R}^{mp \times nq} \) has entries \( (B \otimes C)_{pr+u,qs+w} = b_{rs}c_{uv} \).

Let the set of vertices \( V = \{1, \ldots, N_a\} \) index a group of \( N_a \) agents, and let edges \( E \subseteq V \times V \) represent interactions between agents. If edge \( e_{ik} \in E \), then agent \( k \) is a neighbor of agent \( i \). The communication topology between agents is captured by the directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) and its associated adjacency matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a} \). \( A \) is made up of elements \( a_{ik} \), and \( a_{ik} \neq 0 \) if and only if agent \( k \) is a neighbor of agent \( i \). When \( A \) is symmetric (i.e., communication between agents is bidirectional), the graph is undirected.

9.3 Nonlinear multi-option opinion dynamics

In this section we present our nonlinear model of opinion dynamics for a network of interacting agents that form opinions about an arbitrary number of options. In Section 9.3.1 we recall the classical consensus model of DeGroot [45] and several of the extensions that have been proposed and studied in the literature. All of the cited models (with one exception noted) use an opinion update rule that depends on a linear weighted-average of exchanged opinions. In our model, as discussed in Section 9.3.2 and formalized in Section 9.3.3, we apply a saturation function to opinion exchanges, which makes the update rule fundamentally nonlinear, even before introducing extensions. The fundamentally nonlinear update rule makes all the difference with respect to generality and flexibility of the model as we show here and in the rest of the paper.
9.3.1 Linear Averaging Models: Drawbacks and Extensions

Opinion formation is classically modeled as a weighted-averaging process, as originally introduced by DeGroot [45]. In this framework an agent’s opinion \( x_i \in \mathbb{R} \) reflects how strongly the agent supports an issue or topic of interest. The real-valued opinion is updated in discrete time as a weighted average of the agent’s own and other agents’ opinions, i.e.,

\[
x_i(T + 1) = a_{i1}x_1(T) + \cdots + a_{iN_a}x_{N_a}(T) \quad (9.1)
\]

where \( a_{i1} + \cdots + a_{iN_a} = 1 \) and \( a_{ik} \geq 0 \). The weights \( a_{ik} \) describe the influence of the opinion of agent \( k \) on the opinion of agent \( i \) and the matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a} \) with entries \( a_{ik} \) represents the structure of the influence network.

A key drawback of linear weighted-average models is that consensus among the agents is the only possible outcome. As observed in [134], this necessarily happens because the attraction strength of agent \( i \)’s opinion toward agent \( k \)’s opinion increases linearly with the difference of opinions between the two agents. In other words, the more divergent the two agents’ opinions are, the more strongly they are attracted to each other, which is paradoxical from an opinion formation perspective.

To overcome these limitations, a number of prominent variations on averaging models have been proposed. For example in “bounded confidence” models, agents average network opinions but delete communication links to any neighbors whose opinions are sufficiently divergent from their own [22, 44, 93, 94]. In a similar spirit, “biased assimilation” models instead incorporate a self-feedback into the interaction weights of an averaging model [43, 218]. This self-feedback accounts for an individual’s bias towards evidence that conforms with its existing beliefs. The linear model and its variations have also been extended to the case of signed networks, where the linear weights \( a_{ik} \) can be negative [5, 127, 184]. In [134] the authors do away with averaging altogether and instead propose that opinions form through a weighted-median mechanism.

In the present paper we propose an alternative perspective to this literature: driven by the above motivation and the model-independent theory developed in [68], we introduce a parsimonious non-linear extension of linear weighted-average opinion dynamics that leverages the saturation function.

The linear weighted-average discrete-time opinion dynamics (9.1) can equivalently be written as

\[
x_i(T + 1) = x_i(T) + \left( -x_i(T) + a_{i1}x_1(T) + \cdots + a_{iN_a}x_{N_a}(T) \right).
\]

This discrete-time update rule is the unit time-step Euler discretization of the continuous time linear
dynamics

\[
\dot{x}_i = -x_i + a_{i1}x_1 + \cdots + a_{iN_i}x_{N_i}.
\] (9.2)

Observe that (9.1) and (9.2) have exactly the same steady states with the same (neutral) stability.

The linear consensus dynamics (9.2) are determined by two terms: a weighted-average opinion-exchange term, modeling the pull felt by agent \(i\) toward the weighted group opinion, and a linear damping term, which can be interpreted as the agent’s resistance to changing its opinion.

### 9.3.2 Nonlinear Multi-option Extension of Weighted-average Models: Defining Properties

Our goal is to derive a novel nonlinear extension of (9.2) satisfying the following defining properties.

1. **Opinion exchanges are saturated.** Saturated nonlinearities appear in virtually every natural and artificial signaling network due to bounds on action and sensing. For example, dynamics that evolve according to saturating interactions appear in spatially localized and extended neuronal population models of thalamo-cortical dynamics [211,212], in Hopfield neural network models [98,99,145], in models of perceptual decision making [23, 205], and in control systems with sensor and actuator saturations [103, 126]. Saturated interactions between decision-makers also effectively bound the attraction between opinions, thus overcoming the linear weighted-average model paradox mentioned above.

2. **Multi-option opinion formation.** Allowing for an arbitrary number of options makes the model relevant to a wide range of applications, for example, in task allocation problems where options represent tasks or in strategic settings where options represent strategies. We extend the model to multiple options by suitably generalizing the agent’s opinion state space, analogous to existing multi-option extensions of averaging models such as [65,72,125,147,157,160,221].

To construct this extension formally, observe that in the scalar opinion setting, \(x_i > 0\) (\(x_i < 0\)) is usually interpreted as favoring (disfavoring) an option A and disfavoring (favoring) an option B. The strength of favoring or disfavoring is represented by the magnitude \(|x_i|\) and \(x_i = 0\) is interpreted as being neutral. This formalism is equivalent to one in which each agent is characterized by two scalar variables \(z_{iA}\) (modeling the preference of agent \(i\) for option A) and \(z_{iB}\) (modeling the preference of agent \(i\) for option B) that are “mutually-exclusive”, i.e., that satisfy \(z_{iA} + z_{iB} = 0\). The scalar opinion is then obtained simply by defining \(x_i = z_{iA}\). This observation leads to the following multi-option generalization of the state space of model (9.2). Given \(N_o\) options, we model each agent’s opinion state space as the subspace \(1_{N_o}^\perp \subset \mathbb{R}^{N_o}\). Thus, in our model, the opinion state of agent
i, i = 1, ..., Na, is described by the state variable \( Z_i \in \mathbb{1}_{N_a}^\perp \), with components \( z_{ij}, j = 1, ..., N_o \). When \( Z_i = 0 \), we say that agent i is neutral or unopinionated. When \( Z_i \neq 0 \) we say that the agent is opinionated. The full model state space is \( V = \mathbb{1}_{N_a}^\perp \times \cdots \times \mathbb{1}_{N_a}^\perp \), and \( Z = (Z_1, ..., Z_{Na}) \in V \) is the system state. The origin \( Z = 0 \) is the neutral point. Another way of interpreting our choice of \( \mathbb{1}_{N_a}^\perp \) as an agent’s state space comes from observing that \( \mathbb{1}_{N_a}^\perp \) is the tangent space to the \((N_o - 1)\)-dimensional simplex in \( \mathbb{R}^{N_o} \). Because \( \mathbb{1}_{N_a}^\perp \) and the simplex are isomorphic, our modeling approach naturally applies to multi-option decision-making problems in which an agent’s state space is the \((N_o - 1)\)-dimensional simplex. This is useful when the agents’ opinions are interpreted as probabilities of choosing options, for example, in the case of mixed strategies in games where an option refers to a strategy [158]. For more details on the connection to simplex dynamics see Corollary 9.7.3 in the Appendix.

3. Agents have allocable attention. Because an agent’s attention to exchanged opinions may be variable, we introduce, for each agent i, two parameters, \( d_i > 0 \) and \( u_i \geq 0 \), that weight the relative influence of the linear resistance term and the nonlinear opinion-exchange term, respectively. When the resistance parameter \( d_i \) dominates the attention parameter \( u_i \), the agent is weakly attentive to other agents’ opinions. When \( u_i \) dominates \( d_i \), the agent is strongly attentive to other agents’ opinions. A shift from a weakly attentive to a strongly attentive state can be induced, for instance, by a time-urgency (election day approaching) or a spatial-urgency (target getting closer) to form an informed collective opinion. The attention parameter \( u_i \) can also be used to model social effort, excitability, or susceptibility of agent i to social influence.

4. Agents have exogenous inputs. For each agent, we introduce an input parameter \( b_{ij} \), which represents an input signal from the environment or a bias or predisposition that directly affects agent i’s opinion of option j. For example, the input \( b_{ij} \) can be used to model the exogenous influence of agent i’s initial opinions, as in [71], where agents hold on to their initial opinions (sometimes called “stubborn” agents as in [78]).

If the attention and/or bias parameters are hard or impossible to measure or control, which may be the case in sociopolitical applications, we can use standard homogeneity assumptions, e.g., \( d_i = 1, u_i = u, b_{ij} = 0 \) for all agents, and include random perturbations to capture modeling uncertainties. In technological applications (e.g. robotic swarms), however, tunable parameters of the model provide novel, analytically tractable means to design complex collective behaviors – see for example [67].
9.3.3 A General Nonlinear Opinion Dynamics Model

In the multi-option setting, there are four possible types of coupling in the resulting opinion network (see Figure 9.1):

1) **Intra-agent, same-option coupling**, with gain $\alpha_i$;
2) **Intra-agent, inter-option coupling**, with gain $\beta_i$;
3) **Inter-agent, same-option coupling**, with gains $\gamma_{ik}$, $i \neq k$;
4) **Inter-agent, inter-option coupling**, with gains $\delta_{ik}$, $i \neq k$.

Parameters $\alpha_i$, $\beta_i$, $\gamma_{ik}$, $\delta_{ik}$ determine qualitative properties of opinion interactions. Parameter $\alpha_i$ determines sign and magnitude of opinion self-interaction for agent $i$. To avoid redundancy with resistance $d_i$, we assume $\alpha_i \geq 0$, i.e., either no self-coupling ($\alpha_i = 0$) or self-reinforcing coupling ($\alpha_i > 0$). Parameter $\beta_i$ determines how different intra-agent opinions interact. Parameters $\gamma_{ik}$ and $\delta_{ik}$ determine if $i$’s response to $k$ is to cooperate ($\gamma_{ik} - \delta_{ik} > 0$) or compete ($\gamma_{ik} - \delta_{ik} < 0$). When different option dimensions have no interdependence, we can set $\beta_i = \delta_{ik} = 0$ for all $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_o$.

The proposed general nonlinear opinion dynamics are

$$\dot{Z}_i = P_0 F_i(Z)$$

$$F_{ij}(Z) = -d_i z_{ij} + b_{ij} + u_i \left( S_1 \left( \alpha_i z_{ij} + \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_o} \gamma_{ik} z_{kj} \right) + \sum_{j \neq i}^{N_o} S_2 \left( \beta_i z_{il} + \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_o} \delta_{ik} z_{kl} \right) \right)$$

where $z_{ij}(t)$ is agent $i$’s opinion of option $j$ at time $t$, $Z_i(t) = (z_{i1}, \ldots, z_{iN_o})(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_o}$ is agent $i$’s opinion state at time $t$ as introduced in Section 9.3.2, and $\dot{Z}_i = \frac{dZ_i}{dt}$.

$S_q : \mathbb{R} \to [-k_{q1}, k_{q2}]$ with $k_{q1}, k_{q2} \in \mathbb{R}^+$ for $q \in \{1, 2\}$ is a generic sigmoidal saturating function satisfying constraints $S_q(0) = 0$, $S_q'(0) = 1$, $S_q''(0) \neq 0$, $S_q'''(0) \neq 0$. $S_1$ saturates same-option interactions, and $S_2$ saturates inter-option interactions. Note that $S_q'''(0) \neq 0$ is a nondegeneracy condition, in the sense of [82], only for $N_o > 2$. For $N_o = 2$, the simplex projection (9.3a) imposes odd symmetry of the opinion dynamics and makes this assumption unnecessary. See (9.5) and below.
saturates inter-option interactions. $S_1$ and $S_2$ could be the same but are distinguished in (9.3) for a more general statement of the model. We provide an even more general formulation of the model in Appendix 9.7.1 that makes use of an adjacency tensor and allows for the possibility of heterogeneous interactions between options. Let

$$\Gamma = [\gamma_{ik}] \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a}, \quad \Delta = [\delta_{ik}] \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a}. \quad (9.4)$$

In (9.3) the sum over the agents could be brought outside of the two sigmoids without altering the qualitative behavior of the model. Our choice in (9.3) corresponds to an opinion network with saturated inputs. Bringing the sum over the agents outside the sigmoids corresponds to an opinion network with saturated outputs. Either choice could be useful depending on the application. On the other hand, the sum over the options cannot be brought inside $S_2$ as the mutual exclusivity condition $Z_i \in 1_{N_o}$ would lead to spurious term cancellations for some parameter choices. Intuitively, this means that opinions about different options are processed through different input channels. Dynamics (9.3) are well defined on the system state space $V$, as we rigorously prove in Appendix 9.7.2.

Let $\hat{b}_i = \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{l=1}^{N_o} b_{il}$ be the average input to agent $i$ and let $b_{ij}^+ = b_{ij} - \hat{b}_i$ be the relative input to agent $i$ for option $j$.

**Lemma 9.3.1.** The dynamics (9.3) are independent of the average input $\hat{b}_i$ in the sense that $\frac{\partial \dot{z}_{ij}}{\partial \hat{b}_i} = 0$.

**Proof.** Recall that $P_0$ is the projection onto $1_{N_o}$ as defined in Section 9.2. Then $P_0 b_i = b_i^+$, and the conclusion follows trivially from the form of (9.3). \qed

Lemma 9.3.1 implies that only relative inputs affect the location of the equilibria of the opinion dynamics (9.3).

**Assumption 9.3.2.** In light of Lemma 9.3.1, for the remainder of the paper we assume without loss of generality that the average input $\hat{b}_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. Thus, $b_{ij} = b_{ij}^+$.

When relative inputs are absent, the system (9.3) always has the neutral point as an equilibrium.

**Lemma 9.3.3.** $Z = 0$ is an equilibrium for (9.3) if and only if there are no relative inputs, i.e., $b_{ij}^+ = 0$ for all $i$ and all $j$.

When relative inputs are small, i.e., they do not dominate the dynamics, the formation of opinions in the general model (9.3) is governed by the balance between the resistance term, which inhibits
opinion formation, and the social term, which promotes opinion formation. For illustrative purposes, consider the case in which \( u_i = u \geq 0 \) for all \( i \). Then for \( u \) small, resistance dominates and the system behaves linearly. The opinions \( z_{ij} \) remain small and their relative magnitudes are determined by the small inputs \( b_{ij} \). For \( u \) large, the social term dominates and the system behaves nonlinearly.

Importantly, in this nonlinear regime, where \( u \) is large enough that opinion exchanges dominate resistance, opinions \( z_{ij} \) form that are much larger than, and potentially unrelated to, inputs \( b_{ij} \), even for very small initial conditions. Opinion exchanges govern opinion formation through bifurcations at which the neutral equilibrium loses stability as discussed in the next section and formalized and investigated in the remainder of the paper.

9.3.4 Generality and Connection to Existing Models

The model (9.3) is general in the sense that it recovers a number of published opinion-formation, decision-making, and consensus models for specific sets of parameters and/or when linearized. In order to illustrate this we consider the model specialized to \( N_o = 2 \), as most of the models in the literature consider two-option scenarios. The opinion state of agent \( i \) is one-dimensional: following the notation introduced in Section 9.3.2 we define \( x_i = z_{i1} = -z_{i2} \) as agent \( i \)'s opinion. Then, opinion dynamics (9.3) reduce to

\[
\dot{x}_i = -d_i x_i + u_i \left( \hat{S}_1 \left( \alpha_i x_i + \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_o} \gamma_{ik} x_k \right) - \hat{S}_2 \left( \beta_i x_i + \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_o} \delta_{ik} x_k \right) \right) + b_i \tag{9.5}
\]

where \( \hat{S}_l(y) = \frac{1}{2}(S_l(y) - S_l(-y)) \) are odd saturating functions for \( l = 1, 2 \), \( b_i := b_{i1} = -b_{i2} \), and \( d_i = \frac{1}{2}(d_{i1} + d_{i2}) \). Let the network opinion state be \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \) and vector of inputs be \( \mathbf{b} = (b_1, \ldots, b_{N_a}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \). When interactions between option dimensions are disregarded, i.e. with \( \beta_i = \delta_{ik} = 0 \) for all \( i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a \), the two-option model (9.5) further reduces to

\[
\dot{x}_i = -d_i x_i + u_i \hat{S}_1 \left( \alpha_i x_i + \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_o} \gamma_{ik} x_k \right) + b_i \tag{9.6}
\]

which, with appropriate restrictions on the model coefficients, recovers a number of nonlinear consensus models studied in recent literature. We illustrate this in the following example.

**Example 9.3.4** (Specialization to nonlinear consensus protocols in the literature). \( A. \) When \( \alpha_i = 0, \gamma_{ik} \in \{0, 1\} \) (or more generally, \( \gamma_{ik} \geq 0 \)), \( u_i := u \geq 0 \), and the resistance parameter \( d_i \) is defined as \( d_i := \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_o} \gamma_{ik} \) with \( k \neq i \) (the network in-degree for node \( i \)), (9.6) reduces to the nonlinear consensus dynamics of [1, 61, 70, 87].
B. When $\alpha = 0$, $\gamma_{ik} \in \{0, 1, -1\}$ (or more generally, $\gamma_{ik} \in \mathbb{R}$), $u_i := u \geq 0$, and the resistance parameter $d_i$ is defined as $d_i := \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} |\gamma_{ik}|$ with $k \neq i$, (9.6) reduces to the nonlinear consensus dynamics with antagonistic interactions studied in [62, 63].

In the nonlinear consensus models of Example 9.3.4, the formation of consensus opinions on the network is a bifurcation phenomenon. Namely when $b_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$ and $0 \leq u < u^*$, the neutral point $x = 0$ is an asymptotically stable equilibrium. At a critical value $u = u^* > 0$ a pitchfork bifurcation is observed in both models, at which point $x = 0$ loses stability and two nonzero asymptotically stable equilibria appear [87, Theorem 1], [63, Theorem 1]. For nonzero inputs, the pitchfork unfolds.

Importantly, the linearization of these models about the origin $x = 0$ at $u = 1$ yields $\dot{x} = -(D - \Gamma)x$, where $D = \text{diag}(d_i) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a}$ is the degree matrix for the network. For the positive weights of Example 9.3.4.A this corresponds to the standard Laplacian consensus protocol [153], a continuous-time analogue of the weighted-average models discussed in Section 9.3.1. For the signed weights of Example 9.3.4.B this linearization is exactly the model of linear consensus with antagonistic, i.e., signed, interconnections [5, 127, 184].

In linear models, nonzero agreement (consensus) and disagreement (e.g., bipartite consensus and its generalizations) equilibria are never exponentially asymptotically stable because the model Jacobian has a zero eigenvalue. The eigenspace of the zero eigenvalue is $\mathbb{R}\{1\}$ in the case of agreement, whereas it is spanned by a mixed-sign vector determined by the coupling topology in the case of disagreement [5, 136, 157, 165]. In other words, linear agreement and disagreement models are not structurally stable and arbitrary small unmodelled (nonlinear) dynamics will in general destroy the predicted behavior. Adding saturated opinion exchanges has a two-fold advantage: i) it makes the model generically structurally stable and, therefore, the agreement and disagreement equilibria hyperbolic (i.e., with no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis); ii) it weakens the necessary conditions for the existence of stable disagreement states.

In linear models, the existence of neutrally stable agreement or disagreement states is always linked to restrictive and non-generic assumptions on the coupling topology, for example, balanced coupling for consensus [153] and either strongly connected structurally balanced coupling [5, 157], quasi-strongly connected coupling with an in-isolated structurally balanced subgraph [165], or the existence of a spanning tree on the coupling graph [136] for disagreement.

As we prove in Section 9.4 for our model, agreement is always possible for generic strongly connected (balanced or unbalanced) graphs, and disagreement only requires a weak and provable
condition on the spectral properties of the adjacency matrix (satisfied even for networks with homogeneous weights). It follows that our model recovers the behavior of linear models when one of the above conditions is satisfied (Figure 9.2) but avoids the conservativeness of linear model predictions under more general coupling topologies (Figure 9.3). In Figure 9.3, for a network with all negative edges weights, the linear model predicts neutrality whereas our model predicts disagreement (see also Figure 9.4). In the linear model, the repulsion felt among agents balances the resistance, whereas in the nonlinear model, the repulsion dominates the resistance, destabilizing the neutral solution and driving different agents to form a strong opinion for different available options.

Figure 9.3: The model from [5] (left) and nonlinear model (9.6) (right) with $N_a = 5$, $u_i = 0.5$, $d_i = 1$, $b_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$, $\bar{S}_1 = \tanh$, initial conditions $x(0) = (0.9, -0.4, 0.4, 0.1, -0.8)$, and same adjacency matrix given by $\gamma_{ik} = -1$ for $i, k \in I_p$, $i \neq k$, and $\gamma_{ik} = -2$ for $i \in I_p$, $k \in I_s$, $p \neq s$ for clusters with indices $I_1 = \{1, 2\}$ and $I_2 = \{3, 4, 5\}$ - see network diagram for illustration of the interconnection topology. The linear model converges to the neutral solution. The nonlinear model, however, converges to a stable clustered dissensus state, as follows from Remark 9.4.5.
9.3.5 Clustering and Model Reduction

The opinion states $Z_i$ of the model (9.3) can either represent individual agents or alternatively the average opinion of a subgroup. The latter perspective can be advantageous, for example, in designing methodology for robotic swarm activities where subgroups of robots needs to make consensus decisions, in studying cognitive control where the behavior of competing subpopulations of neurons determines task switching [143], and in modeling and investigating mechanisms that explain sociopolitical processes such as political polarization [120]. In this section we prove a sufficient condition for cluster synchronization of the opinions on the network with the opinion dynamics (9.3), in which the network trajectories converge to a lower-dimensional manifold on which agents within each cluster have identical opinions, whereas agents in different clusters can have different opinions.

The cluster synchronization problem has been extensively studied in dynamical systems with diffusive coupling, as in [163, 217]. More broadly, cluster synchronization has been linked to graph symmetries and graph structure called external equitable partitions [75, 154, 177, 188, 191]. In the following theorem we show that such a network structure constitutes a sufficient condition for a network of agents to form opinion clusters – see Appendix 9.7.3 for the proof.

**Theorem 9.3.5** (Model Reduction with Opinion Clusters). Consider $N_c$ clusters with $N_p$ agents in cluster $p$ such that $\sum_{p=1}^{N_c} N_p = N_a$. Let $\mathcal{I}_p$ be the set of indices for agents in cluster $p$. Assume for every $p = 1, \ldots, N_c$: 1) $u_i = \hat{u}_p$, $d_i = d_p$, $b_{ij} = b_{pj}$ for $i \in \mathcal{I}_p$; 2) within a cluster $\alpha_i = \bar{\alpha}_p$, $\gamma_{ik} = \bar{\gamma}_p$, $\beta_i = \bar{\beta}_p$, $\delta_{ik} = \bar{\delta}_p$ for $i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p$, and $i \neq k$; 3) between clusters $\gamma_{ik} = \bar{\gamma}_{ps}$, $\delta_{ik} = \bar{\delta}_{ps}$ for $i \in \mathcal{I}_p$, $k \in \mathcal{I}_s$ $s = 1, \ldots, N_c$ and $s \neq p$. Define bounded set $K_q \subset \mathbb{R}^{>0}$, $q = 1, 2$, as the image of the derivative of the saturating function $S_q'$ of (9.3). If the following condition holds:

$$\sup_{\kappa_1 \in K_1, \kappa_2 \in K_2} \left\{ -d_p + u_p \kappa_1 (\bar{\alpha}_p - \bar{\alpha}_p) + u_p \kappa_2 (\bar{\beta}_p - \bar{\beta}_p) \right\} < 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.7)$$

for all $p = 1, \ldots, N_c$, then every trajectory of (9.3) converges exponentially to the $N_c(N_a - 1)$-dimensional manifold

$$\mathcal{E} = \{ Z \in V \mid z_{ij} = z_{kj} \ \forall i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p, \ p = 1, \ldots, N_c \}. $$ \hspace{1cm} (9.8)$$

The dynamics on $\mathcal{E}$ reduce to (9.3) with $N_c$ agents with opinion states $\hat{z}_{pj}$, $p = 1, \ldots, N_c$, and with
coupling weights

\begin{align}
\hat{\alpha}_p &= \bar{\alpha}_p + (N_p - 1)\tilde{\alpha}_p, \\
\hat{\beta}_p &= \bar{\beta}_p + (N_p - 1)\tilde{\beta}_p, \\
\hat{\gamma}_{ps} &= N_s\tilde{\gamma}_{ps}, \\
\hat{\delta}_{ps} &= N_s\tilde{\delta}_{ps}.
\end{align}

(9.9)

Whenever conditions of Theorem 9.3.5 are met, the group of \(N_a\) agents will converge to a clustered group opinion state. This can happen for a broad class of interaction networks including an all-to-all network with interaction weights that all have the same sign. The sufficient condition can, for example, inform network design for technological systems where each of several groups must make a different collaborative decision. See Figure 9.3 for an illustration of opinion trajectories with two clusters, membership in which is defined by the network.

9.3.6 A Minimal Opinion Network Model

Several of the results characterizing opinion formation in (9.3) will be proved in the homogeneous regime defined by

\begin{align}
b_{ij} &= 0, \quad d_i = d > 0, \quad u_i = u \geq 0, \quad \alpha_i = \alpha \geq 0 \\
\beta_i &= \beta \in \mathbb{R}, \quad \gamma_{ik} = \gamma a_{ik}, \quad \delta_{ik} = \delta a_{ik}, \quad A = [a_{ik}]
\end{align}

(9.10)

where \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta \in \mathbb{R}\) and \(a_{ik} \in \{0, 1\}\), \(a_{ii} = 0\) for all \(i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a, k \neq i\), so that \(A\) is an unweighted adjacency matrix without self-loops.

With this choice of parameters, the nonlinear model is minimal in the following sense. The matrix \(A\) with elements \(a_{ik}\) defines the influence network topology. The set of four interactions gains \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta\) is minimal because in general there are four distinct types of arrows in a multi-option opinion network. The (global) attention parameter \(u\) and resistance parameter \(d\) tune an agent’s attention to other agents’ opinions and they jointly determine the occurrence of opinion-formation bifurcations, as we prove in Section 9.4.

We show that our model, even in the fully homogeneous regime, exhibits extremely rich and analytically provable opinion-formation behaviors. We further build upon the results proved for the homogeneous model to study, either analytically or numerically, the effects of heterogeneity and perturbations.
9.4 Agreement and disagreement opinion formation

We show key results on opinion formation for dynamics (9.3):

1. Opinion formation can be modeled as a bifurcation, an intrinsically nonlinear dynamical phenomenon. Opinions form rapidly through bifurcation-induced instabilities rather than slow linear integration of evidence. Opinions can form even in the absence of input, as long as attention (urgency or susceptibility, etc.) is sufficiently high.

2. The way opinions form at a bifurcation depends on the eigenstructure of the matrix \( \Gamma - \Delta \) defined by (9.4).

3. In the homogenous regime defined by (9.10), cooperative agents \( \gamma > \delta \) always form agreement opinions, whereas under suitable assumptions on the eigenstructure of the adjacency matrix \( A \), competitive agents \( \gamma < \delta \) always form disagreement opinions.

4. At the bifurcation, there are multiple stable solutions, and opinion formation breaks deadlock, that is, the situation in which every agent remains neutral, and therefore undecided, about all the options.

5. Near the bifurcation, opinion formation is ultra-sensitive to input.

6. Away from the bifurcation, opinion formation is robust to small heterogeneity in parameter values and small inputs.

7. In the absence of inputs, multistable agreement solutions and multistable disagreement solutions emerge generically at opinion-forming bifurcations.

8. In the presence of inputs, the opinion-forming bifurcation unfolds (i.e., multistability is partially or completely broken) in a such a way that the opinion states favored by inputs attract most of the initial conditions close to the bifurcation. The network structure governs the relative influence of inputs, which leads to a formal notion of centrality indices for agreement and disagreement.

9. Agreement and disagreement can co-exist, revealing the possibility of easy transition between them.

10. With sufficient symmetry, agreement specializes to consensus and disagreement to dissensus.
9.4.1 Agreement and Disagreement States

We say the agents agree, i.e., are in an agreement state, when $\text{sign}(z_{ij}) = \text{sign}(z_{kj})$ for all $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$, $j = 1, \ldots, N_o$. This means that all agents unanimously favor or disfavor each of the options, although they may differ on the magnitude of their opinions. Agreement specializes to consensus when $Z_i = Z_k$ for all $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$. We say the agents disagree, i.e., are in a disagreement state, when $\text{sign}(z_{ij}) \neq \text{sign}(z_{kj})$ for at least one pair of agents $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$, $i \neq k$, and at least one option $j$. Disagreement specializes to dissensus when the average opinion of the group is neutral, i.e., $\sum_{i=1}^{N_a} Z_i = 0$. For a network with clustered coupling (Theorem 9.3.5), clustered consensus, dissensus, agreement, and disagreement are defined by applying the definitions to the average states of each cluster $\bar{z}_{pj}$ in the reduced model.

Remark 9.4.1. In the presence of nonzero inputs $b_{ij}$, agents will generically have nonzero opinions about options as follows from Lemma 9.3.3. For realistic applications, small opinions formed in a linear response to inputs should be distinguished from large opinions which arise from a nonlinear response. To make this distinction we say agents are opinionated when their opinions are large, and unopinionated when their opinions are close to zero. In this paper we keep this distinction qualitative. A precise bound between opinionated and unopinionated magnitudes depends on the application and can be defined when necessary.

9.4.2 Opinions Form through a Bifurcation

Steady-state bifurcations of the opinion dynamics (9.3) result in large opinions even for zero input. Theorem 9.4.2, proved in Appendix 9.7.4, provides sufficient conditions under which opinions form through a bifurcation from the neutral equilibrium $Z = 0$ and formulas to compute the kernel along which the bifurcation appears. Let interaction matrices $\Gamma$, $\Delta$ be as in (9.4).

Theorem 9.4.2 (Opinion Formation as a Bifurcation). Consider model (9.3) with $b_{ij} = 0$, $d_i = d$, $u_i = u$, $\alpha_i = \alpha$, and $\beta_i = \beta$, for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. Let $J$ be the Jacobian of the system evaluated at neutral equilibrium $Z = 0$. Define $\lambda$ to be the eigenvalue of $\Gamma - \Delta$ with largest real part. Assume that $\lambda$ is real, $\alpha - \beta + \lambda > 0$, and that $\text{Re}[\mu] \neq \lambda$ for any eigenvalue $\mu \neq \lambda$ of $\Gamma - \Delta$. Then $Z = 0$ is locally exponentially stable for $0 < u < u^*$, and unstable for $u > u^*$, with

$$u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta + \lambda}.$$  

(9.11)
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If $\lambda$ is simple\(^2\), at $u = u^*$ an opinion-forming steady-state bifurcation happens along $\ker J = \mathbb{R}\{v^*\} \otimes 1^\perp_{N_o}$ where $v^*$ is the right unit eigenvector associated to $\lambda$. More precisely, generically for each bifurcation branch, there exists $v_{ax} \in 1^\perp_{N_o}$ such that the branch is tangent at $Z = 0$ to the one-dimensional subspace $\mathbb{R}\{v^* \otimes v_{ax}\}$.

**Remark 9.4.3.** The vector $v_{ax}$ can be computed as the generator of the fixed-point subspace of an axial subgroup [83, Section 1.4] of the (irreducible) action of $\mathfrak{S}_{N_o}$ on $\ker J$.

Theorem 9.4.2 reveals how agents can become opinionated even without input: opinions form when attention $u$ is greater than threshold $u^*$. This means that deadlock can be avoided even when there is little or no evidence to distinguish among options. The value of the threshold is determined from the structure of the communication network. Additionally, from this result we can deduce how agreement and disagreement solutions are informed by the network structure. In particular, the equilibrium opinions of each agent near the bifurcation are directly proportional to the vector $v_{ax}$, scaled by the entries of $v^*$. When all of the entries of $v^*$ have the same sign, the agents will be in an agreement state. If $v^*$ contains mixed-sign entries, the agents will necessarily be in a disagreement state. This provides a straightforward connection between the spectral properties of the effective inter-agent communication graph $\Gamma - \Delta$ and the opinion configurations that arise from the opinion dynamics (9.3). The entries of the vector $v_{ax}$ determine the relative preference associated to the various options. In the following corollary we show how in the homogeneous regime (9.10) Theorem 9.4.2 specializes to simple conditions for agreement and disagreement.

**Corollary 9.4.4 (Agreement and Disagreement).** Consider model (9.3) with homogeneous parameters as in (9.10) on a strongly connected graph. Let $\lambda_{\text{max}} > 0$ be the largest real-part eigenvalue of $A$. Let $\lambda_{\text{min}} < 0$ be the smallest real-part eigenvalue of $A$. Assume $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ is real, simple, and for all eigenvalues $\xi \neq \lambda_{\text{min}}$ of $A$, $\text{Re}[\xi] \neq \lambda_{\text{min}}$.

**A. Cooperative agents.** Suppose that $\gamma - \delta > 0$ and $\alpha - \beta + \lambda_{\text{max}}(\gamma - \delta) > 0$. Then the steady-state bifurcation predicted by Theorem 9.4.2 happens when attention $u = u^*$, where

$$u^* := u_o = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta + \lambda_{\text{max}}(\gamma - \delta)} \quad (9.12)$$

and close to bifurcation all the bifurcation branches are made of agreement solutions.

**B. Competitive agents.** Suppose $\gamma - \delta < 0$ and that $\alpha - \beta + \lambda_{\text{min}}(\gamma - \delta) > 0$. Then the steady-state

\(^2\)This result can be generalized to networks for which $\lambda$ is not simple.
Figure 9.4: Adapted from [20]. Agreement (left) and disagreement (right) opinion configurations at steady state from simulation of two-option opinion dynamics (9.14) and four different undirected graph types, with attention $u$ slightly above the critical value $u^*$ in each case. Color of each node $i$ corresponds to opinion $x_i$ at $t = 500$. For all graphs $\gamma = 1.3$ (left) and $\gamma = -1.3$ (right), $d = 1$, $\alpha = 1.2$, and $b_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. For the path and cycle graphs, $u = 0.31$, and for the star and wheel graphs, $u = 0.26$. Randomized initial opinions are drawn from the distribution $U(-1,1)$.

The bifurcation predicted by Theorem 9.4.2 happens when attention $u = u^*$, where

$$u^* := u_d = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta + \lambda_{\min}(\gamma - \delta)}.$$  

(9.13)

Moreover, whenever $\mathbf{v}_{\min}$, the right unitary eigenvector associated to $\lambda_{\min}$, has mixed-sign entries, close to bifurcation all the bifurcation branches are made of disagreement solutions.

We emphasize that the assumption about eigenvalues $\lambda$ of Theorem 9.4.2 and $\lambda_{\min}$ of Corollary 9.4.4 being simple often holds, and can be easily verified numerically for various graph structures. Furthermore, the eigenvector $\mathbf{v}_{\min}$ of Corollary 9.4.4 typically has mixed-sign entries, and competition between agents therefore tends to result in network disagreement. For example, on undirected networks $\mathbf{v}_{\min}$ always has mixed-sign entries since $\mathbf{v}_{\max}$, the unitary right eigenvector associated to $\lambda_{\max}$, i.e., the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector, is positive and $\langle \mathbf{v}_{\max}, \mathbf{v}_{\min} \rangle = 0$. For example, see Figure 9.4 for patterns of agreement and disagreement solutions for $N_a = 2$ and several representative undirected graphs.

An important feature of the opinion dynamics (9.3) is the multistability of opinion configurations at the bifurcations described by Theorem 9.4.2 and Corollary 9.4.4. When agents cooperate and $\text{ker} \ J$ is made of agreement vectors, if agreement in favor of one option is stable then agreement in favor of each other option is stable, and likewise for disagreement solutions. There is a deadlock when $u < u_a$ ($u < u_d$) and breaking of deadlock when $u > u_a$ ($u > u_d$).

At the bifurcation the linearization is singular, and the model is ultra-sensitive at transition from neutral to opinionated. Even infinitesimal perturbations (e.g., tiny difference in option values) are
sufficient to destroy multistability at bifurcation by selecting a subset of stable equilibria (e.g., those corresponding to higher-valued options), a phenomenon known as forced-symmetry breaking and widely exploited in nonlinear decision-making models \[87,156,168\].

Generically, stable equilibria that appear at the bifurcation are hyperbolic, and thus they and their basin of attraction are robust to perturbations, a key property that ensures stability of opinion formation despite (sufficiently small) changes in inputs, heterogeneity in parameters, and perturbations in the communication network. Robustness bounds can be derived using methods like those used for Hopfield networks in \[106\]. Robust multistability of equilibria gives the opinion-forming process hysteresis, and thus memory, between different opinion states: once an opinion is formed in favor of an option, a large change in the inputs is necessary for a switch.

**Remark 9.4.5.** Under the clustering conditions of Theorem 9.3.5, we can apply Theorem 9.4.2 and Corollary 9.4.4 with \(N_c\) agents and coupling parameters defined by (9.9).

**Remark 9.4.6** (Mode Interaction and Coexistence of Agreement and Disagreement). When \(\gamma = \delta\), there is mode interaction \[82\], and agreement and disagreement bifurcations appear at the same critical value of \(u\). This regime is especially interesting because it allows for co-existence of stable agreement and disagreement solutions, which can result in agents easily transitioning between the two in response to changing conditions. However, additional primary solution branches not captured by the analysis presented here can appear in this regime; we leave exploring this regime to future work.

### 9.4.3 Patterns of Opinion Formation for Two Options

We examine the ultra-sensitivity of the network opinion dynamics to inputs or biases of individual agents when operating near its bifurcation point. We consider the two-option opinion dynamics (9.6) with homogeneous parameters (9.10), relaxing the assumption of zero inputs:

\[
\dot{x}_i = -dx_i + u\hat{S}_1 \left( \alpha x_i + \sum_{k \neq i}^{N} \gamma \sum_{k=1}^{N} a_{ik} x_k \right) + b_i. \tag{9.14}
\]

The next corollary follows from Corollary 9.4.4 and \[21, Theorems IV.1 and IV.2\]. It recognizes the opinion-forming bifurcations of (9.14) as agreement and disagreement pitchfork bifurcations and predicts their unfolding in response to distributed inputs as a function of network structure. In other words, it predicts the location of the two symmetric agreement (or disagreement) solutions and how the input-driven unfolding selects one of the two solutions (see Figure 9.5).
Corollary 9.4.7. Consider (9.14) and suppose that adjacency matrix $A$ is irreducible, i.e., the associated graph is strongly connected. Let $\lambda_{\text{max}} > 0$ be the largest real-part eigenvalue of $A$, i.e. the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, with associated unitary positive right eigenvector $v_{\text{max}}$ and unitary positive left eigenvector $w_{\text{max}}$. Let $\lambda_{\text{min}} < 0$ be the smallest real-part eigenvalue of $A$. Assume $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ is real, simple, and for all eigenvalues $\xi \neq \lambda_{\text{min}}$ of $A$, $\text{Re} [\xi] \neq \lambda_{\text{min}}$. Let $v_{\text{min}}$ and $w_{\text{min}}$ be the right and left unitary eigenvectors associated to $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ with $\langle v_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{min}} \rangle > 0$.

A. Cooperative agents. If $\gamma > 0$, inputs satisfy $\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle = 0$, and $\alpha + \lambda_{\text{max}} \gamma > 0$, model (9.14) undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation for $u = u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda_{\text{max}} \gamma}$ at which opinion-forming bifurcation branches emerge from $x = 0$. The associated bifurcation branches are tangent at $x = 0$ to $\mathbb{R}\{v_{\text{max}}\}$. The pitchfork unfolds in the direction given by $\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle$, i.e., if $\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle > 0 (< 0)$, then the only stable equilibrium $x^*$ for $u$ close to $u^*$ satisfies $\langle x^*, v_{\text{max}} \rangle > 0 (< 0)$.

B. Competitive agents. If $\gamma < 0$, inputs satisfy $\langle b, w_{\text{min}} \rangle = 0$, and $\alpha + \lambda_{\text{min}} \gamma > 0$, model (9.14) undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation for $u = u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda_{\text{min}} \gamma}$ at which opinion-forming bifurcation branches emerge from $x = 0$. The associated bifurcation branches are tangent at $x = 0$ to $\mathbb{R}\{v_{\text{min}}\}$. The pitchfork unfolds in the direction given by $\langle b, w_{\text{min}} \rangle$, i.e., if $\langle b, w_{\text{min}} \rangle > 0 (< 0)$, then the only stable equilibrium $x^*$ for $u$ close to $u^*$ satisfies $\langle x^*, v_{\text{min}} \rangle > 0 (< 0)$.

Remark 9.4.8. For (9.5) with homogeneous parameters (9.10) an analogous result to Corollary (9.4.7) holds, except with $u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta + \lambda_{\text{max/min}} (\gamma - 5)}$.

The symmetric opinion-forming pitchfork bifurcation predicted by Corollary 9.4.7 in the case of trivial or balanced inputs $\langle b, w_{\text{max/min}} \rangle = 0$ constitutes the simplest instance of multi-stability (bistability in this case) between different possible equilibrium opinion states (see Figure 9.5 left for the disagreement case and [21, Figure 1] for the identical figure in the agreement case). For $u$ greater than critical value $u^*$ (the bifurcation point), the group of agents can converge to either of the two stable opinion states depending on initial conditions as well as unmodelled uncertainties and disturbances.

In the agreement regime, solutions on the upper branch correspond to agents agreeing on option 1 and on the lower branch to agents agreeing on option 2. In the disagreement regime, solutions on the upper branch correspond to one subgroup favoring option 1 and the second subgroup favoring option 2 and the lower branch to the first subgroup favoring option 2 and the second subgroup favoring option 1. Both the sign and relative magnitudes of the agent opinions are predicted by $v_{\text{max}}$ in the agreement regime and $v_{\text{min}}$ in the disagreement regime – see Figure 9.4 for an illustration for four types of graphs. Observe that for the highly symmetric cycle graph, the group splits evenly in the
disagreement case, whereas in the star and wheel graphs, the center node disagrees with all of the peripheral nodes. These results are easily predicted using well-known results on the eigenstructure of the adjacency matrix for these graphs. See [20] for details.

The symmetric pitchfork unfolds (Figure 9.5 right) such that only one solution (predicted by the sign \( \langle \mathbf{b}, \mathbf{w}_{\text{max/min}} \rangle \)) is stable close to the symmetric bifurcation point; this follows from unfolding theory for a pitchfork bifurcation ([82, Chapter I]). For larger values of the attention parameter, the other solution also regains stability in a saddle-node bifurcation but the input-driven asymmetry is still reflected in the relative sizes of the basin of attraction of the two solutions. The left eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix \( \mathbf{w}_{\text{max/min}} \) define agreement/disagreement centrality indices because the unfolding formula \( \langle \mathbf{b}, \mathbf{w}_{\text{max/min}} \rangle \preceq 0 \) implies that the larger \( |\mathbf{w}_{\text{max/min}}| \), the larger the effect of a nonzero input \( b_i \) on the agreement/disagreement pitchfork unfolding. Agreement and disagreement centrality indices can thus naturally be used to control opinion forming behavior via distributed inputs. By augmenting our opinion dynamics with an attention feedback mechanism, these centrality indices determine distributed thresholds for the triggering of opinion cascade, as illustrated in the next section (see also [67] for numerical illustrations on large random graphs with \( N_o > 2 \) and application to task allocation in robot swarms). All the results in this section generalize to the case \( N_o > 2 \). This generalization requires the computation of the vector \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{ax}} \) appearing in Theorem 9.4.2 using equivariant bifurcation theory methods (see Remark 9.4.3), a direction that we leave for future extensions of this work.
9.4.4 Consensus and Dissensus Generic for Transitive Symmetry

In Section 9.4.2 we have shown how graph structure can inform what types of opinion configurations arise in the group. Here we consider, for the homogeneous regime (9.10), how the presence of symmetry in the communication graph can further constrain opinion configurations. We show how consensus and dissensus emerge for dynamics (9.3) with two examples of transitive symmetry. We first introduce a few technical definitions from group theory and equivariant bifurcation theory.

Let $G$ be a compact Lie group acting on $\mathbb{R}^n$. Consider a dynamical system $\dot{x} = h(x)$ where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $h : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n$. Then $\rho \in G$ is a symmetry of the system, equivalently $h$ is $\rho$-equivariant, if $\rho h(x) = h(\rho x)$. If $h$ is $\rho$-equivariant for all $\rho \in G$, then $h$ is $G$-equivariant [83]. $G$-equivariance means elements of symmetry group $G$ send solutions to solutions.

The compact Lie group associated with permutation symmetries of $n$ objects is the symmetric group on $n$ symbols $\mathfrak{S}_n$, which is the set of all bijections of $\Omega_n := \{1, \ldots, n\}$ to itself (i.e., all permutations of ordered sets of $n$ elements). The opinion dynamics (9.3) with homogeneous parameters (9.10) and all-to-all coupling are maximally symmetric, i.e. $(\mathfrak{S}_{N_o} \times \mathfrak{S}_{N_a})$-equivariant, where elements of $\mathfrak{S}_{N_a}$ permute the $N_a$-element set of agents and elements of $\mathfrak{S}_{N_o}$ permute the $N_o$-element set of options [68]. Maximally symmetric opinion dynamics are unchanged under any permutation of agents or options.

A subgroup $\mathfrak{G}_n \subset \mathfrak{S}_n$ is transitive if the orbit $\mathfrak{G}_n(i) = \{\rho(i), \rho \in \mathfrak{G}_n\} = \Omega$, for some (and thus all) $i \in \Omega$. $(\mathfrak{G}_{N_a} \times \mathfrak{G}_{N_a})$-equivariant opinion dynamics, with transitive $\mathfrak{G}_{N_a}$, are still highly symmetric since any pair of agents, while not necessarily interchangeable by arbitrary permutations, can be mapped into each other by the symmetry group action. The following are examples of transitive subgroups of $\mathfrak{G}_{N_a}$:

- $\mathfrak{D}_{N_a}$, dihedral group of order $N_a$; symmetries correspond to $N_a$ rotations and $N_a$ reflections. $\mathfrak{D}_{N_a}$-equivariant opinion dynamics are unchanged if agents are permuted by a rotation or a reflection, e.g., if agents communicate over a network defined by an undirected cycle.

- $\mathfrak{Z}_{N_a}$, cyclic group of order $N_a$; symmetries correspond to $N_a$ rotations (and no reflections). $\mathfrak{Z}_{N_a}$-equivariant opinion dynamics are unchanged if agents are permuted by a rotation, e.g., if agents communicate over a network defined by a directed cycle.

The system opinion state space decomposes as $V = W_c \oplus W_d$, where $W_c$ is the multi-option consensus space defined as

$$W_c = \{(Z_1, \ldots, Z_{N_o}) \mid Z_i = \mathbf{Z} \in \mathbf{1}_{N_o}, \forall i\}, \quad (9.15)$$
and \( W_d \) is the multi-option dissensus space defined as

\[
W_d = \{(Z_1, \ldots, Z_{N_a}) \mid Z_1 + \cdots + Z_{N_a} = 0\}.
\]  

(9.16)

On the consensus space \( W_c \), agents have identical opinions. On the dissensus space \( W_d \), agent opinions are balanced over the options such that the average opinion of the group is neutral.

Model-independent results [68, Theorem 4.6 and Remark 4.7] ensure that, in the presence of transitive symmetry, \( \ker J = W_c \) or \( \ker J = W_d \). I.e., if (9.3) is symmetric with respect to a group \( \Gamma_a \) that acts by swapping the agent indices transitively, then generically \( \ker J = W_c \) or \( \ker J = W_d \).

In the homogeneous regime (9.10), agent symmetry of (9.3) is fully determined by \( A \) as proved in the following proposition for the maximally symmetric case \( \mathcal{G}_a = \mathcal{S}_{N_a} \) and the highly symmetric case \( \mathcal{G}_a = \mathcal{D}_{N_a} \) (see Appendix 9.7.5 for proof). The same result holds, with similar proof, for other transitive agent symmetries, e.g., \( \mathcal{G}_a = \mathcal{Z}_{N_a} \).

**Proposition 9.4.9.** Consider model (9.3) in the homogeneous regime defined by (9.10). Then the following hold true:

1. Model (9.3) is \((\mathcal{S}_{N_a} \times \mathcal{S}_{N_a})\)-equivariant if and only if \( A \) is the adjacency matrix of an all-to-all graph;

2. If \( A \) is the adjacency matrix of an undirected cycle graph, then model (9.3) is \((\mathcal{S}_{N_a} \times \mathcal{D}_{N_a})\)-equivariant.

**Remark 9.4.10.** More generally, the symmetry group of the opinion dynamics is determined by the automorphism group of the graph associated to \( A \). The proof follows as for Proposition 9.4.9.

The next corollary follows from Theorem 9.4.2 and [68, Theorem 4.6 and Remark 4.7]. The two types of opinion-formation behaviors proved in this corollary, i.e., consensus for cooperative agents and dissensus for competitive agents, respectively, constitute an opinion-formation analogue of consensus and balanced (split) states in coupled phase oscillators (see, e.g., [153,183,196]).

**Corollary 9.4.11 (Consensus from Cooperation and Dissensus from Competition).** Consider model (9.3) in the homogeneous regime (9.10). Suppose that the graph associated to adjacency matrix \( A \) is either all-to-all or an undirected cycle. Let \( u_a \) and \( u_d \) be defined by (9.12) and (9.13).

A. **Cooperative agents and consensus.** If agents are cooperative \((\gamma - \delta > 0)\), then opinion formation appears as a bifurcation along the consensus space at \( u = u_a \) with \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = N_a - 1 \) for the all-to-all case and \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 2 \) for the cycle case.
Figure 9.6: Simulations for $N_o = 2$ options and $N_a = 8$ agents (top) and $N_o = 3$ options and $N_a = 12$ agents (bottom) with $A = 11^T - I$. Opinions form (a) consensus when agents are cooperative: $\gamma = 0.2$, $\delta = -0.1$; (b) dissensus when agents are competitive: $\gamma = -0.1$, $\delta = 0.2$. In each plot, $\alpha = 0.2$, $\beta = 0.1$, $d = 1$, $u = 3$, $\hat{b} = 0$, and random initial conditions are the same. Communication weights $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta$ were perturbed with small random additive perturbations drawn from a normal distribution with variance (a) 0.01, (b) 0.001. Ternary plots for three options generated with the help of [54].

**B. Competitive agents and dissensus.** If agents are competitive ($\gamma - \delta < 0$), then opinion formation appears as a bifurcation along the dissensus space at $u = u_d$ with $\lambda_{\min} = -1$ for the all-to-all case, $\lambda_{\min} = -2$ for the cycle case, when $N_a$ is even, and $\lambda_{\min} = 2 \cos(\pi (N_a - 1)/N_a)$, when $N_a$ is odd.

As an illustration of Corollary 9.4.11, representative consensus and dissensus trajectories of the opinion dynamics for two and three options on all-to-all graphs are shown in Fig. 9.6.

**Remark 9.4.12 (Stability of Consensus and Dissensus).** Consensus and dissensus solution branches predicted for the symmetric networks in Corollary 9.4.11 are a consequence of the Equivariant Branching Lemma [83, Section 1.4], and are made of hyperbolic equilibria. Their stability can be proved using the tools in [84, Section XIII.4] and [83, Section 2.3].

### 9.5 Attention dynamics and tunable sensitivity

We have established that existence of agreement and disagreement equilibria and multistability of opinion formation outcomes arise from bifurcations of the general opinion dynamic model (9.3). In this section we explore how ultra-sensitivity to inputs $b_{ij}$, robustness to changes in inputs, and opinion cascade dynamics also arise from bifurcations. With the addition of dynamic state feedback for model parameters in (9.3), the opinion formation process can reliably amplify arbitrarily small
inputs \( b_{ij} \), reject small changes in input as unwanted disturbance, facilitate an opinion cascade even if only one agent gets an input, and enable groups to move easily between agreement and disagreement. The choice of feedback design parameters determine implicit thresholds that make all of these behaviors tunable.

The addition of dynamic state feedback for parameters in our model is similar in spirit to the extension of the linear weighted-average model with nonlinear state-feedback update rules for the coupling gains, as in bounded confidence models \([44,93,94]\) and biased assimilation models \([43,218]\). However, our motivation, rather than to capture a specific sociological phenomenon, is to make our model adaptable to inputs and flexibly responsive to changing environments. This is achieved by ensuring tunable sensitivity of opinion formation to inputs. We illustrate our ideas and prove our results for the case \( N_o = 2 \). The multi-option extension is left for future work.

9.5.1 Dynamic State Feedback Law for Attention

It is natural to consider each agent’s attention \( u_i \) in (9.3) as a quantity that evolves in time in response to signals from others or from the environment \((87,226)\). This might happen when the agents delay making a collective decision until some task-relevant signal is detected on the network. To study this, we augment the opinion dynamics with an attention update

\[
\tau_u \dot{u}_i = -u_i + f_{u,i}(Z),
\]

(9.17)

where \( \tau_u > 0 \) is a time scale, which can be freely chosen, and \( f_{u,i} : \mathbb{R}^{N_a N_o} \to \mathbb{R} \) is a state feedback law, which can take different functional forms depending on the application. To study how attention feedback dynamics can enable a small local signal to excite a cascade of opinions across the entire network, we define \( f_{u,i} \) to drive agent \( i \) to increase its attention when its neighbors form a strong opinion about any option, i.e., agent \( i \) engages when it observes its neighbors engaging:

\[
\tau_u \dot{u}_i = -u_i + S_u \left( \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{o}} \sum_{l=1}^{N_a} (\bar{a}_{ik} z_{kl})^2 \right).
\]

(9.18)

\( S_u \) is a smooth saturating function, satisfying \( S_u(0) = 0, S_u(y) \to \bar{u} > 0 \) as \( y \to \infty \), \( S_u'(y) > 0 \) for all \( y \in \mathbb{R} \), and \( S_u''(y) > 0 \) for all \( y > 0 \). We define \( S_u \) as a Hill function

\[
S_u(y) = \bar{u} + (\bar{u} - u) \frac{y^n}{(y_{th})^n + y^n},
\]

(9.19)
where threshold \( y_{th} > 0 \) and \( n > 0 \). In (9.19) we constrain \( \bar{u} \) and \( u \) such that \( \bar{u} > u_c \geq u > 0 \), with \( u_c = u_a (u_d) \) when \( \gamma > 0 \) \((-0)\) and \( u_a, u_d \) are defined by (9.12),(9.13). For the remainder of this section we consider the homogeneous regime (9.10), except for the \( u_i \), which are heterogeneous, and for nonzero inputs. The attention coupling matrix \( \bar{A} \) with elements \( \bar{a}_{ik} \) can be distinct from the opinion coupling matrix \( A \), but here we let \( \bar{A} = A + I \). For \( N_o = 2 \) the attention feedback dynamics (9.18) simplify to

\[
\tau_u \dot{u}_i = -u_i + S_u \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (\bar{a}_{ik} x_k)^2 \right).
\]  

(9.20)

9.5.2 Tunable Sensitivity and Robustness for a Single Agent

In this section we first consider a single agent with dynamic opinions (9.5) and dynamic attention (9.20) with no neighbors, i.e., \( a_{ik} = 0 \) for all \( k = 1, \ldots, N_a \). As shown in Figures 9.7 and 9.8, the equilibria of the coupled opinion and attention dynamics can be graphically represented as the intersection of the \( x_i \)-nullcline \( \{ \dot{x}_i = 0 \} \) (black solid) and \( u_i \)-nullcline \( \{ \dot{u}_i = 0 \} \) (red dashed) in the \((u_i, x_i)\) plane. Corollary 9.4.7 defines the shape of the \( x_i \)-nullcline as a pitchfork bifurcation which unfolds with nonzero input \( b_i \), analogous to Figure 9.5.

For model (9.5),(9.20), define agent \( i \) to be strongly opinionated when its attention is close to its upper saturation value, i.e., \( u_i \simeq \bar{u} \), and weakly opinionated when its attention is close to its lower saturation value, i.e., \( u_i \simeq u \). What we refer to as tunable sensitivity of opinion formation to input \( b_i \) can then be understood by comparing the plots of Figure 9.7, where the opinion trajectory for agent \( i \) is plotted on the left for \( b_i = 0.5 \) and on the right for \( b_i = 1 \). For the given parameters and \( b_i = 0.5 \), the nullclines intersect at three points in the positive half-plane. For unopinionated initial conditions, the opinion state is attracted to the point corresponding to a weakly opinionated equilibrium: agent \( i \) rejects the input \( b_i = 0.5 \) and does not form a strong opinion. For the same parameters and \( b_i = 1 \), the nullclines intersect at only one point, corresponding to a strongly opinionated equilibrium. Thus, for the same initial conditions, agent \( i \) accepts the input \( b_i = 1 \) and forms a strong opinion. The implicit sensitivity threshold\(^3\) that distinguishes rejected from accepted inputs can be tuned by using parameters \( n, y_{th} \) in (9.19). Changing their value changes the shape of the \( u_i \)-nullcline and thereby varies how strong of an input \( b_i \) is required to reduce the number of nullcline intersections from three to one, as in Figure 9.7.

\(^3\)Quantifying the exact relationship between the design parameters in the saturation function (9.19) and the implicit thresholds described in this section is a straightforward but lengthy calculation, which involves taking implicit derivatives of the equilibria of the coupled system with respect to the design parameters. Due to space constraints we leave out this analysis here.
the sequence of plots in the top and bottom halves of Figure 9.8. The plots on the left show agent 
forming a strong opinion in the direction of the input \( b_i = 1 \). The plots on the right show what
happens to agent \( i \)'s opinion when the input switches to \( b_i = -1 \), i.e., an input that is in opposition
to the original input. In the top sequence, when \( \bar{u} = 1 \), agent \( i \) accepts the change of input and
forms a strong opinion in the direction of the new input. In the bottom sequence, when \( \bar{u} = 2.5 \),
agent \( i \) rejects the change of input and retains a strong opinion in the direction of the original input.
The implicit robustness threshold that distinguishes rejected from accepted changes in input can be
tuned by design parameter \( \bar{u} \).

9.5.3 Opinion Cascades with Tunable Distributed Sensitivity

The following corollary shows that our feedback attention dynamics create a distributed threshold for
the opinion dynamics below which the agents remain weakly opinionated and above which agents
converge to a strongly opinionated equilibrium. The transition from a weakly opinionated to a
strongly opinionated equilibrium in response to inputs is called an opinion cascade. The threshold
is defined in terms of the inner product of the vector of inputs \( b \) and suitable eigenvectors of the
opinion network adjacency matrix. In other words, the threshold is distributed across the agents
and the spectral properties of the adjacency matrix determine highly sensitive and weakly sensitive
directions in the input vector space. As in Section 9.5.2 for single agents, the threshold can be tuned
with parameters of the attention dynamics.

In the following theorem, we let \( \lambda_{\text{max}}, w_{\text{max}} \) and \( \lambda_{\text{min}}, w_{\text{min}} \) satisfy the assumptions of Corol-
lary 9.4.7.\(^4\)

\(^4\)The proof of Theorem 9.5.1 follows from [21, Theorem V.3] and from geometric arguments based on implicit
Figure 9.8: Robustness of opinion formation to changes in input. \((u_i, x_i)\)-phase plane and trajectories of (9.5),(9.20); \(n = 2, y_{th} = 0.4, \alpha_i = 2, \beta_i = -1, \gamma_{ik} = \delta_{ik} = 0, d_i = 1, \tau_u = 1, \bar{u} = 0\). (Left) Input is \(b_i = 1\), initial state \((u_i(0), x_i(0)) = (0, 0)\) is a blue circle, and final state is a cyan diamond. (Right) Input changes to \(b_i = -1\), initial state is final state on left and final state is yellow square. Top: \(\bar{u} = 1\), and agent changes opinion in direction of new input. Bottom: \(\bar{u} = 2.5\), and agent retains opinion in original direction. Nullclines, streamlines, and time are drawn as in Figure 9.7.
Figure 9.9: Opinion cascades with opinion and attention dynamics defined in Theorem 9.5.1. For $t < 20$, $b = (-0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05)$ for all three simulations. At $t = 20$ the input to agent 5 (indicated by the arrow) increases to $b_5 = 0.25$, which triggers an opinion cascade on the network. Plots show opinion and attention trajectories of the agents with agent 5 in orange. Network diagrams on the right show the opinion strength of each agent at $t = 60$ of the simulation. (a) Agreement cascade with $\gamma = 1$; the network chooses the positive option following the informed agent. (b) Disagreement cascade with $\gamma = -1$; agents’ opinions on the network disperse following the sign structure of $v_{min}$. (c) Agents are coupled through the attention dynamics only (i.e. $\gamma = 0$); opinion cascade causes each agent to amplify its small input and commit to a strong opinion. Other parameters: $\alpha = 2$, $n = 3$, $y_{th} = 0.1$, $\tau_a = 5$, $d = 1$, $\bar{u} = u^* + 0.3$, $\underline{u} = u^* - 0.3$, $u_i(0) = u$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. $x(0)$ generated randomly from a uniform distribution between $-0.2$ and $0.2$; the same initial condition was used for all three simulations.

Theorem 9.5.1. Consider the coupled system (9.6),(9.18) with $d_i = d\alpha_i = \alpha$, and $\gamma_{ik} = \gamma a_{ik}$, where $A = [a_{ik}]$ is a symmetric and irreducible adjacency matrix. Let $u_c = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda_{max}}$, $w_c = w_{max}$ if $\gamma > 0$ and $u_c = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda_{min}}$, $w_c = w_{min}$ if $\gamma < 0$. There exists $\varepsilon > 0$ such that for $u_c > \underline{u}$, $y_{th} < \varepsilon$, and $n$ sufficiently large, the following generically hold. There exists $p = p(y_{th}) > 0$ satisfying $\frac{dp}{dy_{th}} > 0$ such that, for $|\langle w_c, b \rangle| < p$, model (9.6),(9.18) possesses a weakly opinionated locally exponentially stable equilibrium. This equilibrium loses stability in a saddle-node bifurcation for $|\langle w_c, b \rangle| = p$. No weakly opinionated equilibria exist for $|\langle w_c, b \rangle| > p$ and all trajectories converge to a strongly opinionated agreement (disagreement) equilibrium for $\gamma > 0$ ($\gamma < 0$). For $\gamma = 0$, with $\alpha > 0$, the strongly opinionated equilibrium $(x^*, u^*)$ satisfies $\text{sign}(x^*_i) = \text{sign}(b_i)$.

Figure 9.9 illustrates the predictions of Theorem 9.5.1. It shows that the arrival of a suprathreshold input at $t = 20$ triggers an opinion cascade. Independently of the entries of the input vector $b$, differentiation, similarly to the single-agent case of Section 9.5.2. It is omitted for space constraints.
the cascade goes to a strongly opinionated agreement equilibrium for $\gamma > 0$ (Figure 9.9a) and to a strongly opinionated disagreement equilibrium for $\gamma < 0$ (Figure 9.9b). Conversely, for $\gamma = 0$, the pattern of opinions at the strongly opinionated equilibrium is determined by the sign of the entries of the input vector. Figure 9.10 makes these observations more quantitative by showing the cascade threshold predicted by Theorem 9.5.1 as a joint function of the norm of the input vector and of the cosine of the angle between the input vector and the relevant eigenvector of the adjacency matrix. As predicted by the theorem, when the input vector is misaligned with respect to the adjacency matrix eigenvector, large-magnitude inputs are necessary to robustly trigger an opinion cascade. Conversely, as the two vectors align, an opinion cascade can be triggered with much smaller inputs.

9.5.4 Dynamics on weights: agreement-disagreement transitions

We illustrate how feedback dynamics of social influence weights in the two-option opinion dynamics (9.5) can be used to facilitate transitions between agreement and disagreement on the network. Suppose agents comprise two clusters of size $N_1$ and $N_2$ with index sets $\mathcal{I}_1$ and $\mathcal{I}_2$. Let $b_i = b_p$ for $i \in \mathcal{I}_p$ and $\hat{x}_p = \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_p} x_i$, where $p \in \{1, 2\}$. We define intra-cluster coupling as $\alpha_i = \gamma_{ik} = \alpha/N_p > 0$ and $\beta_i = \delta_{ik} = \beta/N_p < 0$, $l \neq j$, $p = 1, 2$, $d_i = d$ for all $i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p$, and agent attention dynamics by (9.20) with $\bar{a}_{ik} = 1$ for all $i, k$.

The influence network between the clusters is dynamic. Let $\gamma_{ik}(t) = \gamma_i(t)/N_s$, $\delta_{ik}(t) = \delta_i(t)/N_s$
Figure 9.11: (a) Transient opinion trajectories settling to the clustered attractive manifold from random initial conditions in a simulation; (b) Full simulation. Top: opinion trajectories; Bottom: parameter trajectories. Seven agents form two clusters of sizes $N_1 = 3$ (dashed-line opinion trajectories), $N_2 = 4$ (solid-line opinion trajectories). $d = 1$, $\alpha = 1$, $\beta = -1$, $b_1 = 0.5$, $b_2 = -0.5$, $\tau_\gamma = 10$, $\tau_\delta = \tau_\delta = 100$, $\gamma_f = 2$, $\delta_f = 1$, $y = 2$, $g_1 = g_1 = 10$, $y_m = 1.5$. $x_i(0)$ are drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 2)$, $u_i(0)$ from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.3)$, $\gamma_i(0)$ from $\mathcal{N}(-3, 0.3)$, and $\delta_i(0)$ from $\mathcal{N}(1, 0.3)$. $d_i$, $\alpha_i$, $\beta_i$, $b_i$ have additive perturbations drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.1)$ independently for each agent $i$. For $t < 300$, $\sigma = 1$ and for $t \geq 300$, $\sigma = -1$.

if $i \in I_p, k \in I_s, s \neq p$. Define feedback dynamics for inter-cluster coupling as

$$
\tau_\gamma \dot{\gamma}_i = -\gamma_i + \sigma S_\gamma(\hat{x}_1 \hat{x}_2) \tag{9.21a}
$$

$$
\tau_\delta \dot{\delta}_i = -\delta_i - \sigma S_\delta(\hat{x}_1 \hat{x}_2) \tag{9.21b}
$$

where $\sigma \in \{1, -1\}$, $\tau_\gamma, \tau_\delta > 0$ are time scales, $S_\gamma(y) = \gamma_f \tanh(g_\gamma y)$, $S_\delta(y) = \delta_f \tanh(g_\delta y)$, and $\gamma_f, \delta_f, g_\gamma, g_\delta > 0$.

The sign of design parameter $\sigma$ in (9.21) determines whether the system tends towards agreement or disagreement, and switching the sign can reliably trigger a transition between agreement and disagreement. Figure 9.11 illustrates the opinion formation of 7 agents that form two clusters, one with 3 agents and the other with 4 agents. One cluster has input favoring option 1 and the second favoring option 2. Initially, $\gamma - \delta < 0$ on average and the clusters evolve to a dissensus state\(^5\) which is informed by the agents’ inputs. However, because $\sigma = 1$, the two clusters eventually evolve towards a consensus state once $\gamma - \delta > 0$ despite the inputs favoring disagreement. At time $t = 300$, $\sigma$ switches sign to $\sigma = -1$ and the two clusters evolve back towards a clustered dissensus state once $\gamma - \delta < 0$.

\(^5\)Equilibria differ slightly from clustered consensus/dissensus due to parameter perturbations, simulated to illustrate robustness to uncertainty.
9.6 Final Remarks

Our opinion dynamics provide a new modeling framework for studying a variety of phenomena in which opinion formation is the governing behavior. In contrast to previous models, our approach focuses on the intrinsic nonlinear nature of opinion exchanges and thus on bifurcations as the key mechanism for analyzing and controlling opinion formation. Our model exhibits the flexibility, adaptability and robustness of natural opinion-forming systems, including deadlock-breaking and tunable sensitivity to changing inputs. A special instance of our model was motivated by modeling decision making in honeybee communities [87]. The analytical tractability of our model makes it possible to tackle its rich dynamical behavior constructively. This has allowed us to make novel predictions about the role of the opinion network structure in determining the emerging patterns of opinion formations and the sensitivity of the network to exogenous inputs, as well as to design adaptive feedback control laws for the model parameters.

The applicability of our model to real-world problems has recently been confirmed by our recent contributions in sociopolitical problems [120], the design of task-allocation algorithms in robot swarms [67], cognitive control [143], and game theory [158]. Other possible applications include decision making in biological and artificial neural networks, epidemiology and disease spread, and decision making in groups, from humans and robots to bacteria and animals on the move.
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9.7 Appendix

9.7.1 Extension to Heterogeneous Inter-option Coupling

In future applications of the opinion dynamics model (9.3) it may be useful to consider scenarios in which there is a heterogeneous level of influence between different options, i.e., in addition to the inter-agent interaction network there is an inter-option interaction network. Thus, we introduce the adjacency tensor with entries $A_{ik}^{jl}$ that capture the weight of influence agent $k$’s opinion on option $l$
for all $t > 0$.

Theorem 9.7.2. Let $A$ be a compact subset of $\mathbb{R}$. There exists $R > 0$ such that, for all $t > 0$, the sets $V(t) = \{ \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} z_{ij} < R \}$ are bounded for all time $t > 0$.

Proof. By boundedness of $S_p(\cdot)$, there exists $\tilde{R} > 0$ such that, for all $u, \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, b, Z \in U$, $F_{ij}(Z) = -d_i z_{ij} + C_{ij}(Z)$, with $|C_{ij}(Z)| \leq \tilde{R}$. For all $Z \in V$, it holds that

$$\frac{d}{dt} \frac{1}{2} \|Z\|^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} z_{ij} \dot{z}_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} z_{ij} \left( -d_i z_{ij} + C_{ij}(Z) + \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} (d_i \dot{z}_{il} - C_{il}(Z)) \right)$$

$$\leq Z^T D Z + \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} z_{ij} \left( C_{ij}(Z) - \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} C_{il}(Z) \right) \leq Z^T D Z + N_o N_a \tilde{R} \|Z\|$$

where we have used $\sum_{j=1}^{N_o} z_{ij} = 0$ for all $i$. We compute

$$Z^T D Z = \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} \left( -d_i z_{ij}^2 \right) + \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \sum_{l=1}^{N_o} d_i z_{il} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} z_{ij} \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_o} \sum_{j=1}^{N_o} -d_i z_{ij}^2 \leq - \min_i \{ d_i \} \|Z\|^2.$$
Then, for all $\|Z\| \geq \frac{N_a N_o \hat{R}}{\min \{d_i \}}$, it follows that $\frac{d}{dt} \frac{1}{2} \|Z\|^2 \leq -\|Z\| \left( \min_i \{d_i\} \|Z\| - N_a N_o \hat{R} \right) \leq 0$. The result follows by [109, Theorem 4.18].

These results connect the opinion vector $Z_i \in 1_{N_a}$ to a simple vector $y_i = (y_{i1}, \ldots, y_{iN_o})$, where $y_{ij} \geq 0$ for all $i, j$ and $y_{i1} + \cdots + y_{iN_o} = r, r > 0$, i.e. $y_i \in \Delta$ where $\Delta$ is a $(N_o - 1)$-dimensional simplex. Let $V = \Delta \times \cdots \times \Delta$.

**Corollary 9.7.3. Mapping to the Simplex Product $V$.** Given a bounded set $\bar{U} \subset \mathbb{R}$, assume $u_i, d_i, \alpha_i, \gamma_{ik}, \beta_i, \delta_{ik}, b_{ij} \in \bar{U}$, $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$, $j, l = 1, \ldots, N_o$. Then, the vector field of (9.3) can be mapped from the forward invariant region $\mathcal{V} \cap \{ |z_{ij}| \leq R, i = 1, \ldots, N_a, j = 1, \ldots, N_o \}$ to the product of simplex $\mathcal{V}$ by the affine change of coordinates $L : \mathcal{V} \cap \{ |z_{ij}| \leq R, i = 1, \ldots, N_a, j = 1, \ldots, N_o \} \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$, $Z \mapsto \frac{1}{N_o \hat{R}} Z + \frac{1}{N_o}$, $r > 0$.

The simplex product space $\mathcal{V}$ is often associated with models of opinion dynamics, e.g., in [105, 128, 186]. Under the mapping proposed in Corollary 9.7.3 or any other bijective mapping to the simplex product space (e.g. using the standard softmax function), the system state $y = (y_1, \ldots, y_{N_a}) \in \mathcal{V}$ can be interpreted as the absolute opinions of agents that have equal voting capacity in the collective decision [68], or as probabilities of choosing a particular option [158].

### 9.7.3 Proof of Theorem 9.3.5

Opinion dynamics (9.3) of agent $i \in \mathcal{I}_p$ are defined by

$$F_{ij}(Z) = -d_p z_{ij} + b_{pj} +$$

$$u_p(S_1(\hat{\alpha}_p z_{ij} + \hat{\alpha}_p \sum_{k \in \mathcal{I}_p \setminus \{i\}} z_{kj} + \sum_{s \neq p}^{N_p} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{I}_s} \hat{\gamma}_{ps} z_{kj}) +$$

$$\sum_{l \neq i}^{N_o} S_2(\hat{\beta}_p z_{il} + \hat{\beta}_p \sum_{k \in \mathcal{I}_p \setminus \{i\}} z_{kl} + \sum_{s \neq p}^{N_p} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{I}_s} \hat{\delta}_{ps} z_{kl}))

Let $V_T(Z) = \sum_{p=1}^{N_p} V_p(Z)$, $V_p(Z) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p} \sum_{j=1}^{N_v} (z_{ij} - z_{kj})^2$. Let $F_{ij}(Z) = -d_i z_{ij} + C_{ij}(Z)$. Then $V_p(Z) = \sum_{i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p} d_p (Z_i - Z_k)^T (Z_i - Z_k) + \sum_{i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p} \sum_{j=1}^{N_v} (z_{ij} - z_{kj}) (C_{ij}(Z) - C_{kj}(Z)) - \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{i, k \in \mathcal{I}_p} \sum_{j=1}^{N_v} (z_{ij} - z_{kj}) (C_{il}(Z) - C_{kl}(Z)).$ The last term is zero because $\sum_{j=1}^{N_v} z_{ij} = 0$ on $V$. By the Mean Value Theorem, we can write $C_{ij}(Z) - C_{kj}(Z)$ in the second term as $u_p \left( \kappa_1(\hat{\alpha}_p - \hat{\alpha}_p) - \kappa_2(\hat{\beta}_p - \hat{\beta}_p) \right) (z_{ij} - z_{kj})^2$, where $\kappa_1 \in K_1$ and $\kappa_2 \in K_2$. Then we find that $V_p(Z) \leq \sup_{\kappa_1 \in K_1, \kappa_2 \in K_2} \left\{ -d_p + u_p \kappa_1(\hat{\alpha}_p - \hat{\alpha}_p) + u_p \kappa_2(\hat{\beta}_p - \hat{\beta}_p) \right\} 2V_p(Z)$. When (9.7) is satisfied, by LaSalle's invariance principle [109, Theorem 4.4] every trajectory of (9.3) converges asymptotically in time to $\mathcal{E}$, the largest invariant set of $V_T(Z) = 0$. Let $\dot{z}_{pj} = z_{ij}$ for any $i \in \mathcal{I}_p$. The dynamics
(9.23) on $\mathcal{E}$ reduce to (9.3) with $N_s = N_c$ and weights (9.9).

**Remark 9.7.4.** This proof could be carried out using a group-theoretic approach outlined in [188], which would guarantee local stability of the clustered manifold. The Lyapunov function approach presented here provides a global stability guarantee.

### 9.7.4 Proof of Theorem 9.4.2

$J = ((-d + u(\alpha - \beta)) I_{N_s} + u(\Gamma - \Delta)) \otimes P_0$, with eigenvalues $\xi, \lambda$, for $\xi$ an eigenvalue of $(-d + u(\alpha - \beta)) I_{N_s} + u(\Gamma - \Delta)$ and $\lambda$ an eigenvalue of $P_0$ restricted to $V$. So $\lambda = 1$ and $\xi = -d + u(\alpha - \beta) + u\lambda$, $i = 1, \ldots, N_s$, an eigenvalue of $\Gamma - \Delta$. Thus, whenever $\alpha - \beta + \lambda > 0$, all eigenvalues of $J$ are negative for $u < u^*$, zero is an eigenvalue of $J$ for $u = u^*$ (with multiplicity $(N_o - 1)N_s$, where $N_s$ is the multiplicity of $\lambda$), and there exist positive eigenvalues for $u > u^*$. The form of the eigenvectors of $J$ corresponding to its zero eigenvalue for $u = u^*$ follows since the eigenvectors of the Kronecker product of matrices is the Kronecker product of the eigenvectors. For simple $\lambda$, the statement follows from the Equivariant Branching Lemma [83, Section 1.4].

### 9.7.5 Proof of Proposition 9.4.9

The proof of (1) follows analogously to that of [68, Theorem 2.5] with the additional coefficient $d_i$ on the linear terms.

To prove (2), it is sufficient to show equivariance of the dynamics under the action of generators of $S_{N_i} \times D_{N_i}$. Element $\sigma \in S_{N_i}$ acts on $V$ by permuting the elements of each agent’s opinion $Z_i$. Generators of $S_{N_i}$ are $N_i$ transpositions $\sigma_j$ where each $\sigma_j$ swaps adjacent elements $j$ and $j + 1$ (or $N_o$ and 1 when $j = N_o$). Let $F_i(Z) = (F_{i1}(Z), \ldots, F_{iN_s}(Z))$ and observe that $\sigma_j F_i(Z) = (F_{i1}(Z), \ldots, F_{i(j+1)}(Z), F_{ij}(Z), \ldots, F_{iN_s}(Z))$. Computing $F_i(\sigma_j Z)$, only $F_{ij}$ and $F_{i(j+1)}$ are changed, with $F_{ij}(\sigma_j Z) = -dz_{i(j+1)} + u(S_1(\alpha z_{i(j+1)} + \gamma z_{(i-1)(j+1)}) + \gamma z_{(i+1)(j+1)}) + \hat{b}$. Thus, $\sigma_j F_i(Z) = F_i(\sigma_j Z) \forall j = 1, \ldots, N_o$.

Generators of $D_{N_i}$ are the reflection element $\rho_1$ which reverses the order of elements in $Z$, and a rotation $\rho_2$ which cycles forward the vector by one element, mapping each element $i$ to $i+1$ (and $N_a$ to 1). Let $F(Z) = (F_1(Z), \ldots, F_{N_a}(Z))$ and observe that $\rho_1 F(Z) = (F_{N_a}(Z), F_{N_a-1}(Z), \ldots, F_2(Z), F_1(Z))$ and $\rho_2 F(Z) = (F_{N_a}(Z), F_1(Z), F_2(Z), \ldots, F_{N_a-1}(Z))$. For compactness we leave out the full expression for $F_{ij}(\rho_i Z)$. 
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Chapter 10

Patterns of Nonlinear Opinion Formation on Networks

ANASTASIA BIZYAeva, AYANNA MATTHEWS, ALESSIO FRancI, AND NAoMI EHRICh LEONARD

When communicating agents form opinions about a set of possible options, agreement and disagreement are both possible outcomes. Depending on the context, either can be desirable or undesirable. We show that for nonlinear opinion dynamics on networks, and a variety of network structures, the spectral properties of the underlying adjacency matrix fully characterize the occurrence of either agreement or disagreement. We further show how the corresponding eigenvector centrality, as well as any symmetry in the network, informs the resulting patterns of opinion formation and agent sensitivity to input that triggers opinion cascades.

10.1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems that perform distributed control tasks in uncertain or dynamic contexts benefit when agents use network communications to form and change opinions about context-dependent options. For example, network communications can help autonomous multi-robot teams make better navigational choices among alternative routes or better allocation choices among alternative tasks. Mathematical models of opinion dynamics over networks are often used to bring a group to a desired opinion configuration. In a task-allocation context, agreement is not necessarily the only desirable opinion configuration, as sometimes agents are better off exploring different routes or doing different
A general model of opinion dynamics for distributed agents on a network was recently introduced in [19, 68]. In this multi-agent multi-option model, real-valued opinions evolve in continuous time according to a nonlinear update rule that saturates network exchanges. A key feature of the model is the emergence of consensus and dissensus as equilibrium opinion configurations, even when agents are homogeneous, receive no input, and communicate over an all-to-all network. The emergence of consensus and dissensus depends on a small number of parameters that distinguish the interactions between agents as cooperative or competitive.

In [19] the behavior of the general model is examined with particular attention to all-to-all and vertex-transitive cycle network topologies. The work identifies parameter regimes that correspond to consensus and dissensus (a heterogeneous opinion configuration with neutral average opinion). In the present paper we take first steps to analyze opinion formation on other classes of networks. We consider opinion formation for two options and homogeneous agents that communicate over networks that include $K$-regular, bipartite, and strongly connected directed graphs. We examine how network structure influences the group outcome of the opinion formation process, and we prove that, generically, agreement and disagreement arise on these networks. We show that the parameter regimes associated with consensus and dissensus for complete graphs in [19] correspond precisely to agreement and disagreement regimes for more general networks.

The engineering literature on distributed opinion dynamics typically associates formation of opinions in continuous time to the spectral properties of the Laplacian matrix of the network graph. In linear consensus protocols, the governing equations take on the structure of the graph Laplacian, and consensus is achieved as opinions converge to its kernel [153]. Analogous distributed Laplacian schemes are considered with antagonistic (signed) interconnections in, e.g., [5, 127, 184]. When graphs are structurally balanced, i.e., when the signed graph Laplacian has a zero eigenvalue [5], such schemes give rise to clustered disagreement on the network. A nonlinear model of distributed consensus formation with saturated network interactions studied in [1, 61, 62, 70, 87] also relies on Laplacian-like structure of the governing equations, with each agent weighting its opinion state based on its in-degree on the network graph. Linearization of this model about the unopinionated state yields linear Laplacian consensus dynamics.

We study opinion dynamics of homogeneous agents with governing equations that do not necessarily have a Laplacian structure. We show how spectral properties of the adjacency matrix of the underlying graph, rather than those of its Laplacian, play a key role in characterizing the opinion formation process. In [61] the spectral properties of the adjacency matrix are tied to a necessary and
sufficient condition for existence of multi-stable consensus equilibria. However, unlike our model, the model in [61] relies on a Laplacian structure, and so the dynamics do not inherit the full symmetry properties of the network graph. For our model, we show that the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix determine if nonzero opinions form, and the associated eigenspaces select the sign and relative magnitude of resultant opinions on the network. With the addition of dynamics on an attention parameter, the eigenvectors also determine which agents in the group are maximally sensitive to inputs. We illustrate how this can be used to trigger opinion cascades.

In Section 10.2 we present the opinion dynamics model of [19] on a network in the case of homogeneous agents and two options. In Section 10.3 we prove that agreement and disagreement equilibria, of which consensus and dissensus are special cases, arise on networks as bifurcations from an unopinionated equilibrium. We prove relationships between the magnitude of an agent’s equilibrium opinion and its centrality on the network in Sections 10.4, and to the symmetry properties of the network graph in Section 10.5. In Section 10.6 we introduce attention feedback dynamics and demonstrate how the group’s sensitivity to input relates to the adjacency eigenvectors. We conclude in Section 10.7.

10.2 Opinion Dynamics Model

We study a nonlinear model of \( N_a \) homogeneous agents forming opinions about two options, a specialization of the general heterogeneous multi-agent, multi-option, model introduced in [19, 68]. The opinion of each agent \( i \) is captured by a real-valued variable \( x_i \in \mathbb{R} \). When \( x_i = 0 \) agent \( i \) has a neutral opinion, and when \( x_i > 0 \) (\(<0\)) agent \( i \) favors option A (option B). A greater magnitude \(|x_i|\) corresponds to a stronger commitment of agent \( i \) to one of the options. We define a threshold \( \vartheta > 0 \) to formalize what is meant by “close”; the value of \( \vartheta \) can be chosen for purposes of interpretation. We call an agent opinionated when \(|x_i| > \vartheta > 0\), and unopinionated otherwise.

The directed graph \( \tilde{G} = (V, \tilde{E}) \) encodes which agents can communicate with which other agents. The set of vertices \( V = \{1, \ldots, N_a\} \) represents the set of \( N_a \) agents, and edges \( \tilde{E} \subseteq V \times V \) represent interactions between agents. If edge \( \tilde{e}_{ik} \in \tilde{E} \), then agent \( k \) is a neighbor of agent \( i \). When inter-agent communication is bidirectional, \( G \) is undirected: if \( \tilde{e}_{ik} \in \tilde{E} \), then \( \tilde{e}_{ki} \in \tilde{E} \). The graph adjacency matrix \( \tilde{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a \times N_a} \) encodes interaction weights with element \( \tilde{a}_{ik} \neq 0 \) if and only if \( \tilde{e}_{ik} \in \tilde{E} \). The sign of inter-agent weights determines whether agents are cooperative (\( \tilde{a}_{ik} > 0 \)) or competitive (\( \tilde{a}_{ik} < 0 \)). In this paper we specialize \( \tilde{a}_{ik} \in \{0,1\} \).

Let \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \) be the opinion state of the group. When \( \mathbf{x} = \mathbf{0} \), the group is in the
neutral state. When all agents are unopinionated, the group is in an unopinionated state. A pair of opinionated agents \(i, k\) agree if both share the same qualitative opinion state, i.e., \(\text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k)\). When all agents agree, the group is an agreement state. The consensus state is a special type of agreement state in which opinions are close in value, i.e. \(|x_i - x_k| < \theta\) for all \(i, k \in V\). A pair of opinionated agents disagrees if each has a different qualitative opinion state. If at least one pair of agents disagrees, then the group is in a disagreement state. The dissensus state is a special type of disagreement state in which individual agents may be opinionated but the group is unopinionated on average, i.e., \(\sum_{i=1}^{N_A} x_i < \theta N_a\).

Each agent’s opinion is updated in continuous time as a function of three key terms: a linear damping term, a nonlinear network interaction term that includes self-reinforcement, and an additive input term:

\[
\dot{x}_i = -d x_i + u_i S\left(\alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{N_a} \bar{a}_{ik} x_k\right) + b_i := h_i(x). \tag{10.1}
\]

\(S: \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) is an odd saturating function satisfying \(S(0) = 0, S'(0) = 1, \text{sign}(S''(z)) = -\text{sign}(z)\). The saturation function is applied to the sum of two terms. The first is a self-reinforcement term with weight \(\alpha \geq 0\). The second is the sum of opinions of agent \(i\)’s neighbors with weight \(\gamma \in \mathbb{R}\). That the network interactions are saturated using \(S\) in (10.1) means the opinion dynamics of agent \(i\) are proportionally sensitive to changes in these interactions when the corresponding opinion magnitudes are small, but that the influence of these interactions levels off when the corresponding opinion magnitudes become large. In all simulations we let \(S = \tanh\); however the results hold qualitatively for more general sigmoidal functions. For the general model, motivation, and relation to the broader literature see [19, 68].

The parameter \(d > 0\) is the damping coefficient. In the absence of network interactions, agent \(i\)’s opinion \(x_i\) will converge exponentially to \(b_i/d\) at a rate determined by \(d\). The control parameter \(u_i > 0\) is the attention of agent \(i\) to network interactions. Attention \(u_i\) governs the influence of the saturated network interactions, relative to damping, on the opinion dynamics of agent \(i\). When \(u_i\) is above a critical threshold that grows with \(d\), the magnitude of \(x_i\) grows nonlinearly to a value much larger than \(b_i/d\). Attention \(u_i\) can be fixed, time-varying, or defined to evolve according to state-dependent (closed-loop) dynamics. The input \(b_i \in \mathbb{R}\) is an external signal or internal bias that stimulates an agent in favor of option A (option B) when \(b_i > 0 \ (< 0)\). For most of this paper we focus on the zero-input case: \(b_i = 0\) for all \(i\). We consider nonzero input in Section 10.6.

Let \(W(\lambda_i)\) be the generalized eigenspace of \(\tilde{A}\) relative to its eigenvalue \(\lambda_i\). Let \(\lambda_{\max}\) and \(\lambda_{\min}\)
be the eigenvalues of \( \tilde{A} \) with largest and smallest real parts. In the following lemma we state several useful properties of \( \lambda_{\text{min}}, \lambda_{\text{max}} \), and their associated eigenspaces.

**Lemma 10.2.1.**  

**A.** When \( \tilde{G} \) is strongly connected (directed), \( \lambda_{\text{max}} > 0 \) is real with multiplicity 1, and for any nonzero vector \( v = (v_1, \ldots, v_{N_a}) \in W(\lambda_{\text{max}}) \), \( v_i \neq 0 \) and \( \text{sign}(v_i) = \text{sign}(v_k) \) for all \( i, k \in V \);  

**B.** When \( \tilde{G} \) is connected (undirected), \( \lambda_{\text{min}} < 0 \) is real and for any nonzero vector \( w = (w_1, \ldots, w_{N_a}) \in W(\lambda_{\text{min}}) \), \( \text{sign}(v_i) = -\text{sign}(v_k) \) for at least one pair of \( i, k \in V \).

**Proof.** Observe that \( \text{tr} \tilde{A} = 0 \) so \( \text{Re}(\lambda_{\text{min}}) < 0 \). When \( \tilde{G} \) is undirected, \( \tilde{A} \) is symmetric and \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \) is real. Further, \( \tilde{A} \) is a nonnegative matrix. Parts A and B follow from the Perron-Frobenius Theorem [57, Theorem 11]. \( \square \)

### 10.3 Agreement and Disagreement

In this section we study opinion dynamics (10.1) with static \( u_i := u \geq 0 \) for all \( i \in V \) and show how cooperative agents \( (\gamma > 0) \) give rise to agreement, whereas competitive agents \( (\gamma < 0) \) give rise to disagreement. In the following theorem, we expand upon the result in [19, Theorem IV.1] for two-option networks, and describe the steady-state solutions that arise from (10.1) in different parameter regimes.

**Theorem 10.3.1.** The following hold true for (10.1) with \( u_i := u \geq 0 \) and \( b_i = 0 \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N_a \):

**A. Cooperation leads to agreement:** Let \( \tilde{G} \) be a strongly connected directed graph. If \( \gamma > 0 \), the neutral state \( x = 0 \) is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for \( 0 < u < u_a \) and unstable for \( u > u_a \), with

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_a &= \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_{\text{max}}}. 
\end{align*}
\]

At \( u = u_a \), branches of agreement equilibria, \( x_i \neq 0 \), \( \text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k) \) for all \( i, k \in V \), emerge in a steady-state bifurcation off of \( x = 0 \) along \( W(\lambda_{\text{max}}) \);

**B. Competition leads to disagreement:** Let \( \tilde{G} \) be a connected undirected graph. If \( \gamma < 0 \) the neutral state \( x = 0 \) is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for \( 0 < u < u_d \) and unstable for \( u > u_d \), with

\[
\begin{align*}
  u_d &= \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_{\text{min}}}. 
\end{align*}
\]

At \( u = u_d \), branches of disagreement equilibria, \( \text{sign}(x_i) = -\text{sign}(x_k) \) for at least one pair \( i, k \in V \),
Figure 10.1: Steady-state patterns of agreement with $\gamma = 1.3$ (left) and disagreement with $\gamma = -1.3$ (right) from simulation of opinion dynamics (10.1) for four undirected graph types. Node color represents opinion $x_i$ at $t = 500$. All nodes have $b_i = 0$ and randomized initial opinions drawn from $U(-1,1)$. Parameters: $d = 1$, $\alpha = 1.2$, $u = 0.31$ for path and cycle, $u = 0.26$ for star and wheel.

\[ i \neq k, \text{ emerge in a steady-state bifurcation off of } x = 0 \text{ along } W(\lambda_{\text{min}}). \]

Proof. The Jacobian of (10.1) evaluated at $x = 0$ is $J(0) = (u\alpha - d)I + u\gamma \bar{A}$, where $I$ is the identity matrix. The eigenvalues of $J(0)$ are $\mu_i = u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_i) - d$ where $\lambda_i$ is an eigenvalue of $\bar{A}$. When $0 \leq u < \min_i \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \text{Re}(\lambda_i)}$, $\text{Re}(\mu_i)$ is negative for all $i \in V$ and $x = 0$ is locally exponentially stable. For values of $u$ above this bound the origin is unstable. When $\gamma > 0$ this bound $u_a$ corresponds to $\lambda_i = \lambda_{\text{max}}$ and is given by (10.2). When $\gamma < 0$ the bound $u_d$ corresponds to $\lambda_i = \lambda_{\text{min}}$ and is given by (10.3). Thus, when $\gamma > 0$ ($\gamma < 0$) a steady-state bifurcation happens at $u = u_a$ ($u = u_d$) along $W(\lambda_{\text{max}})$ ($W(\lambda_{\text{min}})$). The rest follows from Lemma 10.2.1.

Remark 10.3.2. Due to space constraints, we defer to a future publication detailed analysis of stability of the agreement and disagreement equilibria emerging at agreement and disagreement opinion-forming bifurcations. For one-dimensional kernels, we expect these equilibria to be generically stable, as easily verifiable using center-manifold reduction arguments.

A main takeaway of Theorem 10.3.1 is that the spectral properties of $\bar{A}$ inform the opinion formation outcomes on the network. Characterizing the eigenvalues $\lambda_{\text{min}}$, $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ along with their associated eigenspaces $W(\lambda_{\text{min}})$, $W(\lambda_{\text{max}})$ is equivalent to characterizing the primary branches of opinionated steady-state solutions of (10.1) emerging at bifurcations from the neutral state. We use this approach to systematically classify the opinion patterns that arise for various networks with spectral properties that are well known or easily established. For larger and less structured networks these quantities can be easily computed numerically. Figures 10.1 and 10.2 illustrate agreement and disagreement equilibria of (10.1) on a variety of graphs, with $u$ slightly above the bifurcation point.

Network consensus and dissensus are special cases of agreement and disagreement described in Theorem 10.3.1. Let the consensus space be $W_c := \text{span}\{1\}$ and the dissensus space be $W_d := \{x \in \mathbb{R}^V : x_i = 0, i \neq k\}$. A main takeaway of Theorem 10.3.1 is that the spectral properties of $\bar{A}$ inform the opinion formation outcomes on the network.
Figure 10.2: Disagreement patterns on odd cycle (A), 3-regular (B) and randomly generated (C) graphs. Parameters are \( d = 1, \alpha = 0.5, \gamma = -0.5, u = u_d + 0.01 \). All else is as in Fig. 10.1.

\[ R^{N_a} : \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} x_i = 0 \]. Observe that \( W_c \) and \( W_d \) are orthogonal complements in \( R^{N_a} \). Outside a \( \vartheta \)-neighborhood of the origin, the \( \vartheta \)-neighborhood of \( W_c \) is made of consensus solutions, whereas the \( \vartheta \)-neighborhood of \( W_d \) is made of dissensus solutions. We show next that for graphs in which all agents have the same number of neighbors, the agreement and disagreement equilibria of Theorem 10.3.1 correspond to consensus and dissensus.

**Definition 10.3.3.** \( \hat{G} = (\hat{V}, \hat{E}) \) is a \( K \)-regular graph if every vertex \( i \in \hat{V} \) has exactly \( K \) neighbors.

**Lemma 10.3.4.** If \( \bar{G} \) is undirected, connected, and \( K \)-regular, all vectors \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a}) \in W(\lambda_{\min}) \) satisfy \( \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} x_i = 0 \).

**Proof.** Observe that for a connected, \( K \)-regular graph, \( \lambda_{\max} = K \) and \( W(\lambda_{\max}) = W_c \). Because \( \bar{A} \) is symmetric, all its generalized eigenspaces are orthogonal and, thus, \( W(\lambda_{\min}) \subseteq W_d \). The statement of the lemma follows. \( \square \)

**Theorem 10.3.5 (Consensus and Dissensus).** If \( \bar{G} \) is undirected, connected, and \( K \)-regular, the agreement bifurcations at \( u = u_a \) with \( \gamma > 0 \) give rise to consensus solutions \( |x_i - x_k| < \vartheta \) for all \( i, k \in V \), and the disagreement bifurcations at \( u = u_d \) with \( \gamma < 0 \) give rise to dissensus solutions \( |\sum_{i=1}^{N_a} x_i| < \vartheta N_a \).

**Proof.** From Theorem 10.3.1 and Lemma 10.3.4, an opinion-forming bifurcation emerges along the consensus space for \( \gamma > 0 \) and dissensus space for \( \gamma < 0 \). This means that the resulting equilibrium solutions are arbitrarily close to the consensus (dissensus) space as \( u \searrow u_a \) (\( u \searrow u_d \)), where the notation \( \searrow \) signifies approaching in value from above. \( \square \)

Figure 10.1B and Figure 10.2A,B are examples of consensus and dissensus on 2-regular graphs (a cycle with an even and odd number of nodes) and a 3-regular graph.
10.4 Agent Centrality

In this section we examine how equilibrium opinions of agents depend on their location in the graph. We show that at an opinion-forming bifurcation, an agent’s opinion strength is often determined by its relative location in the network as quantified by a suitable centrality measure.

A *centrality measure* ranks how central each node is in a network, i.e., measures its influence over some emergent network property. We recall the definition of a well known network centrality measure originally proposed in [27]:

**Definition 10.4.1** (Eigenvector Centrality). The entries of the normalized positive left eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of $\hat{A}$ for a (directed or undirected) graph $\hat{G}$ provide a centrality measure for the nodes of the graph.

It is shown in [28] that eigenvector centrality, deriving from the adjacency matrix and not the Laplacian, is particularly useful for graphs on which agents with high in-degree have many neighbors of low in-degree, and is related to several other common graph centrality measures. Let $v^c = (v^c_1, \ldots, v^c_{N_a})$ be the centrality eigenvector for $\hat{A}$ from Definition 10.4.1. For undirected graphs, this centrality vector determines the opinion strength of each agent at an agreement equilibrium predicted by Theorem 10.3.1A, i.e., the larger an agent’s centrality, the stronger its opinion at agreement.

**Theorem 10.4.2.** Consider opinion dynamics (10.1) with undirected, connected $\hat{G}$, $u_i := u \geq 0$, $b_i = 0$, and $\alpha > 0$. Agreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ described in Theorem 10.3.1.A satisfy $|x_i| < |x_k|$ if $v^c_i < v^c_k$ and $|x_i| = |x_k|$ if $v^c_i = v^c_k$ for all $i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a$.

**Proof.** Let $v = (v_1, \ldots, v_{N_a})$ be the normalized right $\lambda_{\text{max}}$-eigenvector of $\hat{A}$. By symmetry of $\hat{A}$, $v_i = v^c_i$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$ and the theorem follows from Theorem 10.3.1.A.

We next state an analogous result for disagreement equilibria on a common class of graphs called *bipartite graphs*.

**Definition 10.4.3.** Undirected $\hat{G} = (\hat{V}, \hat{E})$ is a bipartite graph if $\hat{V}$ can be subdivided into disjoint subsets $\hat{V}_1, \hat{V}_2$ such that every edge $\hat{e}_{ik} \in \hat{E}$ connects a vertex in $\hat{V}_1$ to one in $\hat{V}_2$.

In the following, we show that for disagreement on bipartite graphs, an agent’s partition membership determines the sign of its equilibrium opinion and an agent’s centrality in the network determines the strength of its equilibrium opinion.

**Lemma 10.4.4** ($\lambda_{\text{min}}$-Eigenvector of Bipartite Graph). Suppose $\hat{G}$ is a bipartite graph and let $\hat{V}_1, \hat{V}_2$ be the two vertex subsets of $\hat{V}$ from Definition 10.4.3. Let $w = (w_1, \ldots, w_{N_a})$ be the eigenvector
corresponding to \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \) of \( \bar{A} \). Then \( w_i, w_k \neq 0 \) and \( \text{sign}(w_i) = -\text{sign}(w_k) \) for all \( i \in \hat{V}_1 \), \( k \in \hat{V}_2 \). Moreover, \( |w_i| = v^c_i \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N_a \).

Proof. For all bipartite graphs, \( \dim W(\lambda_{\text{min}}) = 1 \). By symmetry of \( \bar{A} \), the \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \)-eigenvector is equal to \( v^c \). The lemma then follows from [190, Theorem 1.2], which states that the terms of the \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \)-eigenvector are equal in magnitude to the terms of the \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \)-eigenvector, with the sign structure reflecting the bipartition. \( \square \)

**Theorem 10.4.5** (Disagreement Opinion Strength Reflects Agent Centrality on Bipartite Graphs). Consider (10.1) with undirected bipartite \( \bar{G} \), \( u_i := u \geq 0 \), \( b_i = 0 \), \( \alpha > 0 \), and \( \gamma < 0 \). Let \( \hat{V}_1, \hat{V}_2 \) be the two subsets of \( V \) from Definition 10.4.3. Disagreement equilibria \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a}) \) described in Theorem 10.3.1.B satisfy \( |x_i| < |x_k| \) if \( v^c_i < v^c_k \) and \( |x_i| = |x_k| \) if \( v^c_i = v^c_k \) for all \( i, k = 1, \ldots, N_a \). Moreover, \( \text{sign}(x_i) = -\text{sign}(x_k) \) for all \( i \in \hat{V}_1 \), \( k \in \hat{V}_2 \).

Proof. This follows by Theorem 10.3.1B and Lemma 10.4.4. \( \square \)

All graphs shown in Figure 10.1 have a simple \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \). Further, the cycle, path, and star are bipartite graphs and the sign distribution of nodes across options reflects their bipartition. Observe that the magnitude of opinions reflects relative centrality on all the shown graphs in both the agreement and disagreement parameter regimes, including the wheel which is not bipartite. This suggests that the \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \)-eigenvector can sometimes be related to a notion of agent centrality even when it does not precisely equal \( v^c \). In contrast, graphs in Figure 10.2 are not bipartite, and graphs \( A, B \) have a two-dimensional \( W(\lambda_{\text{min}}) \). The distribution of disagreement opinions on these graphs is more heterogeneous in magnitude, despite the first two graphs being regular and all agents being equally central. Additional equilibrium distributions of opinions are possible in the disagreement regime.

### 10.5 Graph Symmetry

In this section we relate the patterns of emergent opinions on solution branches described in Theorem 10.3.1 to the symmetry of the underlying graph. We first state several key definitions.

Recall that a **graph automorphism** of \( \bar{G} \) is a permutation of vertices that preserves adjacency (i.e., maps edges to edges and non-edges to non-edges). The **automorphism group** \( \text{Aut}(\bar{G}) := \Gamma \) is the set of all graph automorphisms of \( \bar{G} \). Define the group of permutations of a set of \( n \) symbols \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \) as \( S_n \). Then for graph \( \bar{G} \) with \( N_a \) agent vertices, \( \Gamma \subseteq S_{N_a} \). The graph automorphism
group of $\bar{G}$ can also be interpreted as the group of permutation matrices which commute with its adjacency matrix $\bar{A}$. Each element $\rho \in \Gamma$ can be represented by a permutation matrix $P_{\rho}$ which satisfies $P_{\rho} \bar{A} = \bar{A} P_{\rho}$ [41, Proposition 3.8.1]. We commonly refer to $\rho$ as a symmetry of $\bar{G}$ and $\Gamma$ as its symmetry group.

A connected notion is the equivariance of a dynamical system with respect to a symmetry group. Consider the opinion dynamics (10.1) as a dynamical system $\dot{x} = h(x)$, where the map $h : \mathbb{R}^{n_a} \to \mathbb{R}^{n_a}$ is $h(x) = (h_1(x), \ldots, h_{n_a}(x))$. Let $\Sigma$ be a compact Lie group with elements $\sigma$ that act on $\mathbb{R}^{n_a}$. Then $h$ is $\sigma$-equivariant for some $\sigma \in \Sigma$ if $\sigma h(x) = h(\sigma x)$, and $h$ is $\Sigma$-equivariant if this holds true for all $\sigma \in \Sigma$ [83, Definition 1.7]. In the following theorem we show that the symmetry group of the graph $\bar{G}$ is also a symmetry group of the opinion dynamics (10.1) with zero input.

**Theorem 10.5.1** ($\Gamma$-equivariance). Consider opinion dynamics (10.1) with $b_i = 0$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n_a$. Let $\Gamma$ be the automorphism group of $\bar{G}$. The opinion dynamics are $\Gamma$-equivariant.

**Proof.** Let $\rho$ be an element of $\Gamma$, and define the function $\hat{S} : \mathbb{R}^{n_a} \to \mathbb{R}^{n_a}$ as $(S(y_1), \ldots, S(y_{n_a}))$. Every permutation $\rho$ can be decomposed into a product of transpositions $\rho_{ik}$ that interchange elements in positions $i$ and $k$ of a set. For an arbitrary transposition, it is easy to see that $P_{\rho_{ik}} \hat{S}(y) = \hat{S}(P_{\rho_{ik}} y)$, and by iteratively applying transpositions we see that for all permutations $\rho$, $P_{\rho} \hat{S}(y) = \hat{S}(P_{\rho} y)$. Using this and the definition of graph automorphism we get

$$P_{\rho} h(x) = -dP_{\rho} x + u \hat{S}(P_{\rho} (\alpha I + \gamma \bar{A}) x) = -dP_{\rho} x + u \hat{S}((\alpha I + \gamma \bar{A}) P_{\rho} x) = h(P_{\rho} x).$$

This holds for all $\rho \in \Gamma$, and the theorem follows. $\square$

In the remainder of this section we illustrate how graph symmetry dictates patterns of opinions on the network.

**Definition 10.5.2.** Let $\Gamma$ be the automorphism group of $G$, and $i \in V$ a vertex. An orbit of $i$ is $O_i = \{k \in V \mid k = \rho i \text{ for some } \rho \in \Gamma\}$. The orbits are equivalence classes that partition $V$ through the equivalence relation

$$i \sim k \text{ if } k = \rho i \text{ for some } \rho \in \Gamma. \quad (10.4)$$

**Theorem 10.5.3.** Consider opinion dynamics (10.1) with $u_i := u \geq 0$ and $b_i = 0$ for all $i \in V$. Let $\Gamma$ be the automorphism group of the undirected graph $\bar{G}$, and for any two vertices $i, k \in V$ define the equivalence relation $i \sim k$ as in (10.4).
A. Suppose $\gamma > 0$. For the agreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ from Theorem 10.3.1.A, if $i \sim k$, then $x_i = x_k$.

B. Suppose $\gamma < 0$ and $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ has multiplicity 1. For the disagreement equilibria $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{N_a})$ from Theorem 10.3.1.B, if $i \sim k$, then $|x_i| = |x_k|$.

Proof. In A and B, the solutions $x$ appear along the 1-dimensional subspace $\text{ker } J(0)$. For any $\rho \in \Gamma$ and $v \in \text{ker } J(0)$, $P_\rho v \in \text{ker } J(0)$ [83, Remark 1.25], and $P_\rho v = \pm v$ [41, Lemma 3.8.2]. The only way for this to be true is if for any $i, k \in V$ for which $i \sim k$, $|v_i| = |v_k|$.

All graphs shown in Figure 10.1 have a nontrivial symmetry and a simple $\lambda_{\text{min}}$. The vertices contained in the same orbit under the action of its symmetry have equal magnitude opinion in both agreement and disagreement parameter regimes (e.g. all the vertices of a cycle, the outer vertices of the star and wheel). The randomly generated graph in Figure 10.2C also has a simple $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ but only a trivial symmetry. Each node is its own orbit and the equilibrium opinion magnitude is different at each node. In contrast, both graphs in Figure 10.2A,B have a nontrivial symmetry but the dimension of $W(\lambda_{\text{min}})$ is 2 and the conditions of Theorem 10.5.1 are not met. The disagreement opinion magnitudes on these graphs do not reflect the orbit structure of the graph’s symmetry group.

10.6 Agent Sensitivity and Opinion Cascades

In [19, Section VI] a state feedback law is introduced for the attention parameter $u_i$ in (10.1), which enables the group to become opinionated in response to input $b_i$. Each agent’s attention parameter $u_i$ tracks a saturated norm of the system state observed by agent $i$, with dynamics defined by

$$
\tau_s \dot{u}_i = -u_i + S_u \left( x_i^2 + \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (a_{ik}x_k)^2 \right).
$$

(10.5)

Here, $\tau_s > 0$ is the time scale of the integration and $S_u(y) = u_f(F(g(y - y_m)) - F(-gy_m))$, with $F(x) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-x}}$. Design parameters $g, u_f, y_m > 0$ tune the system response. The positive feedback between opinion strength and attention defined by dynamics (10.5) provides the resulting opinion-attention dynamics with a threshold for the input strength needed to let an originally weakly opinionated ($|x_i| \ll \vartheta$, for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$), weakly attentive ($|u_i| \ll \vartheta$, for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$) network transition to a strongly opinionated ($|x_i| \gg \vartheta$, for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$), strongly attentive ($|u_i| \gg \vartheta$, for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$) state [67].

Such an opinion cascade is illustrated in Figures 10.3 and 10.4 top left. An opinion cascade is
of agreement (disagreement) type if the final opinion configuration is of agreement (disagreement) type.

A rigorous analysis of opinion cascade over networks is the subject of ongoing work based on unfolding theory [82] of agreement and disagreement bifurcations. Here, we illustrate with numerical examples. We show in particular how the spectral properties of the adjacency matrix predict which agents are more likely to trigger a cascade when excited by an input.

We conjecture that the norm of the projection of the vector of inputs $b$ onto the eigenspaces $W(\lambda_{max})$ or $W(\lambda_{min})$, depending on the cooperative or competitive regime, is directly related to whether or not the opinion cascade gets triggered. To illustrate this, in Figures 10.3 and 10.4 we show two examples of a disagreement cascade for graphs with a simple $\lambda_{min}$. In Figure 10.3 the graph is a balanced tree, which is bipartite. Thus, the magnitude of each entry of its $\lambda_{min}$-eigenvector corresponds to the corresponding agent’s relative centrality, as proved in Lemma 10.4.4. When an input is given to the most central agent an opinion cascade gets triggered, whereas when the same input is given to an agent located on an outer leaf, the group remains neutral.

Analogously, in Figure 10.4 a cascade is triggered on a randomly generated network when an input is given to the agent with the largest magnitude entry in the $\lambda_{min}$-eigenvector, and is not triggered when the same input is given to the agent with the smallest entry. The post-cascade pattern of opinions on this network is very close to the pattern for the solution of the zero-input system shown in Figure 10.2C. In this way, the spectral properties of $\bar{A}$ can be used not only to predict the patterns of opinion formation for opinion dynamics (10.1) both with a static $u_i = u$ and coupled with (10.5), but also to inform which agent should receive a control signal or carry a sensor in order to have maximal likelihood of an informed opinion cascade spreading on the network.

10.7 Discussion

We have shown how patterns of nonlinear opinion formation on two-option networks can be studied systematically using spectral properties of the graph adjacency matrix. We proved that agent centrality and symmetry of the underlying graph select the pattern of opinions in agreement and disagreement for a large set of networks. We illustrated how the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix inform sensitivity of individual nodes to input that triggers opinion cascades; proving the influence of distributed input on opinion cascades is the subject of ongoing work. Other future work includes the natural generalization to multi-option networks with opinion dynamics defined in [19].
Figure 10.3: Triggering a cascade on the balanced tree. Input $b_i = 0.4$ for agent marked with arrow; $b_i = 0$ for all other agents. Simulations of (10.1) start from small random initial opinions drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.1)$. Left: time trajectories of the dynamics. Right: final opinion, indicated by color, of simulation at $t = 300$. Parameters: $d = 1$, $\alpha = 1$, $\gamma = -1$, $u_i(0) = 0$ for all $i \in V$, $g = 10$, $y_m = 0.4$, $u_f = 1$, $\tau_s = 10$. Only in the top plots does the model undergo a disagreement opinion cascade, with $\vartheta = 0.5$.

Figure 10.4: Triggering a cascade on a randomly generated graph. Input $b_i = -0.45$ for agent marked with arrow; $b_i = 0$ for all other agents. Simulations of (10.1) start from small random initial opinions drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 0.1)$. Left: time trajectories of the dynamics. Right: final opinion, indicated by color, of simulation at $t = 300$. Parameters: $d = 1$, $\alpha = 0.5$, $\gamma = -0.5$, $u_i(0) = 0$ for all $i \in V$, $g = 10$, $y_m = 0.4$, $u_f = 1$, $\tau_s = 10$. Only in the top plots does the model undergo a disagreement opinion cascade, with $\vartheta = 0.5$. 
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Control of Agreement and Disagreement Cascades with Distributed Inputs

Anastasia Bizyaeva, Timothy Sorochkin, Alessio Franci, and Naomi Ehrich Leonard

For a group of autonomous communicating agents to carry out coordinated objectives, it is paramount that they can distinguish meaningful input from disturbance, and come rapidly and reliably to agreement or disagreement in response to that input. We study how opinion formation cascades through a group of networked decision makers in response to a distributed input signal. Using a nonlinear opinion dynamics model with dynamic feedback modulation of an attention parameter, we prove how the triggering of an opinion cascade and the collective decision itself depend on both the distributed input and node agreement and disagreement centrality indices, determined by the spectral properties of the network graph. Moreover, we show how the attention dynamics introduce an implicit threshold that distinguishes between distributed inputs that trigger cascades and ones that are rejected as disturbance.

11.1 Introduction

Emerging technologies rely on network communications and sensor input to make coherent collective decisions. For example, autonomous multi-robot teams must cooperate to move as a group, avoid
collisions, and perform collective tasks in potentially dynamic and uncertain environments. These objectives necessarily involve on-the-fly collective decision making about context-dependent options, such as which of multiple available paths to take, in which direction to turn, or how to distribute available tasks among team members. There is urgent need for a unified design framework that enables autonomous teams to rapidly and reliably coordinate decisions across different contexts in a distributed manner.

Mathematical models of networked opinion dynamics, e.g. [62, 105, 160, 161, 220], can be useful for this purpose, in part due to their analytical tractability. However, most existing models rely on a linear weighted-average opinion updating process, which imposes limits on the range of behaviors exhibited. Notably, special network structure or asymmetry is needed to produce solutions other than consensus, whereas applications that require groups to split among locations or tasks warrant more generically enabled disagreement solutions.

We present new results for the nonlinear opinion dynamics model [19, 20, 67, 68], which provides an analytically tractable generalization of models that rely on linear weighted-averaging by applying a saturation function to opinion exchanges. The saturation makes the opinion update process fundamentally nonlinear, which has a number of important consequences. First, the model yields multi-stability of disagreement solutions as well as agreement solutions, each in easily identifiable parameter regimes, even for homogeneous agents. Second, opinions form through a bifurcation in which the neutral solution becomes unstable and agreement or disagreement solutions become stable, independent of the number of agents or options [19] and across network topologies [20]. This means solutions are reached rapidly and reliably – strength of opinions grow nonlinearly even with little or no input.

Our contributions yield a rigorous and systematic method for designing distributed inputs to control opinion formation and opinion cascades. We specialize the model to opinions on two options here, but results extend naturally to an arbitrary number of options. First, using Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction methods [82, Chapter VII], we prove that opinions generically form through a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation where the two stable branches are either agreement solutions or disagreement solutions, which we can fully characterize. Second, we prove that the agreement (disagreement) centrality of a node, which depends only on the spectral properties of the network adjacency matrix, determines the influence an input to the node has on the agreement (disagreement) bifurcation behavior. Third, when the opinion dynamics are coupled with the feedback attention dynamics introduced in [19], sufficiently large inputs can trigger an opinion cascade, depending on where in the network they are introduced. We show how agreement and disagreement centrality indices
predict the sensitivity of opinion cascades to distributed inputs: The more aligned the input vector is with the centrality vector, the smaller the inputs need to be to trigger a cascade.

We present the model in Section 11.2 and review Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction in Section 11.3. We prove the pitchfork bifurcations and the role of distributed input on opinion formation behavior for constant attention in Section 11.4 and for dynamic feedback controlled attention in Section 11.5. We conclude in Section 11.6.

11.2 Opinion Dynamics Model

We study a model of $N_a$ agents communicating over a network and forming opinions on two options through a nonlinear process specialized from the multi-option general model in [19],[68]. As in [20], we specialize to agents that are homogeneous with respect to three fixed parameters in the dynamics: the rate of forgetting (damping coefficient $d > 0$), the edge weight in the communication network ($\gamma \in \mathbb{R}$), and the strength of self-reinforcement of opinion ($\alpha \geq 0$). In [20], we focused on the zero-input setting, i.e., the case in which there is no stimulus, evidence or bias that informs the agents about the relative merits of the options. Instead, here, we consider an input $b_i \in \mathbb{R}$, for each agent $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$, and allow the inputs to be heterogeneously distributed over the network of agents.

We further model heterogeneity over the agents in their attention to network exchange. Agent interactions are encoded in graph $G = (V, E)$ where $V = \{1, \ldots, N_a\}$ is the index set of vertices. Vertex $i \in V$ represents agent $i$, and edge set $E \subseteq V \times V$ represents agent interactions. $A = (a_{ik})$, $i, k \in V$, is the unweighted graph adjacency matrix with elements satisfying $a_{ik} = 1$ if and only if $e_{ik} \in E$, and $a_{ik} = 0$ otherwise. We let $a_{ii} = 0$ for all $i \in V$. $G$ is an undirected graph if $a_{ik} = a_{ki}$ for all $i, k \in V$. Let $\lambda_q$, $q = 1, \ldots, N_a$, be the eigenvalues of $A$ and $W(\lambda_q)$ the generalized eigenspace associated to $\lambda_q$. We define $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{min}}$ to be the $\lambda_q$ with largest and smallest real parts, respectively, and $v_{\text{max}}$ ($w_{\text{max}}$) and $v_{\text{min}}$ ($w_{\text{min}}$) to be the corresponding unit right (left) eigenvectors.

With two options, the opinion of each agent $i$ is a real-valued scalar $x_i \in \mathbb{R}$. The sign of $x_i$ corresponds to agent $i$ favoring option 1 ($x_i > 0$) or favoring option 2 ($x_i < 0$). The magnitude of the opinion variable $x_i$ describes the strength of agent $i$'s commitment. The vector of agents' opinions $x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{N_a}) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a}$ is the network opinion state.

Agent $i$ has a neutral opinion when $x_i = 0$, and we say it is opinionated otherwise. Furthermore, we say that any pair of agents $i, k \in V$ agree (disagree) when they are opinionated and favor the same option (different options), i.e. $\text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k)$ ($\text{sign}(x_i) \neq \text{sign}(x_k)$ ). The group is in an
agreement state when all agents agree, and in a disagreement state when at least one pair of agents disagree.

Each agent $i$ updates its own opinion state $x_i$ in continuous time according to the nonlinear update rule:

$$
\dot{x}_i = -dx_i + u_i S \left( \alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k \neq i}^{N_a} a_{ik} x_k \right) + b_i. \tag{11.1}
$$

The rule has three parts: a damping term with coefficient $d > 0$, a nonlinear interaction term that includes inter-agent exchanges with weight $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}$ and a self-reinforcement term with weight $\alpha \geq 0$, and an additive input $b_i \in \mathbb{R}$.

The nonlinearity applied to the inter-agent exchanges and self-reinforcement is defined by an odd sigmoidal saturating function $S$ which satisfies $S(0) = 0$, $S'(0) = 1$, and $\text{sign}(S''(z)) = -\text{sign}(z)$. This is motivated from the literature and means that agent $i$ is more influenced by opinion fluctuations in its neighbors when their average opinion is close to neutral, and as neighbors’ opinions grow large on average their influence levels off. In simulations and analysis throughout this paper we use $S = \tanh$. We purposely leave the sigmoid more general in (11.1) because the results in this paper generalize to arbitrary odd sigmoidal functions with minor modifications in the algebraic details of the proofs.

We begin by specializing a result from [20].

**Proposition 11.2.1** ([20], Theorem 1). The following hold true for (11.1) with $u_i := u \geq 0$ and $b_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$:

**A. Cooperation leads to agreement:** Let $G$ be a connected undirected graph. If $\gamma > 0$, the neutral state $x = 0$ is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for $0 < u < u_a$ and unstable for $u > u_a$, with $u_a = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_{\text{max}}}$. At $u = u_a$, branches of agreement equilibria, $x_i \neq 0$, $\text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k)$ for all $i, k \in V$, emerge in a steady-state bifurcation off of $x = 0$ along $W(\lambda_{\text{max}})$;

**B. Competition leads to disagreement:** Let $G$ be a connected undirected graph. If $\gamma < 0$ the neutral state $x = 0$ is a locally exponentially stable equilibrium for $0 < u < u_d$ and unstable for $u > u_d$, with $u_d = \frac{d}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_{\text{min}}}$. At $u = u_d$, branches of disagreement equilibria, $\text{sign}(x_i) = -\text{sign}(x_k)$ for at least one pair $i, k \in V$, $i \neq k$, emerge in a steady-state bifurcation off of $x = 0$ along $W(\lambda_{\text{min}})$. 
11.3 Lyapunov-Schmidt Reduction

To systematically characterize the equilibria of the opinion dynamics model as a function of parameters, we leverage Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction and its use in computing bifurcation diagrams. Consider the \( n \)-dimensional dynamical system \( \dot{y} = \Phi(y, p) \), where \( \Phi : \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R}^n \) is a smooth parameterized vector field, \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is a state vector, and \( p \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is a vector of parameters. Let \( r_s \in \mathbb{R}^n, s = 1 \ldots N \). The \( N \)th order derivative of \( \Phi \) at \( (y^*, p^*) \) is

\[
(d^N \Phi)_{y^*, p^*}(r_1, \ldots, r_N) = \left. \frac{\partial}{\partial t_1} \cdots \frac{\partial}{\partial t_N} \Phi \left( y^* + \sum_{s=1}^{N} t_s r_s, p^* \right) \right|_{t_1=\cdots=t_N=0}.
\] (11.2)

The equilibria of \( \dot{y} = \Phi(y, p) \) are the level sets \( \Phi(y, p) = 0 \), which defines the bifurcation diagram of the system.

The Jacobian of the system is the matrix \( J \) with elements \( J_{ij} = \frac{\partial \Phi(y, p)}{\partial y_{ij}} \). When \( J \) evaluated at an equilibrium point \( (y^*, p^*) \) is degenerate (i.e. has rank \( n - m \) where \( 0 < m < n \)), the local bifurcation diagram can be described using \( m \) variables and the point is a singular point. The Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of \( \Phi(y, p) \) is an \( m \)-dimensional system of equations that captures the structure of the local bifurcation diagram of the system near \( (y^*, p^*) \). The procedure for deriving the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction \[82, \text{Chapter VII}\] involves projecting the Taylor expansion of \( \Phi(y, p) \) onto the kernel of its Jacobian at the singularity. The Implicit Function Theorem is used to solve for \( n - m \) variables as a function of the remaining \( m \), thus approximating the local vector field in the directions orthogonal to the kernel.

The normal form for a bifurcation is the simplest equation that captures all qualitative features of the bifurcation diagram. Systems with an odd state symmetry \( \Phi(-y, p) = -\Phi(y, p) \) often exhibit a pitchfork bifurcation. A normal form for the pitchfork bifurcation universal unfolding is

\[
\dot{y} = p_1 y \pm y^3 + p_2 + p_3 y^2
\] (11.3)

where \( y \in \mathbb{R} \) is the reduced state, \( p_1 \) is a bifurcation parameter and \( p_2, p_3 \) are unfolding parameters. When \( p_2 = p_3 = 0 \), the symmetric pitchfork normal form is recovered in (11.3). When one of the unfolding parameters is nonzero, it follows from unfolding theory \[82, \text{Chapter III}\] that the bifurcation diagram changes locally to one of four possible topologically distinct configurations (see Fig. 11.1).
11.4 Constant Attention: Sensitivity to Input

In this section, we investigate how a vector of constant inputs \( \mathbf{b} \) informs the outcome of the opinion formation process (11.1) when attention is constant and \( u_i := u \in \mathbb{R} \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N_a \). The Jacobian of (11.1) evaluated at \( \mathbf{x} = 0 \) is

\[
J_x = (u\alpha - d)\mathbf{I} + u\gamma \mathbf{A}
\]  

with identity matrix \( \mathbf{I} \). The dynamics (11.1) in vector form are

\[
\dot{\mathbf{x}} = -d\mathbf{x} + u\mathbf{S}((\alpha\mathbf{I} + \gamma \mathbf{A}) \mathbf{x}) + \mathbf{b} := F(\mathbf{x}, u, \mathbf{b})
\]  

where \( \mathbf{S}(\mathbf{y}) = (S(y_1), \ldots, S(y_n)) \), \( \mathbf{y} \in \mathbb{R}^n \), and \( \mathbf{b} = (b_1, \ldots, b_{N_a}) \). The following theorem generalizes [87, Theorem 1] to describe bifurcations of the opinion dynamics of homogeneous agents. The theorem shows that any bifurcation of \( \mathbf{x} = 0 \) of (11.1) that is generated by a simple eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) must be a pitchfork bifurcation.

**Theorem 11.4.1 (Pitchfork Bifurcation).** Consider (11.1) and define \( u^* = \frac{d}{\alpha + \lambda\gamma} \), where \( \lambda \) is a simple real eigenvalue of adjacency matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) for a strongly connected graph \( G \). Let \( \mathbf{v} = (v_1, \ldots, v_{N_a}) \) and \( \mathbf{w} = (w_1, \ldots, w_{N_a}) \) be right and left unit eigenvectors, respectively, corresponding to \( \lambda \). Assume that (i) for all eigenvalues \( \xi \neq \lambda \) of \( \mathbf{A} \), \( \text{Re}[\xi] \neq \lambda \); (ii) \( \alpha + \lambda\gamma \neq 0 \); (iii) \( \langle \mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v}^3 \rangle \neq 0 \). Let \( f(z, u, \mathbf{b}) \) be the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of \( F(\mathbf{x}, u, \mathbf{b}) \) at \( (0, u^*, 0) \).

**A. Bifurcation problem** \( f(z, u, 0) = 0 \) has a symmetric pitchfork singularity at \( (z, u, \mathbf{b}) = (0, u^*, 0) \). For values of \( u > u^* \) and sufficiently small \( |u - u^*| \), two branches of equilibria branch off from \( \mathbf{x} = 0 \) in a pitchfork bifurcation along a manifold tangent at \( \mathbf{x} = 0 \) to \( \text{span}\{\mathbf{v}\} \).

When \( \text{sign}\{\langle \mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v}^3 \rangle/\langle \mathbf{w}, \mathbf{v} \rangle |(\alpha + \lambda\gamma) > 0 (\leq 0) \} \) the bifurcation happens supercritically (subcritically) with respect to \( u \).

**B. Bifurcation problem** \( f(z, u, \mathbf{b}) = 0 \) is an \( N_a \)-parameter unfolding of the symmetric pitchfork, and \( \frac{\partial f}{\partial b_i}(z, u, \mathbf{b}) = w_i \).

**Proof.** The eigenvalues of \( J_x \) (11.4) are \( \mu = u\alpha - d + u\gamma\lambda \), and so, at \( u = u^* \), \( J_x \) has a single zero eigenvalue. Observe that the left and right null eigenvectors of \( J_x \) are precisely \( \mathbf{w} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \). Following the procedure outlined in [82, Chapter I, 3.(e)] we derive \( f(z, u, \mathbf{b}) \). We derive the coefficients of the polynomial expansion of \( f(z, u, \mathbf{b}) \) [82, Chapter I, Equations 3.23(a)-(e)] through third order in the state variable. Note that \( (d^2F)_{0, u^*, 0}(\mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2, \mathbf{v}_3) = 0 \) for any \( \mathbf{v}_i \) because \( S''(0) = 0 \), which implies
that $f_{zz} = 0$ by [82, Chapter I, Equation 3.23(b)]. Also, $f_z(0, u^*, 0) = 0$ by [82, Chapter I, Equation 3.23(a)]. The nonzero coefficients in the expansion are

$$
\begin{align*}
    f_{xx} &= \langle w, (d^3 F)_{0, u^*, 0}(v, v, v) \rangle = -2d(\alpha + \lambda \gamma)^2 \langle w, v^3 \rangle \\
    f_{bi} &= \left\langle w, \frac{\partial F}{\partial b_i}(0, u^*, 0) \right\rangle = w_i \\
    f_{ux} &= \left\langle w, \left( d \frac{\partial F}{\partial \hat{u}} \right)_{0, u^*, 0} (v, v) \right\rangle = (\alpha + \lambda \gamma) \langle w, v \rangle
\end{align*}
$$

where $\hat{u} = u - u^*$ and $\langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle$ denotes the standard vector inner product. Also, observe that we can align the left and right eigenvectors to satisfy $\langle w, v \rangle = k_1 > 0$ (the inner product is nonzero by duality). Then $\langle w, v^3 \rangle := k_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} w_i v_i^3$. The Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of (11.1) about $(0, u^*, 0)$ is thus

$$
\dot{z} = k_1(\alpha + \lambda \gamma) \hat{u} z - 2k_2 d(\alpha + \lambda \gamma)^2 z^3 + \langle w, b \rangle + h.o.t. \quad (11.6)
$$

Part A of the lemma follows by (11.6), by the recognition problem for the pitchfork bifurcation [82, Chapter II, Proposition 9.2], as well as by the definition of a center manifold. Part B follows by the definition of an unfolding and by (11.6).

From Theorem 11.4.1 we can describe many of the bifurcations of $x = 0$ of (11.5) from the spectrum of $A$. In particular, if $A$ has $N \leq N_a$ simple eigenvalues $\lambda_q$, we expect $x = 0$ to exhibit $N$ distinct pitchfork bifurcations at critical values of the parameter $u_q^* = d/(\alpha + \lambda_q \gamma)$. Locally near the bifurcation point the left eigenvector $w_q$ corresponding to $\lambda_q$ informs the sign structure of the emergent equilibria, as explored in [20]. For undirected graphs we can deduce the direction in which the bifurcation branches appear.

**Corollary 11.4.2.** Suppose $G$ is an undirected graph. When $u_q^* = d/(\alpha + \lambda_q \gamma) > 0(< 0)$ the pitchfork bifurcation at $u_q^*$ happens supercritically (subcritically).

**Proof.** Let $v_q$ and $w_q$ be the right and left eigenvectors of $A$ corresponding to $\lambda_q$. For an undirected graph, $w_q = v_q$. Then $\langle w_q, v_q \rangle = \langle v_q, v_q \rangle > 0$ and $\langle w_q, v_q^3 \rangle = \langle v_q, v_q^3 \rangle = \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (v_i)_{k}^4 > 0$. The criticality condition from Theorem 11.4.1 becomes $(\alpha + \lambda_i \gamma) > 0(< 0)$ for supercritical (subcritical) pitchfork bifurcation. Since $d > 0$ the result follows.

Using these general results on the bifurcation behavior of the opinion dynamics, the next theorem establishes that the agreement and disagreement bifurcations in Proposition 11.2.1 are supercritical pitchfork bifurcations in which $x = 0$ loses stability and new branches of locally stable solutions
Theorem 11.4.3 (Agreement and Disagreement Pitchforks). Consider (11.1) and let $u_i := u \geq 0$. The agreement and disagreement bifurcations in Proposition 11.2.1 are supercritical pitchfork bifurcations. Additionally, the two steady-state solutions, which appear for $u > u_a(u_d)$, are locally exponentially stable for $|u - u_a|(|u - u_d|)$ sufficiently small.

Proof. Supercriticality of the bifurcating branches of equilibria follows for the undirected case from Corollary 11.4.2. For a directed graph and $\gamma > 0$ it follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem that $v_{\text{max}}$ and $w_{\text{max}}$ have strictly positive components, i.e., $\langle w_{\text{max}}, v_{\text{max}} \rangle > 0$ and $\langle w_{\text{max}}, v_{3\text{max}} \rangle > 0$. Supercriticality then follows from Theorem 11.4.1. The two nontrivial fixed points are locally exponentially stable by analytic continuity of eigenvalues: $N_a - 1$ negative eigenvalues are shared with $x = 0$ and the bifurcating eigenvalue is negative by [82, Chapter I, Theorem 4.1] because $\partial f/\partial z > 0$ for the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction (11.6).

The results presented in this section provide rigorous predictions of the influence of inputs on the opinion formation bifurcation behavior. We define the node agreement (disagreement) centrality index for node $i$ to be $w_i$, the $i$th component of $w_{\text{max}}$ ($w_{\text{min}}$) (see also [67]). It follows by Theorem 11.4.1B and Theorem 11.4.3 that the influence of an input $b_i$ to node $i$ on the network opinion formation behavior is exactly node $i$'s agreement or disagreement centrality $w_i$. This allows us to predict in which direction the agreement or disagreement pitchfork unfolds as a function of the locations and strengths of distributed inputs. If $\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle = 0$ the pitchfork does not unfold. If $\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle < 0$ ($\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle > 0$) the pitchfork unfolds in a such a way that it exhibits a lower (upper) smooth branch of equilibria. For example, in Fig. 11.1 the diagram on the left receives a nonzero input which is orthogonal to $w_{\text{max}}$, and the symmetry of the pitchfork bifurcation is unbroken. On the right, $\langle b, w_{\text{max}} \rangle = 0.1$ and near the singular point of the symmetric diagram, the unfolded diagram favors the positive solution branch which corresponds to agents agreeing on the positive option.

11.5 Dynamic Attention: Cascades and Tunable Sensitivity to Input

In this section we show how distributed state feedback dynamics in the attention parameters of the opinion dynamics (11.1) give rise to agreement and disagreement cascades with tunable sensitivity to
distributed input. We show that the magnitude of the distributed input vector, and its orientation relative to the centrality eigenvector \( w_{\text{max}} (w_{\text{min}}) \) when \( \gamma > 0 \) \((< 0)\) provide control parameters for triggering cascades over the network. A single design parameter in the attention feedback dynamics can be used to tune the threshold above which inputs trigger a cascade.

As in [19] we define state feedback dynamics for the attention parameter \( u_i \) of each agent \( i \) to track the saturated norm of the opinions observed by agent \( i \):

\[
\tau_u \dot{u}_i = -u_i + S_u \left( x_i^2 + \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} (a_{ik}x_k)^2 \right).
\]  

(11.7)

\( S_u \) takes the form of the Hill activation function:

\[
S_u(y) = y + (\bar{u} - y) \frac{y^n}{(y_{th})^n + y^n},
\]

(11.8)

where threshold \( y_{th} > 0 \). We constrain \( \bar{u} \) and \( y \) such that \( \bar{u} > u_c \geq y > 0 \), with \( u_c = u_a \) \((u_d)\) when \( \gamma > 0 \) \((< 0)\). As in [67], we define an opinion cascade as a network transition from a weakly to a strongly opinionated state, where in a weakly (strongly) opinionated state, the agents’ attention is close to its lower (upper) saturation bound, i.e. \( u \simeq u \) \((u \simeq \bar{u})\). See Fig. 11.2 for an example of an opinion cascade in an agreement \((\gamma > 0)\) and disagreement \((\gamma < 0)\) regime.

**Assumption 11.5.1.** \( \mathbb{G} \) is undirected.
Figure 11.2: A. Agreement cascade, \( \gamma = 1, y = u_a - 0.01, \bar{u} = u_a + 0.6 \); B. Disagreement cascade, \( \gamma = -1, y = u_d - 0.01, \bar{u} = u_d + 0.6 \). Left) Opinion and attention trajectories. Right) Graph with node \( i \) color equal to \( x_i(50) \). For each \( i \), \( x_i(0) \in N(0,0.1), u_i(0) = 0, b_i \in N(0,0.2) \).

In vector form, coupled dynamics (11.1),(11.7) become

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{u}
\end{pmatrix}
= -
\begin{pmatrix}
dx \\
u
\end{pmatrix}
+ 
\begin{pmatrix}
\odot \mathbf{S}((\alpha I + \gamma A)x) + b \\
\mathbf{S}_u((I + A)x^2)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(11.9)

where \( \mathbf{S}_u(y) = (S_u(y_1), \ldots, S_u(y_n)) \), \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( x^2 = (x_1^2, \ldots, x_{N_a}^2) \), and \( \odot \) is the element-wise product of vectors. The Jacobian of (11.9) at equilibrium point \((x_s, u_s)\) is

\[
J_{(x,u)} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
-dI + (\text{diag}(u_s)(\alpha I + \gamma A)) \odot K_1 & K_2 \\
(I + A) \text{diag}(x_s) \odot K_3 & -I
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(11.10)

\( K_1 = \mathbf{S}'((\alpha I + \gamma A)x_s)1^T \), \( K_2 = \text{diag}\{\mathbf{S}((\alpha I + \gamma A)x_s)\} \), \( K_3 = 2\mathbf{S}_u'(((I + A)x_s^2)1^T \), and \( 1 = (1, \ldots, 1) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \). Let \( G(y, b) \) be the right hand side of (11.9) with \( y = (x, u) \).

**Lemma 11.5.2** (Stability of \( x = 0 \)). Consider (11.9) with \( b = 0 \). The point \((x_s, u_s) = (0, y1)\) is an equilibrium point of the coupled dynamics. When either \( \gamma > 0 \) and \( y < u_a \) or \( \gamma < 0 \) and \( y < u_d \), it is locally exponentially stable.

**Proof.** Plugging the state values into the coupled dynamics (11.9) easily verifies that \((\dot{x}, \dot{u}) = 0\) at \((x_s, u_s)\). Evaluated at this point, (11.10) simplifies to the block diagonal matrix

\[
J_{(0,u)} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
-dI + y(\alpha I + \gamma A) & 0 \\
0 & -I
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(11.11)
When \(0 < u < u_a\) (\(u_d\)), (11.11) has \(2N_a\) eigenvalues with negative real part, and the stability conclusion follows.

**Lemma 11.5.3** (Small Input Approximates Equilibrium Opinion). Let \((x_s, u_s)\) be an equilibrium of (11.9) with inputs \(b\). Let \(y < u_c\) where \(u_c = u_a\) if \(\gamma > 0\) or \(u_c = u_d\) if \(\gamma < 0\). Define \(w = w_{\text{max}}\) if \(\gamma > 0\) or \(w = w_{\text{min}}\) if \(\gamma < 0\). Then

\[
\frac{\partial \|x_s\|}{\partial (w, b)}\bigg|_{b=x_s=0} > 0.
\]  

(11.12)

**Proof.** Since \(x = 0\) is an equilibrium of the system with \(b = 0\), \((x_s, u_s)\) can be approximated by the linearization

\[
J_{(0,y)} \begin{pmatrix} x_s \\ u_s \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} b \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} = 0.
\]  

(11.13)

\(J_{(0,y)}\) is symmetric and invertible so its inverse has the same eigenvectors. Thus, to the first order, it holds that

\[
x_s = -J_x^{-1}b = -\sum_{q=1}^{N_a} \frac{1}{\mu_q} (w_q, b) w_q
\]  

(11.14)

where \(J_x\) is (11.4) with \(u = y\), \(w_q\) is an eigenvector of \(A\) corresponding to \(\lambda_q\), and \(\mu_q = d + y(\alpha + \lambda_q \gamma)\). Eigenvectors are orthogonal, so \(\|x_s\|^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} \frac{1}{\mu_i^2} (w_i, b)^2\).

**Theorem 11.5.4** (Saddle-Node Bifurcation). Consider (11.9) with a nonzero input vector \(b\) and define \(u_c = u_a\) if \(\gamma > 0\) and \(u_c = u_d\) if \(\gamma < 0\). Let \(w_c = w_{\text{max}}\) or \(w_{\text{min}}\) respectively. Suppose \(u_{th} < 1\) and \(u < u_c\) with \(|u - u_c|\) sufficiently small. There exists \(p > 0\) such that when \(|\langle w_c, b \rangle| = p\) there exists an equilibrium \((x_p, u_p)\) of (11.9) such that, if

\[
\langle w_c, u_p \odot v_c^2 \odot S''((\alpha I + \gamma A)x_p) \rangle > 0
\]  

(11.15)

\[
k_q \langle w_c, u_p \odot v_c \odot v_q \odot S''((\alpha I + \gamma A)x_p) \rangle < 0
\]  

(11.16)

is verified for all \(q\) at \((x_p, u_p)\) with \(\lambda_q \neq \lambda_c\) an eigenvalue of \(A\) with corresponding left (right) eigenvector \(w_q\) \((v_q), where \(k_q = (\alpha + \lambda_q)/(d + y(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_q))): (i)\) There exists a smooth curve of equilibria in \(\mathbb{R}^{2N_a} \times \mathbb{R}\) passing through \((x_p, u_p, p)\), tangent to the hyperplane \(\mathbb{R}^{2N_a} \times \{p\}\); (ii) There are no equilibria near \((x_p, u_p, p)\) when \(|\langle w_c, b \rangle| > p\) and two equilibria near \((x_p, u_p, p)\) for each \(|\langle w_c, b \rangle| < p\); (iii) The two equilibria near \((x_p, u_p, p)\) are hyperbolic and have stable manifolds of dimensions \(N_a\) and \(N_a - 1\) respectively.
Proof. (11.10) depends continuously on the model parameters and on the state. So, by [108, Chapter II, Theorem 5.1] the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (11.10) change continuously for $\|x_0\|$ sufficiently small. Leaving the full development of the matrix perturbation theory for future work, we conjecture that if $\|x_0\|$ is sufficiently small then the eigenvectors of (11.11) are a good approximation of the eigenvectors of (11.10). Since the origin of (11.9) with $b = 0$ is stable by Lemma 11.5.2 and because $\lambda_{\min}$ and $\lambda_{\max}$ are simple eigenvalues, if an eigenvalue of $J(x_0, u_0)$ crosses zero for some $\|b\|$ it must also be simple. This eigenvalue corresponds to a perturbation of $-d + u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_c)$ where $\lambda_c = \lambda_{\max}$ or $\lambda_{\min}$ respectively.

By Lemma 11.5.3, if $b \neq 0$ then at equilibrium $\|x\| \neq 0$. Define $\tilde{v}_c = (v_c, 0)$ and $\tilde{w}_c = (w_c, 0)$. Let $g(z, b)$ be the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of (11.9) at an equilibrium $(x, u)$ for sufficiently small inputs. We have

$$d^2G_{y_p, b_p}(\tilde{v}_c, \tilde{w}_c) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_a} \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} \frac{\partial^2(G)_i}{\partial x_j \partial x_k}(v_c)_j \frac{\partial}{\partial x_k}(v_c)_{j_k} \bigg|_{(y_p, b_p)} = (\alpha + \lambda_c \gamma)^2 \begin{pmatrix} u_p \\ v_c \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \odot \begin{pmatrix} v_c^2 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \odot \begin{pmatrix} S''((\alpha I + \gamma A)x_p) \end{pmatrix}. \tag{11.17}$$

The second derivative in the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction is

$$g_{zz} = \langle \tilde{w}_c, d^2G_{y_p, b_p}(\tilde{v}_c, \tilde{w}_c) \rangle = (\alpha + \lambda_c \gamma)^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} \langle u_p, (w_c)_i \rangle^4 S''(\alpha(x_p)_i + \gamma \sum_{k=1}^{N_a} a_{ik}(x_p)_k) > 0$$

by assumption (11.15). Additionally, the term $\langle w, b \rangle$ appears in $g(z, p)$ since $g_{b_i} = \langle \tilde{w}_c, \frac{\partial G}{\partial y_p} \rangle = (w_c)_i$.

Finally, we compute the coefficient of the cross-term $g_{zb}$ in the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. For convenience, we express $b = \sum_{q=1}^{N_a} \beta_q w_q$ where each $\beta_q := \langle w_q, b \rangle$. Coefficients of the cross-terms $z\beta_q$ in $g(z, b)$ simplify to

$$g_{z\beta_q} = \langle \tilde{w}_c, d^2G_{y_p, b_p}(\tilde{v}_c, J^{-1}_{(0, u)} E \left( \frac{\partial G}{\partial \beta_q} \right) ) \rangle. \tag{11.18}$$

$E$ is a projection onto the range of $J_{(0, u)}$ and $J_{(0, u)}^{-1} : \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \mapsto \mathbb{R}^{N_a}$ is the inverse of to restriction of $J_{(0, u)}$ to the orthogonal complement to $v_c$. We find that $J_{(0, u)}^{-1} E \left( \frac{\partial G}{\partial \beta_q} \right) = \frac{1}{\mu_q}(v_q, 0)$ and $g_{z\beta_q} = -\lambda_c \gamma K_q$ where each $K_q$ is the quantity in (11.16). Since $g_{z\beta_q} > 0$ for all $q$, we conclude that
the eigenvalue of the equilibrium is monotonically increasing with $|\langle w_c, b \rangle|$. By continuity of eigenvalues of the perturbed Jacobian, it follows that the leading eigenvalue necessarily crosses zero as input is increased. By [90, Theorem 3.4.1] this singularity must be a saddle-node bifurcation point, with bifurcation parameter $\hat{b} = \langle w_c, b \rangle$ and properties outlined in the statement of the theorem.

**Corollary 11.5.5.** *The input magnitude $\|b\|$ and its relative orientation $b \angle w_c := \langle w_c, b \rangle/\|b\|$ can be used as controls to trigger a network opinion cascade.*

**Proof.** This follows by factoring out the magnitude of the input vector from the bifurcation parameter $\langle w_c, b \rangle$. □

Figure 11.3 illustrates the prediction of Corollary 11.5.5, showing bifurcation diagrams with stable and unstable equilibria of the opinion dynamics in the agreement regime on a small network. The two diagrams illustrate the saddle-node bifurcation predicted by Theorem 11.5.4 with $\|b\|$ and $b \angle w$ as bifurcation parameters. Opinion cascades are activated when the bifurcation parameter passes the critical value. Although the predictions of the results in this section assume inputs are small, in simulation and through numerical continuation of the dynamics on different networks we observe that this result is quite robust. The existence of a saddle-node bifurcation, and therefore a threshold which differentiates between inputs which trigger a cascade and ones which do not, persists across network structures and for large inputs.

A consequence of Theorem 11.5.4 is that also for opinion cascades the node centrality indices are the key determinant of the effect of inputs on the coupled attention-opinion dynamics (11.9): The smaller the angle between the input vector and the agreement or disagreement centrality vector,
the smaller the needed input strength to trigger an agreement or a disagreement opinion cascade. Figure 11.4 numerically illustrates our theoretical prediction. The transition line from the red (no cascade) to the white (cascade) regions correspond to the threshold, i.e., the saddle node bifurcation predicted by Theorem 11.5.4, at which the opinion cascade is ignited. It shows, for different network topologies and agreement and disagreement opinion cascades, that as the angle between the input vector and the centrality vector decreases, the norm of the input needed to trigger a cascade gets smaller. In the cascade region of the simulations in Figure 11.4, the centrality eigenvector accurately predicts the sign distribution among the nodes. Rigorously proving this is subject of future work.

The cascade threshold is implicitly defined by the design parameter $y_{th}$ in the attention saturation function (11.8). In future work we will explore how the sensitivity of the group to distributed input can be tuned with this parameter.

### 11.6 Final Remarks

We have derived and proved a systematic method for designing distributed inputs to control opinion formation and opinion cascades for both agreement and disagreement among distributed agents that communicate over a network. Future directions include expanding the analysis presented here to multi-option cascades using the general formulation of nonlinear multi-option opinion dynamics of [19].
Figure 11.4: Heatmaps with color corresponding to proportion of simulations in the given parameter range that did not result in a network cascade by $t = 500$. Dark red corresponds to no cascades, white to there always being a cascade. Grey squares are bins with no datapoints. Each plot corresponds to $1.5 \times 10^5$ distinct simulations on an undirected graph shown in the diagram. Simulation parameters: $\tau_u = 10$, $u_{th} = 0.2$, $u = u_a - 0.01$ for $\gamma = 1$ (left plots) and $u = u_d - 0.01$ for $\gamma = -1$ (right plots). For each simulation, inputs $b_i$ were drawn from $\mathcal{N}(0, 1)$ and the input vector $b$ was normalized to a desired magnitude. There were 10000 simulations performed at each constant input magnitude, with 15 magnitudes sampled uniformly spaced between 0 and 0.1. The initial conditions for each simulation were $x_i = 0$, $u_i = 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N_a$. 

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Y = 1 Agreement} \\
\text{Y = -1 Disagreement}
\end{align*}
\]
Chapter 12

Switching transformations for decentralized control of opinion patterns in signed networks: application to dynamic task allocation

Anastasia Bizyaeva, Giovanna Amorim, María Santos, Alessio Franci, and Naomi Ehrich Leonard

We propose a new decentralized design to control opinion patterns on signed networks of agents making decisions about two options and to switch the network from any opinion pattern to a new desired one. Our method relies on switching transformations, which switch the sign of an agent’s opinion at a stable equilibrium by flipping the sign of the interactions with its neighbors. The global dynamical behavior of the switched network can be predicted rigorously when the original, and thus the switched, networks are structurally balanced. Structural balance ensures that the network dynamics are monotone, which makes the study of the basin of attraction of the various opinion patterns amenable to monotone systems theory. We illustrate the utility of the approach through scenarios motivated by multi-robot coordination and dynamic task allocation.
12.1 Introduction

Modern networked technologies require decentralized mechanisms for decision-making and allocation of tasks. For example, systems such as smart power grids, cloud computing services, or multi-robot teams, call for strategies that dynamically distribute tasks among individual units to optimize system performance even as task requirements change or units experience failure.

We use the model of networked nonlinear opinion dynamics of [19,87] to illustrate how network interconnection topology can be designed so a group of decision makers converges to a desired opinion pattern and how the network can be transformed so the group switches to a desired alternative opinion pattern. When all agents commit to the same option the network is in ‘agreement’, while for any other opinion configuration it is in ‘disagreement’. The emergence of agreement and disagreement in nonlinear opinion networks has been studied in [19–21]. However, the analysis in those works has assumed that all network interactions are either positive or negative. In this paper we add to this body of analysis by allowing mixed-sign interactions.

Decision-making with signed interactions has been studied on linear networks with averaging dynamics [5,127], as well as with nonlinear consensus models [61,63] and biased assimilation models [209]. The novelty of our approach is to use signed interactions on a network as a design tool. Our design methodology drives a distributed system to a desired network state and allows any individual agent to respond to local contextual changes and adjust its allocation by dynamically adjusting the sign of interaction with its neighbors. Since the strategy relies only on pairwise interactions between neighboring agents, it is decentralized and agnostic to the global topology of the network communication graph.

Our contributions are as follows. First, we prove that a network system can be easily and intuitively controlled to any agreement or disagreement opinion pattern using standard tools from signed graph theory grounded in switching transformations of graphs. Second, we prove a sufficient condition for the networked state to converge to one of two available equilibrium configurations. Third, we show how a pattern of equilibrium opinions can be changed dynamically through local updates of the network weights that follow the structure of a switching transformation. Fourth, we validate the theory with simulation examples.

In Section II we introduce notation. Section III describes the opinion dynamics model and summarizes some of its properties. In Section IV we present new analysis of the model on signed graphs and propose a systematic design approach for agent allocation across two tasks. In Section V we describe the asymptotic dynamics of trajectories on structurally balanced graphs. Section VI
relates the features of the approach in the context of multi-robot task allocation. Final remarks are included in Section VII.

12.2 Notation and Mathematical Preliminaries

For any vectors \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \in \mathbb{R}^N \), \( \mathbf{y} = (y_1, \ldots, y_N) \in \mathbb{R}^N \), the standard Euclidean inner product is \( \langle \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y} \rangle = \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i y_i \). Let \( \mathbf{x} \succeq \mathbf{y} \) if \( x_i \geq y_i \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), and \( \mathbf{x} \succ \mathbf{y} \) if \( x_i > y_i \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, N \). Define the operation \( \odot \) as the element-wise product of vectors, \( \mathbf{x} \odot \mathbf{y} = (x_1 y_1, \ldots, x_N y_N) \). \( \mathbf{0}_N \) denotes the vector with all zero entries in \( \mathbb{R}^N \), and \( \mathbf{I}_N \) the identity matrix in \( \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \).

We study networks of \( N \) agents with a signed communication graph \( \mathcal{G} := (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, \sigma) \) where \( \mathcal{V} = \{1, \ldots, N\} \) is the vertex set, \( \mathcal{E} \) is the edge set, and \( \sigma : \mathcal{E} \to \{1, -1\} \) is a sign function or signature of the graph \( \mathcal{G} \). We use the sensing convention such that \( e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E} \) denotes a directed edge in \( \mathcal{G} \) that points from vertex \( i \) to vertex \( k \), indicating that \( k \) is a neighbor of \( i \). We assume that the unsigned directed graph \( \Gamma = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) underlying \( \mathcal{G} \) is simple, i.e. contains no self-loops \( e_{ii} \notin \mathcal{E} \) for all \( i \in \mathcal{V} \), and there is at most one edge \( e_{ik} \) in \( \mathcal{E} \) that begins at vertex \( i \) and ends at vertex \( k \) for all \( i, k \in \mathcal{V} \).

We say that the graph \( \mathcal{G} \) is strongly connected if the edges contained in \( \mathcal{E} \) form a path between any two nodes.

Define \( A = (a_{ik}) \) to be the \( N \times N \) signed adjacency matrix of \( \mathcal{G} \) whose entries \( a_{ik} \in \{0, 1, -1\} \) satisfy \( a_{ik} = 0 \) if \( e_{ik} \notin \mathcal{E} \) and \( a_{ik} = \sigma(e_{ik}) \) if \( e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E} \). We use the symbol \( \lambda^* \) to distinguish, when it exists, the real and unique eigenvalue of \( A \) that satisfies \( \text{Re}(\lambda^*) > \text{Re}(\lambda_i) \) for all eigenvalues \( \lambda_i \neq \lambda^* \) of \( A \). We denote the right and left eigenvectors of \( A \) corresponding to \( \lambda^* \) as \( \mathbf{v}^* \) and \( \mathbf{w}^* \), respectively.

We always assume \( \mathbf{v}^*, \mathbf{w}^* \) are normalized to satisfy \( \langle \mathbf{w}^*, \mathbf{v}^* \rangle = 1 \). We adapt the statement of the standard Perron-Frobenius theorem, e.g. as presented in [195], to specialize to adjacency matrices of graphs with an all-positive signature.

**Proposition 12.2.1** (Perron-Frobenius). Suppose \( \sigma(e_{ik}) = 1 \) for all \( e_{ik} \in \mathcal{E} \) for some strongly connected graph \( \mathcal{G} \). Then the following hold: 1) \( \lambda^* \) exists; 2) \( \lambda^* > 0 \); 3) we can choose \( \mathbf{v}^*, \mathbf{w}^* \) to satisfy \( \mathbf{v}^* \succ \mathbf{0}_N \) and \( \mathbf{w}^* \succ \mathbf{0}_N \).

12.3 Nonlinear Opinion Dynamics Model

The evolution of the opinion of \( N \) agents on a signed network choosing between two options is modeled in this paper according to the continuous-time multi-agent, multi-option nonlinear opinion
dynamics model in [19].

Let \( x_i \in \mathbb{R} \) denote the opinion of agent \( i \), where the magnitude of \( x_i \) determines the agent’s commitment to one of the two options such that a stronger (weaker) commitment to an option corresponds to a larger (smaller) \(|x_i|\). If \( x_i = 0 \), the agent is said to be unopinionated, and, if \( x_i > 0 \) (\(< 0\)), agent \( i \) prefers option 1 (option 2). We define the opinion state of the network as \( x = (x_1, ..., x_N) \in \mathbb{R}^N \), with \( x = \mathbf{0}_N \) being the neutral state of the group. The network is in an agreement state when \( \text{sign}(x_i) = \text{sign}(x_k) \) for all \( i, k \in \{1, ..., N\} \) (i.e., if all the agents commit to the same option), and in a disagreement state otherwise.

The evolution of agent \( i \)'s opinion is determined by a linear damping term and a saturated network interaction term

\[
\dot{x}_i = -d x_i + u_i S\left(\alpha x_i + \gamma \sum_{k \neq i} a_{ik} x_k\right),
\]

(12.1)

where \( d > 0 \) is the damping coefficient, \( u_i > 0 \) regulates the relative strength of the two terms, and the odd saturating function \( S: \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) acts on network interactions. Furthermore, \( S \) satisfies \( S(0) = 0, S'(0) = 1, \) \( \text{sign}(S''(x)) = -\text{sign}(x) \).\(^1\) Network interactions comprise self-reinforcement interactions, weighted by \( \alpha \geq 0 \), and neighbor interactions, weighted by \( \gamma > 0 \). The sign of network interactions is determined by the signed adjacency weight \( a_{ik} \in \{0, 1, -1\} \). Agent \( i \) cooperates (competes) with agent \( k \) when \( a_{ik} = 1 \) (\( = -1 \)) and is indifferent to agent \( k \)'s opinion when \( a_{ik} = 0 \). In vector form, dynamics (12.1) are

\[
\dot{x} = -d x + U S(\alpha x + \gamma A x),
\]

(12.2)

where \( S(y) := (S(y_1), ..., S(y_N)) \) for any \( y \in \mathbb{R}^N \) and \( U = \text{diag}(u_1, ..., u_N) \).

### 12.3.1 Network opinion formation through bifurcation

The following proposition, adapted from [19, Theorem IV.1] and [21, Theorem IV.1] and stated without proof, summarizes several key features of the opinion dynamics (12.1).

**Proposition 12.3.1** (Opinion formation as a pitchfork bifurcation). Consider (12.1) on a graph \( G \) with \( u_i = u \geq 0, \alpha \geq 0, \gamma > 0, d > 0 \) for all \( i = 1, ..., N \), and assume a simple, real largest eigenvalue \( \lambda^* \) exists. Suppose \( \alpha + \gamma \lambda^* > 0 \) and \( \langle w^*, (v^*)^3 \rangle > 0 \), where \( (v^*)^3 = v^* \odot v^* \odot v^* \). Then \( \lambda^* > 0 \).

\(^1\)The presence of non-smooth (piece-wise linear) saturation functions can be tackled using methods from non-smooth analysis [119] and recent bifurcation-theoretical tools for linear complementarity systems [138].
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the more general result \[19, \text{Theorem A.2}\].

\textbf{Corollary 12.3.2} (Sufficient condition for agreement). When \(\mathcal{G}\) is strongly connected with an all-positive signature, conditions of Proposition 12.3.1 are always satisfied. For \(u > u^\star\), one of the two new stable equilibria satisfies \(x^\star > 0_N\).

\textit{Proof.} The corollary follows from Proposition 12.3.1 and Proposition 12.2.1, since \(\lambda^\star\) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, and eigenvectors \(w^\star, v^\star\) have all-positive entries.

We next show that the equilibria predicted by Proposition 12.3.1 are the only equilibria admitted by dynamics \((12.1)\) for a range of values of \(u\), following similar arguments as those used for Laplacian-weighted nonlinear consensus networks in [61]. We first state a necessary lemma.

\textbf{Lemma 12.3.3} (Boundedness). Any compact set \(\Omega_r \subset \mathbb{R}^N\) of the form \(\Omega_r = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^N \text{ s.t. } |x_i| < r \max_j \{|u_j|/d, \forall i, j \in \mathcal{V}\}\} \) with \(r > 1\) is forward-invariant for \((12.1)\).

\textit{Proof.} The lemma follows directly from the more general result [19, Theorem A.2].

\textbf{Corollary 12.3.4} (Uniqueness of Equilibria). Suppose conditions of Proposition 12.3.1 are satisfied, and let \(\lambda_2\) be an eigenvalue of \(A\) satisfying \(\text{Re}(\lambda_2) \geq \text{Re}(\lambda_i)\) for all eigenvalues \(\lambda_i \neq \lambda^\star\) of \(A\). 1) \(x = 0_N\) is globally asymptotically stable on a forward-invariant compact set \(\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n\) containing the origin \(x = 0_N\), for all \(u \in [0, u^\star]\); 2) when \(\text{Re}(\lambda_2) \geq -\alpha/\gamma, u \in (u^\star, u_2)\), the only equilibria the system admits are \(0_N, x_1^\star\), and \(x_2^\star\), where \(u_2 = d/(\alpha + \gamma \text{Re}(\lambda_2))\); 3) when \(\text{Re}(\lambda_2) < -\alpha/\gamma\), the only equilibria the system admits in \(\Omega\) for all \(u > u^\star\) are \(0_N, x_1^\star\), and \(x_2^\star\).

\textit{Proof.} 1) Existence of \(\Omega\), and thereby boundedness of solutions of \((12.1)\), is established in Lemma 12.3.3. Define \(\tilde{A} = \alpha I_N + \gamma A\) with components \(\tilde{a}_{ij}\), and let \(f_i(x) = \sum_{j=1}^N \tilde{a}_{ij} x_j\). Consider the continuously differentiable function \(V(x) = \sum_{i=1}^N f_i(x) S(|\eta|)d\eta\). Along trajectories of \((12.1)\), \(\dot{V}(x) = S(\dot{Ax})^T \dot{Ax} = S(\dot{Ax})^T \dot{A}(-d x + uS(\dot{Ax})) = -d S(\dot{Ax})^T \dot{Ax} + u S(\dot{Ax})^T \dot{A}S(\dot{Ax}) \leq -S(\dot{Ax})^T (d I_N -
u\tilde{A})S(\tilde{Ax}) (using |S(y)| \leq |y| and \text{sign}(S(y)) = \text{sign}(y)). Since \(dI_N - u\tilde{A}\) is positive definite for \(u \in [0, u^*]\),

\[ \dot{V}(x) \leq - (d - u(\alpha + \gamma \lambda^*))S(\tilde{Ax})^T S(\tilde{Ax}) \leq 0. \] (12.3)

The set on which (12.3) is exactly zero is \(N(\tilde{A}) = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^N \text{ s.t. } \tilde{Ax} = 0\}\). By LaSalle’s invariance principle [109, Theorem 4.4] we conclude that the trajectories \(x(t)\) approach the largest invariant set in \(N(\tilde{A})\) as \(t \to \infty\). If \(N(\tilde{A}) = \{0_N\}\), the corollary follows trivially. Let \(x \in N(\tilde{A})\) and suppose \(x \neq 0_N\). Then \(\dot{x} = -dx\), i.e. all trajectories that start in \(N(\tilde{A})\) decay to the origin exponentially in time, and the corollary follows. Under the assumptions on \(u\) stated in 2) and 3), the Jacobian matrix \(J(x) = -dI_N + u \text{diag}(S'(\tilde{Ax}))\tilde{A}\) is Hurwitz for all \(x \in \mathbb{R}^N \setminus \{0_N\}\), the proof of which follows closely the argument presented in [63, Lemma 6] and we omit its details. By Proposition 12.3.1, for values of \(u\) in a small neighborhood above \(u^*\) exactly three equilibria exist. Since the Jacobian is nonsingular for all \(x \in \Omega\) and all \(u \in (u^*, u_2)\), by the implicit function theorem, the number of equilibria remains unchanged. 

12.4 Switching Transformation as a Design Tool for Synthesis of Opinion Patterns

When the communication graph \(G\) contains edges with a negative signature and its adjacency matrix \(A\) has a simple leading eigenvalue, the opinion-forming bifurcation of Proposition 12.3.1 results in disagreement network equilibria. We describe a simple synthesis procedure for generating a signed adjacency matrix that results in a desired pattern of opinions among the decision-makers following opinion dynamics (12.1). We first introduce a few important concepts from the theory of signed graphs; for more details on the theory we refer the reader to [223] and [224].

12.4.1 Signed graphs and switching

Let \(W \subset V\) be a subset of nodes on a signed graph \(G\). Switching a set \(W\) on the graph \(G\) refers to a mapping of the graph \(G\) to \(G^W = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, \sigma_W)\) where the signature of all the edges in \(\mathcal{E}\) between nodes in \(W\) and nodes in its complement \(\mathcal{V} \setminus W\) reverses sign. We introduce the switching function \(\theta : \mathcal{V} \to \{1, -1\}\), where for any \(i \in \mathcal{V}\), \(\theta(i) = -1\) if \(i \in W\) and \(\theta(i) = 1\) otherwise. Then the signature of the switched graph \(G^W\) is generated as

\[ \sigma_W(e_{ik}) = \theta(i)\sigma(e_{ik})\theta(k) \] (12.4)
for all $e_{ik} \in E$. From (12.4) we see that the signature update for an edge between agents $i$ and $k$ depends only on their membership in the switching set $\mathcal{W}$. Thus, the edges between $i$ and $k$ flip sign if and only if exactly one of $i, k$ is in the switching set $\mathcal{W}$, and does not change sign if $i, k$ are both in $\mathcal{W}$ or in $\mathcal{V} \setminus \mathcal{W}$. Importantly, switching a set $\mathcal{W}$ all at once generates the same graph $G^W$ as sequentially switching individual vertices in $\mathcal{W}$. If $G$ can be transformed into $G^W$ by switching, $G$ and $G^W$ are switching equivalent graphs.

Let $\theta$ be the function for switching from graph $G$ to $G^W$, with adjacency matrices $A$ and $A^W$, respectively. Define the switching matrix $\Theta = \text{diag}(\theta(1), \theta(2), \ldots, \theta(N))$. The adjacency matrices of $G$ and its switching $G^W$ are related as

$$A^W = \Theta^{-1} A \Theta.$$ (12.5)

Since $\Theta$ is diagonal and $\theta(i) = \pm 1$, $\Theta^{-1} = \Theta$. We refer to (12.5) as a switching transformation of the adjacency matrix $A$, and $A$ and $A^W$ as switching equivalent adjacency matrices.

**Proposition 12.4.1.** Suppose $G, G^W$ are switching equivalent with adjacency matrices $A$ and $A^W$ and associated switching matrix $\Theta$. Then 1) $A$ and $A^W$ are isospectral, i.e. have the same set of eigenvalues; 2) $v$ ($w$) is a right (left) eigenvector of $A$ corresponding to eigenvalue $\lambda$ if and only if $\Theta v$ ($\Theta w$) is a right (left) eigenvector of $A^W$ with the same eigenvalue.

**Proof.** The proposition follows from the standard properties of a matrix similarity transformation, since $A$ and $A^W$ are related through a similarity transformation (12.5). \qed

Proposition 12.4.1 implies that the eigenvectors of the switched adjacency matrix $A^W$ are obtained from the eigenvectors of the original adjacency matrix $A$ by flipping the sign of each entry that corresponds to a node which is being switched. We will take advantage of this observation in our design of nonlinear opinion patterns on a network.

**12.4.2 Nonlinear opinion patterns on switch equivalent graphs**

In this section we show that a switching transformation of the nonlinear opinion dynamics (12.1) is effectively a coordinate change, and two switching equivalent networks generate topologically equivalent flow and bifurcation diagrams.

**Theorem 12.4.2** (Diffeomorphism between trajectories of switching equivalent systems). Consider switching equivalent graphs $G, G^W$ with adjacency matrices $A$ and $A^W$ and with switching matrix $\Theta$. The trajectory $x(t)$ is a solution to (12.1) on $G$ if and only if $\Theta x(t)$ is a solution of (12.1) on $G^W$. 
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Proof. Suppose $x(t)$ is a solution of (12.1) on $G$. Multiplying both sides of (12.2) by the switching matrix $\Theta$ yields

$$
\frac{d}{dt}(\Theta x(t)) = \Theta (-d x(t) + U S(\alpha x(t) + \gamma A x(t)))
$$

$$
= -d \Theta x(t) + \Theta U S(\alpha x(t) + \gamma A x(t))
$$

$$
= -d \Theta x(t) + U S(\alpha \Theta x(t) + \gamma A \Theta x(t)),
$$

where the last step follows since $\Theta U = U \Theta$ and $-S(y) = S(-y)$. This shows that $\Theta x(t)$ is a solution of (12.1) on $G^W$. The other direction follows by an identical proof.

**Corollary 12.4.3** (Switching a graph “rotates” a pitchfork bifurcation). Consider (12.1) with $u_i = u \geq 0$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N$ on the graphs described in Theorem 12.4.2. Suppose $G$ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 12.3.1. Then $G^W$ also satisfies the conditions of Proposition 12.3.1. Furthermore, $x^*$ is an equilibrium on the bifurcation diagram on $G$ at some $u$ if and only if $\Theta x^*$ is an equilibrium on the bifurcation diagram of $G^W$ at the same $u$.

Proof. For (12.1) on $G^W$, $\lambda^*$ is simple and $\alpha + \gamma \lambda^* > 0$ because $G$, $G^W$ are isospectral. Additionally, $\langle \Theta w^*, (\Theta v^*)^3 \rangle = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \theta(i)^4 w^*_i (v^*_i)^3 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w^*_i (v^*_i)^3 = \langle w^*, v^* \rangle > 0$ since $\theta(i) = \pm 1$ for all $i \in \mathcal{V}$ and therefore the condition of Proposition 12.3.1 are satisfied. The rest of the corollary statement follows as a direct consequence of Theorem 12.4.2.

We illustrate the intuition of Corollary 12.4.3 in Fig. 12.1.

**Theorem 12.4.4** (Switching complementary vertex sets generates the same flow). Consider two switching equivalent graphs $G^W$, $G^{V \setminus W}$, generated by switching a set of vertices $W$ or its complement $V \setminus W$ on graph $G$. Let the switching matrices in relation to $G$ of these two graphs be $\Theta^W$ and $\Theta^{V \setminus W}$ respectively. The trajectory $x(t)$ is a solution of (12.1) on $G^W$ if and only if it is also a solution of (12.1) on $G^{V \setminus W}$.

Proof. Suppose $x(t)$ is a solution of (12.1) on $G^W$. Then by Theorem 12.4.2, $\Theta^W x(t)$ is an equilibrium of (12.1) on $G$. Applying the complementary switching transformation, and observing that $\Theta^{V \setminus W} \Theta^W = -I_N$, we see that $\Theta^{V \setminus W} \Theta^W x(t) = -x(t)$ is a solution of (12.1) on $G^{V \setminus W}$. By odd symmetry of the dynamic equations (12.1), $x(t)$ is also a solution of (12.1) on $G^{V \setminus W}$. The proof of the converse follows the same steps in opposite order.
12.4.3 Synthesis of nonlinear opinion patterns

The theoretical results of Section 12.4.2, lead to a design procedure to build a signed adjacency matrix that ensures a desired allocation of agents across the two options. **Step 1.** Start with a strongly connected $G$ with an all-positive signature, i.e. $a_{ik} \in \{0, 1\}$ for all $i, k \in V$. By Corollary 12.3.2, (12.1) on $G$ has an all-positive stable equilibrium $x^*_1$ and all-negative stable equilibrium $x^*_2$.

**Step 2.** Define the switching set $W$. In this step, the designer chooses which nodes are grouped together. The two partitions correspond to the two tasks. **Step 3.** Update edge signatures of $G$ locally as $a^W_{ik} = \theta(i)a_{ik}\theta(k)$. This edge signature update generates the switch-equivalent graph $G^W$ and groups all nodes in $W$ and all nodes in $V \setminus W$ together by sign, i.e. the dynamics (12.1) on $G^W$ is bistable with stable equilibria $\Theta x^*_1$, $\Theta x^*_2$. If $|W| = M$, the equilibrium $\Theta x^*_1$ corresponds to $M$ negative nodes, and $\Theta x^*_2$ to $N - M$ negative nodes. We illustrate this in Fig. 12.2. Step 3 can also be implemented in a decentralized manner since it only relies on the pairwise switching states of neighboring agents.
12.5 Dynamic Switching

We next investigate the asymptotic opinion dynamics of (12.1) when the underlying communication graph \( G \) instantaneously changes to a switching equivalent graph \( G^W \).

12.5.1 Monotonicity and structural balance

First, we introduce some relevant definitions from the study of monotone systems. Let \( K \) be an orthant of \( R^N \), \( K = \{ x \in R^N \text{ s.t. } (-1)^{m_i}x_i \geq 0, \ i = 1, \ldots, N \} \) with each \( m_i \in \{0, 1\} \). The orthant \( K \) generates a partial ordering “\( \leq K \)” on \( R^N \) where if \( x, y \in R^N \), \( y \leq K x \) if and only if \( x - y \in K \).

We say a system \( \dot{x} = f(x) \) on \( U \subseteq R^N \) is \( type K \) monotone if its flow preserves the partial ordering \( \leq K \), i.e. if \( x_1(0) \leq K x_2(0) \) implies \( x_1(t) \leq K x_2(t) \) for all \( t > 0 \).

**Lemma 12.5.1.** Consider (12.1) on a signed graph \( G \). It is a \( type K \) monotone system if and only if \( G \) is switching equivalent to \( G^+ \), for which \( \sigma(e_{ik}) = 1 \) for all \( e_{ik} \in E \), i.e. \( G \) is structurally balanced.

**Proof.** The off-diagonal terms of the Jacobian matrix \( J(x) \) are \( u_\gamma \text{diag}(S'((\alpha I_N + \gamma A)x))A \). Let \( \Theta \) be the switching matrix between \( G \) and \( G^+ \). Since \( S'(y) > 0 \) for all \( y \in R \), the matrix \( u_\gamma \Theta \text{diag}(S'((\alpha I_N + \gamma A)x))A \Theta \) has nonnegative components, and the lemma follows by [187, Lemma 2.1].

12.5.2 Instantaneous switching

Suppose \( x^* \) is a hyperbolic equilibrium of (12.1), i.e. the linearization of the system at \( x^* \) has \( m \) unstable eigenvalues and \( N - m \) stable eigenvalues. Then by [90, Theorem 1.3.2], there exist smooth local unstable and stable manifolds \( W_{loc}^u(x^*) \), \( W_{loc}^s(x^*) \) of dimensions \( m \), \( N - m \) that are tangent to the unstable and stable eigenspaces of the linearized systems at \( x^* \) and invariant under the dynamics. Global stable and unstable manifolds \( W^s(x^*) \), \( W^u(x^*) \) invariant under the dynamics can be obtained by continuing the trajectories in their local counterparts forwards or backwards in time.

**Assumption 12.5.2** (Stable manifold of origin is bounded; Fig. 12.3). Consider (12.1) on some structurally balanced graph \( G \) with \( u_1 = u > u^* \) and \( u < u_2 \) when appropriate, as defined in Corollary 12.3.4. Let \( U' \subset R^N \) be an open neighborhood containing the origin, and let \( x \in W^s(0) \cap U' \). 1) \( |\langle w^*, x \rangle| < \varepsilon \|x\|^2 \) for some \( 0 < \varepsilon < 1 \); 2) for equilibria \( x_k^* \neq 0 \) of Proposition 12.3.1 with \( k \in \{1, 2\} \), \( |\langle w^*, x_k^* \rangle| > \varepsilon \|x_k^*\|^2 \).
Figure 12.3: Geometric intuition behind Assumption 12.5.2. The one-dimensional unstable manifold $W^u(0)$ of the origin (shown in red) forms heteroclinic orbits with the stable equilibria $x_1^*, x_2^*$, as is generically the case for monotone systems - see [187, Theorem 2.8].

Estimating the $\varepsilon$ bound described above requires a lengthy computation of the stable manifold approximation (see [90, p.132] for an example of an invariant manifold approximation) which we do not carry out for space considerations. However, this assumption should hold at least locally as a consequence of the (Un)Stable Manifold Theorem [90, Theorem 1.3.2] and monotonicity of the flow. We verified the assumption numerically for several graphs. For example, numerically we find $\varepsilon = 0.05$ to be a valid bound for the graph and parameter values in Fig. 12.5 with $w^*$ normalized to unit norm; in general $\varepsilon$ will vary with $u, d, \alpha, \gamma$.

**Lemma 12.5.3** (Regions of attraction). Consider (12.1) on some structurally balanced graph $G$ with $u_i = u > u^*$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, N$, on an open and bounded neighborhood $\Omega_r$ as defined in Lemma 12.3.3. Let $x_1^*, x_2^*$ be the nonzero equilibria described in Proposition 12.3.1 with $\langle w^*, x_i^* \rangle > 0$. Consider an initial condition $x(0)$ at $t = 0$. If $\langle w^*, x(0) \rangle > \varepsilon \|x(0)\|^2 (< -\varepsilon \|x(0)\|^2)$ then as $t \to \infty$, $x(t) \to x_1^*(x_2^*)$.

**Proof.** We established in Corollary 12.3.4 that the only equilibria the system admits are $0, x_1^*, x_2^*$, and $\Omega_r$ is positively invariant by Lemma 12.3.3. Let $B(x_1^*)$ be the basin of attraction of equilibrium $x_1$ in $\Omega_r$. By monotonicity (Lemma 12.5.1) and [187, Theorem 2.6], the set $\text{Int}(B(x_1^*)) \cup \text{Int}(B(x_2^*))$ is open and dense in $\Omega_r$, where $\text{Int}$ signifies the interior points. Then following Assumption 12.5.2, the stable manifold partitions $\Omega_r$ into the basins of attraction of the two locally asymptotically stable equilibria. The sets $U_+ = \{ x \in \Omega_r \ s.t. \langle w^*, x \rangle > \varepsilon \|x\|^2 \}, U_- = \{ x \in \Omega_r \ s.t. \langle w^*, x \rangle < -\varepsilon \|x\|^2 \}$ do not intersect the center manifold and are therefore positively invariant. Then since $x_1 \in U_+$ and $x_2 \in U_-$, we get that $U_+ \subset B(x_1^*)$ and $U_- \subset B(x_2^*)$. \qed

**Remark 12.5.4.** In practice, without a precise value for the bound $\varepsilon$ from Assumption 12.5.2, for
most points $x(0) \in \mathbb{R}^N$ it is sufficient to check whether the projection of $x(0)$ onto $w^*$ is positive or negative to determine which region of attraction the points belongs to, i.e. $\langle w^*, x(0) \rangle > 0 (< 0)$ where $>$ implies convergence to $x_1^*$ and $<$ to $x_2^*$. This is because the stable manifold that partitions the space of possible opinion configurations occurs near the plane of points normal to $w^*$ at the origin; see Fig. 12.3 for illustration. As long as $x(0)$ is not too close to this plane, the projection is a reliable heuristic for the asymptotic dynamics of the network opinions.

**Theorem 12.5.5.** Consider (12.1) on some $G$ and let $x_1^*, x_2^*$ be the nonzero equilibria described in Proposition 12.3.1, with $\langle w^*, x_i^* \rangle > 0$. Let $G^W$ be switch equivalent to $G$ with the associated switching matrix $\Theta$. Suppose at $t = 0$, $x(0)$ is close to $x_i^*$ where $i = 1$ or $2$. If $\|\langle \Theta w^*, x_i^* \rangle \| > \varepsilon \|x_i^*\|^2$ and $\langle \Theta w^*, x_i \rangle > 0 (< 0)$ then for (12.1) on $G^W$ as $t \to \infty$, $x(t) \to \Theta x_i (\to -\Theta x_i)$.

**Proof.** Without loss of generality, let $\|x(0) - x_i^*\| < \mu$ so that $\langle \Theta w^*, x(0) \rangle > \varepsilon \|x(0)\|^2$ and $w_i^* x_i(0) > 0$ for all $i \in V$ (these are true at $x_1$ by assumption; sufficiently close nearby points will satisfy the conditions by continuity). By Theorem 12.4.2 we know that that for (12.1) on $G^W$, $\Theta x_i$ is an equilibrium, and the vector $\Theta w^*$ is normal to the stable eigenspace at the origin. The theorem follows by Lemma 12.5.3.

Theorem 12.5.5 shows that instantaneously changing a structurally balanced graph $G$ to its switching equivalent $G^W$ results in a predictable transition of the system state. Namely, if the number of nodes in $W$ is small in comparison with the cardinality of $V$, we expect that all nodes in $W$ will change sign, and all of the nodes in $V \setminus W$ will not. A simulation example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 12.4. The precise number of nodes that can be switched simultaneously to generate this behavior depends on the eigenvector $w^*$ of the graph adjacency matrix, the value of the equilibrium $x_i^*$, and the bound $\varepsilon$. In practice, it is often sufficient that $|W| < \frac{1}{2} |V|$. For the graph and parameter values in Fig. 12.5, and the numerical estimate $\varepsilon = 0.05$, any combination of 4 or fewer nodes can indeed be switched simultaneously.

The analysis in this section reveals that dynamics (12.1) should be well-behaved if the transition between $G$ and $G^W$ is driven by smooth dynamics, e.g., a suitably designed feedback law. We consider an example of such a smoothly-driven transition in the following section.

### 12.6 Applications to Multi-Robot Task Allocation

We illustrate how our method can be used to change the proportion of robots dedicated to a task, how it can be decentralized, how it is robust to individual robot failures or additions, and how we
can ensure that robots switch when triggered locally.

**Task distributions** Many multi-robot applications need subteams to be assigned to different tasks in a certain proportion (see e.g. [110] for a review on multi-robot task allocation). As illustrated in Fig. 12.2, switching transformations can be used to distribute a team of agents among two tasks in predetermined proportion.

In scenarios where robots can be divided in subteams, and each subteam can indiscriminately contribute to one of the tasks, our method guarantees a predetermined proportion of agents among tasks, but does not control which subteam is assigned to which task. For example, in Fig. 12.2, the team composed of agents 1, 2, and 3 could execute either task 1 or 2. This affords flexibility from the application point of view, where the initial condition on the opinion (e.g., how close a robot is to an area where the demand for a task is abundant) can determine the final distribution of agents.

**Local flexibility** Our approach provides flexibility by letting single agents/robots make individual decisions in a decentralized way without disconnecting from the network. This is important for multi-robot teams that should change their allocation across tasks in response to changing environmental conditions that are observed only by some agents; see [159] for the case of globally available environmental cues in a multi-robot trash pick-up problem. This method is also useful for long-duration autonomy applications where team performance should not be affected by failures or individuals that stop contributing to tasks, e.g. to charge batteries [148]. See Fig. 12.4, where one agent switches between tasks without affecting the task preference of its neighbors in the graph.

To illustrate suppose that agent $i$ wants to switch options. Agent $i$ alerts its neighbors that $\theta_i = -1$. We define

$$
\tau_d \dot{a}_{ik} = -a_{ik} + a_{ik}(0)\theta_i\theta_k,
$$

(12.6)
where $\tau_a$ is a time-scale parameter and $a_{ik}(0) \in \{0, 1, -1\}$ is the initial signature of the edge between agents $i$ and $k$. As seen in Fig. 12.5, the dynamics (12.6) allow locally originated switches to take place simultaneously between neighbors. This property can be useful in applications involving switching cascades, where a robot switching to a new task can trigger its neighbors to switch. This feature is relevant in dynamic task allocation for multi-robot systems where robots can assign themselves to new tasks as a result of interacting with the environment or with their neighboring robots [122].

### 12.7 Final Remarks

We analyzed the nonlinear networked opinion dynamics (12.1) on signed graphs and proposed a novel approach for dynamic and decentralized allocation of a group of agents across two tasks. In future work, we aim to generalize the results in Section 12.5 to graphs that are not structurally balanced, to derive an estimate for the $\varepsilon$ bound from Assumption 12.5.2, and to extend this analysis to the more general multi-option opinion dynamics of [19].
Appendix A

Supporting material for Chapter 4

A.1 Proof of Proposition 4.4.1

Recall that we are examining the dynamical system

\[ \dot{x}_i = -d x_i + u \left( \hat{S}_1(\alpha x_i + cx_j) - \hat{S}_2(\beta x_i + cx_j) \right) =: f_i(x_1, x_2) \quad i, j \in \{1, 2\}, \quad i \neq j. \]

with \( d > 0, \alpha, \beta \geq 0, \) and \( c \in \mathbb{R}. \) Furthermore, \( \hat{S}_i(x) = \frac{1}{d_i} \tanh(x). \) Local exponential stability of \( x = 0 \) follows from linearization. The Jacobian of (4.9) is diagonal with a repeated eigenvalue equal to \(-d + u(\alpha - \beta)\). This quantity is negative for \( u < u_d/(\alpha - \beta) \) and positive for \( u > d/(\alpha - \beta) \).

To prove the rest of the statement of the Proposition we rely on results from singularity theory outlined in [82, Chapter X]. In particular, we verify that the governing equations for the opinion dynamics (4.9) satisfy the conditions for local topological equivalence to a \((\mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2)\)-equivariant nondegenerate normal form, the dynamical behavior of which is well understood.

First, we check that the equations commute with the symmetry group \( S_2 \times S_2 \cong \mathbb{Z}_2 \oplus \mathbb{Z}_2. \) Define the action \( (\tau, \sigma) \in S_2 \times S_2 \) where \( \sigma \) is a permutation of the agents and \( \tau \) is a permutation of options for both agents \((x_i \mapsto -x_i \ \forall i)\). Also define \( e \in S_2 \) as the identity element of the permutation group on two symbols. The group elements of \( S_2 \times S_2 \) are \( \{(\tau, \sigma), (\tau, e), (e, \sigma), (e, e)\} \). If the dynamical system is \((S_2 \times S_2)\)-equivariant, it should commute with the action of each nontrivial group element, which means we must check the following:

- The dynamics are equivariant under permutation of agents:

\[ (e, \sigma) \cdot (f_1(x_1, x_2), f_2(x_1, x_2)) = (f_1((e, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2)), f_2((e, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)
• The dynamics are equivariant under permutation of options:

\[
(r, e) \cdot (f_1(\theta_1, \theta_2), f_2(\theta_1, \theta_2)) = (f_1((r, e) \cdot (\theta_1, x_2)), f_2((r, e) \cdot (x_1, x_2)))
\]  

(A.2)

• The dynamics are equivariant under permutation of both agents and options:

\[
(r, \sigma) \cdot (f_1(x_1, x_2), f_2(x_1, x_2)) = (f_1((r, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2)), f_2((r, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2)))
\]  

(A.3)

As a recap, \((e, \sigma) \cdot (x, y) = (y, x), (r, e) \cdot (x, y) = (-x, -y), \) and \((r, \sigma) \cdot (x, y) = (-y, -x)\). First we consider the action \((e, \sigma)\):

\[
(e, \sigma) \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
  f_1(x_1, x_2) \\
  f_2(x_1, x_2)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
  f_2(x_1, x_2) \\
  f_1(x_1, x_2)
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  -dx_2 + u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_2 + cx_1) - u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_2 + cx_1) \\
  -dx_1 + \hat{S}_1(\alpha x_2 + cx_2) - u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_1 + cx_2)
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(A.4)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  f_1((e, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2)) \\
  f_2((e, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2))
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  f_1(x_2, x_1) \\
  f_2(x_2, x_1)
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  -dx_2 + u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_2 + cx_1) - u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_2 + cx_1) \\
  -dx_1 + u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_1 + cx_2) - u\hat{S}(\beta x_1 + cx_2)
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(A.5)

The two statements above are equivalent and the dynamics are equivariant under the permutation of agents. Then we consider the action \((r, e)\):

\[
(r, e) \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
  f_1(x_1, x_2) \\
  f_2(x_1, x_2)
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  -f_1(x_1, x_2) \\
  -f_2(x_1, x_2)
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  dx_1 - u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_1 + cx_2) + u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_1 + cx_2) \\
  dx_2 - u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_2 + cx_1) + u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_2 + cx_1)
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(A.6)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  f_1((r, e) \cdot (x_1, x_2)) \\
  f_2((r, e) \cdot (x_1, x_2))
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  f_1(-x_1, -x_2) \\
  f_2(-x_1, -x_2)
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
  -dx_2 + u\hat{S}_1(-\alpha x_1 - cx_2) - u\hat{S}_2(-\beta x_1 - cx_2) \\
  -dx_1 + u\hat{S}_1(-\alpha x_2 - cx_1) - u\hat{S}_2(-\beta x_2 - cx_1)
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(A.7)

Since the sigmoid functions \(\hat{S}_i\) are odd, we can conclude that the two statements above are equivalent and the dynamics are equivariant under permutation of options. Finally, we consider the action
coordinates, the model equations become

\[
(f_1(x_1, x_2)) = \begin{pmatrix}
-x_2(x_1, x_2) \\
-f_1(x_1, x_2)
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
dx_2 - u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_2 + \alpha a) + u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_2 + \alpha b) \\
dx_1 - u\hat{S}_1(\alpha x_1 + \alpha a) + u\hat{S}_2(\beta x_1 + \alpha b)
\end{pmatrix}
\tag{A.8}
\]

\[
(f_2((\tau, \sigma) \cdot (x_1, x_2))) = \begin{pmatrix}
f_1(-x_2, -x_1) \\
f_2(-x_2, -x_1)
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
dx_2 + u\hat{S}_1(-\alpha x_2 - \alpha a) - u\hat{S}_2(-\beta x_2 - \alpha b) \\
dx_1 + u\hat{S}_1(-\alpha x_1 - \alpha a) - u\hat{S}_2(-\beta x_1 - \alpha b)
\end{pmatrix}
\tag{A.9}
\]

Once again, the two statements above are equivalent and so the dynamics are equivariant under simultaneous permutation of agents and options.

We have established that the dynamical system we are working with has the same symmetry as the normal form. Next, for convenience of calculations, we transform the coordinate system to align the two axes with the primary modes of the bifurcation. The coordinates on the consensus and dissensus subspaces are \(x_c = \frac{1}{2}(x_1 + x_2)\) (average opinion of the agents) and \(x_d = \frac{1}{2}(x_1 - x_2)\) (average difference in the opinions of the agents). Transformed into these consensus and dissensus coordinates, the model equations become

\[
\dot{x}_c = -dx_c + \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_1((\alpha + c)x_c + (c - a)x_d) + \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_1((\alpha + c)x_c + (\alpha - c)x_d) - \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_2((\beta + c)x_c + (\beta - c)x_d) - \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_2((\beta + c)x_c + (\beta - c)x_d),
\tag{A.10}
\]

\[
\dot{x}_d = -dx_d + \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_1((\alpha + c)x_c + (c - a)x_d) - \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_1((\alpha + c)x_c + (\alpha - c)x_d) - \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_2((\beta + c)x_c + (c - \beta)x_d) + \frac{1}{2}u\hat{S}_2((\beta + c)x_c + (c - \beta)x_d).
\tag{A.11}
\]

Next, we compute a series expansion of (A.10),(A.11)

\[
\dot{x}_c = A_1x_c + A_2x_c^3 + A_3x_c^2x_d^2 + h.o.t.
\tag{A.12}
\]

\[
\dot{x}_d = B_1x_d + B_2x_d^3 + B_3x_d^2x_c^2 + h.o.t.
\]

where the higher order terms are of the form \(x_c^u x_d^v u^t\) and satisfy one of (a) \(u + s \geq 5\), (b) \(t =
1, \(u + s \geq 3\), or (c) \(t \geq 2\). The coefficients in the expansion are

\[
A_1 = \alpha - \beta, \quad B_1 = \alpha - \beta,
\]

\[
A_2 = \frac{d}{3(\alpha - \beta)} \left( -a_1^2(c + \alpha)^3 + a_2^2(c + \beta)^3 \right)
\]

\[
A_3 = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta} \left( -a_1^2(c - \alpha)^2(c + \alpha) + a_2^2(c - \beta)^2(c + \beta) \right)
\]

\[
B_2 = \frac{d}{3(\alpha - \beta)} \left( a_1^2(c - \alpha)^3 - a_2^2(c - \beta)^3 \right)
\]

\[
B_3 = \frac{d}{\alpha - \beta} \left( a_1^2(c - \alpha)(c + \alpha)^2 - a_2^2(c - \beta)(c + \beta)^2 \right).
\]

From these coefficients the nodegeneracy conditions stated in the proposition are computed using [82, Chapter X, Definition 2.2]. Equivalence to the normal form then follows by [82, Chapter X, Proposition 2.3], assuming the nondegeneracy conditions are satisfied.
Appendix B

Supporting material for Chapter 5

For proofs of Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.3.1 we rely on Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction and singularity theory techniques, for a thorough development of which we refer the interested reader to [82].

B.1 Directional derivatives

In this section we compute the directional derivatives of (5.1) at \((Z, u) = (0, u^*)\), for use in the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction calculations in the following two sections. We compute the directional derivatives which appear in the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction coefficients (2.15). Recall the directional derivative formula (2.13). Let \( \hat{v} = v \otimes \tilde{v} \), with \( v \in \mathbb{R}^{N_a} \) and \( \tilde{v} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_o} \). For

First, we compute the first order directional derivative for \( \frac{\partial F}{\partial u}(Z) \):

\[
d \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial u} \right) (\hat{v}) = S'_1(0)(\alpha I_{N_a} + \gamma A_a)v \otimes \tilde{v} + S'_2(0)(\beta I_{N_a} + \delta A_a)v \otimes A_o \tilde{v}.
\]

When \( v \) is an eigenvector of \( A_a \) with eigenvalue \( \lambda \), and \( \tilde{v} \) is an eigenvector of \( A_o \) with eigenvalue \( \mu \), this derivative further simplifies to

\[
d \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial u} \right) (\hat{v}) = (S'_1(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda) + S'_2(0)(\beta + \delta \lambda)) \hat{v}.
\]

(B.1)

Let \( x^2 = x \odot x \). With a similar calculation at second order, we find

\[
d^2F(\hat{v}, \tilde{v}) = u^* S''_1(0)((\alpha I_{N_a} + \gamma A_a)v)^2 \otimes \hat{v}^2 + u^* S''_2(0)((\beta I_{N_a} + \delta A_a)v)^2 \otimes (A_o \tilde{v})^2
\]
which, under the eigenvector assumption simplifies to
\[ d^2F^h(\hat{v}, \hat{v}) = u^* (S''_1(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda)^2 + S''_2(0)\mu^2(\beta + \delta \lambda)^2) \hat{v}^2. \]  
\[ (B.2) \]

Next, defining \( x^3 = x \odot x \odot x \) at third order we find
\[ d^3F^h(\hat{v}, \hat{v}, \hat{v}) = u^* S'''_1(0)((\alpha I_N a + \gamma A_a)\hat{v})^3 \odot \hat{v}^3 + u^* S'''_2(0)((\beta I_N a + \delta A_a)\hat{v})^3 \odot (A_o \hat{v})^3 \]
which simplifies to
\[ d^3F^h(\hat{v}, \hat{v}, \hat{v}) = u^* (S''_1(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda)^3 + S''_2(0)\mu^3(\beta + \delta \lambda)^3) \hat{v}^3. \]  
\[ (B.3) \]

Define \( P_N = I_N - \hat{v} \hat{v}^T \) to be the projection from \( \mathbb{R}^N \) onto the range of \( J \) at \( u = u^* \). Suppose \( S_m(y) = \hat{S}(y + g_m(y)) \) with \( \hat{S}(-y) = -\hat{S}(y) \), \( \hat{S}_m(0) > 0 \), and bounded small perturbation \( g \) satisfying \( g(0) = 0 \), \( g'(0) = 0 \), \( g(-y) \neq -g(y) \). Then \( S_m''(0) = g_m''(0) \) and
\[ J^{-1}P_N d^2F^h(\hat{v}, \hat{v}) = u^* (g_1''(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda)^2 + g_2''(0)\mu^2(\beta + \delta \lambda)^2) J^{-1}P_N \hat{v}^2 \]

where \( J^{-1} \) is the inverse of the restriction of (11.4) to its range. Finally we write down the expression for the following directional derivative
\[ d^2F^h(\hat{v}, J^{-1}P_N d^2F^h(\hat{v}, \hat{v})) = (u^*)^2 (g_1''(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda)^2 + g_2''(0)\mu^2(\beta + \delta \lambda)^2) \]
\[ (g_1''(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda)\hat{v} \odot ((\alpha I_N a + \gamma A_a) \odot I_N a) (J^{-1}P\hat{v})^2) + g_2''(0)\mu(\beta + \delta \lambda)\hat{v} \odot ((\beta I_N a + \delta A_a) \odot A_o) (J^{-1}P\hat{v})^2) \].  
\[ (B.4) \]

**B.2 Proof of Theorem 5.2.2**

1) The loss of stability of \( Z = 0 \) at \( u = u^* \) is established in Theorem 5.1.2. Since \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) is simple, at \( u = u^* \) \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 0 \) equilibria along span\( \{v_a \odot v_o\} \) Following the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction procedure outlined in [82, Chapter I] we derive the coefficients of the polynomial expansion of a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of (2.14) \( f(y, u, b) \) through third order. With the odd symmetry
assumption on $S_m$, it follows that $S_m''(0) = 0$ and

$$f(y, u, 0) = (\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o - \lambda_c \mu_c))(u - u^*)y$$

$$+ \frac{d \left( S_m''(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a)^3 + S_m''(0)(\beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o - \lambda_c \mu_c))^2 \right)}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o - \lambda_c \mu_c)} \langle w_a, v_o^3 \rangle \langle w_o, v_o^3 \rangle y^3. \quad (B.5)$$

The conclusion follows by the recognition problem for a pitchfork bifurcation [82, Chapter II, Proposition 9.2]. Linearization of the system about each of the two bifurcating fixed points shares the $N - 1$ stable eigenvalues with the origin, and the bifurcating eigenvalue is negative (or positive) under the conditions in the theorem statement by [82, Chapter I, Theorem 4.1].

2) The first statement follows by definition of an unfolding. With nonzero $b, g_1, g_2$, the coefficients of the polynomial expansion of $f(y, u, b)$ through third order take the form

$$f(y, u, b) = f(y, u, 0) + \langle w_a \otimes w_o, b \rangle + C_1 y^3$$

$$+ \frac{d \left( g''_1(0)(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a)^2 + g''_2(0)(\beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o - \lambda_c \mu_c))^2 \right)}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o - \lambda_c \mu_c)} \langle w_a, v_o^2 \rangle \langle w_o, v_o^2 \rangle y^2 \quad (B.6)$$

where $C_1$ is the quantity defined in (B.4). Let $C_0$ denote the coefficient of the cubic term in (B.5). When $g''_1(0) = 0$ and $g''_2(0) = 0$, the total coefficient of the cubic term in (B.6) is $C_0$. Therefore by continuity there exist small positive $\varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2$ such that $\text{sign}(C_0 + C_1) = \text{sign}(C_0)$ as long as $|g''_1(0)| < \varepsilon_1$ and $|g''_2(0)| < \varepsilon_2$. We assume $g_m''(0)$ for $m = 1, 2$ is sufficiently small so that $C_0$ determines the sign of the cubic term, and do not compute (B.4).

For compactness let $f(y, u, b) = a_1(u - u^*)x + a_2 x^2 + a_3 x^3 + a_4 + h.o.t.$ where $a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4$ are the coefficients in (B.5),(B.6). Following [82, Chapter III, Proposition 4.4]. We confirm that the following determinant is nonzero:

$$\det \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & a_1 & a_3 \\ 0 & a_1 & 0 & 0 \\ 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} = -a_1^2 = -\left( \alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o - \lambda_c \mu_c) \right)^2 \neq 0.$$

Then if we treat the quantities $a_2, a_4$ as unfolding parameters, (B.6) realizes a universal unfolding of the pitchfork bifurcation by [82, Chapter III, Proposition 4.4] and the theorem statement describes the expected persistent bifurcation diagrams, as in [82, Chapter 1].
B.3 Proof of Theorem 5.3.1

1) To establish existence of periodic orbits we check that the system (5.1) under the stated assumptions satisfies the conditions of the Hopf bifurcation theorem [90, Theorem 3.4.2]. When \( u = u^* \), the leading eigenvalues of (11.4) are a simple purely imaginary pair

\[
\eta_{\pm}(u^*) = \pm i \frac{d (\gamma \lambda_c - \beta \mu_c + \delta(-\lambda_a \mu_c + \lambda_c \mu_o))}{\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o + \lambda_c \mu_c)}
\]

which satisfies the eigenvalue condition (H1) of the Hopf theorem. Next, we check that the leading eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis with nonzero speed as \( u \) is varied, i.e.

\[
\frac{d}{du} \Re(\eta_{\pm}(u)) = \alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o + \lambda_c \mu_c) \neq 0
\]

which satisfies the nonzero crossing speed condition (H2) of the Hopf theorem. Existence of periodic orbits directly follows by the Hopf theorem. By this theorem and by the definition of a center manifold [90, Theorem 3.2.1], the solutions appear along a unique \( W_s \) which is tangent at \( u = u^* \) to \( N(J(0, u^*)) = \text{span}\{\Re(v_a \otimes v_o), \Im(v_a \otimes v_o)\} \).

To show 2) and 3) we first compute the coefficients of the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction of (5.1), following the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction for a Hopf bifurcation [82, Chapter VIII, Proposition 3.3], also outlined in Chapter 2.3 of this dissertation.

\[
f(y, u) = \left(\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a + \beta \mu_o + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_o + \lambda_c \mu_c)\right)y(u - u^*) + by^3 + h.o.t. \tag{B.7}
\]

where

\[
b = \frac{1}{16} u^* \Re \left( \left(S_1'''(0) \left((\alpha + \gamma \lambda_a)^2 + (\gamma \lambda_c)^2\right) (\alpha + \gamma(\lambda_a + i\lambda_c))
\right.ight.
\]

\[
+ S_2'''(0)(\mu_o^2 + \mu_c^2) ((\beta + \delta \lambda_a)^2 + (\delta \lambda_c)^2) \left(\mu_o(\beta + \delta \lambda_a) - \delta \mu_c \lambda_c
\right.
\]

\[
+ i(\mu_o(\beta + \delta \lambda_a) + \delta \mu_c \lambda_c)) \right)\langle w_a, |v_a|^2 \otimes v_o\rangle\langle w_o, |v_a|^2 \otimes v_o\rangle + C_2. \tag{B.8}
\]

where all of the terms grouped in \( C_2 \) have a dependence on \( g_1'''(0) \) and/or \( g_2'''(0) \), with \( C_2 = 0 \) whenever \( g_1'''(0) = 0 \) and \( g_2'''(0) = 0 \). By an analogous continuity argument to that presented in the pitchfork bifurcation proof in Appendix B.2 we assume \( g_2'''(0) \) is sufficiently small so the first term in the sum in (B.8) dominates and determines the sign of the cubic coefficient \( b \). Then as long as \( b \neq 0 \), by
the reduced bifurcation equation $f(y, u)$ is $\mathbb{Z}_2$-equivalent to the pitchfork sign$(b)x^3 + x(u - u^*)$, i.e. when $|u - u^*|$ is small, solutions to $f(y, u) = 0$ are in one-to-one correspondence with orbits of small amplitude periodic solutions to the system (5.1) with period near $2\pi/|\gamma \lambda_c + \beta \mu_c + \delta(\lambda_a \mu_c + \lambda_c \mu_o)| = 1/\omega$. For $u$ near $u^*$, the small amplitude oscillations can be approximated to first order as scalar multiples of $e^{i\omega t}v_a \otimes v_o$ from which the conclusions on phase and amplitude difference between agents follow. When $b < 0$, the bifurcating periodic solutions are stable by [82, Chapter VIII, Theorem 4.1].
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